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PREFACE.

The favorable reception accorded to "The High School Algebra,

Part I.," by the Mathematical Masters of tlie leading Collegiate

Institutes and High Schools of Ontario, has induced the authors

to proceed with Part IT., which is now given to the public. Its

leading features are similar to those of the former volume. Parts

of the subject which are usually treated in a superficial manner,

or wholly omitted, have been given considerable prominence.

The difficulties of the subject are presented one at a time, in

logical order, preceded, where experience has shown it necessary,

by numerical illustrations to prepare the way for more general

investigations. Explanatory matter and formal proofs of propo-

sitions have been kept distinct, as far as possible, for the con-

venience of students preparing for written examinations. The

more important theorems, which should be read by all students,

are given in italics; the remainder might be omitted by junior

readers and those who are not candidates for Honors. Origin-

ality has not been attempted
;
yet new views of old theorems will

be found in many instances, and new theorems, also, in a few

cases. Arts. 109, 126 and 152 will pi-obably be found interest-

ing and instructive.

The examples, which are very numerous and varied in their

character, have all been tested in the cla.ss room, and proved to

bo suitable before being inserted. Tlieir number is greater than

the majority of students will find time for working; but as they

are carefully graded it will be easy to select as many as may 1)0

desired of any required degree of difficulty. During tlie first

reading of the subject an intelligent solution of from one-half to

two-thirds of the examples will be amply sufficient.

An effort has been made, by means of diagrams and familiar
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illustrations, to show clearly the connection between the symbols

on paper and the actual quantities they represent. This will be

especially noticed in the chapter on Imaginary Quantities, which

has been treated wholly from a geometrical point of view. Ex-

perience seems to warrant the belief that this method will prove

interesting and instructive to the student who limits his atten-

tion to ordinary Algebra; whilst to those who pursue their way

through the higher mathematics it will serve as an introduction

to the new and beautiful science of Quaternions.

Throughout the whole work the authors have constantly kept

in mind the future as well as the immediate wants of the student.

The treatment of Homogeneous Equations will be found con-

venient in Conic Sections; the Theory of Infinite Quantities pre-

pares the way for the Calculus; whilst it will afterwards be

seen that many of the examples give the solution of problems in

various departments of more advanced work.

The materials used in the preparation of the present work

have been gathered from many sources. The standard Algebras

of Wood, Potts and Todhunter have furnished a considerable por-

tion. The more recent works of Chrystal, C. Smith, Whitworth,

Hall cfe Knight, Newcomb, Wentworth, and Ch. De Comberousse,

have also been consulted. The papei'S set at the various Univer-

sity and Departmental Examinations have furnished many ex-

amples, whilst many more have been constructed for the use of

the authors' own classes in the regular course of instruction.

The authors have also to thank Prof, Alfred Baker, of Univer-

sity College, for reading the proof sheets of the chapter on Im-

aginary Quantities, and for valuable criticisms and suggestions

on that subject.

Should the present work be received with sufficient favor it

will be followed by a third volume, treating of the remaining

portions of the subject, so far as it is usually read for the B.A.

Degree with Honors in any Canadian or American University.

, I. J. BIRCHARD,
W. J. ROBERTSON.

June, 1SS9.
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HIGHER ALGEBRA.

CHAPTEE I.

FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTIONS AND
OPERATIONS.

ON THE STUDY OF ALGEBRA.

1. The Science of Algebra lias for its object the investigation of

the magnitude and relations existing between the various quanti-

ties which are capable of being represented by numbers. The

process of investigation is carried on by means of symbols repre-

senting the quantities and the relations they bear to each other.

These symbols may be divided into two great classes, viz.:

1. Symbols of Quantity and Relation.

2. Symbols of Operation.

In the application of Algebra to the solution of any practical

problem there are four distinct stages necessary, as follows:

1. A clear conception of the nature and relations of the quanti-

ties involved.

2. An accurate representation of tliose quantities and their

relations in algebraic .symbols.

3. A proper performance with those symbols of the operations

demanded by the conditions of th(5 problem.

4. A correct interpretation of the result of the symbolical

operations.

2
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The truth of the information thus derived in any particular

case depends upon accuracy in eacli of these four stages. It is

therefore of the greatest importance for the student to clearly

perceive the connection between the symbols on paper and the

quantities or operations which they represent.

2. It should be carefully observed that the symbols of Algebra,

in common with all symbols, have no meaning in themselves,

but only such meaning as may be attached to them by common

consent of those who use them. In determining the meaning to

be assigned in any particular case, we may proceed by either of

two distinct methods. We may first assign an arbitrary mean-

ing to a symbol of quantity, and then determine the laws of the

operations to which it may be subjected; or first assume that it

obeys certain laws, and then assign the meaning which "will enable

it to do so.

The former is the Synthetic method, and is the most suitable

for demonstrations and for conveying information; the latter is

the Analytic method, and the one by which discoveries are made

and the boundaries of the science enlarged. Examples of each

method are found in Part I., positive and negative quantities are

treated synthetically, but Indices analytically. Further exam-

ples of each method will also be given in the present work.

3. When two or more operations are to be performed succes-

sively, care must be taken to observe the proper order in per-

forming them. Certain operations are interchangeable, others

are not; no change must be made without examining whether

such change will affect the result. The following are the funda-

mental laws of elementary Algebra on this point;

I. THE LA"W OF COMMUTATION.

1. Additions and subtractions may be jjerfonned in any order.

Thus a + b-G = a — c + b = b — c + a= - c + a + b.
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2. Multiplications and divisions may hej)erformed in any order.

Thus axb xc= b x c x a =cxa x b;

(a X b)-~c = ax (b-r-c) = (a-i-c) X b.

3. Jnvoluiimis and evolutions may be performed in any order;

tliey are also interchangeable xoith multiplications and divisions.

11 11 1 1

Thus («-)» = (a")"; {a^f = {a^f'; {a^y = {a^y^

;

a"'b'^= {ab)"" ; a'^b"' = (aft)"' ; — = / -
J

ft™

II. THE LAW^ OF DISTRIBUTION.

1. Additions arid subtractions of numbers may be distributed

over a series of additions and subtractions of their parts.

Thus a + (b + c - d) = a + b + c - d;

a — (b + c — d) = a — b— c + d.

2. Multiplications (and divisions) of numbers by one another

may be distributed over a series of additions and subtractions of

the products (and quotients) of their parts.

Thus (« — ft + c)m = am — bm + cm

;

(a — b)(c — d) = (a — ft)c — (a — ft)r/

= ac - be - ad + bd;

(a + b — c)-^7n = a-^m + b-T-7n - c-^ tti.

4. The exact meaning of the examples in the preceding Art.

should be carefully noted, expressed in words, and, where possible,

illustrated by concrete quantities. Thus in the third example

under the Law of Distribution the first combination of symbols

directs us to subtract ft from <i, add c to the difference, and multi-

ply the sum by m. The second combination requires the multi-

plication of the several parts to be performed first, and the addi-

tions and subtractions to be performed afterwards. The greater
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part of algebraic work consists in such interchange of operations,

and the mistakes of beginners are usually due to an improper

application of these fundamental laws.

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to an explanation of

the meaning attached to various symbols of quantity and opera-

tions which do not occur in elementary work. The student must

not expect to be able to grasp the full meaning of some portions

of it at tlie first reading, but frequent reference to it in connec-

tion with the following chapters will be found helpful and in-

structive.

INFINITE QUANTITIES.

5. Quantity has already been defined to be that which is

capable of being divided into parts; it remains to distinguish

Finite and Infinite Quantities.

6. A Finite Quantity is one which has boundaries or limits;

it is a definite portion of any magnitude.

All Quantities treated of in ordinary arithmetical or algebra-

ical operations are finite.

7. An Infinite Quantity is one which has no boundaries or

limits; it is magnitude considered without limitation.

Time and Space, taken in their general signification, are familiar

examples of infinite Quantity. We cannot conceive of any limit

to the duration of Time or to the extent of Space; they are there-

fore said to be infinite.

SYMBOLS OF INFINITY.

8. The series of numbers, 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., may evidently be con-

tinued without limit. No particular number is so great that it

cannot be doubled and thus rendered greater. Number, then,

like Time and Space, having no limit, is infinite.

The symbol oc is frequently used to denote "infinity." Its

precise meaning cannot be made evident by a single definition,

but it will be clearly illustrated in the following Arts.
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9. The series of negative numbers, - 1, — 2, - 3, etc., may
also be continued to any extent; and the two series thus form a

system extending to nfinity in each direction from zero as the

central or starting point, the number in each case denoting dis-

tance, and the sign, direction.

10. When magnitude only is to be considered it is frequently

convenient to consider another infinite series, in which the cen-

tral number is a unit or 1 ; and as the series 2, 3, 4, etc., is derived

from it by multiplication, so another series, -, -, , etc., may

be derived from it by division. The one series becomes indefi-

nitely great as before, but the other becomes indefinitely small.

We place cjc at the end of one series to show that it is to be end-

lessly increased, and at the end of the other to shov\- that it is

to be endlessly diminished. The whole series in order will be

— or 0.... \, \, 1,2,3....«:.
oc 6 1

It should he carefully observed that the above series is infinite

in each direction from the unit; and as the infinitely great or oc

can never be really attained, neither can the infinitely small or

ever be reached. Absolute zero can be obtained only by subtrac-

tion, never by division. This is giving a new meaning to the

symbol 0, which formerly denoted the mere absence of quantity.

There will be no difficulty in determining the meaning intended

in any particular instance; and it will be found that this ex-

tended meaning adds immensely to the power of Algebra as an

instrument of investigation.

OPERATIONS WITH SYMBOLS OF INFINITY.

11. Since and oc do not represent any definite numbers or

quantities, operations performed with these symbols are not sub-

ject in all cases to the laws governing the same operations with

symbols representing definite or finite quantities, but require a

separate investigation.
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12. A finite quantity divided by ffives oc for quotient.

Let - = g, then a = qx. Now let x continually diminish and q
X

consequently continually increase, so that their product is always

equal to the constant quantity a ; it is evident that by making x

small enough q may be made greater than any assignable finite

quantity. This is briefly expressed in symbols thus, - = oc.

13. A finite quantity divided hy oc gives for quotient.

Let - =0", then a = qx. Now let x continually increase and q
X

consequently continually diminish; then, by making x great

enough, q can be made less than any assignable finite quantity,

or in symbols — = 0.

14. Zero divided hy zero or infinity by infinity gives any quan-

tity whateverfor quotient.

Let - =q, then a = qx. Now, if a and x are each zero, q may
x

be any finite quantity whatever. The same is also true if a and

X are each oc , since q times or oc is or oc

.

Note—If the origin of the symbols or a; be known, then a definite

saning cai

further on.

X
meaning can usually be attached to the forms - and — , as will be shown

15. If a > 1, a'^ = oc; and if a < 1, a^ =0.

The truth of this proposition will be easily perceived by con-

sidering a simple example.

4
Let a= -, then, by taking the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, etc., powers in

o

succession, it will be observed that each multiplication adds more

than - to the original fraction; therefore by multiplying a sufii-
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cient number of times the result may be made greater than any

finite quantity, or a*- = oc.

Again, if a < 1, let « = - : then » > 1 and a'^ = —-— =— = 0.

p p oc

The truth of this latter proposition is generaUy assumed by

merely noting that if a is less than unity, each term of the series

a, a^, a?, etc., is less than the preceding, and therefore by taking the

exponent large enough the result may be made less than any finite

quantity. But this mode of reasoning is fallacious, for the terms

of the series q>(o)' (t/' V^)' ^^^-j continually decrease, and

yet if the series be continued to any extent the terms will always

be greater than -

.

o

16. Fractions which take the form - when particular values

are given to the literal symbols involved are termed Vanishing
Fractions. They usually arise from the numerator and denomi-

nator having a common factor, which is zero for the given values.

Such fractions have no definite value if by we mean the entire

absence of quantity; but with the meaning assigned in Art, 10 a

definite value may generally be found.

Ex. 1.—To find the limit of tlie value of
" when the value
x — a

of X approaches the value of a.

_
, ,

a;- - a- {a + A)^ - a- lah 4- A" „ , ^-r
Lieta:= a+ /i, then =- ^- = -. = 2a + /i. jNow

x-a [a + h) — a h

let the value of A become indefinitely small, then the value of

the fraction, viz., 2a + A, becomes indefinitely near to 2a, i.e., by

making x sufiiciently near in value to a, the value of the fraction

may be made as nearly equal as we please to 2a, the limit required.

Practically this result is found at once by removing the com-

mon factor x-a and writing a for x in the quotient.
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2a;- -f- 3.r +

1

Ex. 2.—To find the value of ^—;

—

^ ; when .-r= -1 and
3.C- + / i- + 4

when a: = oc.

When .r = - 1 both numerator and denominator vanish, there-

2.r+l
fore x + \ is a factor. Removing this factor we get ; sub-

J.r+ 4

stituting — 1 for x we get — 1, the result required.

When X is infinitely great both terms of the fraction become

oc ; its value, therefore, in this form is indeterminate. The frac-

tion, however, in its lowest terms may be written —; and

3+-
1 4 ^.

if we now put .r=oc, - and - each =0, and the fraction be-

9 XX
comes ^ . The meaning in this case is, " By making x sufficiently

great the value of the fraction may be made as nearly equal as

2
we please to - ."

17. The product of two factors vanishes when one factor van-

ishes, providing the other remains finite ; if the second factor be-

comes infinite the product may be zero, finite or infinite, as the

following simple examples show

:

Let.r = ff-, and let (1) y= -, (2) y = —, (3) 2/ =— ; then in each

case when .r = 0, « = and ?/ = oc.

Thus, (1) xy = ar. - =a = 0.

(2) xy = a-. -, = 1.

(3).ry = a-.-3=- = c<.

In the above and all similar examples the meardng assigned to

is that of Art. 10; with the ordinary meaning the above process

would be wholly unintelligible. It should be further observed

the two factors become, the one 0, the other ex:, by the vanishing
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of the same quantity, «; otherwise no definite result could be

given. For example, if x = a and y= -, and if a and b each he-

come 0, then .ry = a x - = x oc ; but this product is entirely in-

definite.

EXERCISE I.

^ 1. Find the value of when x = a, n being a positive
.r — a

integer.

x" + a"^
> 2. Find the value of when j.'= —a, (1) if n be odd;

x + a

(2) if n be even.

1 _ .3.7-2 ^ 23^
3. Find the value of

:;

—— when .r= 1.

(1 - .r)-

/p2
[ 5 r I 8

4. Find the value of — ; when .r = and when .r = oc.
x^ + .3.r- - 4x

T- - 3.r + 2
5. If ;r= 1, find the value of —

^^
when w= 1, 2 and 3.

' G. Find the value of ^^ -^ — when x=za.

\ X V 2f< 4- V .c — 2'<

7. Find the value of ——— when x = 2a.

\ '.r- - 4«2

o T.- , , , ,.
- ^± '^/'^ - 4ac

,

o. r md the value of when a = 0.
2a

9. Find the value of ^ when .r = and when .t= oc.

1 - rt^

.7-"' - €1?

10. Find the value of --

—

- when x = (i and y = h.

V - f>

11. If x'^ + t/- — (2i/ + (I — /j)x + (ii- h)2/ = (ifi, find the value of

x^-{3a-b)x + 2a{u-f>)

y3_(ffl2+2//-')y+2a/r
whcn 1/-= II.



CHAPTEE II.

RATIO.

18. Ratio is the relation which one Quantity bears to another

|with regard to magnitude. The former is called the Antecedent,
jthe latter the Consequent ;

together they are called Terms.

19. The ratio of one quantity to another is expressed by writ-

ing the symbols side by side with a colon between, thus, a : b (read

a to h), or frequently in fractional form, thus, -

.

20. Ratio may be treated eitlier by considering the magni-

tudes themselves or the numbers which represent them. The

former is the geometrical method followed by Euclid, Book Y.,

which is the most logical treatise on ratio extant. The defini-

tion in Art. 18 is taken from that work as being the most com-

plete and accurate which can be given. But Algebra deals with

magnitudes only by means of the numbers which represent them,

and Euclid's definition is not appropriate for that purpose; we
are therefore compelled to give a difierent definition, which,

though logically inferior to Euclid's, is still such as will enable

us to treat the subject numerically.

V,^ 21. The ratio of one quantity to another is the number or

fraction which represents the former when the latter is taken as

the unit.

Thus the ratio of 6 to 3 is 2, for 6 contains 3 twice; therefore

6 is represented by two when 3 is represented by one. Similarly

the ratio of 3 feet to 2 J inches is 14?-, etc. It should be care-

fully observed that ratio exists only between qicantities of the
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Id

sa77ie kind, for the unit of measurement must evidently be of the

same nature as the quantity to be measured.

22. Since the values of ratios are measured by fractions we

are enabled at once to add, subtract, multiply and divide ratios

by the rules which govern these operations in fractions, and all

theorems which have been proved for fractions are equally true

for ratios. For example,

The terms of a ratio may be multiplied or divided by the same

number without changing its value.

In this connection see Arts. 151 and 169-171 of Part I.

23. A ratio is said to be "a ratio of greater inequality," "a

ratio of equality," or " a ratio of less inequality," according as the

antecedent is greater than, equal to, or less than the consequent.

In connection with this definition only the numerical values

of the antecedent and consequent are to be considered, otherwise

it would be inconsistent with previous definitions. For example,

3 : 4 is a ratio of less inequality, since 3 is less than 4 ; but if this

restriction were removed, - 3 : - 4 would be a ratio of greater

inequality, since — 3 is algebraically greater than — 4. But the

3 - 3 3
value of the former ratio is - and that of the latter —-= -, i.e.,

4 — 4 4

a ratio of greater inequality would be equal to a ratio of less in-

equality, which is absurd.

In the Theorems which follow the terms of the various ratios

are considered positive.

ll
I 24. A ratio of greater inequality is diminis/ted, and a ratio of

less inequality is increased, by adding the same positive quantity

to both its terms.

Let a : h he the original ratio, and let a + x : b + x be the ratio

formed by adding the same positive quantity to lx)th its terms.

a a + x x(a - b)
Iheu 7-T =771 ^»

b b + x b{b + x)

and this result is positive or negative as a is greater or less than b.
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a a -\- X
Therefore, if a > Z», - > ,

h h + x

, .» ,
« / « + .r

and It a<ih, r \ ";
>

b h + X

which proves the proposition.

25. A ratio of greater inequality is increased, and a ratio of

less inequality is diminished, by subtracting the same positive

quantityfrom both its terms.

The jiroof is similar to that given iu the last Art.

"7^ 26. Ratios are compounded by multiplying together the frac-

tions which i-epresent them.

Thus tlie ratios a : b and c : d when compounded give ac : bd as

the resulting ratio.

27. The Duplicate Ratio of two quantities is the square of

their ratio, and the Triplicate Ratio is the cube of their ratio.

Thus the duplicate ratio of a : i is a- : b'-, and the triplicate

ratio a^ : b'.

28. If there be three quantities such that the ratio of the

first to the second equals the ratio of the second to the third,

then the ratio of the first to the third is the duplicate ratio of

the first to the second.

Let ff, b, c be the three quantities,

a b fa\- a b a
then y=-,and .-. 1-)=-.-- = -,be \b / b c c

which proves the proposition.

29. If there be four quantities such that the ratio of the first

to the second, the second to the third, and the third to the fourth,

are all equal, then the ratio of the first to the fourth is the tripli-

cate ratio of the first to the second.

The proof is similar to that given in the last Art.

30. The Subduplicate and Subtriplicate Ratios of two
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quantities are the square and cube roots respectively of their

ratio; but these terms are now seldom used.

31. The Inverse Ratio of two quantities is the ratio of the

second to the first. It may easily be shown to be the same as

the ratio of their reciprocals; hence inverse ratio is often called

Reciprocal Ratio.

32. A ratio is increased by compounding it loith a ratio of

greater inequality, and diminished hy compounding it with a

ratio of less inequality.

Let a:h he compounded with x : y, then the resulting ratio

ax : ^2/ > or < o : 6 according as x > or < y.

ax a a(x-y)

by b by

and this result is positive or negative according as a; > or <C y,

which proves the proposition.

FUNCTIONAL NOTATION.

33. The symbol y(.r) has already been used to denote a func-

tion of X. In the same way f{x, y) may be used to denote a

function of x and y, f{x, y, z) to denote a function of the three

quantities x, y and ~, etc. The form of a function is the par-

ticular manner in Avhich the quantities are involved. Different

functions of the same quantities are denoted by using different

letters before the brackets enclosing the quantities; thus F{x, y)

and f{x, y) denote different functions of the same quantities, x

and y. Sometimes a subscript or other distinguishing mark is

used, thus, /'\(r, y), F.J^x, y), etc.

Again, if the form of F{x, y) be given, F{m, n) may be written

by changing x and y in the given expression into m and n respec-

tively; thus, if F(x,y) denotes ax' + '2hxy + by-, then F{m, n) de-

notes am" + 2hmn -\- bn-.

34. If F(x, y) denotes a hoynogeneous function of x and y of r

dimensions, and iffor x and y in this function we substitute mz

and nz, the result will be z". F(m, n).
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Let F{x, y) = ax'' + hx^'hj + ex''-''if + dx^'-hf + etc.,

= mifz^ + Imf'^nz'' + c'nC~'^n'z^ + etc.,

= z^l^atif + b7if~^n + cnf~'^'r? + etc.)

= ^. F{m, n).

Cor. 1.—The above may easily be extended to any number of

quantities; for let F{x, y, z, ) be a homogeneous function of

X, y, z, of r dimensions, and let kx^y^z^" be any term in this

function, then for x, y, z, substituting mt, nt, pt, we get

k{;mtY{nt)\ptY.... or Ajot^'w^"".... «"+"+"'•••, which proves the

proposition.

^ Cor. 2.—If x = my, then F(^x, y) becomes y'^.F{m, 1).

35. The two following theorems are extensions of Arts. 169

and 170, Part I. The student should carefully study what is

there given under the heading "Theorems in Fractions," with

the exercise following it, before reading what follows. He should

then exercise himself by writing down numerous equalities of the

kind included in the following Arts., testing them in each case

by independent work.

36. If there he two equal ratios, the ratio of any two homo-

geneous fmctions of the same number of dimensions of the terms

of the first ratio is equal to the ratio of the same functions of the

terms of the second ratio.

Let - = - be the equal ratios ; F{a, h), f(a, b) the homogeneous

functions, each of r dimensions; put each ratio =m, then a = inb

\
and c — rnd.

F{a, b) _ F( mb, b) _ b'F{m, 1) _ F{m, 1) /Art. 34,

7(^ ~
fj^bjj)

" b^f{m, 1 )
~
7(^;U) I Cor. 2.

F{c,d) F{md,d) d'F{m,\) F{m,l)

Then

and

Therefore

f{c, d)~f{md, d)~d^f{m, 1)~/K 1)-

F{a, b)_ F(c, d)

7{^)~/{c,dy
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37. If there he any number of equal ratios, the ratio of any

homogeneotis function of r dimensions of the antecedents to the

same function of the consequents is equal to the r"^ power of one

of the equal ratios.

ace .

Let 7 = -, = -> = be the equal ratios.
d f

Let F{a, c, e, ) be any homogeneous function of r dimen-

sions of the antecedents; ^(6, d,f, ) the same function of the

consequents
;
put each of the equal ratios = m, then a = inb,

c = md, etc.

F{a,c, e,....) _ m\F{h,d,f ....) _ ^ f
Art. 34,

F{b,d,f ....)-- F{b,d,f....)
-''^'

\Cor.L

which proves the proposition.

EXERCISE II.

1

.

Write down the duplicate ratio of 5 : 7 and the subdupli-

cate ratio of 289 : 400.

2. Which is the greater of the ratios, 9 : 10 or 10 : 11 1 x: x+\
or .r + 1 : .-r + 2 1 a^ + // : o^ + h- or a- + b'^ : a + b "?

' 3. Compound the ratios 8:11 and 33 : 40; a : b, b : c and c : a.

4. Two numbers are in the ratio 5 : 7, and if 33 be added to

each the resulting numbers are in the ratio 8:11. Find the

numbers.

5. Find the ratio of x to y from each of the following equations

:

(1) ax-by = cx + dy. (2) 3.c^ — 7jy = 6y-.

(3) 2j:- - bxy + 2?/- = 0. (4) inx + ny = a(mx — ny).

C). The sum of two numbers is 100, and their ratio 7:13. Find

the numbers.

7. If 5 men and 6 boys do as much work as 7 men and 2 boys,

and 40 men and 15 boys together earn ^114 per day, find the

wages of a man per day.
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8. The difference between the number of cliapters in the Old

and in the New Testaments is 669, and if one were added to the

number in each their ratio would be that of 310 : 87. How
many chapters are there in each ?

9. What must be added to each term of the ratio a : b to make

it equal to the ratio c : d1

10. If the ratios a : b and b : c are equal, then « : c is the dupli-

cate ratio of <i : b.

11. If the ratios a : c and c : b are equal, then a : b is the dupli-

cate ratio oi a + G : b + c.

12. Prove that a ratio is increased or diminished by adding to

its terms the corresponding terms of a greater or a lesser ratio.

13. If the ratios a : b, c : d, e './he in order of magnitude, then

a + c + e : b + d +/ is less than a : b, but greater than e :/, Extend

this principle to any number of I'atios.

14. \i a:b — b:c, then

a : a-\-b = a — b \ a - G and {cr -\- b'^^{b- -f- c^) = {ab + bcf.

15. Which is the greater ratio,

a? - ah + y^ : a?- -f ab -f W or a* - arb'^ 4- 6* : a* + d^b"^ + 6*,

a and b having like signs %

16. \i a:h-\-c = in : n and b : c + a=p: q, find the ratio c: a + b.

17. The rates of two trains, A and B, are as m : n, and the

lengths of their journeys are as p : q. It takes train B i hours

longer to make its journey than it does train A. Find the time

of each.

18. The rates of two trains are as m : n. They start at the

same time from opposite ends of the same road; show that the

ratio of the times they take after meeting to finish the journey

is 7i" : 1-n?.

' 19. The arms of a pair of scales are of unequal length; a parcel

placed in each pan in succession balances 49 and 64 lbs. respec-

tively. Find its true weight and the ratio of the arms of the

balance.
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20. Each of two vessels contains a mixture of wine and water.

A mixture formed of two measures from the first and one from

the second contains wine and water in the ratio 56 : 79, but if

Olio measure be taken from the first and two from the second the

ratio is 58 : 77. Find the ratio of wine to water in eacli vessel.

21. If ??i gold coins are equal in weight to n silver coins, and

p of the former equal in value q of the latter, compare the values

of equal weights of gold and silver.

22. If m gold coins placed side by side reach as far as n silver

ones, and j) of the former are together as thick as q of the latter,

and the values of equal bulks of gold and silver are as r : s, com-

pare the values of a gold and a silver coin.

23. A street railway runs along an incline, and the i-atio of the

rates of a car up and down is 2 : 3. The cars leave each terminus

every ten minutes. At what intervals of time will a car going

up meet the successive cars coming down, and vice versa ?

24. A straight line is divided into two parts in the ratio p : q,

and again in the ratio r : s. The distances between the points of

section is a. Find the length of the line.

25. A straight line is divided into three parts in the ratio

p -.q-.r. Find the ratio of the segments into which the middle

point of the line divides the middle part.

38. A certain class of equations which occur very frequently

in the higher mathematics may conveniently be discussed in con-

nection with the subject of this chapter. Suppose we have given

the single equation ax+ bi/= 0, the values of x and y are evidently

indeterminate, since any value whatever may be assigned to one

letter, and then a corresponding value may be obtained for the

other. If, however, the different solutions be examined it will

bo found that the ratio of the values of .r and y is constant, what-

ever value may be assigned to one of the letters. The equation

/ .x \ oc o
may be written a I ')+/> = 0, from which - = . In fact, the

\y/ 1/ rt

original equation is not properly an equation between ttvo yn-

3
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knowns, .r and ?/, but an equation with oiie unknown, \'iz., the

ratio X : y. This fact will be more clearly perceived if we take

the two equations, a.r + hi/ = and a'x + b'y = 0, when it will be

found that the second equation will not assist in determining

exact values for x and y, but will be inconsistent with the former

unless - = 7 . If this condition be fulfilled, the second equation
a b

is a mere repetition of the first; if not, x = and v/ = is the only

solution.

39. Between three quantities, x, y and z, two independent ratios

exist, viz., x : z and y.z. A third ratio, x : y, might be written,

but its value is dependent on the other two. Both ratios may

conveniently be expressed thus, x:y:z, which form has the addi-

tional advantage of representing the ratios of any two of the

three quantities. An equation of the form ax + by + cz = may

be considered an equation between two unknowns, viz., the ratios

X : z and y : z, as will immediately appear from dividing through

by z. If, then, two such equations be given, the values of the

two ratios may be determined.

JEx. I.—Given aa;+ by+ cz = 0,']
^ ^. . .

, , „ r to find the ratios x : y : z.

ax + by + cz = 0,)

Dividing each of the equations through by ;:, and solving for

- and - , we get
^ * X be' — b'c

and

z ab'—a'b

y ca' — c'a

z ab' — a'b

These results may be written in the more symmetrical form,

X y z

be — b'c ca — c'a ab' — a'b
'

which gives the value of the ratios required.
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Ex. 2.—To find the condition that the equations,

ax + hij + cz = 0,1

a'x + b'y + c'z = 0, >-

may be satisfied by the same values of x, y and z.

Writing the ratios x'.y.z from the second and third equations

we get

X y z

b'c" - b"c'
"

c'a" - c"a'
^

a'b' -a'b"

Now divide the terms of the first equation by these fractions

in succession, which is merely dividing through by the same quan-

tity, though in different forms. The result is

a{b'c" - b"c) + h{ca" - c"a) + c{a'b" - a"b') = 0.

If this condition be fulfilled the equations are satisfied by

X = k{b'c" - //'c'), y = ^c'a' - c'ci), z = k(a'b" - a"b'),

where k is any multiplier, since it is evident that the ratios of

these values are the same as the ratios x : y : z originally given.

If the above condition be not fulfilled, then tlie only values which

will satisfy the equations are x = y = z = 0, which evidently satisfy

any similar set of equations.

40. The examples of the preceding Art. are of great impor-

tance, and the student sliould be able to write the ratios from

any similar set of equations without going through the succes-

sive steps of the solution. The results may easily be remembered

as follows:

Write the equations one above the other, then omitting the

coefficients of each letter in turn the coefficients of the other two

form a square as below

:

b, c, c, a, rt, b,

//, c', c', a, a, b',

the letters a, b, c, a', //, c\ following each other in the usual cir-
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cular order. The letters of these squares form the denominators

of X, y and z respectively by taking the difference of the products

of their diagonals, heginniyig with the diagonal drawn downwards

to the right. The signs of the coefficients must be taken in con-

nection with the coefficients themselves.

Bx. 1.—Write the ratios x : y : z from the equations,

x + 2y-z = 0.

Result

:

X y z

(-3){-l)-(2)(l) (l)(l)-(2)(-l) (•2)(2)-(-3)(l)'

X y z

1=3 = 7-

Ex. 2.—Solve equations:

ax + fiy + C2; = 0,

.r + y + « = 0,

aH + ly^y + <?z + (a - h)(h - c){c - a) = 0.

Writing the ratios from first and second equations,

b — c c — a a — b

Dividing the terms of the third equation by these fractions,

b-c
a\b - c) + lr{c - a) + c-{n -b) + (a - b)(b - c)(c - a) . • = 0.

Dividing through by - (a - b)(b - c)(c — a),

i — c
1 = or x — o — c,

X

from which the values of y and z may be written, since the ratios

xiy.z are known.

Sometimes it is convenient to combine other quantities with

X, y and z, and then to write the ratios of the resulting expres-

sions as in the following example

;
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Ex. 3.—Solve equations:

x + y + z^a + h + Cj'X

ax + bi/ + cz = ab + be + ca, V

(b - c)x + (c - a)y + {a- b)z = 0.J

The equations may be written,

{x-b)-if {y-c)+ (»-a) = 0,

a{x - i) + b{y - c) + c{z - a) = 0,

{b - c){x-b) + (c - a){y - c) + (« - b){z - a) = bc + ca + ab- a^-P-c\

From first and second equations,

X — b y — c z — a

c — b a —c b — a

and then from third equation,

(f, _ cf + {c- a)2 + (a - by = (be + ca + ab- a^ -V" -cy—^

.

b-c
Therefore 2 =

x — b

h +c

from which the values of y and z may be written from symmetry.

41. Commensurable Quantities are those which have a

common measure, or those which are capable of being expressed

in terms of the same unit. Incommensurable Quantities

are those which have no common measure, or are not capable of

being expressed in terms of the same unit.

A good example of incommensurable cjuantities is furnished

by the side of a square and its diagonal. There is no unit of

length that is contained an exact number of times in each. If

the side be divided into 10 equal parts, the diagonal will contain

more than 14 such parts, but less than 15; if it be divided into

100 equal parts, the diagonal will contain more than 141 but less

than 142 such parts, and so on to any extent. Similarly, if the

^= o
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diagonal be divided into an equal number of exact parts, the side

will not contain an exact number of such parts. All this is briefly

expressed by saying that the quantities are incommensurable.

42. The relative greatness of two magnitudes is in no way

dependent on the manner in which they may be represented by

symbols. The diagonal of a square admits of being compared, in

regard to its length, with the side, even though they can not be

represented numerically in terms of the same unit. The defini-

tion of ratio, therefore, of Art. 21 is not strictly appropriate for

incommensurable quantities, and it is in this particular that it is

inferior to that of Euclid. But though the ratio of two incom-

mensurable quantities can not be exactly expressed by numbers,

it can be expressed to any required degree of accuracy, as is

shown in the following Art. The ratio between two incommen-

surable quantities is called an Incommensurable Ratio.

\ 43. If two quantities are incommensurable, a fraction may he

found which will represent their ratio to any required degree of

accuracy.

For let a and b represent the two quantities; let b be divided

into n equal parts, and let .r represent one of those parts; then

b = nx. Also let a be greater than mx, but less than {rn+\)x;

<t "in , ^ 7?i + 1 . , , , T „ , ,
a in

then - > — , but < ; then tlie difference between - and —
b 71 n b n

is less than -. Therefore by taking n large enough the fraction
n

m— differs from the exact ratio of a to h by less than any assign-
n
able quantity.

In such examples — and are said to be the limits be-
n n

tween which the true value of the ratio lies.

44. Tivo incommensurable ratios are equal providing they

always lie between the same limits, however small the difference

between those limits may he.
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For let a : b and c : d he the two ratios whose values each lie

Til 777/ "4~ 1

between — and ; then the difference between those ratios
n n

is less than — , and by taking w large enough this difference may

be made less than any assigned diffei'ence between the ratios;

and since there can be no assigned difference between the ratios,

they must be equal.

EXERCISE III.

1. Given x-\-y-\-z = 0,\
^ . ^ c fand the ratios x'.y -.z.

2. Given x =

y

3. Solve equations

; = «?/ + fe,l „ , ,

\ find tlie ratios x\ii : z.

i = bz + cx,]
-^

2a; + 2/
- 2; = 0,

.T- 2?/ -3:5 = 0,

x^ \- xy + if = 84.

4. Solve equations:

2a;-3?/+4s = 0,

3a: - 2/ - 2« = 0,

a:3 + y3 + s3_5439_

5. If ^^ = ^-11-=^^, and {x+ a)l+ {y+ h)m+ {z+ c)n =- p

x'^ + y- + z'-cr-IP-c"
then each traction = .

^ G. If ^ + JL + _1^ = 0,
-r o—c c-a a— I)

X y z
and —: r + J-

r + = 0,
a(b - c) h(c — a) c(« — o)

alb-cY bU-af c(a- by-
then -^ - = - '- = - '-.

X y z
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2 2

7. If —p.—^^—r = -T;
——-T, and a-, y be unequal, then each

•^(1 - y-) 2/(1 - «*)

. z^ — xy 111
fraction = r =x-\-y + z=- H 1- -.

z{\ -xy) X y z

8. If ca- + a?/ + is = 0,

bx + cy + az = 0,

then - (a:2 -yz)=- {y- - ^-^) = - (s' - ^v)

and (ft — c)(a'^ — 2/») + (c — «)(3/- - zx) + (a - b){z'^ - xy) = 0.

9. If +-^1-+ ^ = 0,
o+c c+a a+o

and + -^-+ r = 0,
6— c c-a a—o

then y

J

(a- - hc)(}j- — C-) (l>" - ca){c'— a"'^) (c- -ab){a?- Ir)

a?— bo t^ — ca c^—ah

Solve the following equations

:

10. x + y + z = 0,

ax + by + cz=(c- b)x + (« — c)y + (ft - a)z

= a^ + ft^ + c^ — aft — be — ca.

11. rr + 2/ + c = 3(a + ft + c),

ax + ft?/ + cc = 3(aft + ftc + ca),

(ft — c)rr + (c — a)y + (a — ft);:; = ftc + co + aft — a- - ft- — c-.

12. ftor + c?/ + as = c.r + ay + fts

= a- + ft- + C-,

«-H2/-t-s = a-Hft-l-c.

13. a; + 3/ + 2; = a + ft + c,

ax + by + cz = ah + ftc + ca,

(ft + c)x + (c + a)?/ + (a + b)z = a- + ft- + c- + aft + ftc + ca.
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22. li x = cy + bz, y = az + cx, z = bx + ay,
[/

/
x"^ y

prove
\-a- \-b- 1 - c-

23. If

{h^c^ + 1 ) J- + i- + c- _ {c-a- + 1 )x + (T + a- _ {
g-lr + l)x + or + Ir

hc en ab

and a, b and c are all unequal, then each fraction is equal to

(b+ c)(c+ a)la+ b)x
,
111

(be + ca + rt(!*).c - 1 and to ^^ —z-^ —
, and ar =— + — + -

.

^ ' a + b + c ab be ca

bx + ay -cz cy + bz — ax az + cx — by

a- + b- b'- + c- c- + a'

x + y + z ax+ by+ cz

a + b + c ab+bc+ca

X y z

24.



CHAPTER III.

PROPORTION.
45. Proportion is the equality of two ratios. Four quanti-

ties are said to be in proportion when the ratio of the first to the

second equals the ratio of the third to the fourth, and the quan-

tities themselves are called proportionals. The first and fourth

quantities are called Extremes, and the remaining two are

called Means.

46. The equality of two ratios may be indicated in various

ways. Thus, ii a : b and c : d are the two ratios, a:h::c:d
ct c

(read, as a is to i so is c to d), a : h = c : d, or 7 = -^, indicates
^ ' d
that the ratios are equal and that the four quantities are in pro-

portion. Similarly the equality of three or more ratios may be

expressed, thus, a -.h -.-.c : d::e :/, or a\h = c:d = e:f, or the

fractional form may be used as before; or again, the antecedents

may all precede the sign of equality, written but once, thus,

a\c\e = h:d'.f, and so on to any extent.

47. Four quantities are required to form a proportion ; but one

may be repeated, thus requiring only three difierent quantities.

The quantities forming a ratio must be of the same kind, but

those forming the first ratio may be different from those forming

the second; but if only three different terms are used, all must

be of the same kind.

48. Iffour quantities are proportioTials, the product of tlie ex-

tremes is equal to the jyroduct of the ineaiis.
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Let a, h, c, d be the foui" quantities,

such that a: h :: c : d.

a c
Then - = - by definition

;

a

therefore ad = he.

This proposition enables us to change a proportion into an

equation, and thus to lind any one of four proportionals when

the other three are given.

49. If the product of two quantities equals the product of two

others, the four qtiantities are j^roportionals, the factors of either

product being taken for the extremes, and the factors of the other

for the means.

For if
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(3) The first, together with the second, is to the second as the

third, together with the fourth, is to the fourth;

that is, a + b '.h •,: c + d : d. (^Convponendo.')

(4) The excess of the first above the second is to the second as

the excess of the third above the fourth is to the fourth

;

that is, a- b : h :: c - d : d. (^Dividendo.)

(5) The first is to its excess above the second as the third is to

its excess above the fourth
;

that is, a : a — b ::c:c — d. (Convei'tendo.

)

(6) The sum of the first and second is to their difference as the

sum of the third and fourth is to their difference;

that is, a + b:a-b::c + d:c-d.

(7) Any equimultiples of the first and second are proportional

to any equimultiples of the third and fourth
;

that is, ma : mb : :iic: nd.

Also, if equimultiples of the first and third, and of the second

and fourth, be taken, they will be proportional

;

that is, ma : nb : : mc : nd,

where m and ri are any real quantities.

(8) Like powers or roots of the four (quantities are proportional

;

that is, a'" : i'" : : c'" : d"\

where ?/i is any real (juantity.

The proof of these various propositions follows at once from

the equality of the fractions which express the equal ratios.

Since a : b :: c : d,

, « a c . . , . .

tliercfore - = -, by delinition.
d

J)ivide unity hy each of these equal quantities,

then - = -. (1)
a c

Therefore b:a:\d\c.
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Subtract each side of (1) from a unit,

a — b c — d
then = .

a c

a c
Therefore

a — b G — d'

or (( : a— b ::€ :c — d.

Similarly all the required results may easily be obtained.

Additional results may be obtained by a combination of the

preceding principles; thus, applying the sixth principle to the

second result of the seventh we get

ma + nh : ma - nb :: mc + nd : iiic — nd.

52. If four quantities are proportional, then any two homo-

geneous functions of the first and second are proportional to the

same functions of the third and fourth—all the functions being

of the same number of dimensions.

This Theorem may be concisely expressed in symbols thus

.

If a :b ::c : d,

then F{a, b) :/(a, b) : : F(c, d) :/(c, d),

the functions being homogeneous and of the same number of

dimensions.

The proof is at once evident from Art. 36. See also a similar

Art. on Variation (Art. 72). This proposition evidently includes

all the results of Art. 51.

53. If a : b :: b : c, then o, b, c are said to be in continued pro-

portion, and 6 is a mean proportional between a and c; also,

c is said to be a third proportional to a and b. If a, b, c denote

the lengths of straight lines, then, since in this case ac = b-, b is

the length of the side of a square which is equal in area to the

rectangle contained by the lines a and c. Hence the last proposi-

tion of the Second Book of Euclid is equivalent to finding a mean

proportional between two given quantities.
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54. If (I -.b :: h :g :: c -.d, then a, b, c, d are said to be in con-

tinued proportion, and b and c are two mean proportionals be-

tween a and d. In this ca,se we have

a b c
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pies whatever of the second .-ind fourth, the multiple of the third

is always greater than, equal to, or less than, the multiple of the

fourth, according as the multiple of the first is greater than, equal

to, or less than, the multiple of the second.

This definition, which is somewhat unwieldy when expressed

in words, will be more readily intelligible when expressed by

symbols as follows

:

If there be four magnitudes. A, B, C, D, such that

7nC >, =, or <, nJ),

according as mA > , = , or < , 71B,

for all positive integral values of m and n, then A, B, C, D are

said to be proportionals.

57. We shall now show that quantities which are proportional

according to the algebraic test are proportional according to

Euclid's test, and conversely.

1. Let a, 5, c, d be proportionals algebraically.

(.L C
Then - = - by definition.

b d ''

IMultiplying each fraction by —

via, VIC
we get —- = -_.

no nd

Now, ina and mc are any equimultiples of the first and third,

and nh and nd are any equimultiples of the second and fourth,

and from the principles of fractions

mc >, =, or <, nd,

according as ma > , = , or < , ?ti,

which proves the proposition.

VI 2. Let o, b, c, d be proportional acqording to the geometrical
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definition, then shall they be proportional according to the alge-

braical definition.

For if y be not equal to - let j- be the greater: and let — bedo m
less than -r, but greater than -.

a

Then, since t > — > •*. '>na > nb;
m

, . en Jand since - < — , .'. mc < na.
a m

Now, of the four quantities, a, b, c, d, of the first and third

equimultiples ma and rnc have been taken, and of the second and

fourth equimultiples nb and nd have been taken; and the mul-

tiple of the first is greater than the multiple of the second, but

the multiple of the third is less than that of the fourth, which is

contrary to the supposition that a, b, c, d are proportional accord-

ing to the geometrical definition; therefore - is not unequal to

"7, i.e., they are equal, which proves the proposition.

EXERCISE IV,

1. Find a fourth proportional to 3, 5 and 15.

2. The second, third and fourth terms of a proportion are 12,

41 and 61 1; find the first.

3. Find a third proportional to \+ V2 and^ -H 2 \/
2,^ and a

mean proportional between V 7 — v 5 and Ilv7-hl3v5.

4. "What number must be added to each of the numbers 1, 3,

5 and 8 so that the results will be proportionall

5. Find a number which, added to 1 and to 11, will give re-

sults between which 12 is a mean proportional.

^ 6. Given that x -\-y: x -y::a + b : d - b, and ?;: is a mean pro-

portional between x and y, find .r and y.
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7. Three numbers are in continued proportion; the sum of the

greatest and the least is 51, and the sum of the two greatest is

60. Find the numbers.

8. Given that the work done hy x— 1 men in a- + 1 days is to

the work done by j- + 3 men in a: - 2 days as 20 : 21, lind x.

9. If four quantities are in continued proportion, the difference

between the first and last is more than three times the difference

between the other two.

10. If (a' + b-)(b- + c-) = (ab + bcy, then a, b, c are in continued

proportion.

'Y !!• If «, ^, c are in continued proportion,

then, a + inb : a — mb : : 5 -f inc : b — mc,

(b c\ [c a\ . . , ,.
and I

—''~/-i~ + 7) ^^^ ratio of equality.

1 2. What must be subtracted from each term of the ratio a : b

that the resulting ratio may be the duplicate of the original ratio ?

1 3. Find two numbers whose sum, difference and product are

proportional to s, d and p.

- . _. a fi c (^ X- 1

14. It -r, -, -, - are proportionals,
c a e

then b* + a"c- : b* — crc' :: d* + c'e^ : d* — cV
;

and if a, b, d are also in continued proportion, then d = e.

15. If b + c + d, c + o?+«, d + a-\-b^ a + b + c are proportionals,

then b- \-bc + c" = a? + ad + c?".

16. What must be added to each of the four quantities a, b, c, d

so that the results will be in proportion % Examine the case in

which a + d = b + c.

17. J.i a + b '. in + n :: in — n : a — bj

then a + in:b + n::b — n:a — m;

and if a is greater than m, then b is greater than n.
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18. If a, 6, c, d are proportionals,

, - ((' — h)(a — c)
then a + d=b + c + - -.

a

y' 19. If a, b, c, d are proportionals, and if a is the greatest, then

d is the least ; also, a-^d>b-i!-c and a- + d'>P + c'.

-- 20. If the ratio of the difference of the antecedents of two

ratios to the difference of the consequents is measured by the

sum of the measures of the separate ratios, the antecedents are

in the duplicate ratio of the consequents.

s.- 21. If X and y be such that, when added respectively to the

antecedent and consequent of the ratio a : b, the resulting ratio is

the reciprocal of that formed by adding tliem to the consequent

and antecedent, then either a = b or x + i/ + a + b = 0.

^ 22. If (a + 6 -f c + d){a -b-c + d) = {a-b + c- d){a + b-c-d),

then a: b ::c : d.

23. If (/)a + qb + re + sd){pa — qb —rc + sd)

= (pa — qh + rc- sd)(pa + qb—rc— sd),

then bc:ad::ps: qr,

and br :pd •.•.as:qc;

and if either of the two sets, a, b, c, d, or p, q, r, s, are propor-

tionals, the others are proportionals also.

24. Sold goods for $24, losing as much per cent, as the goods

cost; find the cost. What should be tlie cost for the selling price

to be as great as possible 1

25. The time which an express train takes to travel 180 miles

is to that taken by an ordinary train as 9:14. The ordinary

train loses as much time from stoppages as it would take to travel

30 miles without stopping. The express train loses only half as

much time as the other by stopping, and travels 15 miles an hour

faster. What are their rates respectively 1

26. To 300 lbs. of a mixture containing 2 parts of zinc and 3

of copper and 4 of tin was added 200 lbs. of another mixture of
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the same metals, when it was found that the proportions were

now as 3, 4, 5, What were the proportions in the added mixture ?

, 27. Each of two vessels contains 10 gals, of alcohol and water,

the first in the ratio of 3 : 2 and the second in the ratio 1:4;

how many gallons must be poured from the first into the second,

and then the same amount from the second into the first, to leave

5 gallons of alcohol in the first vessel ?

, 28. The first of two vessels is filled with wine and water in the

ratio m . n ; the second in the ratio p : q Their contents being

mixed, the resulting liquid contains wine and water in the ratio

r'.s; find the ratio of the volumes of the vessels.

^ 29. If a, b, c are in continued proportion,

then (a - h)- : h{a - c) : : a{b - c) : c{a + b)

;

a-(a - b + c) : a- + ab + b- •: a" - ab + b- : a + b + c;

(b + cy (c + af (a + b)- 46
-T 1 1- T"

= (« + + C).
0-c c — a a — b a—c

30. If a, b, c, d are in continued proportion,

^ then (a - c){b -d)-(a- d){b -c) = (b- cf;

{b-cf + {c-af + {d-bf = {a-d)'';

{ad + bc)(a + b + c + d){a -b-c + d) = 2(ab - cd){ac - bd).

31. Brass is an alloy of copper and zinc; bronze is an alloy

containing 80 per cent, of copper, 4 of zinc and 16 of tin. A
fused mass ot brass and bronze is found to contain 74 per cent,

of copper, 16 of zinc and 10 of tin; find the percentages of copper

and zinc in the composition of brass.

32. A and B are partners in a business in which their interests

are in the ratio a : b. They admit C to the partnership, without

altering the whole amount of capital, in such a way that the

interests of the three partners are then equal. C pays 6c for

the privilege. How is this sum to be divided between A and B,

and what capital had each in the business originally 1



CHAPTEE IV.

VARIATION.

58. The object of the present chapter is to present the principle

of proportion in a slightly different form, and one which is spe-

cially adapted to complicated and intricate problems. The diffi-

culty usually experienced by students in this method of treatment

of the subject will be removed by giving careful attention to the

meaning of the technical terms employed, as explained by a few

simple examples.

59. The concrete magnitudes to which mathematics are applied

are so I'elated to each other that a change in the one frequently

produces a corresponding change in another, or, in mathematical

language, one is a function of the other. Thus the circumfer-

ence, the surface and the volume of a sphere will each be changed

if the length of the radius be changed; i.e., they are each func-

tions of the radius. The ratio of the circumference to the diam-

eter, however, will not be changed by changing the radius; the

value of this ratio is therefore a "constant," whilst the radius,

circumference, surface and volume are "variables." If we con-

ceive of different values being given in succession to the i-adius,

it may be called the "independent" variable, whilst the other

quantities, from their values being dependent ujjon the value of

the radius, are called " dependent " variables.

60. The value of one quantity may depend upon the value of

several others; thus the area of a triangle depends upon, or is a

function of, the base and altitude. When one quantity increases

another may diminish; thus the time necessary to travel a given
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distance diminishes as the speed increases. The number of ways

in which the value of one quantity may be connected with, or be

dependent on, others is without limit. In any particular problem

the exact nature of the dependence or connection must first be

clearly conceived in the mind, and then accurately expressed in

mathematical symbols.

61. If a single equation be given, containing two unknowns,

a: and y, we may give any value we please to one of them, and

then corresponding values of the other may be determined. In

such cases either quantity may be considered a function of the

other, and the quantities themselves are variables. Consider the

following simple examples

:

y = 2.r, y = 4.r", y = ax + h, y = ax^ + bx + c, y = 2^

In each case the value of y is known when that of x is known;

we therefore say that x and y are variables, that y is a function

of x^ and that x is the independent variable, and y the dependent

variable.

62. We have now given a number of examples of both con-

crete and symbolical quantities, of which the value of one varies

(i.e., changes) when the other varies or changes, and therefore, in

popular language, one may be said to vary as the other. But the

word " variation," in mathematical language, is restricted to one

particular kind of change in value, or functional dependence be-

tween two quantities, which we shall now proceed to explain.

63. Variation is an abridged method of indicating proportion;

its precise meaning is determined by the definition of the follow-

ing Art.

64. One quantity is said to vary directly as another when the

two are so connected that if one be increased or decreased in any

ratio, the other is increased or decreased in the same ratio.

Thus, if the rate per cent, and the time be constant, the simple

interest varies directly as the principal; for if P and /> be two
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sums of money, / and i the interest, / : i = F :p, the rate and

time being constant.

Again, if y = mx where vi is a constant, y varies as x; for if

y and x be simultaneous values of y and .r, we have y' = mx';

y 7nx X
, ,

•'• ~> = ;
= ~7 > or y : 2/ = a; : .r

.

y mx X

The symbol oc placed between two quantities signifies that the

first varies as the second; thus y oc .r is read y varies as x. The

statement that one algebraic expression varies as another is often

called an equation of variation.

65. One quantity is said to vary inversely as another when

the two are so connected that if one be increased or diminished

in any ratio, the otlier is diminished or increased in the same

ratio.

Thus the time in which a given piece of work can be performed

varies inversely as the number of men employed in it; for if the

number of men be increased or decreased in any ratio, the time

required will evidently be decreased or increased in the same

ratio.

Agam, if y = — where 7n is any constant, y oc inversely as x-,

,
*

. tn,

for if y and x be simultaneous values of y and x, we have y' — —,,

11 x
and therefore —, = — ox y : y = x' : x.

y -^

66. One quantity is said to vary jointly as two others when it

varies as their product. The area of a triangle varies jointly as

its base and altitude, for the area is always one-half the product

of the base and lieight; whence the truth of the statement is evi-

dent from preceding definitions. If A denote the area, b the base

and h the lieight, we have A = yjh, from which it is evident that

A increases or decreases in the same ratio as the product bh. We
also see from this example that when the relation of quantities is

expressed in symbols it is much easier to determine the nature of

the change in one produced by a change in another, than from

considering the magnitudes themselves.
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67. One quantity is said to vary directly as a second, and in-

versely as a third, when the first varies as the quotient of the

second by the third. Thus the time required to travel a distance

varies directly as the distance and inversely as the velocity; for

the time is always equal to the quotient of the distance by the

velocity, so that if the quotient be changed in any ratio, the time

is changed in the same ratio.

-
j where m is constant, then y oc -

; for if -

be changed in any ratio, y is evidently changed in the same ratio.

68. Theorem I.—If y oc x, then y = inx where m is constant

for all values of x and y.

Let X be changed to x , and in consequence let y become y\

11 X
then —, = — by definition. Art. 64.

y X

Therefore y= \
— \x = mx if —, = m.
\x/ X

Now, x' and y are fixed numbers; therefore for all values of x

and y we have y = mx, where m is a constant quantity.

The converse of this Theorem has already been proved (Art.

64).

69. The preceding Theorem, being the fundamental one of this

part of the subject, deserves the most careful attention. The

point which usually confuses a beginner is the change in meaning

of the symbols y and x which takes place in the course of proof.

In the enunciation y and x are evidently variables. Upon be-

ginning the proof they are supposed to have some definite value;

afterwards y and x' are supposed to remain constant, v/hilst y
and X are again susceptible of change.

I

• 70. Theorem II.—If yozx when z is constant, and y 'x z

when X is constant, then y oc xz tvhen both x and z are variable.

The variation of y depends upon the variations of x and z.

Let the changes in the latter quantities take place .separately.
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First let X be changed to .r', and in consequence let 1/ become 3/^;

next let z be changed to z', and in consequence let 7/1 become y',

so that we have the following sets of simultaneous values of the

variables

:

y, X, z.

2/1, ^', s.

l/\ ^\ -'•

From the first change of values we have

and from the second,

From these two equations,

that is,

1 =
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Again, the variations may be inverse, or one may be direct

and the other inverse. A good example of the latter case is fur-

nished by the change of pressure of a gas when the volume and

temperature change. It is found by experiment that the pres-

sure, jL», of a gas varies as the '" absolute temperature," t, when

the volume, v, is constant, and inversely as the volume when the

temperature is constant; that is,

2) oz t when v is constant,

and « oc - when t is constant.
V

From these equations » oc - when t and v are both variable, and
V

by actual experiment this is found to be the case.

^ 72. If y cxz X, then any homogeneousfunction of x and y varies

as any other homogeneous function of the same mirnher of dimen-

sions.

Let F(x, y), f{x, y) denote any two homogeneous functions of

X and y, each of r dimensions ; and^ since y oc x, .•. y = mx.

Then :?XflX)_:^<f^) = ?^:Z(lli!L) =^l:4= a constant
/(•P, y) f{x,'>nx) x\f{\,m) f{l,m)

Therefore F{x, y) oc/(.r, y).

73. If an equation of variation exists between two homo-

/ geneous functions of the same number of dimensions of x and y,

then y oc x.

Let F(x, y), f{x, y) denote two homogeneous functions, each of

r dimensions, of which one varies as the other.

Let y = mx, then we have to show that the value of m does not

change when x and y change.

Since F{x,y)c^f{x,y), :. F(x, y) = k .f{.T, y).

Therefore F{x, mx) = k .f(x, mx)

;

.'. x'-.F{l,m) = k.x'-f{l,m);

:. F{l,on) = k.f(l,m).
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Hence the value of tn is independent of the values of x and y,

and is therefore a constant ; .*. ?/ oc x.

74. If y (x X CXI z, then any homogeneous function of r dimen-

sions of X and y varies as ;:;'".

Let F{x, y) denote any homogeneous function of r dimensions,

and, since x and y each oc s,

,*, X = inz, y = nz where in and n are constants.

Then F{x, y) = F{mz, nz) = z"-. F{in, n) oc z"", Art. 34

since F{in, n) is constant.

Cor.—This principle may easily be extended to any number of

variables, thus:

If 2/oc2;oca;ocMoc...., then any homogeneous function of

r dimensions of these variables varies as the r**" power of any one

of them. For express all in terms of any one, thus y = mu,

z = nu, etc.,

Then F(y .z.x.u....) = u^. F(m, ?t . . . .) oc u^.

Hence any homogeneous functions of the variables varies as any

other homogeneous function of the same number of dimensions.

75. If two equations of variation exist between homogeneous

functions of three variables, x, y, c, the functions belonging to

the same equation being of the same number of dimensions, then

y oc .r oc ^. Put y = mz and x = nz, then we have to show tliat

the values of in and n are independent of .r, y and z. Proceed-

ing as in Art. 73 we obtain two equations independent of x, y
and z to determine the values of ?/i and n.

Remark.—It is not necessary to solve those equations, but only to observe

that in and n must have fixed values independent of x, y and s.

76. The following examples illustrate the meaning of the pre-

ceding Arts. They also show tlie method which should l»e adopted

for tiie solution of similar examples in tlie exercise which follows.
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Ex. 1.—If y oc .r, then 2.r - Zxy c<zy- - bar.

Since y oc .v, .'. y = mx where di is a constant.

2x- - Zxy 2.r2 - Zmx' 2 - 3m
Then —-:—^-f- =—„ ., . „ =—?,—r = a constant.

y^ — ox- VI .X — o.r' ??r -

Therefore 2.r- - ?>xy ozy- ~ 5.r-.

JS'cc. 2.—If a:^ - 2>x-y + y^ <x ix-y — 2xy-, then y cxz x.

Let 2/ = vix, then we have to show that the value of m does not

change when x and y change.

We have x^ - Sx'^y + if = k{ix'^y — 2x'if) where A; is a constant.

Therefore a^(l — 3m + m^) = kx^iim - 2m-).

.•. 1 - 3??i + m^ = k{im — 2m-).

From this equation we see that the value of m is independent

of the value of x and y; .'. y oc x.

Ex. 3.—If y oz X oc z, then a^ - ly^z + Zxyz oc s^.

Since both y and x vary as z, let y = 7?i^, .r = nz.

Then ar^ - 22r'« -i- 3.r2/2 = zXiv" - %w + Zmn)

= 2^ X a constant.

Therefore .r^ - 1y-z + 3ary5; oc 7?.

Ex. 4-—If y oc x + z and y~ + zx oc sr + xy, then y oc x oc z.

Let y=^inz^ x = nz; we have then to show that m and ?i are

constants for all values of .r, y and ^.

Since y oc .1' + s, .'. y = k(x + z).

And since y- + ;<;a: oc s;^ + .r?/, .-. y" + zx = I^z"^ + .r?/)

where ^' and I are constants.

Substituting the given values for y and .r in these equations

we get

mz = k(nz + z) or m = k{n + 1 )

;

»w.V + ws^ = liz'' + imnz-) or //r + ?i = ^( 1 + 7nri).
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These two equations determine constant values for m and n,

which proves the proposition.

Remark.—It may be objected that in such examples m and n may have
several different values, and are therefore not constants. The reply is that

their values are restricted to certain definite quantities which do not change
when X, y and z change; they are therefore constants within the meaning of

that term as used in Variation.

77. The following examples show the application of the princi-

ples of variation to the solution of problems.

Ex. 1.—Given that y ex: k, and when x = 2, i/
= S; find the

value of 9/ when a; = 30.

Since y <=< -r, .'. y = mx where in is constant for all values of

X and y. Substituting the given values of .r and // we get 3 = 2m;
3 3 3 3

:. m= -; .*. y = 7^ ^, and when x = ?>0, y= -x= - x 30 = 45, the

number required.

Ex. 2.—If 3 men working 5 days earn $30, how much will

7 men earn in 9 days 1

From the nature of the problem the amount earned varies

jointly as the number of men and the time they work.

Let X, y, z denote the number of men, the time they work, and
the amount earned respectively.

Then z cc .ry, .'. z = mxy.

Substituting 3, 5 and 30 for .r, y and z we get

30 = m X 3 X 5.

From which m = 2, .*. z = 2xy.

Then substituting 7 and 9 for r and y in this last equation we
get z = 2 X 7 X 9 = 126, the number of dollars required.

Ex. 3.—Given that y varies as the sum of three quantities, the

first of which varies as x-, the second varies as x, and the third is
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constant; and when :r=l, 2, 3, 2/ = 6, 11, 18; express y in terms

of X.

The three quantities may be represented by inx'^, nx and p.

Then y = mx" + nx + p.

Substituting the given values we get

6 =m + 7i+p,

11 = 4m + 2n+p,

18 = 9m + Sn + ]}.

Solving these equations we get m=l, 7i = 2, p = 3.

Therefore i/ = .ir + 2x + 3, the result required.

Remark.—Since y<xmx^+nx+p, it would at first appear that we shoiild

assume
y = k(mx'+7ia:+p).

This equation, however, differs from the previous one only in writing km, kn
and kp for 7>i, n and 2>, so that the form of the two equations is the same. The
constant k is included in the constants m,, n and p of the equations employed.

EXERCISE V.

1. \i y ex X, and when ;r = 5, 2/ = 7, what is the value of x when

2/ = 63?

2. Given that z varies jointly as x and y, and when x = \, y = 5

and z=15, find the value of y when ;:;= 150 and x = 5.

3. Given that 4.c + 5y cxz 2x - 5y, and when 0"= 10, y=l, find

the ratio x : y.

4. Given that y <xj)x + q, and when x= 1, 2, y = 5, 7, find the

ratio ]} '• $'•

5. Given that ;; varies directly as x when y is constant, and

inversely as y when x is constant, and when a;=15, y—l^ and

;:: = 40, find the value of z when x- = 5xy — 6y'.

6. Given that y varies as the sum of two quantities, one of

which is constant and the other varies inversely as .r, and when
a; = 1, 7, y = 12, 6, find the value of .r when y = 10.
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7. Given that if <x c? — 3? , and that when .^ = 0, y = ±h^ find

the value of y when x = V a? — /r.

8. Given that s ex f when /' is constant and s exJ" when t is

constant, and when ^=1, -'^=J', find the equation between

s, f and t.

9. The surface of a sphere varies as the square of the radius,

and its volume varies as the cube of the radius. Find the radius of

a sphere whose volume equals the sum of the volumes of spheres

whose radii are 3, 4 and 5 feet respectively, and compare its sur-

face with the sum of the surfaces of the three spheres.

1 0. If 5" oc v^ and v^ oc si" when f is constant, and s" ex v-f

and v" ex sf^ when t is constant, show that ir exfs when all vary.

11. Given that y varies as the sum of three quantities, the

first of which is constant, the second varies as .r, and the third

varies as x^, and that when x = «, 2« and 2x1, y = 0, a and 4«, find

y when x = (n + l)a.

12. Given that z varies directly as x and x varies inversely as y,

and that when a; =4, y + 2; = 340, and when x=l, y — z= 127 5,

for what value of x is y = z1

13. If y ex X, then x — y ex x + y and .r' + y* oc xy(ax + by).

14. If y oc s ex: .r, then .r" +f + z^ ex xyz oc {x + y + zf.

1 5. If ax + hy oc ex + dy, then y ex x and .c^ + y- ex xy.

16. If x + y ex z and z + x ex y, then x ex y ex z and

xy + yz + zx ex X- + y"^ + z~.

17. If y' ex zx and z' ex xy, then x^ — yz ex (^xyz)i.

18. If X ex y-, y^ ex z*, ST" oc m" and ?/ oc v**, then xyzit ex V*.

19. If X ex y + z, xzcxu^ + y^ and y"^ ex z(x + tc), then

(.c + y)(y + z){z + n){u + x) oc xyzu oc rt.H + Z;?/^ + {cz^ + a;:w + eu-)-.

20. If .r, y aud z bo variable quantities such that y + z — x is

constant, and that {x + y - z)(z + x — y)ex yz, then x + y + zexyz.
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21. If (x + i/ + z)(x + i/-z)(x-y + z)(-x + 7/+z)cx:x-f, then

either .r- + y* oc s- or x- + 7f - z-cx xy. Give a geometrical in-

terpretation to this example.

22. A locomotive engine Avithout a train can go 24 miles an

hour, and its speed is diminished by a quantity which varies as

the square root of the number of cars attached. With four cars

its speed is 20 miles an hour. Find the greatest number of cars

which the engine can move.

> 23. If the attendance at church varies directly as the preacher's

ability, and inversely as the square root of the length of his ser-

mon; and if 240 and 350 persons attend As and B's churches

when the sermons are 49 and 36 minutes long respectively, com-

pare A's and B's ability.

\ 24. The time of the vibration of a pendulum varies directly as

the square root of its length, and inversely as the square root of

the force of gravity; and gravity varies inversely as the square

of the distance from the earth's centre. Find the height of a

tower on whose top a seconds pendulum loses one second in 24

hours. If the length of the pendulum be 39.1393 inches, how

much must it be shortened to make it keep correct time in the

elevated position 1

25. The value of a diamond varies as the square of its weight.

Three rings of equal weight, each composed of a diamond set in

gold, have values of a, b and c dollars, the diamonds in them

weighing 3, 4 and 5 carats respectively. Find the value of a

diamond of one carat, the value of the workmanship being the

same for each ring.

26. The value of diamonds varies as the square of their weight,

and the square of the value of rubies varies as the cube of their

weight. A diamond of a carats is worth m times the value of a

ruby of b carats, and both together are worth ^c. Find the values

of a diamond and of a ruby, each weighing n carats.

27. The velocity of a railway train varies directly as the square
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root of the quantity of coal used per mile, and inversely as the

number of carriages in the train. In a journey of 25 miles in

half an hour with 18 carriages 10 cwt. of coal is required; how
nmch coal will be consumed in a journey of 21 miles in 28 minutes

with 1 6 carriages ?

28. The consumption of coal by a locomotive varies as the

square of the velocity. When the speed is 16 miles an hour the

consumption of coal per hour is 2 tons; if the price of coal be $5

per ton, and the other expenses of the engine be $5.62| per hour,

find the least cost of a journey of 100 miles.

29. The square of the time of a planet's revolution varies as

the cube of its distance from the sun; find the time of a revolu-

tion of Venus, assuming that the distances of the Earth and

Yenus from the sun to be 91^ millions and 66 millions of miles

respectively, and taking our year to be 365 days.

30. The attraction of a planet on its satellite varies directly es

the mass (J/) of the planet, and inversely as the square of the

distance (D)', also, the square of the time (T') of a satellite's revo-

lution varies directly as the distance, and inversely as the force

of attraction. If m^, d^, t^ and vu, cl,, U are simultaneous values

of i/, Z), T respectively, prove that

mi t^ d^

rtut^ d^'

Hence find the time of revolution of that moon of Jupiter whose

distance is to the distance of our moon as 35 : 31, liaving given

that the mass of Jupiter is 343 times that of the Earth, and that

the moon's period is 27.32 days.



CHAPTER Y.

ARITHMETICAL PROGRESSION.

78. A Series is a succession of numbers or quantities which

are formed iu order according to some definite law.

Thus 1, 2, 3, 4 .... is a series, the law of formation being that

each number is obtained from the preceding by adding a unit.

Also, a + h, a- + }r, a^ + //... . is a series of which the law of

formation is evident.

79. An Arithmetical Series, or an Arithmetical Pro-

gression, is a succession of numbers which constantly increase

or constantly decrease by a common difference.

Thus each of the following series is an arithmetical progres-

sion:

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ....

20, IT, 14, 11 ....

f/, a +d, a + 2(7, « + 3t? ....

(/, a - d, a — 2d, a — 3d ....

The words "arithmetical progression" are briefly denoted by

the letters A. P.

80. Each of the successive numbers in a series is called a

Term ; the first and the last terms are sometimes called Ex-
tremes, and the intermediate ones, Means. In an arith-

metical series the difference between the successive terms is

called the Common Difference.

81. Any arithmetical series may be represented by

</j a + d, a + 2d, a -f- 3d ....
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in which a stands for the first tei'm and d the common difference.

The series will be an increasing or a decreasing one according as

d is j)ositive or negative.

82. In any arithmetical series there are five quantities to be

considered

:

hich is denoted
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.-. 2^= (a + l) + (a + /) + („. + /)+.... {a + l) + (a + f)

'= (a + 1) repeated n times

= n(a + 1).

.•. aS'= -(a + Z), the sum required. (2)

85. If any two terms of an A. P. be given, the series is com-

pletely determined. For, suppose the m^^ and n^^ terms are ]>

and q,

then a + (m - l)fZ =^j,

a + (n — \)d = q.

From these two equations a and d may be found, and then the

series is known.

y 86. To find the arithmetical mean between two given extremes.

Let a and h denote the given extremes and x the required

mean, so that a, .v, h are in A. P.

Then X -a = b- x,

a + b
from which x=—-—

.

From the above it is seen that the arithmetical mean of two

quantities is half their sum ; it corresponds to what is meant in

common language by the word " average."

1

\J 87. To insert a given number of arithmetical means between

two given extremes.

Let a and b denote the given extremes, m the number of

means, and d the common difference of the resulting series.

Then, the total number of terms being m + 2, from the equation

l = a + i^n — V)d

we get b = a + {in+\)d.,

b — a
from which d = -.

m+ 1
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Therefore the required means are

b-a 2(b-a) 3(b-a) m(b - a)
a + -, « + ^ -% a + ^ ^ .... a +^ —

',m + 1 m+\ ia+ V m+ i

ma + h (m -l)a + 2b (in - 2)a + Sb a + nib
or ^j q

J :; T~-m+1 m+l m+l m +

1

88. The equations, I = a -\- (n — \)d, (1)

S=l{a + l), (2)

are the fundamental formulae of arithmetical progression. From

them we can find any two of the five quantities involved when

the other three are given, and are thus enabled to solve all possi-

ble problems in tlie subject.

By substituting in (2) the value of I from (1)

we get S='^{2a + {n-\)d], (3)

a very useful equation, which, together with (1) and (2), should

be carefully memorized.

89. The following examples illustrate some of the best methods

of solving problems in arithmetical progression:

Ex. 1.—Given f« = 17, (Z= -3 and *S'=55, find n and /.

Substituting the given values in the equation,

^'=^{2« + (n-l)</},

we get 55 = ^{34-3(7i-l)}.

Simplifying, 37t- — 37n+ 110 = 0,

from which n = 5 or 1\.
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The value 7|^ is not admissible, since, from the natui*e of the

problem, n must be a positive integer.

Then l = a + {n-\)d

-17 + (5-l)(-3)

= 5. .

Ex. 2.—The sum of the second and fifth terms of an A. P. is

47, and the sum of the first four terms is 58; find the eleventh

term.

With the usual notation we have,

second term =a + d,

fifth term = a + 4c?,

4
sum of first four terms = - {2a + (4 — \)d].

Then from the problem we have,

2a + 5(^=47,

4a + 6£/=58.

Solving these equations in the usual way,

rt — 1 and d = 9.

Then eleventh term = 1 + (11 - 1)9

= 91.

Ex. 3.—If a, h and c are in A. P., then

2
- (a + h + cf = a-{h + c) + h-(c + a) + c\a + h).

Since a, h and c are in A. P., a + c = 1h.

Then
^ („ + i + c)^ =

^ {Uf = U\

and a\b + c) + lr{c + a) + c\a + h) = {a + h + c){ab -\-hc + ca) - Sabc

= M[b{a + c) + ac] - Sabc

= u\
which proves the proposition.
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EXERCISE VI.

1. In a series whose first terra is 5 and common difference 2,

find the tenth, fifteenth and one liundredth terms.

2. In a series whose first term is 35 and common difference

- 3, find the eighth, fifteenth and rt"' terms.

3. In the series—

•

(1) 4, 7, 10...., find the ^i'" term.

(2) 8, 5, 2 , find the w"' term.

(3) 2§, 2^, 2^...., find the ninth and seventeenth terms.

(4) - 23, - 18, - 13 .... , find the thirteenth and (n-lf
terms.

4. In the series, 17, 14, 11 .... , which term is -82, - 118, -419]

5. The first term is 17 and the twentieth term is 150; find the

common difference and the fortieth term.

6. The third term is 75 and the eleventh term is 131 ; find the

twentieth term.

7. The first terra is 2a - 3b and the second term is 3a- 2b-

find the n^^ term and the (2n - 1)"' term. Whicli term is

{3p + 5)a + 3pb 1

8. Sum the series

—

(1) 1, 2, 3, 4 .... to 100 terms.

(2) 8, 3, - 2, - 7 ... . to 20 terms.

1 3
(3) r^, - -

,
- 2 ... . to 24 terms.

(4) 2w - 1, 2n - 3, 2m - 5 ton terms.

6 — I''

(5) —z^, 3 V^3, —— to 50 terms.
a/3 V3

(G) 71-1, 71—2, 7i - 3 . . . . to 2n terms.
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9. Find the arithmetical mean between 33 and 17, 37 and — 5,

m + n and m — n.

10. Insert five arithmetical means between 2 and 20.

11. Insert x arithmetical means between 1 and x-.

12. If m-n-\ arithmetical means be inserted between iii^

and n^, what is the common difference of the resulting series?

13. The sum of the second and fourth terms of an A. P. is 30,

and the sum of the third and fifth is 38 ; find the first term and

the common difference.

14. The eighth term of an A. P. is greater than the fifth by

24, and the sum of the sixtli and tenth terms is 100; find the

common difference and the ?i"' term.

15. The first term of an A. P. is 1, and the sum of the first

twenty terms is 400; find the thirtieth term.

16. Tjie sum of the first five terms of an A. P. is one-third the

sum of the next five terms; the tenth term is 19; find the sum

of n terms.

17. Find the sum of eleven terms of the A. P. whose sixth

term is 10.

18. Find the sum of the whole sei'ies formed by inserting in

arithmetical means between a and h.

19. Find the {n+ 1)"^ term of an A. P. whose sum to (2/1 + 1)

terms is (2w+ l)c.

20. Show that the sum of the ?*"^ term from the beginning

and the ?•"' term from the end of any A. P. is constant for all

values of r.

21. The sum of n terms of the series, 1, 4, 7 . . .
.

, is to the sum
of 2/i terms as 10:41; find n.

22. The sum of three terms of an A. P. is 33, and the sum of

their squares is 413; find the terms.
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23. The sum of three terms of an A. P. is 15, and the sum of

their cubes is 495; find the terms.

24. Between two numbers whose sum is 2^(y a number of means

is inserted whose sum is greater by unity than their number; how
many means are there 1

25. The sum of five terms of an A. P. is 25, and the sum of

ten terms is 100; find the sum of n terms.

•' 26. The sum of four numbers in A. P. is 44, and their product

is 13440; find the numbers.

• 27. There are three numbers in A. P.; the square of the first

added to the product of the other two is 16; the square of the

second added to the product of the other two is 14. Find the

numbers.

28. Divide unity into four parts in A. P. such that the sum of

their cubes may be -—

.

^ 10

29. The p^^ term of an A. P. is -
, and the q^^ term is -

; find
q p

the sum of pq terms.

30. Two persons start from the same point and travel in the

same direction, the former at the rate of 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., miles

during the successive liours; the latter uniformly at 6 miles an

hour, but starting two hours after the former; in how many
hours after the first person starts will the two lie together? Ex-

plain the tiro results.

31. In an A. P. the conmion difference is twice the first term;

prove that the sum of n terms divided by the first term is a per-

fect squai-e.

32. If S denote the suui of the first n natu'\il niimbers, then

8aS' -f 1 is the square of an odd number.

33. If *S' be the sum and d the difterence of an A. P. of 71 terms,
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then the diflFerence of the squares of the first and last terms is

-(n-l)dS'.
n

34. The middle term of an arithmetical series of n terms is p,

and the 7i"' term is q times the middle term ; iind the first term

and the common difference.

35. Given the first term and the common diflference, find n so

that the sum oi 2n terms may he equal to p times the sum of n

terms. Examine the case in which (/= 2a and p = 4.

36. The series of natural numbers is arranged in groups thus:

1, 2 + 3, 4 + 5 + 6, etc.; find the first and the last numbers of the

n^^ group, the sum of the w"' group, and tlie sum of all the

groups.

37. The odd numbers are arranged in groups thus: 1, 3 + 5,

7 + 9 + 11^ etc.; show that the sum of each group is a perfect

cube, and the sum of any number of groups beginning with the

first is a complete square.

38. Find the sum of w terms of the series,

l + (2 + 3 + 4) + (5 + G + 7 + 8 + 9) + ....

39. In any arithmetical series the sum of any two terms, less

the first term, is a term of the series; and the difference of any

two terms, increased by the first term, is also a term of the series.

40. If the terms of an A. P. be arranged in groups of n terms

each, the sums of these groups will form an A. P. whose common

difference is rv' times the common difference of the original series.

41 Prove that the terms of an arithmetical series will still be

in A. P. after any of the following operations have been per-

formed upon them :

(1) If the same quantity be added to or subtracted from each.

(2) If the terras of another 'vrithmetical series be added or sub-

tracted in order

(3) If the terms be multiplied or divided by the same factor.

Examine the effect upon the common difference in the several

cases.
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90. The student should carefully work out all the different -,

cases of Art. 88. This will afford valuable exej cise in the solu-

tion of literal equations, and render him familiar with the various

formulae of the subject. Some of the results are worthy of special

consideration, of which the following is an example:

Given I, d, /S', to find 7i and a.

From the fundamental equations,

l = a + (n-l)d (1)

S=^(a + l). (2)

Substituting in (2) the value of a obtained from (1) we get

2S=n{2l + d-nd),

or dn'-(2l + d)n + 2S=0,

2l + d±V(2l+df-MS
from which n = !• ,

2d

Similarly from the same equations it may be shown that

d±V(2l + dY-MS
« = 2 '

or, having found the values of n as above, they may be substi-

tuted in either (1) or (2), and then corresponding values of a

may be found.

Thus when l^ d and S are given we get two values each for n
and a. The nature of the problem evidently requires n to be a

positive integ(M-; if, then, values be given to /, d and S such that

both values of ?i, are positive integers, we shall have two series

fulfilling tlie lequired conditions.

A numerical example will show how this is possible:

Let Z=ll, d = 2, ,S'=32,

which give n = 4 or 8, and a = .5 or - 3.

We thus oV)tain the two series,

5, 7, 9, 11, and -3, -1, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11,

each of which satisfies the required conditions.
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Similarly the double values for n and /, obtained when a, d
and S are given, should be examined.

91. We have seen (Art. 88) that of the five quantities, a, I, d,

n, aS' three must be given in order to determine the remaining

two; if, however, the form of the 7i^^ terra, or of the sum of n
terms, be given, the whole series is immediately known. We
have seen that the n^^ term is a + (n—l)d, and the sum of n

terms, - {2a + {n- l)d]. These may be written (a - d) + dn and

(rt— -)ri+(-l 7i-, which show that the most general forms of

these expressions are p + qn and rn + Sn-, where ]), q, r and *S' are

constant numbers for any particular series; but n is a variable

number, by gi\ang different values to which in succession any

particular term, or the sum of any number of terms, may be

found.

92. Given the w"* term of an arithmetical series, j) + qn, to find

I the common difference and the s^im of n temis.

The successive terms are formed from the general term by

substituting for n the values 1, 2, 3 . . . . n'vcv succession.

Then -S'= (p + g-) + (p + 2^) + (
j9 + Sg-) + (;? + nxj)

=p +p + . . . . to ri terms + (1 + 2 + 3 . . . . n)q

7i(n+ V)q

The common difference is evidently q, the coefficient of n in the

general term.

\\ 93. Given the sum of n terms of an arithmetical series, pn + qn?,

to find the n'^ term and the comm,on difference.

Let «S'„ denote the sum of n tevms =pn-\-qn', then *S'„_i will

denote the sum of (n - 1) terms =jo(n — 1) + g(n— 1)-. Now, if
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from the sum of n terms we subtract the sum of w — 1 terms, the

remainder must be the n^^ term.

Then w*"^ term ^S^-S^_^

=pn + qn- - {;j(w - 1) + q(n - 1)^}

=2) + q{2n-l).

The common difference is '2q, the coefficient of n in tlie w'^

term.

The first term may be found by writing 1 for n either in the

expression for the n*'^ term or for the sum of n terms.

94. It will be instructive to give a different solution to the

problems of the two preceding Arts.

In every arithmetical series we have ^

w"* term = a + (n— l)d. ty V

Now, if ji"* term =p + qn

= (p + q) + in-l)q,

we see that a, or the first term, is p + q, and d, or the common

diflference, is q.

Again, S= -{2a + {n-l)d}.

If, then, S=pn + qn'

= ^(2p + 2qn)

= ^{20^ + '?) + (" -!)%}>

the Hrst term is jf + q, and the common difference 2q, as before.

95. The method of the preceding Art. enables us to assign a

meaning to negative and freictional values of n obtained as in

Ex. 1, Art. 89.
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Let 71= —mhe a, negative value so obtained, then — m written

for n satisfies the equation.

S='^{2a + (n-l)d},

/. S= ^{2a-{m+l)d}

= ^{-2a + (m+l)t/}

= '^{2(d-a) + (m-l)d}.

This shows that aS' is the sum of m terms of the series beginning

with d — a.

Again, S=—~-{2a — {m + l)d],

/. -S=~{2(a-d) + (m-l){-d)}.

This result shows that if we begin with the term a - d and

count backwards m terms the result will be — S. Similarly,

meanings may be assigned to fractional values of w.

96. Ux. i.—The y term of an A. P. is F, and the q^^ term

is Q ; find the {]) + g)"' term.

We have
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Ex. 2.—Find the condition that .r, y and z may be the j)^^,

g*** and r**" terms of an A. P.

We have p^^ term = a + {2) — \)d = x,

</^ term ==a + (q- l)d = y,

?•"' term — a + (r-l)d = z.

From these three equations we must eliminate a. and d. Sub-

tracting the equations from each other in succession we get

{p-q)d = iV-2/,

{q-r)d = y-z,

(r -p)d = z — X.

Now multiply the equations respectively by r, p and q, and

add, then the left side vanishes and we get

(.1- _ y)r + (y - z)p + {z- x)q = 0,

the condition required. Had we multiplied by z, x and y instead

of r, p> and q we should have obtained

{P - (i)^ + {q- r)x + {r -p)y = 0,

the same result under a different form.

Ex. 3.—If Sn denote the sum of ?t terms of an A. P., prove

Sn+z -S„= {n + ly^" + (n + 2)'" + (71 + 3)*'^ terms

= 3(n + 2^" term

which proves the proposition.

Ex. Jf.—If the sum of m terms of an A. P. be equal to the

sum of the next n terms, and also equal to the sum of the follow-

ing p) terms, prove

(j/i + ?i) j)(ni — n)

{n+p) m{n—p)'
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Equating the sums of the three sets of terms we get

|'{2a + (m- l)d} = ''^{2{a + md) + (».- l)d}

Therefore

and

From which

and

Then by division

= ^{2{a + vi + 7i.d) + {2)-l)d}.

1a-v(in-\)d n

2(a + Tnd) + (w - 1 )aJ ?«,

2(a + ??i + rt.c?) + (jo-l)cZ n

2(a + m(/) + (n- 1)(Z p'

(m + n)d m — n
2{a + md) + {n - \)d m

{ii \-p)d n - p
2{a + ind) + {n-l)d~~ p

in + n p) {in — n)

n + ji m(n — p)'

EXERCISE VII.

1. How many terms of the series, 25, 23, 21 ...., must be

taken that the sum may be 165 1

2. The v}^ term of an A. P. is 2ri — 3; find the common differ-

ence and the sum of n terms.

3. The ?•'" term of an A. P. is 7 - ^ ; find the sum of 2n+\
terms.

4. The (ri+1)* term of an A. P. is ——— : find the sum of
a - b

2n+\ terms.

5. The 11^^ term of a series is tv^ — n+\; write down the tenth

term, the r^'^ term, the ( ?i + 1
)"" term. Is it an arithmetical

series 1

6. The suju of n terms of an A. P. is 5?*- — 3?i; find the n'"*

term and the common difference.
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7. The sum of n terms of the series, 2, 5, 8 . . .
.

, is 950; find n.

Give ail interpretation to the negative value of n.

8. Find the eighth term of an A. P. whose sum to n terms is

n
9

,[n n

9. The n^^ term of an A. P. is 2n+l; of how many terms is

the sum 99 "J Give two different interpretations to the negative

result.

10. If the sum of p terms of an A. P. equals the sum of q

terms, then the sum oi p + q terms is zero.

1 1

.

Find the relation between a and d when the equation be-

tween a, d, s, n, is satisfied by two different positive integral

values of n.

12. The sum of n terms of an A. P. is an- + hn, and the sum

of 7?i terms of another series is hni' + am; the fifth term of the

first series is half the fifth term of the second series; show that

17a = 76.

13. The sums of two arithmetical series, each to n terms, are

to each other as 13 - 7w to 1 +3n; find the ratios of their first

terms, their second terms, and their r"* terms.

14. If a, b and c are the p^^, q^^ and r"' terms of an A. P.,

then p, q and r are the o"', W^ and c^^ terms of another A. P.; ^^

ff, b and c being positive integers.

1 5. If the {p + qY^ and {p - 7)"' terms of an A. P. be m and

n respectively, find the ^/'' and q'^^ terms.

16. Divide — into n parts such that each shall exceed

the preceding by a fixed quantity.

17. The sum of m terms of an A. P. is w, and the sum of n

terms is m; show that the sum of m-\-n terms is - {m-\-n), and
/ 2?A

the sum of m - n terms is {in - n) I 1 H )

.
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18. If Sn denote the sum to n terms of an A. P., show that

'^n+2 ~ 2*S'„+i + Sn is equal to the common difference.

19. If *S'a denote the sum of n terms of the natural numbers

beginning with a, prove Ssa+„_i = SaS'^.

20. If Oi, o,j, Og . . . . a„ denote the terms of an A. P., and S
their sum what is the sum of the series,

{S-a,) + {S-a,) + (S-a,) + ....(S-a„)1

21. There are n arithmetical series of 7i terms each; their first

terms are the natural numbers, 1, 2, 3 .... , and the common
difference of each is the same as the first term • find the sum of

all the terms of the series taken together.

22. If aS* and S' denote the sum to n terms of two arithmetical

series having the same first term a, and common differences d and

-,£ respectively, the. ^;-(!i^^.

23. If S,i denote the sum of ?i terms of an arithmetical series,

then Srn-Sn'. >S'„+„ = vi-n:m + n

and S^n — SSon + ^*^n = ^•

24. If the sum of the first «t terms of an A. P. equals the sum
of n terms beginning with the (r+ 1)*, and also equals the sum
of p terms beginning with the (s+l )"^, prove

2r + ?i — m (m - n)p

2s + p - m (m-p)n'

25. If the ]/^ and q^^ terms of an A. P. are P and Q respec-

tively, what is the n*'' term 1

26. If aS' be the sum of n terms of an A. P., and S' the sum of

the arithmetical means between the consecutive terms, then

S:S' = n:n-l.

27. If «i + 0-2 + «3 + • • • • ^'n "^
~o~'

^^*^^ ^^**

(-S' - Oi)- + (S- a^y + (S- a„y = af + a„- + «„=.
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28. The sides of a right-angled triangle are in A. P.; show

that they are proportional to 3, 4, 5.

29. If a-, b", c- are in A. P., then , , , are also
b + c c + a a + b

in A. P.

30. If a, b, c are in A. P., then a-(b + c), b-(c + a), c-{a + b) are

in A. P.; also, a^ — be, b- - ca, <? — ab are in A. P. Compare the

common differences in the several cases.

oi T* o.-Vb ,
b-\-c - . T-. , 1,1 • . -r.

31. If _ -, 0, — are m A. P., then -, o, - are m A. P.
\ — ab \ — be a c

^^ -^^ <^ b c . . -^ ,

32. If ^ , , ^ are m A. P., then
b — c c — a a — b

a^ + c^-2b^ a + b + c

a^ + c'-2b- ^ 2
'

33. If two terms of one A. P. are proportional to the corre-

sponding terras of another A. P., then all the terms of the former

series are proportional to the corresponding terms of the latter

series.

34. If «S'„ denote the sum of n terms of an A. P., then

^n+3p - 3'S'„+2j, + ^^n+r - ^n = ^-

35. Find an A. P. beginning with unity in which the sum of

the first half of any even number of terms bears a constant ratio

to the sum of the second half, and show that there is but one

such series.

36. There are a number of series, each in A. P., whose common
differences are 1, 2, 3 .... , and whose sums, each to n terms, are

n^; show that their first terms form a decreasing A. P., whose

first term is ^(it+ 1), and common difference - (n - 1).

37. If Si, S^...- be the sums of »i arithmetical series, each
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to n terms, the first terms being 1, 2, 3 .... , and the differences

1, 3, 5 .... ; show that 8^ + 8^ + • • • . S„^ = - mn{7nn + 1).

38. If Si denote the sum of n terms of the series 1, 5, 9 ....

,

and S2 the sum of «, — 1 terms, or of n terms, of the series 3, 7,

11...., then^i + ^2 = (^i-.S'2)-.

39. Find the first of n consecutive odd numbers whose sum is

n^\ where p is any positive integer greater than unity.

40. Show that n^' may be resolved into the difference of two

integral squares, n and p being integral, and j) greater than 2.

41. li Sj. denote the sum of n terms of the natural numbers

, . . •j.i. J.I. a CY a mnhn + n)
begmnmg with r, then 61 + S2 + . . *S,„ = ^ -.

42. The successive terms of an A. P. are arranged in groups

of 1, 2, 3, etc., terms each; show that if *SV denote the r"^ group,

then 'Sn = '>^^+ n ('*" ~ 1)^>

and Si + S, + ....S, = '^^''^^\
4:a + {n-l){n+2)d}.

43. With the notation of the preceding example show that

(m - 7i) {.S'^+„ - S,„ -S„}+ (m + n){S„,_,, - S„, + S,,} = 0,

and p(S„, - &\,) + vi{S,, - S^) + n{Sp - S,„)

= {m - n){n - 2}){p - 7n){m + n+2))^-
It



CHAPTER VI.

GEOMETRICAL PROGRESSION.

97. A Geometrical Series, or a Geometrical Progres-

sion, is a succession of numbers which constantly increase or

constantly decrease by a common factor.

Thus each of the following series is a geometrical progression

:

1, 2, 4, 8, 16 ....

72, -36, 18, -9, 4| ....

a, ar, ar, ar^, ar'^ ....

The words " geometrical progression " are briefly denoted by

the letters G. P., and the common factor is frequently called the

Common Ratio, or briefly, the Ratio.

98. Any geometrical series may be represented by

a, ar, ar-, ar^, ar^ ....

in which a represents the first term and r the common ratio.

The series will increase or decrease numerically according as r is

greater or less than unity.

99. In any geometrical series there are five quantities to be

considered, viz.:

The first term . . .

The common ratio .

The last term

The number of terms .

The sunx of all the terms

which
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^ 100. To find any required term, in a geometrical progression,

the first term and the covimon ratio being given.

Forming the terms in succession we have

1st 2nd 3rd lOtt n,tli

a, ar, ar^ .... or' .... ar"~^,

from which we observe that

—

Ang term is found hy multiplying the first term hy the common

factor raised to a power less by one than the number of the term.

This result is briefly expressed in symbols thus :

w"' term = ar'^~^,

or l = ar''-\ (1)

\ 101. ^o find the sum of a given number of terms of a geo-

metrical series, the first term and the common ratio being known.

Let n be the number of terms required, and denote the sura

by^.

Then S = a + ar + ar^ + an^ + . . . . ar^'- + or"~^,

therefore r8 = ar + ar^ + ar' + . . . . f/r"~^ + ar''^''^ + ar".

Then by subtraction rS—S= ar^ — a,

therefore S= ^ ^' . (2)r- 1 ^ '

Again, from (1) rl = ar^.

substituting in (2) we get 8= z-. (3)

Equations (1), (2) and (3) should be committed to memory.

^ 102. If any two terms of a G. P. be given, the series is com-

pletely determined. For, suppose the ?»"^ and w*'' terms are j)

and q,

then ar'™~^=/>

and ar"~^ = q.

From these two equations a and r may be found, and then the

series is known.
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\J
103. To find the geometric mean between two given extremes.

Let a and h denote the given extremes and x the required

mean, so that a, x, b are in G. P.

^. *' b
Then - = -,

a X

from which ir= \ ab.

From the above it is seen that the geometric mean between

two quantities is the square root of their product ; it is the same

as "mean proportional." This arises from the fact that a geo-

metric series is simply a series of numbers in continued propor-

tion.

\J 104. To insert a given number of geometric means between two

given extremes.

Let a and b be the given extremes, 711 the number of means,

and r the common ratio. Then since the total number of terms

is iin-\- 2, of which a is the first and b the last, we get from (1)

1

6 = ar'""""^ or »' = I - J

Therefore the means required are

1 2 3 nt

(/Aj(i+1 ( b\m+\ f b\ 7)1+1 / b\m+l

a) ' nJ ' "Uj ••••HJ '

1 1 1 1

or (rt"'&)"'+i, (a"'-V;2y»+i^ (^^^m-2py,^+\
. . . (ai'»)"'+i.

This series should be compared with that of Art. 87, when it

will appear that addition has been changed to multijjlication^

coefficients to exponents, and division to a root sign. These

changes all arise from the fact that the successive terms in A. P.

are formed by addition, while those of G. P. are formed by mul-

tiplication.
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105. The equations, / = ar'^~\

are the fundamental formuli\i of geometrical progression. "When

any three of the five quantities involved are given, they theoretic-

ally determine the other two. If, however, we attempt to work

out the different cases in succession we shall find that some of

the equations which present themselves cannot be solved by the

methods already given, and that others cannot be solved by any

known method whatever.

Four cases present no difficulty, viz.: when (1) «, r, n, (2) a, n, I,

(3) r, n, I, (4) r, n, s, are given.

The four cases in which n has to be found require logarithms

for their solution.

The remaining cases, viz.: when (1) a, n, s, (2) n, /, s, are given,

are incapable of a general solution.

EXERCISE VIII.

Find the required terms in the following series

:

1. The fifth term of 2, 4, 8, 16 ...

.

2. The tenth term of 1, 3, 9, 27 ...

.

3. The fifteenth term of 64, 32, 16, 8 ...

.

4. The n'^ term of 2, 6, 18, 54 ...

.

5. The {2n - 1)"^ term of 4, - 8, 16, - 32 ...

.

6. The n^^ term of a, arr-, aV*, «*r® ....

a^ ^»-

7. The 2n^^ term of — , - a, b, .

a

8. The (n - 1)"^ term of 3a, 5aV, 7aV, 9aV. . .

.

V3 VS 3- VJ
9. The n^^ term of

10. The (2n + 3)"^ term of

v/3 + 1' -^3+2' ^3 + 2

VJ+l 1 1

,— _ J

V 2 - 1 2 - V 2 2
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1 1. Sum 1 + 2 + 4 + 8..,. to ten terms and to n terms.

,c> c,
8 8 40

12. hum -+-+-—.... to SIX terms and to n terms.
5 3 9

13. Sum 1-2 + 4 — 8.... to 2w terms and to 2?i + 1 terms.

.. o 1 1 1 1
14. hum K-+T + ?:+T^----to ten terms and to n terms.

2 4 8 16

15. Sum o-.r~^ — ff^+ «*i'-rt^.r-. . . . to ?t terms and to 27i- 3 terms.

16. Sum (2 - a/3") + 1 + (2 + VJ) . . . . to »i+ 1 terms.

17. Sum to ?i terms the series whose »i"^ term is «r"~^.

18. Sum to w + 3 terms the series whose n^^ term is a^~%^'*~\ /

113
19. Sum - + -+-+.... to rt+1 terms.

20. Sum 2 + V^8+V'2 + ton terras and to 1 6 terms.

5 5 10
21. Sum - — -+-—- — .... to ri terms and to 2?i+ 1 tei'ms.

6 9 2/

22. The first term of a geometrical series is 5 and the third

term is 80; find the common ratio.

23. The fifth term of a geometrical series is 48, and the ratio

is 2 ; find the first and >i"^ terms.

24. If « = 2 and r = 3, which term will be 162 ?

25. The sum of three terms of a geometrical series is
14J-, and

their product is 8 ; find the terms.

26. The sum of tliree numbers in G. P. is 13, and the sum of

their squares is 91 ; find the numbers.

27. The sum of two numbers is m, and their geometric mean
is n; find the numbers.

28. Insert two geometrical means between 9 and 21 J.

29. Insert six geometrical means between ^"y and 5^.

30. Wliat is the common ratio of a geometrical series when
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the difference between the first and ii^^ terms is equal to the

sum oi n - I terms 1

31. The sum of the first three terms of a geometrical series is

4|, and the sum of the first, third and fifth terms is S-i^', find

the series.

32. The sum of the first six terms of a geometrical series is

157^, and the sum of the third to the eighth inclusive is 630]

find the series.

33. The first of four numbers in G. P. is — , and their sum is
1 (

greater bj one than the common ratio; find the numbers.

34. There are five numbers, the first three of which are in

G. P., and the last three in A. P., the second number being the

common difference of these three terras. The sum of the last

four is 40, and the product of the second and last is 64; find the

numbers.

35. Three numbers whose sum is 27 are in A. P.; if 1, 3 and

11 be added to them respectively the results will be in G. P.; find

the numbers.

36. To each of the first two of the numbers, 3, 3.5, 190, 990, is

added x, and to each of the last two is added 3/; the resulting

numbei-s are in G. P.; find x and y.

37. The series of natural numbers are divided into groups

thus: 1, 2 + 3, 4 + 5 + 6 + 7, etc., each group containing twice as

many numbers as the preceding; find the sum of the ji**" group

and the sum of all the groups.

38. The odd numbers are divided into groups thus: 1, 3 + 5,

7 + 9 + 11 + 13, etc., each group containing twice as many num-

bers as the preceding; find the last number of the 71^^ group, the

sum of the ?i*'' group, and the sum of all the groups.

39. The terms of the geometrical series, 1, 2, 4, 8 . , are

arranged in gi'oups thus: 1, 2 + 4, 8 + 16 + 32, etc., each group
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containing one number more than the preceding; find the sum

of the ?i"' group and the sum of n groups.

40. The terms of the geometrical series, 1, 2, 4, 8...., are

arranged in groups thus: 1, 2 + 4, 8 + 16 + 32 + 64, etc., each

group containing twice as many terms as the preceding; find

the sum of all the groups and the sum of n^^ group.

41. If a geometric progression consist of 4?i terms, show that

the ratio of the sum of the first n terms and the last n terms is

to the sum of the remaining 2n terms as -j*^" - ?•" + 1 to ?•".

42. Find the sum of the squares of the differences of every

two consecutive terms in a G. P. of w + 1 terms.

43. Determine m and n m terms or a and o so that m + n
may he the arithmetical mean between m and w, and the geo-

metrical mean between a and b.

44. In a G. P. with the usual notation prove

aS^n = 'S^„('S'„+i - r . >S'„_i) and .S'„('S'3„ - S^^) = {S^,, - S^)\

45. If P be the continued product of n quantities in G. P.,

aS' their sum, and *S^' the sum of their reciprocals, show that

46. If Sn denotes the sum of n terms of a G. P., S-^n the sum of

the next 2ri terms, and So,^ the sum of the following 3n terms,

thenr".,V = ,S'„.<S'3„ + r^».>S?.

47. If {a^ + a^ + a^--\-.... a^,.^){a^- + a^ + rt^^ + «„-)

= (a,«2 + a./i2 + «„_^a„)^

and tti, ttj . . . . «„ are all real, then «i, Ojj • • • • "u ^^^ in G. P.

106. The sum of n terms of a geometrical series has been shown
\

j
a ( r" — 1

)

rt ( 1 - r"

)

\j to be —^
; this may be written —^ -. Now if r be less

r—

1

1-7
than unity, by taking n large enough r" may be made as small
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as we please (Art. 15), i.e., the sum of n terms may be made

as nearly equal as

abbreviated thus:

as nearly equal as we please to . This statement is usually

The sum of the series, a + ur + ar + . . . . ad iiifinitniii, is .

1 —

r

The same result may be obtained thus:

Let S= a + ar + ar^ + ar^ + . . .

.

then rS= or + air + ai^ + . . .

.

.". *S'(1 -t) = <i, or /S'=- as before.
1 - r

This process deserves very careful attention. Since the series

in each line is continued indefinitely it is assumed that the terms

cancel each other entirely. In reality, however, one term is

neglected, which corresponds with assuming *•" to be zero in the

former investigation; this is legitimate only when the term

omitted is indefinitely small. The necessity for care in such

matters will easily be seen from tlie following:

Let ,S'= 1 + 2 + 4 + 8 + ....

then 2-S'= 2 + 4 + 8 + ....

.-. S= -1.

This absurdity arises from the fact that the single term neglected

is more important tlian the whole of those retained.

107. Recurring decimals in arithmetic are familiar examples

of infinite geometrical series.

Thus .7 = -777....=^ + ^(l)+^(l)-+....

7
which is an infinite geometrical series, whose first term is rrrr and

1 . ... ^^

common ratio — ; its sum to infinity is therefore

7

10 V' 10/ 910 \ 10/
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9 ^^ 3j^ 3^
Again, .o34 =^ +_ +_ +_ + ...

2 34 .^ 1 1

10 10=*^ 10- 10*

34 1

"10"^ 10^
'

1

-1. ii"10"*" 990

232
~990'

The value of any recurring decimal may be found in the same

way, but the result may be more neatly obtained by the method

of Art. 106; the solution is given below.

/ 108. To find tJie value of a recurring decimal.

Let P denote the figures which do not recur, and let them be

p in number; let Q denote the recurring period consisting of q

digits; let J) denote the value of the whole decimal.

Then '"-^ AfK^tr-Kr^.lj^^ -PQQQ....

Therefore 10^xi)= P-QQQQ . . .

.

and 1 0^'+2 xD = PQ-QQQQ....

Therefore (10^+2- 10^)3 = PQ-P,

PQ-PD
(10'^ -1)10'

Now, 10' — 1 is a number consisting of q nines, and lO'"" is a

unit followed by p ciphers.

From this result the truth of the ordinary rule for I'edueing a

recurring decimal to its equivalent vulgar is at once evident.
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109. To find the value of «r" when r is less than unity and n

is indefinitely great.

Since r is less than unity, 1 - ?• is positive, and a number, x,

may be taken large enough so that

- < 1 - r, or ( 1 + - )r < 1.
X \ xj

Put (1h— \r — m, sothat?>t<l,

then ( 1 + -
I
r^-^m'^

(-Dr^<wi^

f 1 + -\r^<m'*y

or {x + »«,)?•"< X . ni".

Therefore nr^< x . 7n".

Now, m is less than unity, therefore when ti is indefinitely

great, m" is indefinitely small; and since a; is a finite number,

xin" is also indefinitely small ; and nr"< a-??i", therefore when r is

less than unity, by taking n large enough 7ir'^ may be made less

than any finite quantity.

110. To find the sum of n terms of the series,

a + (a + (Z)r + (« + 2d)r- + [a + (71- l)d] 7-"-\

in which each term is the product of the corresponding terms of

an arithmetic and a geometric series.

Denote the sum by S, then

jS= a+ (a+ d)r+ {a + 2d)r' + . . {a + (7i-l)d}r''-\

rS= ar+{a + d)r^ + .. {a + {n- 2)(f}r"-i + {a + (w

-

l)d]r\
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I /. aS'(1 -r) = a + dr + dr^ + dr"-'^ - {a + {n- l)(/}r"

= a +—^- ' - {a + (?i - l)d}r'',

a - [a + {n - \)d]r"' dr{ 1 - r""^)

The above series is sometimes called an arithmetico-geometric

series.

The last term may be written a?*""^ + d{n— 1)?-""^ If r be less

than unity, by taking w large enough this term may be made
indefinitely small (Art. 109), and may therefore be neglected.

Omitting this term and summing the series dr + dr- + . . . to

. ^ . d dr
infinity "we get h — — as the sum or the preceding series

1 — r (1 - ry
to infinity.

EXERCISE IX.

Sum the following series ad infinitum:

,111 ^1111l_j 4._4. 2— — — -4-- 1-

* 2 4 8 '2 4 8 16

111 333
^-

3 + 9+27-'--" ^- 4-8+I6-----

6. 2 + a/ 2"+ 1 + . . .

.

5.
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2 3 4
14. Sum I + ^ +^ + ^ + ' • • • ton terms ami ad irtj.

3 5 7
1 5. Sum 1 + ^ + <^> + ^ + • • • • to ?i terms and ad inf.

3 5 7
16. Sum I — ^ +<vi~03"^'''" ^^** terms and ad inf.

17. Sum ar + (« + ah)r~ + (« + ab + oi*-)?-^ + . . . . to w terms and

ad inf., r and hr being each less than unity.

18. In a geometrical series consisting of an odd number of

terms prove that the product of the first and last equals the

square of the middle term.

19. The («+l)*'^ term of a geometrical sei-ies is c; find the

product of 2n + 1 terms.

20. If n geometrical means be inserted between a and h, what

is the product of the terms of the whole series thus formed 1

21. In a G. P. the (p + q)^^ term is m, and the {p — qY^ term

is n; find the p"^^ and the q^^ terms.

22. If they term in a G. P. is P, and the ^"^ term is Q, what

is the 71^^ term ?

23. If a, b and c be the p^^, q^^ and r"* terms of a geometrical

progression, then a'^'". b'''^'. c^"3= 1.

24. If the ^y^ ^*^ r"^ and s"' terms of an A. P. are in G. P.,

then p- q, q- r and r - s are also in G. P.

25. In a G. P., if each term be added to, or subtracted from,

the preceding, the results in either case will be in G. P.

26. If the terms of a geometrical series be arranged in groups

of p terms each, the sums of the successive groups will be in G. P.

Find the sum of n groups, and show that it is equal to the sum
of the same terms taken separately.

27. If S be the sum of an odd number of terms in G. P., and
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if aS" be the sum of the series when the signs of the even terms

are changed, show that the sum of the squares of the terms will

be SS'.

28. If there be any number of quantities in G. P., r the com-

mon ratio and *S'„ the sum of the first n terms, prove that the

sum of the products of every two terms is

r

r + 1

29. If P be the sum of the series, 1 + r^ + ?-^^ + r^^ + . . . ao? inf.,

and if Q be the sum of the series, \ + r"^ + ir'^ + r^ + . . . ad inf.,

show that P\Q -l)P = QP{P-iy.

2 2
30. Sum the series, V^ 2 + - V 3 + 5 V 2 + ad trif.

o o

31. Sum the series,

1 1 1 ,. ,

H ^ ^ + -— =^ + ad mj.
a/2(1+V2) (1+ v^2)(2+ a/2) (2+a/2)(3+\/2)

32. Sum to n terms 3 + 33 + 333 + . . .

.

33. Find the series in which each term equals n times the sum

of all which follow it, the sum of the first two terms being «i.

34. If >S'„ be the sum of n terms of a G. P., what are the sums

of /Sj + aS'j + . . . . 'S'„ and *S'„ + Sn\v + **^n+2p + • • • • SnJ^^^-\•)p'

35. Show that 2^
.
4^

. 8* .
16'' .... at/ inf. = 4,

and that 3^
.
9^

.
27^'''

. 81" ....ad inf. = 3^.

36. If >S'i, »S2, "S'a . . . . *S'„ be the sums of u terms of n geometrical

progressions, of which all the first terms are 1 and common ratios

1, 2, 3 .... 71 re.spectively, show that

,S', + ,S; + 'IH., + 3.S', + . . . . (7i - 1)^S'„ = 1" + 2" + 3'' + ....«".

37. If »S'„ denote the sum of the ?*"' powers of the terms of an

infinite geometricfil series, show that

111
; w 1 »•

»Si ^2 03 « - 1 « - r

7
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38. Given S the sum and s" the sum of the squares of the

terms of an infinite G. P., show that the sum of the series to n

terms is

39. The middle points of the sides of a triangle are joined, the

middle points of the sides of the triangle so formed are again

joined, and so on ad infinitum. Show that the sum of the areas

of all the triangles so formed is one-third the area of the original

triangle.

40. Two straight lines meet forming an acute angle; from any

point in one a perpendicular is drawn to the other; from the foot

of this perpendicular a perpendicular is drawn to the former, and

so on ad infinitum. The lengths of the first two perpendiculars

are a and b; find the sum of the lengths of all the perpendiculars

and the sum of the areas of all the right-angled triangles thus

formed.

41. The triangle ABC has each of the angles at B and C double

the angle at A ; lines are drawn witliin the triangle, making the

triangles CDB, DEB, etc., each similar to the original triangle.

If A denote the area of the original triangle, find the sum of the

areas of the infinite series of triangles, ABC, CDB, DEB, etc..

and also of the infinite series, CDA, DEC, etc.



CHAPTEK VII.

HARMONICAL PROGRESSION.

111. An Harmonical Series, or an Harmonical Progres-

sion, is a series of numbers such that of every three consecutive

terms the ratio of the first to tlie third equals the ratio of the

difierence between the first and second to the difierence between

the second and third, the differences being always taken in the

same order.

Thus a, b, c, d . . . . are in harmonical progression

if a : c = a — b : b — c,

b :d= b —c:c — d, etc.

The numbers 30, 20, 15, 12, 10.... are in harmonical pro-

gression,

for 30:15 = 30-20:20-15,

20:12 = 20-15:15-12, etc.

The words " harmonical progression " are briefly denoted by

the letters H. P.

112. Harmonical Progression, formerly called Musical Pro-

gression, derives its name from the fact that musical strings of

uniform thickness and tension produce harmony when their

lengths are in progression according to the preceding definition.

Its importance is chiefly due to tliis fact and to the occurrence

of harmonical quantities iix connection with many geometrical

problems.
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113. A good example of quantities in H. P. may be obtained

as follows:

Take any two straight lines AB and CD cutting each other

in C; bisect the angles ACD, BCD by

the straight lines CE, CF; across the

four lines CA, CE, CD, CF draw any

straight line AEDF, then the lengths

of the lines AE, AD, AF are in har-

monical progression.

For AE:ED = AC:CD
= AF:FD.

Therefore AE : AF= ED : DF
= AD-AE:AF-AD,

which shows that AE, AD, AF satisfy the conditions for H. P.

according to the definition.

114. If a series of numbers are in. II. P., their reciprocals are

in A. P., and conversely.

Let a, b, G be in H. P.

Then, by definition, a:c = a— bi b — c. Art. Ill

Therefore a{b -c) = (a~b)c. Ai't. 48

T^- •^- 1 /
1111

Dividing by abc, y = .

c b b a

111
Therefore -, -, - are in A. P. The process reversed provesabc
the converse.

Cor, 1.—The general expression for an harmonical series is

obtained by taking the reciprocals of the successive terms of an

arithmetical series.

Thus 1,^, _±_.... ^

a a + d a + ld a + {n-\)d

is a general expression for any harmonical series.
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Cor. 2.—A constant quantity divided hy the successive terms

of an A. P. gives quotients in H. P. For the reciprocal of

r- is - +(w — 1)-, the general term of an A. P.
[<( + (n—\)d] c c

whose first term is -and common difference - .

c c

115. Harmonical progression, though connected with arith-

metical progression by the simple relation given in the former

Art., is, nevertheless, essentially diflerent, in several respects,

from both it and geometrical progression.

The various terms in A. P. and in G. P. can be written when

the first term and the common difference, or the common ratio,

are given; but in II. P. there is no quantity corresponding to

the common difference or the common ratio. Again, in the other

progressions convenient expressions can be found which repre-

sent the sura of any number of terms; but no corresponding ex-

pression can be found for the sum of an harmonical series. Prob-

lems in H. P. are always solved by using the cori*esponding arith-

metical progression.

116. If two terms of an harmonical progression be given, the

series is completely determined.

For let tlie ?/i"' and ii^^ terms be p and q.

Then a. + (m -l),l= -, Art. 114
P

and a + (n - 1)<I = - .

1

From these equations a and d may be found. These deter-

mine the A. P. the reciprocals of whose terms are the H. P.

required.
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117. Tojind the haTtnonic mean between two given extremes.

Let a and h denote the given extremes and x the required

mean, so that a, x, h are in H. P.

Then a:h = a — x:x — b.

Therefore «(.<• — li) = h{ii — a*),

from which x = r.

Thus the harmonic mean between two quantities ia twice their

product divided by their sum,.

118. To insert a given number of harmonic means between tioo

given extremes.

Let a and h be the given extremes and m the number of means.

Insert m arithmetic means between - and - : their reciprocals
a

will be the harmonic means required.

The arithmetic means are:

1 1 /I n 1 2 /I i\ 1 VI n 1\

a m+l\b aj' a m+l\h a/"" a 7n + l\b a/'

Simplifying, and taking the reciprocals, we get

{m+V)ah {m+ \)ah (in+ \)ah

tnb+ a ' {in—\)h + 2a''" b-\-m,a

the harmonic means required.

This series can easily be remembered by observing that the

numerators are all alike, and that the denominators are the same

as the numerators of the corresponding arithmetic means taken

in the reverse order.

* Cor.—The product of the r**' arithmetic and the (ni-r+l)*^

harmonic means between any two quantities is equal to the

square of the geometric mean between the same two quantities.
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119. If A, G and H denote the arithmetic, the geometric and the

harmonic means beiiveen any two quantities, then A, G and H are

in geometrical 2>rogression, and A is the greatest or the least accord-

ing as the quantities are both positive or both negative.

Let a and b denote the two quantities.

Then aJ^, G- = ab, ^=-^,
1 a + b

and AB="4^ .^2 a + b

= ab

= G\

Therefore G is the geometric mean between A and H.

Again, A-G= x{u + b)— V ab
It

a square quantity which is positive if a and b are positive, there-

fore A is greater than G; and A, G, II are in geometrical pro-

gression, therefore G is greater than H.

If a and b are negative, v « and \ b are imaginary, and the

square quantity is negative; therefore A is less than G, and G is

less than //.

If one quantity is positive and the otlier negative, A and //

are real, but G is imaginary, and consequently no comparison in

masrnitude can be made l>etween it and the other two.

120. Ex. 1.—The arithmetic mean between two luunhers ex-#

ceeds the geometric by 5o, and the geometric exceeds the har-

monic by 44; find the numbers.
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Let X denote the arithmetic mean.

Then x - 55 and x - 99 will denote the geometric and harmonic

means; and since A, O, //are in geometrical progression,

therefore x(x - 99) = (.r - 55)-,

from which ;r = 275.

The three means, then, are 275, 220 and 176.

Next let X and y denote the required numbers.

Then x + ij = 550, (1)

and V'^-220. (2)

Adding twice (2) to (1), and taking the square root, we get

V'x+ VJ= 3 VTTo.

Similarly Vx- '/y"= '^^110-

Therefore V^= 2 VTTO and / y = VTlO,

or a- = 440 and 3/= 110,

the numbers required.

^x. 2.—If , , : are in H. P., then a, b, c are also
b+c c+a a+h

in H. P., and conversely.

a h c , T-T- ^
Since -z , ,

7 are in H. P.,
b+c C+a a+b

b+c c+a a+b .

therefore , -^— , are m A. P.
a b c

Add a unit to each,

h + c + a c + a + b a + b + c . . _,
then •,

i ,
are m A. P.

a c

Divide by a + b + c,

111
• A -Pthen -

J T J - ^^^ 1'^ A. r.
a b c

Therefore o, />, c are in H. P.

The work reversed proves the converse.
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r, r, -rr. P^ QV '>'^
i • /. • . T-. ,

Ax. 3.—If ~ = =
, and if p, q, r are in A. P., then

a —X a — y a — z

X, 3/, z are in H. P.

Put l^ =J]L^J^ = k,

then

a — X (t —y a— z

X Ic y k z k

a — X p^ a — y q^ a — z r

J
Art. 114,

t Cor. 2.

X 1/ %
Therefore , , are in H. P.,

a — X a — y a — z

, a—xa—ya—z . .^
and ,

'-, are in A. P.
X y z

Add a unit to each,

then -
, - , — are m A. P.

x y z

Therefore x, y, z are in H. P.

EXERCISE X.

1. Find the tenth term of the series, 3, 4, 6 ...

.

2 4
2. Find the n^^ terra of the series, -

, - , 1 . . .

.

o

3. Find the twenty-fourth term of the series, 24, 12, 8 .

4. Find the arithmetic, the geometric and the harmonic means

between 2 and 32.

5. Insert two harmonic means between 1 and 2.

6. Insert three harmonic means between 16 and 4.

7. The second and fourth terms of an H. P. are - and — -

;

find the first, third, iiftU and ?t"' terms.

8. Tlie first and second terms of an H. P. are a and h; find the

%"* term.

9. The arithmetic and geometric means between two quanti-

ties are a — b and v a'^ - b'^ respectively; find the liarmonic mean.
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10. The arithmetic and harmonic means between two numbers

are 2 and 1| respectively; find the numbers.

11. The sum and difference of the arithmetic and geometric

means between two numbers are 16 and 4 respectively; find the

harmonic mean.

1 2. Find a number such that the arithmetic mean between it

and 2 may be 2f times the harmonic mean.

13. Find two numbers whose difference is 16^, and the geo-

metric mean between the arithmetic and harmonic means of

which is 9.

14. The sum of three terms of an H. P. is r-^i ^^^d ^-^e first

1 . . .

term is ^ ; find the series and continue it two terms each way.

15. The arithmetic mean between two numbers exceeds the

geometric mean by 13, and the geometric mean exceeds tlie har-

monic mean by 1 2 ; find the numbers.

»> 16. From each of three quantities in H. P. what quantity must

be taken away so that the remainders may be in G. P. %

- 17. The sum of three numbers in H. P. is 11, and the sum of

their squares is 49 ; find the numbers.

18. Find the value of ^-^ when a, h, c are (1) in A. P.,
a —

(2) in G. P., and (3) in H. P.

19. If a, h, c are in A. P., and a, 7nh, c in G. P., prove that

rt, vvb, c are in H. P.

20. If ar is the harmonic mean between m and n, show that

1 111
+ - -fx—m jr - 71 in n

21. If four quantities are proportionals, and the first three are

in A. P., prove that the last three are in H. P.

22. If H be the harmonic mean between a and h, pi'ove that

it is also the harmonic mean between // — a and H -h.
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23. If a, b, c be in H. P.,

h+a b+c ^
then -— + = 2,

h -a b -c

and b\a - c)^ = 2 {(^(b - af + a\c - bf]

.

24. If between each two successive terms of the series, a, ar,

air . . . ar", an harmonic mean be inserted, the sum of those means

will be 2ar(r" - 1)

r^-l •

25. If a, b, c be in H. P., then -—— , , are also in
b + c c +a a + b

XT -D , b+c c+a a + b .

H. P., and , —.— , are in A. P.
a c

26. If a, 2b and c be in H. P., then will a + c, a and a- b he

in G. P.; so also wUl c + a, c and c — 6 be in G. P.

27. Find the condition that a, b, c may be the p^^, q^^ and r^^

terms of an harmonic progression.

28. If the (j) + qY^ term of an harmonic progression be 7/i and

the (j) — qY^ term be n, find the p^^ and q^^ terms.

29. If the jo* term of an harmonic progression be P, and the q^

term be Q^ the w"^ term will be

{p-q)PQ
{n-q)Q-(n-p)F-

30. If a, b, c Ije in A. P., and «, b, d in H. P., then

c _ 2{a-bf
d ab

31. If A, G, IT he the arithmetic, geometric and harmonic

means between a and i, then

ff
,

(ff-a)(ff-b) 1 11
32. If ax = by = cz, and a, b, c are in A. P., then .r, y, 2 are in

H. P.
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33. If d'—hy-— c^ and a, h, c are in G. P., then x, y^ z are in

H. P.

34. If either of two consecutive terms of an H. P. is divisible

by their difference, show that one of the terms of the series is

infinity. Can any term of a finite harmonical series be zero?

35. If an arithmetical and an harmonical progression have each

the same first and second terms, a and h, and if x and y be the

n^^ terms in the two series, then

yi^x — a) n — 1

a(j/ - b) ?i — 2

'

36. If between any two quantities there are inserted two arith-

metic means, A^, A„, two geometric means, 6^i, (?2> t^o harmonic

means, //i, H^, then

37. If </, h c are in H. P., then — , -r , -.
——

are also in H. P.

oo ^<. , .,^^,111111
38. It a, I), c are m H. P., then —|--

,
- + , - H ,

a b+G b a+c c a+b

are in H. P.: and if a + -; , b H , c -\ are in H. P., then
b + G c + a a + b

a, h, c are in A. P.

39. If a, b, c be ihree quantities such that a is the arithmetic

mean between b and c, and c is the harmonic mean between a

and b, then a, b, c are in G. P.

40. If the harmonic means betweeii each pair of the three

quantities, a, b, c be in A. P., then b', a', c^ shall be in H. P.; but

if the harmonic means be in H. P., then b, a, c shall be in H. P.

41. If Si, So, S^ denote the sums of »i terms of each of three

arithmetical series having the same fii'st term, a, and their com-

mon differences in H. P., then

2SiS,-S,(Si + S,)
an = -^—

,

.



CHAPTER VIII.

SQUARES AND CUBES OF THE NATURAL
NUMBERS.

121. In the practical application of mathematics series fre-

quently present themselves whose summation depends upon the

sum of the squares or the cubes of the natural numbers. We
therefore give their summation, with a few simple applications.

122. 2^0 find the sum of the squares of the first it tiatural

numbers.

Denote the sum by S.

Then ^'= 1- + 2- + 32 + . . . . 7tl

We have identically,

n^-{n-lf = 2,n--?,n+\,

{n - ly -{n- 2)3 = 3(n - 1)- - ^n - 1 ) + 1,

(n _ 2)- - (n - Sf = 3(n - 2)- - 3(n - 2) + 1,
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It should be observed that the preceding equalities are identi-

ties, and consequently true /or all values of n. The first is ob-

tained by subtraction; the second is obtained from the first by

changing n into n -\, and so on; the final equalities are obtained

by substituting numbers for n. Upon adding, the second column

on the left cancels the first, excepting the single term, 7tl

Ex.—Sum to n terms the series,

1.2 + 2.3 + 3.4 + ....ri(7i+l).

The series may be written

= (P + 22 + 32 + ....7i2) + (i+2 + 3 + ....w)

_w(w+ l)(2n+l) n{n+\)=
g

+ 2

n{n+\){n + 2)^
3

'

123. Tofind tlie Slim of the cubes of the first n natural numbers.

Denote the sum by S.

Then S=V + 2^ + Z'^ + .. . .n\

We have identically,

«*-(n-l)* = 4w3-6?i2 + 4w- 1,

(,1 _ \f-{n-2f = i{n - If - 6(n - 1)^ + 4(« - 1)- 1,

2*-l*=4. 23-6. 2^ + 4. 2-1,

1*-0* = 4.P-6.P + 4.1-1.

Then, by addition,

n' = iS- 6(P + 2- + .... n") + 4(1 + 2 + . . . . w) - 7».

Therefore 4:S= 7i^ + n + n{n + \){1n+l)-2n{n + 1

)

= n{n + l)(r4- - 7i + 1 + 2n, + 1 - 2)

= n{n + \){n- -\- n),

or ^-p±i)}:
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Thus the sum of the cubes of the natural numbers is equal to

the square of the sum of the numbers.

The same method ma.y be applied to find the sum of the fourth,

fifth, etc., powers ia succession.

124. The sum of the cubes of the natural numbers may easily

be found independently of the sum of their squares as follows:

Arrange the odd numbers in groups thus

:

1 + (3 + 5) + (7 + 9 + 11) + (13 + 15 + 17 + 19) + . . .

.

iiin + 1 ^

In 71 groups there are 1 + 2 + 3 . . . . 7t = —- terms. The

last term of the 74"^ group is ?i" + 71 — 1, the first term is rr — ?4 + 1,

and there are n terms in it ; therefore the sum of the w"" group is

{(v? -n+l) + (n- + n-l)}— = n\

This shows that the successive groups are the cubes of the

natural numbers. To find their sum remove the brackets, thus

. . n(n + 1) . i. 1

1

giving —- terms of the series of odd numbers, whose sum is

at once known to be
(n(n+l)y

125. It is frequently convenient to indicate by a single symbol

that the whole of a series of terms is to be taken. This is gener-

ally done by writing the Greek letter 2' before the n^^ term of the

series, thus:

1 + 2 + 3 + .... 74 is denoted by In.

12 + 22 + 32+.... «- " " « In\

a + ar + ar- ar""^ " " " lar'*-^.

When more than one letter follows the sign of summation,

care must be taken to correctly distinguish the variable and con-

stants. In the latter example ?4 is the variable; if r were taken

for the variable, lar"^'^ would stand for a + 2"~^a + . . . .r"~h. The
context will usually decide the point; in doubtful cases the vari-

able must be specified.
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Ex.—Sum to ri terms the series,

1.2.3 + 2.3.4 + 3.4.5 + ....n(ri + lXri + 2).

The ^4''' term may be written n^ + 3w" + 2n.

.*. sum of n terms = In^ + 3-?i^ + 2In

i+l)y ^n{n+\){2n+\
"2

J
"^ 6"

n{n+\){n + 2){n + Z)

n{n+l)y
_
3m(w+ 1)(2?H- 1) 2?i(»A+ 1)

126. When the terms of a series are alternately positive and

negative it is sometimes necessary to consider separately the

cases in which 11 is even or odd. The two results can then be

combined as follows:

Let A and B denote any two quantities.

Then ^ + ( — 1 y^B denotes their sum when n is even, but their

difference when n is odd.

Let p and q denote tlie sums of the series wlien n is even and

odd respectively.

Then let A+B=2)

and A — B = q,

from wliich ^ = 7,{1^ + Q)i ^ = 9 (P - ?)•

Therefore -^{{p+q) + {~^ y\p -q)] is the required sum whether

n be even or odd.

^a;.—Sum 1 — 2 + 3-4 + 5-..., ton terms.

When n is even,

n
^'= (1 - 2) + (3 - 4) to - groups

= -1 — 1— ....to - terms

n .

= — - , the sum when 71 is even.
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When ri is odd,

n-1
S=l - (2 -3) - (3 - 4) - .... to -^^— groups.

71-1
= 1 + 1 + 1+ tolH — terms

=—-— , the sum when n is odd.

Then 2(^ + ?)=|, ^{p-q)= 1

—

rv 1
. ,K 2m+ 1

and ^'=-_(_l)«—-

—

4 4

J{l+(-l)»+>(2..+ l)},

whether n be even or odd.

PILES OF SHOT AND SHELL.

127. Tofind the number of shot arranged in a complete pyrainid

071 a squao'e base.

Let n be the number of shot on a side of the lowest layer;

then n—1, n-2, etc., will be the numbers on a side of the suc-

cessive higher layers. The number of shot composing the layers

will be n\ (n— 1)-, etc., ending with a single shot at the top of

the pile.

Then 8=1" + 2" + . . .. {n-lf + n-

n{n+l)(2n+l)
^ Art. 122

128. Tofind the nu7nber of shot ar7'a7iged in a co7n2ilcte pyramid

whose base is an equilateral triangle.

Let n bo t)ic number of shot on a side of the base. Counting
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the shot ill the lowest, or ?i'^'', layer by rows we see that it con-

tains n(n+\)

Similarly the (n- 1)"' layer contains -, etc.

We have thus to find the sum of n terms of the series whose

w*'' term is - (n- + 7i).

Therefore '^'= o (~'^^ + "**)

^.(.+ l)(«+2)_
Art. 122, E..

6

The number of shot in the successive layers, beginning at the

top, are 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, etc., which are called triangular num-

bers for the same reason that 1, 4, 9, 16, etc., are called squai'e

numbers.

129. To find the member of shot contained in a complete pile

upon a rectangular base.

Let m and n be the number of shot in a side and an end of

base.

There will be n layers, the top one consisting of a single row

containing m — n+\ shot. Each succeeding layer will consist of

one more row, and each row will contain one more shot than the

preceding. The numbers in the successive layers will be the

terms of the following series.

.'. S={m-n+l) + 2{m -n + 2) + S{m -n + 3) 7i{m -7i + n)

= {m,-n){\ + 2 + 2> + . . . .'>i) + {r- + 2? + 2r- + . . . .w)

{m-n)n{n-^-\) n{n + V){2n+\)=
2

+
6

n(^n 4- \){2>ni — n + \)^
6

•

If m = n the rectangle becomes a square, and this result re-

duces to that obtained for the number on a square base.
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130. Tofind the number of shot in an incomplete pile.

Find by the preceding Arts, the nuinber the pile would con-

tain if complete, and from the result subtract the number re-

quired to complete it.

Ex.—Find the number of shot in an incomplete pile of six

layers, there being 20 shot in a side and 12 in the end of the base.

12 . 13 . 49
If complete the pile would contain

' = 1274 shot.
6

The number required to complete it is ——^— = 259 shot.

Therefore the number of shot in the pile is 1274 - 259 = 1015.

131. Given the number of shot in a complete square, or in a

complete triangular, pile, to find the number in one side of the

base.

Let N be the number of shot in the pile and n the number in

a side of the base. Then

(1) In the triangular pile n{n + \){n -\- 2) — QX. Now,
n{n + \){n + 1) > n^ but < (w+1)'', therefore n is the integral

part of the cube root of QN.

(2) In the square pile n{n+ 1)( w+ -
j =3jV, therefore, as be-

fore, n is the integral part of the cube root of ZN.

EXERCISE XI,

1. Find the number of shot in a complete pile on a square base

containing 20 shot on a side.

2. Find the number of shot in a complete pile on a triangular

base containing 30 shot on a side.

3. Find the numl)cr of shot iu a complete pile on a rectangular

base containing 25 and 20 shot on the side and the end respec

tively.
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4. How many shot in, an incomplete pile of twelve courses on

a triangular base containing 37 shot on a side ?

5. How many shot in an incomplete pile of eleven courses on

a rectangular base containing 27 and 23 shot on the side and the

end respectively 1

6. An incomplete square pile contains 225 shot in the top

layer and 729 in the bottom; how many shot in the pile?

7. The base of an incomplete rectangular pile contains 800

shot and the top 450; the length of the base is greater than the

breadth by 7 shot; how many shot in the whole pilel

8. A triangular and a square pile of shot have each the same

number on a side of the base, but the former contains only four-

sevenths as many shot as the latter; find the number in each pile-

9. How many shot in an incomplete triangular pile of eleven

courses, there being 155 more shot in the bottom layer than in

the top ?

10. Show that the number of shot in a square pile is one-fourth

the number in a triangular pile of double the number of courses.

11. If from a complete square pile of shot a triangular pile of

the same number of courses be formed, show that the remainder

will just form another triangular pile.

12. The number of shot in an incomplete square pile is equal

to six times the number required to complete it ; and the number

of completed courses is equal to the number of courses required

to complete the pile; find the number of shot in the incomplete

pile.

13. Find the number of shot in the rectangular pile in which

the number in the lowest course is 600, and in the top ridge, 11.

14. How many courses must be taken from the top of a com-

plete square pile of shot to make up 2,870? How many more

courses will make 12,040?

15. The value of a triangular pile of IG-lb. shot is $244.80; if
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tlie value of the iron be .$2.25 per cwt., find the number of shot

in the lowest layer.

16. A triangular and a square pile of shot have each the same

number in a side of the base, and also one base row in common;

the number of shot in both piles is 64,975; how many in a row

in the base, both piles being complete 1

17. How many 8-inch shells would there be in a square pile

erected on the ground formerly covered by a square pile contain-

ing 4,900 13-inch shells, both piles being complete 1

18. The numbers of shot in a triangular, a square and a rec-

tangular pile are in A. P., the number of coui^ses, n, being the

same in each; show that «— 1 is a multiple of 3. If the rec-

tangular pile contains 5,566 shot, how many does each of the

others contain ?

19. Four equal square piles of shot are so placed that their

bases form a larger square, and each pile has two base rows in

common with the adjacent piles. There are 21 shot in the base

row of the large square ; how many shot in the whole ? If there

are 3,225 shot in all, how many in a base row of the large squared

EXERCISE XII.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES IK PROGRESSION.

Sum to n terms the series:

1. 22 + 42 + 6=.... 2. I- + 32 + 52....

3. a2 + (a + l)2 + (rt + 2)2.... 4. V + 3^ + 5K...

5. P. 2 + 22. 3 + 32. 4.... (j n + 2{n-l) + 3{n-2)....

7. P-22+3--.... 8. P_32 + 52_....

9. Find the sum of the squares of 11 terms of the series whose

w"' term is 2 - 3^1.

10. If *S^„ denotes the sum of tlie first n natural numl)ers, find

the sums of S1 + S2 + *S'„ and of iS,, + S.,j, + -S',,^,.
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11. bum r- +
71+1 01 + 2 n + S
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tween the second and third, thi-ee between the third and fourth,

and so on; find the sum of all the means so insei'ted, the first

series consisting oi n + l terms.

23. Sum P - 2=5 + 3== - 4^ + .... to 76 terms.

21. If Ai he the arithmetic mean between a and b, A<, the

arithmetic mean between Ai and b, and so on, show that

A, + A, + ....A,, = a + {7i-l)b-"^.

25. Sum 2 .5 - 3 . 9 + 4 . 13 - 5 . 17 + to 2w tei-ms and to n

terms.

26. If a, «!, do, O3. . . «„ be in A. P., and a, h^, b.,. . . /;„ be in

G. P., and if r, the common ratio of the latter series, be equal to

the common difierence of the former series, then

(^ctyur — ab^) + {(iJ>iT — ajj.^ + . . . (a„^„_i^ — (in-i^n) = r-1

27. Show that the sum to n terms of the series whose (hj-— 1)*''

term is m(7n — 1) is equal to - of the product of the ^i"" terms of
o

the three series whose (p — 1)"' terms are 7^ - 1, p and p+\.

28. An A. P., a G. P. and an H. P. have each the same first

and last terms and the same number of terms, n; and their 7-'^''

terms are a^, b^, c^; prove Wr+i • K+i=K-r'-('n-r} ^^^^^ HA, B, C
be the continued products of the n terms, then AC = B-.

29. Between two quantities an harmonic mean is inserted, and

between each pair a geometric mean is inserted ; the three means

are in A. P.; prove that the ratio of the two quantities is

7±4V'3":1.

30. If f/, /', c, d arc in G. P.,

/I 1 1 \y
then abcd\ - + r + - + -, ) =(« + /' + c + df,

\a b c d/

Va* + b^-\- Vb'+ c'+Vc' + d' b'

and s

—

- = -,(" +b')V a* + b\
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31. If a, b, c are in G. P., and ^?, q the arithmetic means be-

tween a, h and h, c, then b will be the harmonic mean between p
and q.

a V d c
32. If a, I), c are in A. P., n, R, y in H. P., and —h - = —H -

,

7 « c a
then a«, b^, cy are in G. P.

33. Three numbers are in G. P., but if each be increased by 15

they will be in H. P. The sum of the numbers is 49; find them.

34. Prove that cLjx^ — a^aj^ is positive, zero or negative accord-

ing as «!, ttj, Oj, a^ are in A. P., G. P. or H. P.

35. If m, and n be any two numbers, g their geometric mean,

«!, Ai and ttj, 7^2 the arithmetic and harmonic means between m, g
and g, n respectively, then a-Ji^ = y^ = ctJh •

36. If «, S, G be in A. P., a, /3, y in H. P., and aa, h^, cy in

G. P., then 111
a : h '. c = - : - : - ,

y ^ a

37. If n be the first of two arithmetic means between two

numbers, and on the first of two harmonic means between the

same two numbers, prove that the value of m does not lie be-

tween the values of n and 9n.

38. If X, y, z be in A. P., a.r, by, cz in G. P., and a, b, c in

H. P., then the ratio of the harmonic means between a and c,

X and z is equal to the ratio of the geometric means of tlie same

quantities.

39. If A^, A.^. . . A,^ be the »i arithmetic means, and 11^, Hn. .

.

Hn the n harmonic means, between a and b, find the sum to n
terms of the series whose r"* term is

{A^- a)(H^- a)

40. If a^, hj. be the arithmetic and geometric means between

a,._i and b^_^, show that
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41. If a, h, c are in A. P., G. P. or H. P., then a" + c">26",

42. If a^, a., .... «,^ are in H. P., then

mOi + a2 + "n '^'l + "'"2 + "n f'l + «2 + '"^^'u

are also in H. P.

43. If the squared differences of ^?, q, r be in A. P., then the

differences in order are in H. P.

44. If P, Q, R he the y^ ff" and r"' terms of an H. P., then

^q'-r"' _
T-~p- jr-q-y Aq-r r-p p~q\iqr{q-r) \

45. If n arithmetical and n harmonical means be inserted be-

tween two quantities, a and h, and a series of n terms formed

by dividing each arithmetical by the corresponding harmonical

mean, the sum of the series will be

\ ^{n+l)ab y
46. Find the sum of n terms of the series,

1 + 2- + 3 + 42 + 5 + 6-

(1) when n is even, (2) when n is odd; find the ?i"' term.

47. Find the w"* term and the sum of n terms of the series,

2 + 2(22 + 2) + 6 + 2(42 + 4) + 10 + 2(6- + 6) + 14 + 2(8^ + 8) . . .

.

(1) when n is even, (2) when n is odd, (3) when n is any positive

integer.

48. Between each of the pairs of quantities, (r, y), (.r, 2y),

(.r, 4y), etc., are in.serted vi geometric means, and J/^ is the 7>i*''

M -^
mean of the ?•"* pair; show that ~p = 2""^ for all values of r

J'lj.

49. There are 71 piles of stones placed in a straight line, the

intervals between them being 3, 5, 7 .... 2n. — 1 yards, and the

piles containing 1, 2, 3 .... m stones respectively. How far must

a person walk to gather them singly into a heap one yard beyond

the end of the row at which is placed the single stone'}



CHAPTER IX.

SCALES OF NOTATION,

132. The basis of number is the unit or elementary number

one; all other numbers are repetitions of this unit. The groups

of units thus formed by successively adding one are known by

distinctive names, and are represented by symbols. Thus "two"

is the name given to "one and one"; "three" is the name given

to "two and one," and so on. These groups are represented by

the symbols 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, called digits, each of which

represents a unit more than the preceding. We have no symbol

to represent "9 and 1"; we therefore give it a distinct name (ten),

and represent it as a unit of a second order. To distinguish it

from the simple unit we write the symbol beside it on the right.

When other units are added they take the place of the until

two units of the second order are reached. Ten units of the

second order are expressed as a unit of the third order (named

hundred), and so on, the order of any unit being determined by

the position of the digit representing it, counting from the right.

This method of representing numbers is called the Common,
Denary or Decimal Scale of Notation, and ten is said to

be the radix, or base, of the system.

133. In like manner numbers may be represented by assuming

a different radix and using the figures 1, 2, 3, etc., in the same

sense as before. The number of independent significant symbols

must evidently be one less than the radix. Thus if eight be taken

for the radix, the figures 8 and 9 will be unnecessary; but if

twelve be taken, two new symbols must be introduced to repre-

sent " ten " and " eleven " respectively. The letters t and e are

generally used for this purpose.
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The exact meaning of each symbol employed should be care-

fully observed. Thus in the common scale

365 means 3 times 10- + 6 times 10 + 5,

but in the scale with radix 8

365 means 3 times 8- + 6 times 8 + 5

;

and generally, if Aq, a^, «o. . . . «„ denote the digits in order, be-

ginning with the units, r the radix, then the number is

where «„, «„_i. . . . Cq are all positive integers, each less than r,

but any one after the first may be zero.

The radix itself is always represented by 10.

134. Our language, being adapted to the decimal notation, is

inapplicable to any other. Thus 26 in the scale of eiffht must

not be read twenty-six, for it is not two tens and six, but two

eights and six, or twenty-two. Since we have no words to desig-

nate the numbers in the form in which they appear in the various

scales, we read such numbers by naming the digits in order, giving

the radix of the scale.

135. The various arithmetical operations can be performed in

any scale on the principles which are employed in the common
scale. But inasmuch as we are not familiar with the addition

and multiplication tables in any but the common scale, we shall

be compelled to determine the carryimj Jigures by an indirect

process, as shown in the following example

:

Ex. 1.—Multiply 2763 by 25 in the nonary scale.

2763
25

15246

5636

72616
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In this scale we carry one for every nine. Multiplying by 5

"^"^""^
3x5 = fifteen = 9 + G = lG.

We therefore set down 6 and carry 1 ; then

G X 5 +.1 = thirty-one = 3 times 9 + 4 = 34,

and so on till the multiplication is complete.

The same method is followed in the addition.

Ex, 2.—Divide 59/46e3 by 7 in the duodenary scale.

7L59i!46e3

9e9285 rem. 4

The first two figures, 59, are not fifty-nine, but 5 times twelve

+ 9 = sixty-nine. Dividing by 7 we get 9 for quotient and G re-

mainder. Next, G times twelve -f ^ = eighty-two; dividing by 7

we get eleven (or e) for quotient and 5 remainder, and so on.

136. To express a given number in a scale with a given radix.

Let i\^ denote the number, r the radix.

Divide iV by ?-, the quotient by r, the second

quotient by r, and so on until the last quo-

tient is less than r. Denote the successive

quotients by Q^, Qo, . . . Qn-i, ]'>n, ^^^^ the re-

mainders by ji)|i) 2'ij ?h • • • • ?'n-ij ^s indicated

in the margin.

Then from the nature of division we have

^'=^i'-+P«, Qi = Q'2r+2h, Q2= Q-r + I'-i,
etc.

.Y= Q^r +p,

= Qr +^ir + j9o

= ^3^^ ^P'l^ +Pl>' +2^0

r

r
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and signs of addition are omitted, and the last quotient followed

by the several remainders are written consecutively.

Ex. 1.—Express 3824 in the scale whose radix is 7.

Dividing continually by 7, the quotients and remainders are

as follows:

7 13824

7 1 546 rem. 2

7j78 "

1 \U "1
1 " 4

The required number is 14102.

Ex. 2.—Change 31247 from scale of eight to the common scale.

First Solution. Second Solution.

31247 ^[31247

? ^ [2420... 7

t \W\ . ..G

^[14... 9

n^...2

25

8

202

8

1620

12967

Result in each case, 12967.

The reason for the work in the first solution will be perceived

by writing tlie number with the various powers of the radix thus

:

3(8^) + 8-'' + 2(8-) + 4(8) + 7.

Now, 3(8^) + 8^ = (3 X 8 + 1)8' = 25(8='),

25(8=') + 2(82) == (25 X 8 + 2)8- = 202(8^), etc.

The division in the second solution is performed in the scale of

eight; the reasoning is the same as that of the preceding example.
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Also, Ex. 1 may be solved by multiplication, like the first solu-

tion of Ex. 2. The examples which follow should be solved by

both methods.

EXERCISE XIII.

1. Add the following numbers, which are expressed in the

nonary scale: 32078, 4135, 2057, 38725.

2. From 20100431 take 14034324 in the quinary scale.

3. Multiply 372^63 by 38 in the undenary scale.

4. Divide 42765236 by 7 in the octenary scale.

5. Divide 32/(3094 by 11 in the duodenaiy scale.

6. Divide 30102112 by 1323 in the quaternary scale.

7. From 2061203 take 1626156 in the septenary scale, and

multiply the difierence by 506.

8. Find the G. C. M. of 323345 and 502341 in the senary scale.

9. Find the L. C. M. of 17, 22, 28, 33, 37, 41 in the undenary

scale.

10. Express a million in the nonary scale.

11. Change 320784/ from the scale of eleven to the common
scale.

12. Change 8032765 from the nonary to the septenary scale.

13. Multiply 4541 octenary by 21301 quaternary, extract the

square root of the product, and give the result in the septenary

scale.

14. Extract the square root of 11000000100001 in the binary

scale.

15. Show that the numbers 121, 144, 1234321 are perfect

squares in any scale whose radix is greater than 4.

16. Of the weights 1, 2, 4, 8, etc., lbs., which must be taken to

weigh 897 lbs.? 1523 lbs.? .
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17. Of the weights 1, 3, 9, 27, etc., lbs., which must be taken

to weigh 1852 lbs., one of each kind only to be taken, but to be

placed in whichever scale is necessary 1

18. In what scale is 182 represented'by 2221 ^ '^

19. Find the scale in which 519 is the square of 23.

20. Find the scale in which the product of 32 and 25 is 1163.

21. Show that 1367G31 is a perfect cube in every scale whose

radix is greater than 7.

22. Find the scale in which 1273G is represented by 30700.

23. In what scale is 511197 denoted by 17463351

24. Add the following fractions in the scale of eight:

3 ]_ ]^ ]_ ±
4' To' 20' 14' 30'

25. A rectangle is 13 ft. 6]^ in. long and 10 ft. 4 in. wide;

find its area by multiplication in the scale of twelve.

26. Find by division in the scale of twelve the height of a

right-solid containing 282 cu. ft. 705 cu. in., whose base contains

24 sq. ft. 5 sq. in.

RADIX FRACTIONS. >

137. Radix Fractions are a series of fractions wliose de-

nominators are successive powers of the radix of the scale, and

whose numerators are each less than the radix. Radix fractions

in any scale correspond to decimals in the conmion scale, and are

distinguished from integers in the same way, by being preceded

by a point, which may bo called the radix point.

Thus, in the octenary scale,

237-6574 = 2{8^)-^3(8)+7-f^+|, + l + |;
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but since in this scale seven is the highest number expressed by

one symbol, the above must be written

237-657i = 2(10)^ + 3(10) + 7 +^ +^ + ^3 + ^„
since the radix is always expressed by 10.

138. To transform a givenfraction into radixfractions in any

proposed scale.

Let — be the given fraction and r the radix of the proposed
n

scale.

Multiply m by r and divide the product by n; let q^ be the

quotient and
?'i

the remainder. Multiply
7'i

by r and divide by

n; let q.^ be the quotient and r.^ the remainder, and so on. The

quotients q^, q.^, etc., will be the numerators of the radix fractions

required.

For _ = g,^ + _i,
(1)

(2)

Therefore

mr
n
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which is not a factor of r, the process will never terminate; but,

since the remainders must each be less than n, their number can-

not exceed n- 1 before some previous remainder recurs, and then

the series of quotients will be repeated continually in regular

succession. Thus any fraction can be expressed in a finite series

of radix fractions, or in a series in which a group of quotients

constantly recur, the number of repeating quotients never being

greater than the number of units in the denominator of the

factor, minus one.

5
Ex.—Transform — from the common scale to a series of radix

fractions in the scale of seven.

First Solution. Second Solution.

5 "I 16) 5-000 (-2456

_7 35_
13)35(2 r20

26 103

9 140
7" 122

13)63(4 ~l5b
52 141

IT ~6

_7

13)77(5
65

12

_7
13)84(6

Result in each case, '2456 ....

/ The first solution needs no explanation. In the second method

we first change 13 from the decimal scale to its equivalent, 16, in

the scale of seven; next place a cipher after the numerator, which

is equivalent to multiplying by the radix 7 (which must now be

expressed by 10), and divide by the denominator, being careful

to perform the whole operation in the new scale,

9
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140. If, in reducing a proper fraction in its lowest terms to

a series of radix fractions, a remainder occurs equal to the differ-

ence between the numerator and denominator, one-half the re-

curring period has been found, and the remainder may be ob-

tained by subtracting in order the digits already found from the

radix, minus one.

With the notation of Art. 138 suppose a remainder n — m
occurs.

(h - vi)r nr - tiq^ - r, n- 1\ihen -^^ — = = r -\ - q^^ ,

which shows that the next quotient is obtained by subtracting

the first one, q^, from r—\, and the remainder, n- i\, being of

the same form as n — m, the next quotient must also be found

by subtracting g, from r — 1, and so on. "We thus double the

number of digits already found.

In the Ex. of Art. 139, if the process be continued two places

further the remainder 8 ( = 1 1 in second solution) occurs, and it

will be found that the succeeding figures are obtained by sub-

tracting those already found from 6. The complete result is

4; =-245631421035,
lo

both sides of the equality being expressed in the scale of 7. In

this example it may be observed that the number of figures re-

peating is one less than the number of units in the denominator,

but in the common scale the number repeating is only half as

great.

141. The difference hetweeii ainj number and the sum of its

digits is divisible by r - 1 ivhere r is tlie radix of tJie scale in

which the number is expressed.

Let -lV denote the number, a, b, c . . . . the digits iix order be-

ginning with the units, /S the sum of the digits.

Then ]^^= a + br + cr- + dr^ + . . . .

S=a + b + c + d+.. . .
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.-. ]!{- S= b{r - 1) + c(r2 - 1) + (/(r' - 1) + . . .

.

= {r-l){b + c{r + 1) + di;r + r + 1) + }

Therefore ?• - 1 is a factor of X - ,S.

Cor. 1.— Since r — 1 divides N — S exactly, N and S must leave

the same remainder tolien separately divided hy r — 1.

Therefore any number in scale r is divisible by r - 1 wlien the

sum of its digits is divisible by r - 1.

This gives a convenient test whether a number in the common
scale is divisible by 9.

Cor. 2.— The difference betvjeen two numbers which consist of

the same digits is divisible by r — 1.

For let N^ and N^ denote the numbers, aS' the sum of the digits

in either case; then since N-^ — S and iV, — .S' are each divisible by

r - 1, therefore (iVi - S) - {Ro - S) or N^ - N^ is divisible by r - 1.

142. If the difference betv^een the sum of the digits in the odd

and the even jilaces is a multiple of r + 1, the v:hole number is

divisible by r + 1 where r is the radix of the scale in lohich the

number is expressed.

— Let iV denote the number, a, f>, c . . . . the digits in order be-

ginning with the units, D the ditTerence between the sums of

the two sets of digits.

Then R=a + br + cr- + dr^....

D=a-b+c-d+
.-. jy-D = b(r + l) + c{)^ - 1) + (/(;-"•+ 1) + ....

= {r+l){b + c(r~l) + d{r--r+l) + ....}

= a multiple of r + 1.

Therefore if i) is a multiple of r + 1, so also is iV. This propo-

sition gives a convenient test whether a numbor in tho common
scale is divisible by 11,
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143. If the sums of the digits of two numbers in the common

scale be separately divided liy 9, and if the product of tlie two

remainders again be divided by 9, the last remainder will be the

same as that obtained by dividing by 9 the sum of the digits of

the product of the original numbers.

Let iVi and ]S\ denote the numbers, r^, ?*o the remainders ob-

tained by dividing the sums of their digits by 9; then i\, ?*., are

also the remainders when ]\\, iV, ^^'^ divided by 9 (Art. 141,

Cor. 1). Let qi, q^ be the quotients.

Then N^ = ^^ + r^,

and N. = ^q.2 + i%\

:. N^N^ = 81^1^0 + 9(9ir2 + q^r^) + i\u

= a multiple of 9 + TiT^.

Therefore the remainder, when 'i\r2 is divided l)y 9, is the same

as when the product N'iN'^_ is divided by 9; and this is the same

as that obtained by dividing the sum of the digits by 9.

The above is called the '' Rule for casting out (lie ninesJ' It

will be observed that the rule fails to detect any error which

does not affect the sum of the digits in the result, or which

changes their sum by a multiple of 9.

EXERCISE XIV.

1. Transform —- from the common scale to radix fractions in
16

the scales of four, six, eight and twelve.

115 3
2. Transform — , — , — from the scale of six into ordinary

, . ,
12' 10' 11

^

decimals.

3. Transform -15625 and -2083 from the common scale to

scale six.

4. Transform •<0<2 from the scale of eleven to ordinary deci-

mals.
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5. Transform 38276-375 from the scale of nine to the scale of

twelve.

6. What fractions are equivalent to "224 and -SSHG in the

scales of twelve and eight respectively ?

7. Find the value of "G in scale seven; of '15 in scale eight;

of '91 in scale eleven; and of •^972-4 in scale twelve.

^ " 8. Transform tSSt07'i79 from the scale of eleven to the scale

of seven.

\ 9. Transform tet'ee and te'tee from scale twelve to scale eleven.

5
10. In what scales can — be exactly expressed by finite radix

fractions ?

11. In what scale is '75 of the common scale correctly repre-

sented by -1 1 '2

N 12. In what scale is '02133252 of scale six correctly repre-

sented by -0508 1

'^ 13. Transform -111 101011 from the binary to the octenary

scale. "Why does the result contain just one-third as many digits

as the original number 1 How many digits would be required in

scale four 1

14. Prove that in the common scale any number is divisible

by 4 providing the number formed by its last two digits is divisi-

ble by 4. Extend this principle so as to furnish a test for the

divisibility of numbers by 8, 1 6, etc.

15. Give tests for the divisibility of numbers in the octenary

scale by four and liy si.xteen.

16. Find a number of two digits sucJi that its digits are re

versed by adding 27, or by adding 9 and transforming into the

septenary scale.

17. If any fraction having pq for its denominator be reduced

to radix fractions, tlio number of digits wliicb. repeat cannot ex-

ceed either j)(<7 — 1 ) or f/(p — 1 ).
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. 18. Prove that in every scale whose radix is greater than 8

the number represented by 11088 is divisible by that represented

by 1 2 ; that the first figure of the quotient is one less than the

radix; and that the last two digits are in every case the same.

19. Prove that any number expressed by four digits in the

common scale is divisible by 7 providing the first and last digits

are equal, and the hundreds digit is twice the tens digit.

20. If a number in the common scale is divisible by 3, the

numbers expressed by the same digits in the scales of four, seven

and thirteen are also divisible by 3.

21. In a scale whose radix is odd, any number and the sum of

its digits are both odd or both even.

22. 11 Si be the sum of the digits of a number, iT, expressed

in the septenary scale, and 2,% the sum of the digits of 2^ ex-

pressed in the same scale, then the difference between S\ and ^S'j

is a multiple of 3.

23. Prove that the square of rrrr in the scale of s is rrrqOOOl,

where q, o; s are any three consecutive integers.

24. In the scale of notation whose radix is r, show that the

number (r- — l)(r" — 1), when divided by 7- - 1, will give a quo-

tient with the same digits in the reverse order.

25. If from any number expressed in the nonary scale is sub-

tracted the sum of every third digit beginning with the units,

twice the sum of every third digit beginning with the tens, and

four times the sum of the remaining digits, the remainder is

divisible by 7.

26. Show that any number of six digits in the common scale,

whose first and fourth, second and fifth, third and sixth digits

are alike, is divisible by 7, 11 and 1 3.

27. A certain fraction is correctly represented by '21 in the

scale of a; by "27 in the scale of y, and by -5 in the scale of s'+y;

express the fraction as an ordinary decimal.
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28. The digits of a number are added, the digits of this sum

are added, and so on until the last sum is a single digit. If this

operation be performed upon several numbers, and then tlie same

operation upon the resulting single digits, the final result will be

the same as that obtained by performing the same operation upon

the sum of the original numbers.

29. If 5 be reduced to radix fractions in the scale of r,

show that the period which repeats is composed of zero followed

by the digits in order up to r - 1, omitting the digit r — 2.

30. If 2^ii. 2^\i Vi- • • ' ^® ^^® digits of any number beginning

with the units, prove that the number is divisible (1) in the

common scale by 8 if ^;Q + 2^;i + 4p2 is divisible by 8; (2) in the

scale of twelve by 8 if 4pi +^o is divisible by 8; and by 2, 3 or 6

providing ^?o is so divisible. Give similar tests for the divisibility

of numbers in the scale of twelve by sixteen, eighteen, twenty-

four and seventy-two.

31. If the digits of any number in the common scale be divided

into groups of six digits each beginning with the units, and if tlie

digits in order of each group be multiplied by 1, 3, 2, 6, 4, 5 re-

spectively, and the sum of the products be sul)tracted from the

given number, the remainder will be divisible by 7. Give a

similar theorem when 13 is substituted for 7.



CHAPTER X.

SQUARE AND CUBE ROOTS, AND SURDS.

SQUARE ROOT OF NUMBERS.

144. Practical rules for the extraction of the square and cube

roots of numbers are given in all works on arithmetic, but the

reasoning employed, being algebraical, is not suitable for students

at that stage of their studies. We shall now, therefore, deduce

the reason for the ordinary rules for extracting the square and

cube roots from the methods given (Part I., Chapter XI.) for the

extraction of the corresponding roots of algebraical expressions.

Examples of whole numbers only have been given, but the princi-

ples are equally applicable to decimals.

145. The integral part of the square root of a number less

than 100 consists of 07ie digit; of a number between 100 and

10,000 consists of tioo digits; of a number between 10,000 and

1,000,000 consists of three digits, and so on. In other words,

the square root of a number consists of one, two, three, etc.,

digits, according as the number consists of one or two digits,

three or four digits, five or six digits, etc. If, then, we divide

the digits of the given number into groups of two digits each be-

ginning with the units, the number of groups will give the num-

ber of digits in the root. This gives us the highest power of 10

contained in the root, which, multiplied by the largest integer

whose square is not greater than the left-hand group, gives a first

approximation or is tlie first figure in the required root.
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146. Let N" denote a number whose square I'oot is to be found,

and let a denote a first approximation found by the last Art.,

and let x denote the remaining part of the root.

Then If=a' + 2ax + x' or N -a- = 2ax + x-,

from which equations the value of x must be found.

Now, neglecting x-, which is considerably less than 2ax, we get

N-a?
x =—-— . Let 3-1 be the first figure of the quotient, followed by

the proper number of ciphers; add it to 2«, multiply the result

by a-j and subtract from N—cr, and we get

N - a? - lax^ - x^ or JV - (a + Xj)-.

Denote a + x^ by f/j and the remaining part of the root by r„, and

proceed as before.

In practical work it will frequently be found that lax-^ + arf is

greater than N - cr; in such cases a smaller integer than x^ must

be taken.

Ex.—Find the square root of 119025.

Dividing the digits into groups of two digits each we see that

the root must contain three digits; and since the gi'eatest integer

whose square is less than 1 1 (the left-hand group) is 3, therefore

300 is a first approximation.

Then 1 1 9025 = (300 + xf = 90000 + 600.r + x'',

:. 600.r + a-- = 29025 or a- = 40;

then (G00 + 40)x40 = 25G00; 29025-25000 = 3425.

Again, 680j' + a;- = 3425 or .r = 5,

then (680 + 5) x 5 = 3425,

which shows that 345 is tlie root required.
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The preceding work may be arranged thus

:

300

300 X 2 - 600
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Now, a contains n+ 1 digits followed by n digits, /. «>10-";

and X contains n digits, /. x< 1 0".

x" 10-" 1

Therefore
2^<2(Iof'<2'

which proves the proposition.

If the number is not a complete square the above demonstra-

tion fails. But the quotient obtained by this method in all cases

differs from the true root by less than a unit in the last digit; it

may therefore always be used for finding approximate values of

the roots of surds. Similar remarks a,pply to the theorems of

Arts. 151 and 152.

CUBE ROOT OF NUMBERS.

148. The integral part of the cube root of a number less than

1,000 consists of one digit; of a number between 1,000 and

1,000,000, of two digits, etc. Therefore the cube root of a num-

ber consisting of one, two or three digits, consists of one digit;

of a number consisting of four, five or six digits, consists of two

digits, etc. If, then, we divide the digits of a given number

into groups of three digits each beginning with the units, the

number of groups will give the number of units in the root. Tiiis

gives us the highest power of 10 contained in the root, which,

multiplied by the largest integer whose cube is not greater than

the left-hand group, gives a first approximation to the required

root.

149. Let N denote a number whose cube root is to be found,

and lot <t be the part found as above, and let x be the remaining

part of the root.

Then N=a? + ?>a?x -f 3a.r- -f- x\

or N —a^ — ?»rx + ?Ktx- + x^

= (.3rr + ?.<ix -f- .*•-),(•.
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Neglectinfi; the terms 3ajr + a^^ which are less than Sarx, we

get X = ., . Let ^1 he the first figure of the quotient, followed

by the proper number of ciphers; substitute it for x in the ex-

pression, (3(rx + Sax + x-)x, and subtract it from the last re-

mainder, viz., N-a^^ giving N-ia + x^^; for a + x^ write «i, and

proceed as before until there is no remainder, or until the root

has been found to the required degree of accuracy.

Should the numerical value of {Za- ->r?>aXy + x^)x-^ be greater

than N - a^, an integer smaller than x^ must be taken.

150. In practical work the tedious part of the operation con-

sists in calculating the values of the trial divisors, 3a-, Sflj-, etc.,

and of the complete divisors, 3a^ -1- Sax + ar, etc. By properly

arranging the work their values may be calculated in succession,

the value of each being used in finding the value of the following

one. The method will be e\ddent from the arrangement of the

quantities in the two columns below. The first approximation

to the root is denoted by «, and the successive additions to it by

b, c, etc., which for distinctness may be called quotients.

First Column. Secoiul Column.

3a, 3a-,

3a 4-^, Sa- + Sah + b'^,

3a + 2h, 3(a -f- hf,

3(a + i) + c, Z{a + hY- + S{a + h)c + c-,

S{a + h) + 2c, S{a + h + c)-,

3(a + h + c) + d. 3(a + 6 + cf + 3(a + h + c)d + cP.

In the above observe:

(1) The successive quotients, o, h, c, etc., are found by dividing

the successive remainders by the trial divisors, 3a-, 3(a -f- b)-, etc.
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(2) The successive quantities in the first column are formed by

adding h, b, b + c, c, c + J, d, d + e, etc., each quotient being added

tliree times.

(3) Each quantity in the second column is formed by multiply-

ing the corresponding quantity in the first column Ijy the last

quotient, and adding the result to the preceding quantity in the

second column.

Ux.—Extviict the cube root of 12288010982970.

12288010982976(23070
8

6 12 ^88
63 1389 4167

66 1587 "121010982

6907 15918319 111428443

6914 15966747 9582539976
69216 1597089996 9582539976

Explanation.—The digits of the given number are divided

into groups of three figures each for reasons already explained.

The greatest integer whose cube is not greater than 1 2 (the group

on the left) is 2; therefore 2 is the first figure of the root. Cub-

ing 2, subtracting from 12, and bringing down the next period,

we have 4288 the first remainder.- Three times 2 gives 6, the

first number in the first column; multiplying the 6 by 2 we get

12, the first number of the second column and the first trial

divisor. Rejecting the last two figures, 88, of the remainder we
get 3 for quotient, the second figure of the root. The various

succeeding numbers in the two columns correspond exactly to

the algel)raic;i,l quantities in the columns formerly given, the let-

ters a, b, c, d being replaced by 20000, 3000, 70, 0, the ciphers

being omitted for brevity. The student should write out the

work in full, then remove the ciphers, when the remaining figures

will be found to be those given above, thus showing the reason

for the given arrangement,
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151. Wlteii n -^ 2 figures of the cube, root of a number have been

found by the ordinary process^ then the integral part of the quo-

tient obtained by dividing the last remainder by three times the

square of the root already found will he the rem,aining j^a^'t of the

root required, the whole root consisting of 2n + 2 figures.

Let N be the given number, a the part of the root found, x the

part to be found.

Then N={a + xY

= a^ + Za'x + 3rt.'t;" + a^

.

:. N - a^= 2>a'x + 3«.r + •r',

N-a^ x-fSa+'x
and -^^n- = •'^ + ~ I -T"6a^ a \ 6a

Now, —- < - because x< a,
3a 3

X- (10)-" 1

since x contains ii digits and a contains 2n + 2 digits.

Therefore — I I is less than a unit, and .r, the integral
a \ i>(i 1

part of the quotient, is the root required.

152. When n figures of the cxihe root of a given number have

beenfound by the ordinary pi'ocess, 2{n — 1) more figures may be

obtained by dividing the product of the last remainder and tJie

part alreadyfound by tlie sum of the given number and twice tlie

cube of the root alreadyfound.

With the notation of the previous Art. we have

{N- a^)a _ {7>a-x + 3a.r2 + x')a _ / , _ x''{2a^-x)
\
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Therefore, if we take —-- —- instead of the true vahie, r, we
iV + 2«'^

,r'(2a + a-)

make an error or --—

—

zr-ir

Now, iV> a^ and a > .r

;

therefore ,1 o 3 < o 3
- < --,

If a contains 71 digits and x contains r digits,

then a>(10)"+''-i and j:<(10)''.

r.., . ^ (lOf (10)'-
Therefore -< ,_\.,

' -< ^
'

a- ^(10)-'<"+'-" (10) -'"-'»

And the error is less than a unit if ?• is not greater than 2(m - 1).

Note.—In practical work a' is found at onco by subtracting tlic last re-

mainder from the given number.

Ex.—To find the cube root of 7.

By the ordinary method we find the iirst three figures to be

1-91, and the remainder, -032129.

Then a=' = 7 --032129 = 0-967871,

I J -032129x1-91
I

and -;—^^^^^ = -002931.
7 + 2(6-967871)

Therefore v" 7 = 1 -9 1 2931

.

SURDS.

153. The most important jjroperties of surds liave already been

explained (Part I., Chapter XIII.); we now discuss a few more

complicated examples, chiefly in connection with the extraction

of the square and cube roots of surd expressions.
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154. The square root of the sum of two quadratic surds may
sometimes be expressed as the sum of two fourth roots.

For the expression v «-c+ V b may be written

V c ( <i +

and if a- is a perfect square, the root of this quantity may

be expressed in the form

V c(.r+ V^y) or ^cx-+ \f cy''.

Ex. Find the square root of ^'11 + V'24.

\/27 + A/2i= v/3(3 + 2 v' 2) =v'3( v' 2 + 1)^

Therefore v' 3( a/ 2 + 1) = v^ 1 2 + v' 3 is the root required.

155. The square of the sum of three surds consists of four

terms, viz., a rational quantity and three surds. Hence we may

sometimes find the square root of a quantity of the form

a+ ^ h^ V c+ V d.

Assume '^a+ V b+ V c+ Vd= V x + Vy+ V z.

Squaring,

« + V h+ V c+ V d = x + y + z + '2 V .ry-\-'2 V yz + 2V zx.

If, then, values for .r, y, z can be found such that

2 V'xy= V~b, 2 Vyz = V^, 2 V~zx = V~d,

and if the values thus found also satisfy .r + y + c — «, we shall

evidently have the root required,
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Ex.—Extract the square root of 12 - 4 Vz - 2 VYb + 4 Vb.

Assume ^12 - 4 v/3 - 2 'v/l5 + 4 'v/5= \/lc- V^+ Vz,

then

12 - 4 a/s"- 2 A/i5 + 4 V'5' = .c + »/ + s- 2 A/«y- 2 a/^^ + 2 \/sx.

Put •2V~^j = iV\ 2a/7/s = 2vT5, 2v'^ = 4V'5',

or •^•y=12, yz=lb, c.r=20,

from which we easily get x = i, y = ?>, z = b; and these values also

satisfy x + y + z=\2, therefore 2— v'3+ v^Sis the root required.

156. In the preceding Art., if the values found for x, y, z do

not satisfy the equation, x + y + z = a, it would be erroneous to

infer that the given expression lias no square root. The correct

inference is that it has not a square root of the assumed form;

it may have a root of a different form. For example, consider

•.he expression, 1 2 + 8 -/ 2"+ 6 \/"3 + 4 a/"6.

Proceeding as before we obtain the equations,

2^/^ = 8 a/ 2", 2a/^ = 6a/3, 2a/I^ = 4V6,

which are satisfied by x = b\, y = G, ~ = 4^. But these values do

not satisfy .r + ^ + ;:; = 1 2, therefore the square root of the given

expressions is not of the form Vx+ Vy+ V z. The correct root

is 1+ V 2+ V'3+ A^G; but no direct process can be given for

obtaining the root in such cases. It will be instructive for the

student to write out the square of each of the expressions,

x+ Vy+ Vz+ V yz, V x+ Vy+ ^z+ V xyz,

m + ^X1J + V yz+ V zx,

and to observe that the result in each case is of the same form

as that of the preceding Art. But if we attempt to obtain the

root of a numerical example by using any one of these results,

we shall lind the resulting equations too dillicult for solution.

10
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y-

3/ Z_ 3/

157. If ^ « + \/ i = .c + v' y, ^/tf;)i ?t;i/Z ^ a- V h =x-Vi

For by cubing Ave obtain

a+ V b = r^ + ?>x- V y + oxy + y "^ y.

Equating the rational, and also the irrational, parts, we liave

a = .r"* + ?>xy, V b = 3x' \ y + y V y.

Therefore a — \ h = j? - 3.r^ V ?/ + 3.ry/ — y^y.

or ^a— \b = x— Vy.

Similarly it may be shown that if

^ a+ V b ==x+ V y, then ^ a — V b—x— V y,

where n is any positive integer.

158. l^o extract the cube root of a binomial qtiadratic surd.

Since (x + V yf = x^ + 3xy + (3.r'- + y) V y,

and ( / .r + Vyf = (.r + 3?/) / .c + (y + 3j-) \/
y,

we see that the cube of a binomial quadratic surd is a quadratic

surd of the same form. We therefore reduce the given surd to

its simplest form, and assume its root to be a similar surd.

1. If one term be rational:

Assume "^ a \- n "^ b — x -v y '^ h. (1)

Then ^ a - n Vl) = x-yVT, Art. 157

therefore \ a- — n-b = 3r — by-. (2)

Cubing (1), and equating the rational parts, we get

.r(.c2 + 3V) = «- (3)

and from (2), X' - by- = c, (4)

where c^ = a- _ ri-b.
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2. If both terms be surds:

3/' ~ir. =r- _ .

Assume ^ ?/i v a + w V^ 6 = .c V^ a + y V' 6,

Then, as before, .r(«.r + SS?/') = '", (5)

and ax'^—hif- = c, (6)

where <? = m-a — ii-h.

Now, if the original surd is an exact cube, and its coefficients

are positive integers, x and y must also be positive integers, and

therefore a^ — n-b and nva — n'b must be exact cubes, since each

is equal to an integral quantity. If the coefficients are not in-

tegral they may be made integral by multiplying through by the

proper factor, and then the root must be divided by the root of

this factor.

The values of x and y must be found from (3) and (4), or from

(5) and (G), by trial; but since they are positive integers, in most

cases this may easily be done. The numerical examples which

follow show the best method of proceeding.

Eo:. i.—Find the cube root of 207 + 94 Vb.

Assume ^207 + 94 V^ 5 =a: +y V' 5.

Then ^207 - 94 v/
5" = .^ - y a/ 5",

from whi.-h X- - ^y- = v'(207)2 - 5(94)2,

or X' -by'= - 11, (1)

and .r(.r + 1 5y-) = 207. (2)

From (1), x' = 5y-- 11. Giving y the values 1, 2, etc., in suc-

cession, we find y='2, x = 3 satisfies this equation and also equa-

tion (2); therefore 3 + 2 v/ 5 is tlie root required.

Ex. i?.—Find the cube root of 9217 - 4122 Vb.

The equations are:

x'-5f^-U, (1)

.r(.r+l%-) = 9217. (2)
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The values y = 2, x = 3 satisfy (1) as before, but do not satisfy

(2). Giving 2/ the values 3, 4, etc., wo find y = 6 gives a com-

plete square, 169, for the value of x"^', therefore 13 — 6^5 is the

root required.

Ux. 5.—Extract the cube root of 430 ^"2+ 324^/3".

Assume ^430 a/ "2 +324 VS =xV^ + y Vz.

Then ^430 a/ 2 - 324 v" 3 =a; v" 2 - y a/ 3,

therefore 2.1" - 3y- = ^ (430 VJf - (324 V^ 3 )=

= 38,

and .r(2.e2 + V) = 430.

Giving y the values 1, 2, etc., until an integral value is also

obtained for .r, we find 2/ = 2, .** = 5 satisfies both equations; there-

fore 5'\/2-f-2'\/3is the root required.

159. The student's progress in many parts of mathematics,

especially in the solution of equations and in Trigonometry, will

be much facilitated by a thorough knowledge of surds. We
therefore give a large collection, chiefly selected from examples

which have presented themselves in practical work.

EXERCISE XV.

1. Find the square root of 10, - and 3-1415926536, each to

ten decimal places.

2. Find the cube root of 2, -2 and 1-9098593172, each to ten

siffnificant fijrures.

3. Find the value of - '^lO-f-2 VS and of z^, each to
•i 2\/2

seven places of decimals.
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4. Find the square root of

_ _ 3 _
8v/2 + 2\/30, 7^/3-12, -^-2, and 7Wm-2nWn-in.

V2

5. Find the square root of

1G-2\/20-2a/28+ -v/nOandof 40 + 12'/'G +8\/I0 + 6 v^Ts.

6. Find the square root of

2l + 3\^J -QVJ -GVY - V2I- \/56 + 2V'2l.

7. Extract the cube root of

7 + 5V2, 72-32^/5 and 135 a/"3 - 87 \/
"6.

8. Simplify {13r)l_780\/¥}^ -{26 + 15\/3}"l

9. Divide

-/ 3 + 3 by 3 v' 3 + 5 and x - .x~ + 2x V I - .t' ]>y 1 + .r - Vl -.r.

10. Simplify (.r- 1 + V^){x- 1 - -/ 2)(.r + 2 + V3)(x + 2 - V~5).

,, „. ,.„ l-xV^ (l-xV3){l+x\^li) l+.iV'S
1 1

.

Simplify :=r + ^^ ^^ Trzr-^ +
X (.r + VS) (x+ V3){x- V'S) x{x - V 3)

12. Simplify

( v/ 5"+ a/3"+ V2 + 1)- + (
a/ 5"+ a/s"- a/¥- 1)-

+ (\/'5- VJ+ V2- iy- + (V'K- VJ~ x^l+iy.

^1 V (yj+V'E){V5+\/'2) • 1 , ,13. J^jxpress -^^ ^ ^ r=—— as an equivalent irac-

v/ 2 + v/ 3 + v^ 5

tion with a rational denominator.

11. Show that — - = (V2+VJ)(V2-^).

1.5. Simplify 1- ^'

^
.
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IG. Simplify '^ 2 ^ 2 V 2 x 2
^"'^

2 V"2 -^ 2 '^ 2 v' 2.

17. Show that ^3+ V'5 - "^5- V5 = {8 -2^^10 + 2^5}

and that
^Jf

.
^jf

= ^^4.v'2.1 = ;JI:_LI,.

18. Find the continued product of the six factors,

„ VS + I , , V3-\
X- ^r-a-+l, X- 3—.r+1, .7-'' + .'r ^^2 + 1,

V'2 V2

/77. ^-ZS+l
,

^-v/S-l
.T--a;v2+l .r-H =-^+1, x^ -\ ^a; + l.

\/ 2 -v/ 2

19. Multiply .r2-(v'2'-l).r+ v'T+ v'l+l by .r+v'^-l.

20. Divide 2.r='-6a- + 5 by .r \/
2" + V^T + 1.

21. Simplify — and

\/2 + ^7-SVo 4-^^6-4/2
pO 3 90 3

(483^6+^^/15)* + (48J«-^A/I5f
22. Simplify = ~

.

23. Show that ^a^ + v'a*^*^^ ^^/.^ + v'aH* = {J + b^y

.

24. Simplify—i^ ^ and 2 ^24 ^18- " - . '^^2\/l2.

25. Find the value oi x^ -SV 2 . x when x = .

V2
26. Find the value of x^ + 3qx when

X =: '^ T + V r- + q^ + '^ r - V r^ + q^.

27. Simplify (1 + a/ 2" - a/ 3") ^2-^/2-2-^2 ^-j^—.

V 2
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28. Simplify

and
(a/2 + a/3)(v/3 + VG){V6 + V2) 5 ^ o _ A/38 + 5^-3

29. Show that

30. Extract the cube root of dalr + {Ir + lia^) V b^ - 3^.

2+ v^S" 2- -/S" ,—
31. Show that —— - 4--— _ = •/ 2.

V2 + ^1 + V2, a/2-'^2-a/3

32. Show that (a/3+\/2-1)^2 + V'2=2J2+ ^ ^^

„o ^. , , , .
10^2" \/To+ v/T8

33. Find the value of - to

a/18 _ -v^ 3 + a/ 5" a/"8+ ^^3 - a/5"

five places of decimals.

34. Show that

\l_A/l-a:/ \l+A/l-ar/ ^"

35. Express i-—^ zr ) + i'^
—^ =—

) fis the
\2V2 + VZ + \I V2a/2 + a/3-1/

difference of two simple surds.

36. Simplify

(a/ 3"+ a/2'- 1)^2 + a/ 2"
, ^7-29- v"- 15625

-^ —^ and —=zz= .

2^4 + a/ 6 + ^/2" v" 270 + v' 33-75

37. Find the value of

,^-^—rrrr ( v a; + V :r) when a* = —

,

2{a- + h')^
' \n-l>/



CHAPTBE XI.

IMAGINARY QUANTITIES.

160. From the meaning given to Multiplication the product of

two equal factors has been shown to be essentially positive, and

the square root of an algebraical expression has been defined to

be one of two equal factors whose product is the given expres-

sion; from which it follows that to speak of the square root of a

negative quantity is a contradiction of terms, and is therefore an

absurdity. For this reason the terms, "impossible," " imaginary,"

"not real," have been applied to symbols denoting such contra-

dictory operations. When, however, the proper meaning is at-

tached to the symbol V -I, which may be taken as the repre-

sentative of all the so-called imaginary expressions, it becomes

quite as real and intelligible as any other symbol whatever. But

the words " imaginary," etc., are too firmly fixed in the language

of mathematics to be changed, and this is the necessary and sufii-

cient reason for their being retained.

It is customary in mathematical works to assume that imagin-

ary quantities are subject to all the operations of elementary

algebra without assigning any intelligible meaning to either the

symbols of quantity or the operations performed upon them ; and

this course was adopted in the brief treatment given in Part I.

We shall now give a rigorous investigation of the truth of what

was there assumed, according to the meaning which we shall

assign to the symbols of imaginary quantities and the operations

to be performed upon and by them.

161. When a quantity is multiplied by a negative number dif-

ferent from unity, two distinct operations are performed: (1) the
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magnitude is increased or diminished, and (2) its relation to some

other quantity is changed, i.e., it is changed from positive to nega-

tive, or vice versa. For the present leaving out the numerical

value, and taking - 1 for our multiplier, let us carefully examine

its effect. By multiplying by — 1, a number denoting cash in

hand or money due to me is transformed into a number denoting

a debt due hy me; a number denoting time reckoned after a given

event into a number denoting time preceding that event; and a

number denoting a distance measured in one direction into a

number denoting an equal distance in the opposite direction.

Now the question arises, Is it intelligible to speak of performing

a part of any one of these operations % or, in other words. Is there

any intermediate stage between j^ositive and negative ? In the case

of distance and directio7i there is ; in all other cases there is not

;

consequently -/ - 1 has an intelligible meaning when applied to

space, but is unintelligible in connection with any other kind of

quantity.

162. Let ABCD be a circle, radius ci. Draw the diameters

AOC, BOD at right angles to each other; then if OA be denoted

by +cf, OG will be correctly repre-

sented by - «; therefore OA multi-

plied by — 1 becomes OC. In the

process of changing OA into OC, con-

ceive that OA revolves around 0,

through the semicircle ABC, and con-

sequently passes through the position

OB. Now, distance measured in direc-

tion OB is neither positive nor nega-

tive, it is the intermediate stage re-

ferred to in the last Art. To turn OA through a right angle

into the position OB is to perform half the operation of multi-

plying it by - 1 ; for if the operation be repeated upon OB the

result is OG, which is the result obtained by multiplying OA
by — 1. Now, to multiply twice by the square root of a number

gives the same result as to multiply once by the number; there-
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fore, as a multiplier, the square root of a number bears the same

relation to the number itself as the operation of turning a Hue

through one right angle bears to the operation of turning it

through two right angles, which is equivalent to multiplying it

by — 1. For this reason it is convenient (and reasonable) to

define V — 1 to be tlte symbol of the operation of turning a line

from its original position through one right angle.

163. The operatioiis symbolized by -V^ - 1 may be performed

upon the result of a previous operation of the same kind, thus

:

V^ . OA = OB, V^ . OB = OC,

V~.OC=^OD, V^^.OD = OA, etc.

If, now, we denote one of these quantities, OA, by a, and the

number of operations performed upon it by an exponent affixed

to the operator, we shall have the following results

:

OB = v'^ . OA = V^ . a;

OC = V^.OB={V^^f.a^ -a, since (9C= -OA;

OD = V^\ .OC ={ v'~f . « = - -/" . a, since OD = -OB;

OA = V~^ .0D = {
\^~^y .a= + a.

Since (V — ly . a = a, the symbol (V — ly in connection with

any quantity may be introduced or omitted any number of times

without producing any change whatever. This principle enables

us to give at once the result of any number of such operations.

Thus ( -/ - 1)". o = rt, V - 1 .a, - a, ov - V - 1 . a, according as

7i, when divided by 4, gives 0, 1, 2 or 3 for remainder.

164. It should be observed that it would have been equally

correct to assume that V - 1 as an operator turns a line in a

direction opposite to that which we have chosen. Had this been

done the symbols representing OD and OB would simply have
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been interchanged. The direction chosen, as in the case of ordi-

nary positive and negative quantities, is of no consequence; but

when once chosen it must be rigidly adhered to throughout any

one investigation. Mathematicians, however, are unanimous in

deciding that the positive direction of rotation shall be contrary to

that of the hands of a watch, which agrees with what has thus far

been assumed.

165. Since V — 1 is the symbol of an operation, it can have no

meaning except wlien taken in connection with a quantity tipon

which it can operate; and since ( V^ — 1)^ merely denotes a repeated

operation, it is also without meaning when standing alone. But

( a/ - 1)^ as an operator is equivalent to — 1 in the same capacity

;

therefore it is convenient to assume ('/-1)^=-1, since they

are the symbols of equivalent operations. It is also convenient

to speak of A^ - 1 as a multiplier or factor, of (-/ - 1)" as a

power of v' - 1, and of the operations symbolized as multiplica-

tion. Again, as \/ -\.a denotes a line a units in length drawn

in a particular direction, so s/ — \.\ should be written to denote

a line 1 unit in length drawn in the same direction; but the 1 is

always omitted, and •/ - 1 is written either as a symbol of opera-

tion or as a kind of unit. And since V - 1 is written to denote

one unit, a. V - 1 is written to denote a units of the same kind

;

so that when •/ — 1 stands first it denotes an operation to be

performed on what follows, but when it stands last it denotes a

kind of unit. This distinction, however, is not always observed,

since a change from one interpretation to another is frequently

made in the same problem; but since both interpretations lead

to the same result, no confusion ensues. For brevity and con-

venience of printing the symbol V' - 1 is replaced by the letter ?",

which will frequently be used with that meaning throughout the

remainder of this chapter.

166. The meaning attached to « V^ — 1, or at", as a symbol of

quantity determines the meaning to be attached to it as a symbol
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of operation. To multiply a quantity is to substitute it for the

unit in the multiplier. Now, ai indicates that a unit in length

has been repeated a times and the result rotated through a right

angle ; therefore when these operations have been performed upon

any quantity denoting a line, we say it has been multiplied by ai.

It is important to observe that the order in which these two operar

tions are performed does not aiFect the result.

Thus h X ai= ab x i = bix a = ahi = iah,

hi X ai = ahi xi = h(t)^ x a = uh(i)- = — ab, etc.

'

The product of any number of such factors depends only upon

their numerical values and the number of rotations indicated by

the operator ^.

167. Since ai x ni = — a-, therefore V - a- — ai; similarly,

V— 2= a/2. '/-l, etc., so that i is the only necessary symbol

of imaginary expressions. But in this connection one point re-

quires careful attention:

When a and b denote positive quantities, V a x V b = \ ab;

but this is not true when a and h are negative. For example,

^~4x 'V/^ = 2\/^x3\/~ = 6(v''^)-= -6; Art. 166

but the rule just quoted gives

a/^x V'^= \/-4x -9= 'V/36 = 6,

which is not true. The explanation is found in the fact that the

formula '^ a x ^ b = Vab asserts that the operations of multipli-

cation and the extraction of the square root obey the law of com-

mutation (Art. 3, 3), but V — 4 does not indicate the extraction

of the square root of —A: (Arts. 160 and 162); therefore there is

no reason why these symbols should obey the specified law,

168. The meaning of division by an imaginary quantity is de-

rived from that of multiplication in the usual way—by defining
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the quotient to be that quantity which, when multiplied by the

divisor, will give the dividend as product.

Thus, since OA x ^'^ = OB, :, 0£-^ V^ = 0A; Art. 163

that is, the effect of v - 1 as a divisor is to turn a line back-

toards, i.e., in the negative direction through a right angle. We
see, therefore, that V - I as a divisor is equivalent to - V - 1

as a mtiltiplier, or that v — 1 and — v — 1, which, as quantities,

denote opposition in direction, as ojjerators, denote the reciprocals

of each other.

169. The following is a concise statement of the results thus

far obtained

:

1. An Imaginary Unit, as a quantity, denotes a line of unit

longtli drawn at right angles to a given fixed line; as a multi-

plier it turns a line through a right angle. In either case it is

denoted by V — \.

2. An Imaginary Quantity is a number of imaginary units

taken either positively or negatively; it is denoted by either

v—l.a or aV — 1, where a may have any numerical value,

either positive or negative. The same symbols are also used to

denote operations.

3. As a quantity, ia-/ — 1 consists of three elements—the

number a, which denotes distance; the symbol V^ - 1, which de-

notes perpendicularitij; and tlie sign + or - , which distin-

guishes the two directions along this perpendicular.

4. Imaginary quantities can be added or subtracted in the

same way as positive or negative quantities, since they are meas-

ured in opposite directions on the same straight line.

5. Imaginary quantities can be multiplied (or divided) by

combining the product (or (juotiont) of the real factors with the

factors, 1, v-1, — 1, or - V - \, according as the number of
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imaginary factors, when divided by 4, gives 0, 1, 2 or 3 for re-

mainder. Imaginary units, as divisors, may (when necessary)

be turned into tlie equivalent multipliers Art. 168.

6. Since imaginary numbers and real numbers denote distances

from a fixed point along two lines at right angles to each other,

an imaginary number can never be equivalent to a i-eal number.

If, therefore, a + bV — 1=0, then a and b must separately vanish.

COMPLEX NUMBERS.

170. We have now assigned an intelligible meaning to imagin-

ary quantities, and have shown that, Avith this meaning, two such

quantities may be added or subtracted in the same way as real

quantities. We have also assigned a meaning to the operations

of multiplication and division of two quantities, providing any

quantity is wholly real or wholly imaginary. It remains to de-

termine what meaning should be attached to the sum of a real

and an imaginaiy quantity, and to the operations of multiplica-

tion and division with such combinations, in order that the whole

may be in harmony with the definitions and rules of Elementary

Algebra, and Avith what lias already been determined with regard

to pure imaginaries.

171. A Complex Number is the sum of a real and an

imaginary number. Its general form is a + ib, where a and b

may have any numerical value, positive or negative, i.e., a and b

may be any quantities which do not involve the imaginary sym-

bol i.

The exact meaning of the word "sum" should be noted, both

when it refers to quantities (actual quantities, not to their repre-

sentative symbols) and to algebraic expressions. The sum of two

quantities is the quantity formed by combining the given quanti-

ties. The sum of two algebraical expressions is the combination

of symbols which correctly represents the quantity formed by

combining the quantities represented by the given expressions.
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172. To represent the sum of a real and aji imaginary 7iumber,

i.e., a complex number.

Let a + ibhe the complex number, a and b being both positive.

Take X'OX, TOY', two straight lines at right angles to each

other. Let real numbers be meas-

ured from in directions OX or

0X\ according as they are posi-

tive or negative; then imaginary

numbers must be measured in di-

rections OY ov Y', according as

the sign of the real factor is posi-

tive or negative. From take

OM in direction OX and a units

in length ; from M take 31P^ in direction Y and b units in

length; then OM and MPi are correctly represented in magni-

tude and direction by + a and + ib respectively. Now, the re-

sult of a motion from to J/, followed by (or plus) a motion from

M to Pj, is the same as a motion from to P^; therefore with

this extension of the meaning of the sign H- , OP^ is the correct

representative, both in magnitude and direction, of the complex

number a + ib.

Similarly OP^ = - a + ib, OP^ = - a — ib, OPi = a - ib.

It is evident that the point 7\ might be reached by first meas-

uring b units in direction OY, and then a units in direction OX.

Therefore a + ib = ib + a.

173. The preceding Art, should bo carefully compared with

tlie addition of positive and negative numbers (Part L, Art. 34).

To add <c positive units and b negative units we measure a units

in the positive direction, and from the extremity of this line

measure b units in the negative direction. The distance and

direction of the extremity of the latter line is taken for the sum
of the two numbers; and this is precisely the mctlujd adopted in

the preceding Art. In both cases the sum of the lengths of the

two lines added is greater than the length of tlic lino taken for

their sum; but in both cases direction as well as length is con-
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sidered in the addition, and it is this element which causes the

difference.

174. The Modulus of a complex number, a + ih, is the posi-

tive value of Va" + b', which may be considered the absolute, or

numerical, value of the expression. It will be observed that it

represents the length of the line OPj without regard to direction;

so that if a circle be described from as centre, with radius equal

to Vd^+ b', an indefinite number of complex numbers may be

represented, each of which has the same modulus, viz., the radius

of the circle.

175. The Argument of a complex number is the angle through

Avhich the line of positive, real units must be rotated to corre-

spond with the line denoting the complex number; its magnitude

is determined by the signs of a and h, together v/ith their relative

numerical value. The four numbers, a + ^'6, - a + ib, —a — ib,

a-ib, represented by OP^, OP^, OPs, OP^, have each the same

modulus, but different arguments. Sometimes it is convenient

to consider the argument negative. Thus the argument of « - ib

is the acute angle MOP^ taken negatively ; for a rotation through

this angle in the negative direction gives the same result as a rota-

tion through the corresponding reflex angle in the positive direc-

tion.

176. Tofind the sum of two complex

numbers.

Let a + ib and c + id be the given

numbers.

Draw the lines, OA, AB, BC, CD,

representing the numbers, a, ib, c, id, in

magnitude and direction, and join the

various points as indicated in the figure.

Then OE=a + c, ED = b + d, Geometrically

and OB=^a + ib, BD = c + id. Art. 172

Therefore OD = OE + i. ED = {a + c) + i{b + d).
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Now, with the extended meaning given to addition (Art. 173),

OB + BD=^OD.

Therefore (a + il>) + (c + iJ) = OB + JJD

= 0D

= {(i + c) + i{b+cl),

from which we see that the sum of two complex numbers is found

by adding the real and the imaginary parts separately.

177. A careful study of the figure in the preceding Art. will

show the truth of the following statements

:

1. The result of combining the four numbers, tr, ih, c, id, is

independent of the order in which they are taken, i.e., the sym-

bols obey the Commutative Law.

2. The numbers may be combined singly or in groups, i.e., they

obey the Distributive Law.

3. The meaning of Subtraction and the method of performing

it follow at once from the meaning of Addition and the method

of performing it. For example,

(a + ih) - (c + id) = (a - c) + i(h - d).

4. The modulus of the sum of two complex numbers cannot

exceed the sum, nor be less than the difference, of their moduli,

but may have any intermediate value. For example, the length

of OD is less than the sum, but greater than the difference, of

the lengths of OB and OD. But if the ratios a : b and c : d were

equal, then OBD would be a straight line, aTvd the modulus of the

sum of the two numbers would equal the sum or difference of

their moduli, according as the signs of a and h were the same as,

or different from, those of c and d,

11
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178. To find the ^7?*o(/?<c< of a complex iiiiniher, (/) hij a real

number; {2) by an imaginary niiniber.

1. Let it be required to multiply E

the complex number a + ib by the

real number n. %•

Draw OB representing a + iJ>.

Take OD = n.OB; then OD repre-

sents the result required. Through

D draw DC parallel to JiA, meeting

OA produced in C\ then from similar triangles, OAB^ OCD, we

OB : OA :AB = OD:OC: CD. Euc. YI. 4

But On^n. OB, :. OC = 71. OA and CD = n. AB.

Then n{a + ib) = n.OB==OD
= OC+CD Art. 172

= na + inb.

2. Let it be required to multiply the complex jiumber (i + ib

by the imaginary number in.

Turn OD through a right angle into position OS; then OE
represents i . 7i(a + ib) (Art. 162). Draw UF at right angles to

CO produced; then the triangles ODC and EOF a,ve geometric-

ally equal, and CD=OF s.nd. OC = FE. But considering direc-

tion as well as length, 0F= — nb and FE=ina,

Therefore in {a + ib) = i.OD = OE
= OF+FE Art. 172

= — nb + ina

= ilia — nb.

Thus both these operations obey the Distributive Law.

179. The meaning attached to « -f ib as a quantity, in connec-

tion with the definition of Multiplication, determines the mean-

ing of a + ib as a multiplier; for the quantity a + ib is formed

by adding two lines, the first of which is drawn in the direction
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of the original unit and a times its length, and the second drawn

at right angles to its extremity and b units in length. If, then,

this operation be performed upon ani/ line (since any line may be

considered a unit), it is said to be multiplied by a + ih.

It will be observed that this operation turns the line multiplied

through the angle indicated by the multiplier, and multiplies its

length by the modulus.

180. Tofind the jt'^'oduct of two complex numbers.

Let it l)e required to multiply a + ib by m + in.

Draw the line representing a + ib', then from tlie moaning of

multiplication by a complex number we have

(m + m) [a + ih) = m(a + ib) + in{a + ib) Art. 179

= ma + imb + irui — nb Art. 178

= ma — nb + i (inb + mi). Art. 176

which proves the Distributive Law when both numbers are com-

plex. The student should draw the diagram corresponding to

this operation, when it will be found that an independent geo-

metrical proof may easily be given.

Similarly it may easily be shown that the Commutative Law
is applicable in this and the preceding cases of multiplication.

181. Tlie modulus of the product of two complex numbers is

equal to tlie j^roduct of their moduli, and the aryiunent of the pro-

duct is equal to the sum of their arguments.

From the product given in the previous Art. we liave

(?u« - ni)- -t- {rnb -f 7ia)- = nva- - 2mnab + n-b^

+ m-b^ — Imnab -f n'b'

= (?«- + n-){a- + /r),

which proves the first part of the proposition. The second part

is at once evident from the meaning assigned to multiplication

by a complex number (Art. 179).
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182. The modulus of the quotient of two complex numbers is

equal to the quotient of their moduli, and the argtnnent of the quo-

tient is equal to the difference of their arguments.

The truth of this proposition follows from the preceding by

observing that the product of the divisor and quotient must give

the dividend.

183. Two complex numbers which differ only in the sign of

the imaginary part are said to be conjugate to each other.

Thus a + ib and a - ib are conjugate complex numbers.

The modulus of a complex number is evidently equal to that

of its conjugate. Their angles are also equal, but they lie on

opposite sides of the line on which the real units are reckoned.

The sura and the product of two conjugate complex numbers

are each real.

For (a + ib) + (a- ib) = 2a,

and ('I + ib) x (a - ib) = a- - i"lP

= a- + b".

The reader sliould illustrate these operations by a diagram.

184. A complex number vanishes when the real and the imag-

inary parts separately vanish ; and conversely, if a complex num-

ber vanishes, the real and the imaginary parts must separately

vanish. Both statements are at once evident from the diagram

representing a complex number. They are also evident from the

symbols, since if a = and 6 = 0, then a-\-ib = 0. And if a + ib = 0,

then a = - ib, a real number equal to an imaginary number, which

is impossible (Art. 169, 6).

185. Jf two complex numbers are equal, their real and their

imaginary parts are separately equal.

For if a + ib = c + id,

then a- c + i(b - d) = 0,

which is impossible unless a - c and b - d are each zero (Art.

169, 6).
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This proposition simply asserts that the measurements (OJJ

and MI\) in directions OJC and, OY necessary to reach a fixed

point (/*i) are themselves fixed and unchangeable.

186. If, in any rational integral function of x, loe suhstitvte

a + ib for x and reduce the result to the form P + iQ, then P -iQ
is the result of substituting a — ib.

For, since P is reaV, it can involve only even powers of ib; and

since iQ is imaginary, it can involve only odd powers of ib. There-

fore if the sign of ib be changed, iQ will simply change its sign,

but P will remain unchanged.

Cor.—If P = and (2 = 0, then x — (a + ib) is a factor of the

given function, and consequently x — (a — ib) is also a factor.

187. It will now be instructive to briefly review the course of

reasoning already given in connection with imaginary quantities.

The meaning first assigned to the symbol V - 1 made it a symbol

of operation, that of turning the direction of a line through a

right angle ; then in connection with a numerical factor we made

it a symbol of quantity, denoting the quantity resulting from its

use as an operator. Having fixed its meaning, both as a symbol

of operation and a symbol of quantity, we examined the results

of combining the quantities it represents with those represented

by other symbols, and traced the connection between the opera-

tions performed on the quantities themselves and the symbolical

operations by which they might con\'eniently be represented.

The various steps of this course of reasoning are the same as

those by which the operations of Elementary Algebra were estab-

lished; and since imaginaries, both when taken alone and Avhen

combined with other quantities, have been shown to obey the

fundamental laws of algebraic operations, the whole forms one

harmonious system, and results obtained by the use of imaginaries

are quite as reliable as those obtained by any other process of

mathematical investigation.
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One point of interest still remains. The imaginary symbols,

both of quantity and operation, are unintelligible except in con-

nection with geometrical magnitudes. Suppose that in the solu-

tion of a problem relating to other magnitudes the imaginary

symbols are used, but that they do not appear in the result, is

the result reliable ? To answer this we have only to observe that

magnitudes of any kind may be represented by straight lines,

and that by so doing the problem immediately becomes a geo-

metrical one, and then all operations are intelligible. The result,

when correctly interpreted, is therefore in such cases perfectly

reliable.

188. We shall now investigate the properties of certain imag-

inary quantities which are frequently employed in mathematical

investigations.

Suppose x= \^ 1,

then a^=\ or j-^ - 1 = 0,

that is, (.(• - 1 )(.r -f- .r -f 1 ) = 0.

Therefore, either a--l = or x- + x+l =0;

whence a-=l or x = .

Each of these values of x when cubed gives unity; therefore

unity has three cube roots, namely,

_ 1 + V~^ - 1 - V^^
2 '

'

2
'

two of which are imaginary expressions. Denote these by p and

g; then, since p and q are the roots of the equation,

a;- + .r -f- 1 = 0,

their product is equal to unity.

That is, 2)q = l, .: p^q=p-.

But J9^=lj .'. 9=P'-

Similarly we may show that p = q'-
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189. The geometrical meaning of these results will he found

interesting and instructive.

Draw three lines, OA^ OB, OG, each a unit

in length, making angles of 120 degrees be-

tween each pair. Join BC; then it may easily

be shown that £C cuts AO produced at right

angles, and that 02> = - and DB=- Vz. We

have, then,

Now, since the absolute value of each of these expressions

(the lengths of OB and OC) is unity, the absolute value of their

product, or of any power of one of them, is unity; and since

the sum of the angles AOB and (the reflex angle) AOC is 360 de-

grees, we see that their product is represented by OA, that is, 4-1.

Again, p^ = q, because turning twice through an angle of 120

degrees gives an angle of 240 degrees; and q' = p, because turn-

ing twice through an angle of 240 degrees gives a whole revolu-

tion and 120 degrees besides.

190. Since each of the imaginary roots is tlie square of the

others, it is usual to denote the cube roots of unity by 1, w, ur,

where <d is either of the imaginary roots. The following are im-

portant properties of these quantities

:

1. The sum of the three cube roots of unity is zero. For w is

a root of the equation,

x'^ + x+l=0;
.'. w- + w -I- 1 = 0.

2. Any three successive integral powers of w give the three

cube roots of unity (zero and negative powers included). For
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any number ?i, when, divided by 3, nuist give 0, 1 or 2 for re-

mainder. Let m be the quotient; then

if ?i = 3m, w"-cj""' ={iuy =1;

if w = 3m+l, cu" = w=""+^ = w^'" . o) =w;

if n = 3m + 2, w" = a,3'"+2 = oj="" . w^ = c.-.

3. Every number lias three cube roots. Let a denote the cube

root of a number found in the ordinary way; then aw and aw"

are also cube roots.

For (ffa>)3 = aV = a',

(ctQi-y = aV = a^

It will be observed that two of the cube roots are imaginary.

191. We shall now give a few examples:

£x. 1.—Divide c + cU by a + hi.

c + di (c + di)(a - Li)

a + Li [a + bi){a - hi)

ac + hd + {ae — hd) i

(r + 6-

ac + hd ac —bd .

^
a' + P "^

a^ + i^'-

Thus by reference to Arts. 176, 177 and 180 we see that the

sum, difference, product and quotient of two complex numbers

are, in general, complex numbers. In special cases, however,

the result may be either real or a pure imaginary.

Ex. 2.—To find the square root oi a + hV - \.

Assume y^a + by/ _i=x + y\/ _i

where x and y are real quantities.

Squaring, a + hV - 1 = .r- — y'^ + Ixy V -\.
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Equating the real and also the imaginary parts

we get x- —
')f
= a (1)

and 'lxy=^h. (2)

Therefore (x"- + if)- = (.c- - y-f + ( IxyY

= «- + /v^

or .T^ + y-- Vur + U^. (3)

From (1) and (3) we obtain

Va? + h'^ + a „ Va- + }r -a
" —T—

'
y 2

Therefore .r = ±-'| ^ r , y = ±\ -^ r ,

from which the required root is known.

In this example ob.serve:

(1) In (3) the positive sign must be taken witli the radical,

because x and y being real, rr- + y" is positive.

(2) The signs of x and y must be alike or different according

as h is positive or negative, since 2xy = b.

Ex. 3.—Find the square root of ± v - 1.

Assume "^±V - \=x±y V - \.

Then ± V~^ = x--y-± 2xy V^^,

therefore x^ - y- = and 2xy = 1

,

from wliich 3- = ?/ = ±

—

z=.

V2

Therefore "^ + V - i = ± (1 +-/_!)
V2

and ^ - v/_l = ±_L(i_ a/_1).

The studont slmuld dniw tlio diagram corresponding to these

operations.
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Ex. Jf.—Resolve .1^ + if into three factors.

We have x^ + if = (.r + y)(.c" - xij + y-).

Now oj + cj-=-l and a).w-=l, Art. 190

therefore a^ + lf'= (•'' + y)(-'" + <"2/) ('' + ^'!/)-

Similarly a^ — ?/' = (.r - y)(x — o)y)(x— m^y).

Ex. 5.—Resolve .r- + v/" + ~" — xy — yz — zx into factors.

The expression may be written

We have now to find two quantities whose sum is —{y + z) and

whose product is y' — yz + zr. Factoring this latter expression

we get y + (i>z and y + w'z; but the sum of these two expressions

is not —(y + z). If we multiply the first factor by co and the

second by w^, their product will be unchanged, and the factors

become wy + w-z and ury + wz, whose sum is —(y + z) as required.

Therefore

X- + y'^ + z^ — xy — yz - zx = (r + w?/ + (}rz)(x + oy^y + oiz).

Ex. 6.—Factor .i^+if + z^ - 3xyz.

The expression may be written in either of the forms,

x^ + (oiyY + (oi-zy - 3.C . (x)y . orz, a^ + {oryY + (ws)^ — Sx . ox^y . laz.

From the original form we know that x + y + z is a factor,

therefore from the above forms we know that x + wy + urz and

x + oy^y + wz are factors; and since the expression is of but three

dimensions there can be no other literal factor. The coefficient

of x^ in the product of the three factors is the same as that of x^

in the given expression; therefore

a^ + y^ + :^- S.ryz = (x + y + z){x + oyy + oyz)(x + oy^y + ojz).

The factors of the expression might evidently have been taken

from those of the last example, and conversely. The methods of

this example might also have been used in Ex. 4.
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192. The application of imaginaries to the solution of geo-

metrical problems does not fall within the scope of the present

work. We give, however, a single example, to show the new
power gained by the introduction of the imaginary symbol.

Ex.—Squares are described upon the three sides of any tri-

angle, and their outer corners are joined. Show that the sum of

the squares on these three lines equals three times the sum of

the squares on the sides of the triangle.

Upon BC, CA, AB, the sides of the triangle, describe squares

BEFC, CGHA, AKLB; draw AD perpendicular to BC, and de-

note the lengths of BC, CA, AB, BD, AD by a, h, c, .r, y. Then,

considering direction as well as length,

BA = BD + DA, CA = CD + DA,

or c = x + iy, b= — (a - .r) + iy.

Now, the area of a square is the square of the length of the

side, i.e., it is the square of the modulus when the side is ex-

pressed by a complex number; therefore

fl2 + b- + c~ = a- + {{a- jf + y-} + i-i" + y")

= 2(a^ - a.v -f .1--
-I- y").

Again, FG==FC + CG EL = EB + BL
= -i.CB-i.CA =i.BC + i.BA

= ia - i(.v — « -f- iy) — id + i{x + iy)

= y + i{2a - j-), = -
?/ + *(-^ + «).

and KII= KA + AH= - i{x + iy) - i(.v - a + iy) = 2y - i{2.v — «).

Then, as before, sum of squares on FG, EL, KH
= {/ + (2«-.r)^} -f- {f + (.r + ay} + {iy"- + (2.r -a)"-}

= Q(^a- - a.t + .V- + y-),

which proves the proposition.

NoTK.- In the above draw DC horizontally to the ri(iht, DA vpivanls; choose

tho usual directions for nieasurcniont and rotation, and carefully distinguish

between poiiitiri' and neijatice throughout.
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EXERCISE XVI.

1. Find thn values o: .r** + .r '+ .r^ + .''"+ 1 and x'^ + .r' + a^ + x

when X = 2i.

2. Simplify (2 - 3i)(3 - 2/) + (4 - i S^Jfi.

3. Express as complex numbers, (2 — 3i)^ and (1 +i)^.

4. Simplify

{2~iV'5y+(^+iV~5fa.nd {(2 + i \/ 5")--(2 + ^V 3)^}( V'5"+ VS).

^ ^. ,.^ 3-^ l-3i , 3-i\/2" 8t+ V'2"
5. Simplify -

—

- + -—— anl —--^ -— +
2-3i 3-2i iV3-V2 \/3^-^V2*

G. Extract the square root of 5 - 1 2i, 1- iiV 'i and iiV 5 - 1.

7. Extract the cube root of - 3 / 3 -7iV 2 and - 10 + 9iV 3

.

8. Find the values of <r" + 1/ + c" — 3(thc when

a = {, b = i+ V3, c = i- Vs.

9. Show by the use of imaginaries that (a" -3a IrJ- + (oa-b-b^)-

--= {<r + b-)^, and deduce similar expressions for other powers of

U- + b-.

10. Simplify

(.r -l-{ \/ 2')(.r -1+i -v/ 2")(.r -2-i V^)(x -2 + i VS).

11. Divide li- Vl5-{7 V'3+2VJ)ihj 7 -iV~5.

1.0 CI- ^^e
7+^^/3' 8 + 3i\/3" 4(2-1/3")

1 2. Simplify — H — ^^ —i

,

2 - rv/ 3 2 + i \/ 3 1 - i V 3

13. Find the modulus of 3 + 4i, vr-n- + 2mni and .

\ — i

.. ^ 69-7\/l5 + (\/"3-6v/5)i . , ,14. ii,xpress ^- ^ '— m the form a + th.

3-{V3-3Vb)i
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15. Find the value of y^l-s-r;;) --r,!-;;

—

r-^
—

r.
—

tt. ) when

a- + i- = and ab = \.

,^ T.. , , , , P (2-3^)(3 + 4^)
16. Find the modulus of i.

—~\-J-—-•
(6 + 4t)(lo - hi)

17. Find the product of (a + ih)(ia + b^iia + ib).

18. Express (a + ib^^b + ic)(c + iu) as a complex number.

19. Show that

{(2a-b-c) + i{b-c)\^Jy={{2b-c-a) + i{c-a)\/^}^

What relation exists between these quantities before they ai'e

cubed 'i

20. If j9 + <^i is a root of ax' + bx + c — 0, then ajr + bp + c = aq-

and lap + i = ; a, b and c denoting real quantities. Show the

necessity for the latter clause in this example.

21. Find the sum of 1 + 2i + 3i- + . . . (n + l)^" when 7i is (1) an

even multiple of 2; (2) an odd multiple of 2.

22. Find the product of (a + 6 — ci)(6 + c - ai){G + « — bx).

23. Detect the fallacy in the following reasoning:

(-l)^=(-lf = {(-l)^}^ = ( + l)^ = l,

and illustrate Ijy i-eference to a geometrical diagram.

24. Find the modulus of 1 + ia? + x-x"' + . , .ad inf., where .r< 1.

25. If o) is an imaginary cube root of unity, then 1 + to and

1+0)' are the imaginary cube roots of - 1.

26. Show that (1 + to)" and (2 + to)- arc cube roots of 1 and - 27,

and find the other roots.

27. Find the values of

(1 + to)* + (1 + CO-)* ^^^ (1 - to + to^)(l + to - to-).

28. Simplify

((o + ? )(to^ — /) and (1 -f oj — to-)- + ( I - to + iii-f + ( 1 -ui- to-)".
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29. Show tliat (1 - w + o>-)'"' = (1 + a, - <o")"" = ( - 8)".

o^T-i 1— wl+U> ,0)+*., . , ,

30. JhiXpress-
,

and . Avith rational denominators.
1+OJ 1—0) O)— i

31. Show that

(1 - w + oj-)(l - or + w^)(l - o/ + o)") to 2)1 factors = 2-".

32. Show that -. ,
- and i:o are sixth roots of - 1. Find the

% 0)

other three, and illustrate geometrically.

33. Show that

1 + r A/y+i l+iVs 1 +

and give the geometrical meaning of these equalities.

34. Simplify (.v -
^)

(.r - '^|{x - ^o>)(.^ - i)(^ " i){x -
\)-

Show that the result will be unchanged by changing the con-

necting signs of each of the factors, or by multiplying each of

the second terms by w; but if each be multiplied by ?', the con-

necting sign of the result will be changed. Give the geometrical

meaning of each of these statements.

35. Simplify
i

- +

-

a + 1) + c a+ but + CO)- a + bar + c<d

1 1 1
36. If .r+i/ + z= —I

1— =0 and xyz= 1, show that .r, y, z
X y z

are the cube roots of unity.

37. li x + y + z= --\ h-=0, show that .i^+>f + z^ = Q and
X y z

that .r» 4- y» -H ;;' - xyz{x^ + / -|- z^).

38. If x = a + b^ y^aui + biiy', z = au? + boi, show that

(1) x- + y'' + z" = ^ah, (2) x^ + y^ + :^ = ?,{a^ + b%

(3) x^-\-y* + z^=\d,a-h\ (4) x'^ + ',f + z'^\bab{a^ + b^),

(5) xyz = «3 + i' = - (.r + y){y + z){z + .r).
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'' 39. If X= ax + cy + bz, Y= ex + by + uz^ Z=bx + ay + cz,

show that X+ wy+ oy^Z= (a + wc + w"i)(.r + w-y + (az)

and that X- + Y"" + Z"- - YZ - ZX - XY
= (rt^ + b"^ + 0^ - be - ea - «/*)(./•- + y- -f- z'^ - yz - zx - xy).

40. If .r + v/ + ;:=+- + -= 0, or if -/ + b + c =- + - + -= 0,
X y z a b c

then («x + Inj + fc;)'' + {bx + cy + ««)^ + (c.c + uy + ic)"

= 3 \iax 4- ^>7/ + ez){bx + cy + az){cx + ay + bz)Y.



CHAPTER XII.

QUADRATIC AND HIGHER EQUATIONS.

ONE UNKNOWN QUANTITY.

193. The symbol denoting the unknown quantity in an equa-

tion is frequently called a Variable. Symbols denoting other

quantities are called Constants.

It is often necessary to examine the result of assigning special

values to one or more letters in an algebraical expression; the

letters to which different values are thus given are also called

variables.

194. An Integral Equation is one in which the variable or

unknown quantity does not appear in the denominator of a frac-

tion, and is not affected by any root sign. It is in its simplest

form when its terms are arranged in powers of the variable, and

the coefficient of the highest power is unity and positive.

195. The Degree of an Equation is the number of dimen-

sions in the highest power of the variable which occurs in the

equation. The words, "linear," "quadratic," "cubic," "biquad-

ratic," are used to denote equations of the first, second, third and

fourth degrees respectively. These terms are especially applied

to integral equations.

196. From an equation which is irrational, or fractional, or

both, an integral equation can be derived, the roots of which are

usually assumed to be the roots of the original equation. Upo.u
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trial, however, it is frequently found that one or more roots of

one equation will not apparently satisfy the others. This point

deserves the most careful consideration.

197. The following method of rationalizing surd equations is

instructive. Arrange all the terms on one side and denote them

by a, b, c, etc., the rational quantities, if any, being collected into

one term.

(1) Let there be two terms.

Then the equation is a + b = 0.

Therefore (a - b){a + b) = 0,

or «- -b~ = 0,

which will be rational, since each term is a square.

(2) Let there be three terms.

Then the equation is a + b + c = 0.

Therefoi-e (a + b- c){a -b + c)(a -b- c)(a + i + c) = 0,

or a^ + b^ + c^-2a-b'^-2P(^-2(ra- = 0,

which will be rational, since each term is raised to an even power.

This method may easily be extended to four or more terms,

the results in each case being the same as would be obtained by

the ordinary method of squaring.

198. In Part I., Exercises XC, XCI. and XCIL, illustrations

were given of ordinary quadratic equations of one unknown. We
now proceed to give specimens of more difficult quadratics, and

of equations of higher degree, that can be solved either as quad-

ratics or by other artifices. It is well, however, to bear in mind

that no text-book can afford space for illustrations of all the dif-

ferent ingenious artifices employed to obtain solutions of abstrustj

and complicated equations.

12
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E..l.-Sohe (-fj)V(-^)'=.(.-I). (1)

Let n(n — 1 ) = in.

Clearing of fractions and collecting coefficients,

x\2 - m) + x%2 + 2m) = m,

, x-(2 + 2m) m
or ^' + -\ - =

7i
•

2 - in 2 - in

Completing the square on left-hand side of equation,

1 + ni\ ^ im + 1/ o l+m\-
(2 -.,,)-•

Substituting 11(71 - 1) for in,

\ '^'2-n- + iiJ ^{2-n^ + nf'

Extracting square root,

11' -11+1 2n-l
^ +7i 5 = ±;

2_w2 + w -^2-v? + n

74* - 3ri + 2 n~ + n
or

n^ -n-2 n^-n — 2

11-1 n
or

71 + 1 w - 2

N.B.—Instead of completing the square to obtain the root,

factoring might have been used.

Ex. ^,—Solve 2^+1 + 4' = 80.

2»+i
4- 4' = 2 . 2^ + 2^ = 80,

or 2-' + 2x2' = 80.
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Let
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Ex. 4-—Solve x" + x~- + .c + x~^ = 4.

Add 2 to each side of the equation.

Then (a;- + 2 + .r"-) + (x + .r-^) = 6,

or (x + a;-^)- + (,r + .r-')-6 = 0,

or (.r + a;-^ + 3)(.r + .r-i-2) = 0.

Therefore j+.c-^ + 3 = 0, (1)

or x + x-^-2 = Q. (2)

Solving in turn x + .r~^ + 3 = and .r + .c""^ -2 = we find

3± V 5
a;= ^^— , x=l, 1,

^a;. .5.—Solve a;^ + 2.t* - S-r^ - 3.c" + 2.r +1=0.

Arrange as follows:

(.r^ + 1) + 2.r(.r3 + 1) - 3.r%r + 1) = 0. (1)

It is evident that .r + 1 is a factor of each quantity in brackets,

/. a:= - 1 is one solution.

Dividing (1) by (.r + 1) we obtain

(.1.4 _x^ + x--x-\-l) + 2.r(.r2 - .r + 1 ) - 3.r = 0,

or x^ + .1^ - -i.r- + .r + 1 = 0,

or (.r*+l) + .r(.r+l) = 4a;^

Adding 2.r to each side of the equation,

(.r* + 2.r^+l) + .r(.r2 + l) = 6.r,

or (.r-+l)- + .r(.r+l) + - = -^.

Extracting square root,

X 5a;
x-^\^--= ±—

.
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We have now two quadratics to be solved, viz.:

and ar^+l + - = +—

,

neither of which presents any difficulty.

Exs. 4 and 5 are specimens of rectproca^ equations, i.e., equa-\

tions whose coefficients, equidistant from beginning and end, are

the same when the terms are arranged according to the powers

of X.

Reciprocal equations may also be defined as those which are

not altered by changing x into -

.

y^ Every reciprocal equation of odd degree will be divisible by

a: - 1 or a; + 1 (see Theory of Divisors), according as the last term I

is - 1 or +1; and every reciprocal equation of eveti degree withi

its last term - 1 will be divisible by ^- - 1 ; and tlie reduced equa-

tion after the division will be found to be reciprocal, of an even

degree, and with its last term + 1 (Colenso's Algebra).

Thus a cicbic (reciprocal) may be reduced to a qiiadratic, and

one of the Ji/th or sixth degree to a biquadratic, and then solved

as in Ex. 4.

Ex. 6.—Solve -^-^- = o.
(l+.r)*

Add 1 to each side.

Then L_J___ = l+«.

2{\+x+xy .

(i+x+x-y i + rt
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Extracting square root,

l+x + ar V2{l+a)

~{l+xf ^ "^
2

'

1 + 22- + .r-

X

1 + 2.C + .r-

1 + 2.r + a:" 1

X 1 — 7«

This now can Le solved as a quadratic.

Ex. 7.—Solve \ (1 +x)- - V (1 - .r)^ = v 1 - .r",ill
that is, (1 + J-)'" - (1 - xf = (1 - J--)'".

2 1

Dividing by (1 - xf^
(1±-J'

- 1 = (^^)"'.

1

Assume (
j
= y.

Then y--\=y,

or y--2/ = l.

1 v''5"
Solving for y we get y= ^ ±".—

,

that is,

1+.T /1±a/5'\'

{\±Vf>y
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Adding numerators and denominators, and dividing by their

difference,

_(l±v''5)'"-2"'

~(l±v'"5)'" + 2'""

F.. S.-SoUe (^^ +(2:^3) =r3(4^^)-

2.r+3 2x-3 2(4z- + 9)Now 1 = —

^

-

'

2:r-3^2.r+ 3 4x^-9 '

/2x + 3\^ /2j--3\i_ 4 f2.r+ 3 2.r-3|
'•

\2.r-3/ '^[2^+3) "'l3\2^^'''27T3j'

Assume (^^ =y.

It is evident that y -\— is a factor of both sides, and tlierefore

1 . . K
y-\— =0 will give a partial solution.

If 2/+ - =0) then y-= - 1,

'2x + 3\^/2x + 3Y

Cubing, (rf±_y = _i,

±l^~l.

To obtain the remaining solutions we have

r 4
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Solving, y=2, ^, -2, -
^,

that IS,
(2^33) ^^' ^^ 2'

^'' -1. or - 2'

2ar + 3 ^ 1 _ 1

2^3 = 8. org, or -8, or--.

27 7

Ex. P.—Solve Vx~ + ax -1+ Vx^ + bx -I = V a + V b. (1)

Now, (x' + ax - 1) - (x^ + bx - I) = x{a - b),

that is, ( V'.r + r/.r - 1
)- - ( Vx' + bx-\f = x{a - b), (2)

Dividing (2) by (1),

Vx- + ax -I- Vx"^ + bx - l=x{V^ - VT) (3)

Adding (1) and (3) we obtain

2 Vx^ + ax -I = V a + V b +x{V a - V b).

Let V a + V b =111 and V a — V b = n.

.'. 2Vx'^ + ax — I = 7)1 + nx.

Squaring, 4a;^ + 4a.r - 4 = ??r + 2«iwj + n-.r.

Transposing, and arranging according to powers of x,

x^{i - ti^) + x{ia - Imn) - (4 + m") = 0.

But mn = {V a+ V b){V a - V b) = a-b,

:. .T-(4 - rr) + x{ia -2a + 2b) - (?n- + 4) = 0,

or 0:^(4 - n-) + x{2a + 2b) - («r + 4) = 0.

Factoring, {x{i - n^) + (m^ + 4) } (.r - 1 ) = (4)

{since m~ + 4 + »i^ — 4 = 7»^ + n'

= ( \/ a + -y/ 1)' + ( \/^ - V'l)- = 2a + 2i}.
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_, , , . ,
m- + 4

rrom (4) we obtain x = l or —,;
,

n- ~ i

that IS, x=l or -—= ^ .

{Va-Vb)--4:

Ax. 10.—Solve )
'-—

) 7T:;
= ^7:;(a- o)

.

(a - x)- + {x- hf 20^ '

Assume a — x = m and x -b = n.

.'. 7n + n = a — b,

m'^ + n* 41 41

41

or 20(m* + w*) = 4 1 (»r + n-){i7r + rr + 27nn),

or 21 (m* + n*) + 82in^n~ + 82i)in(m- + n-) = 0.

Arranging according to powers of m,

21m* + 82m^n + 827n2^r + 82?H?t^ + 2ln' = 0. (1

)

Dividing by mV, 21— + 82- + 82 + 82- + 21— = 0.
n' n VI 111'

Let V = — -

82 21
Then 2ly- + 82y + 82 +— +— = 0.

y y
This is now a reciprocal equation, and can be solved by the

method employed in Ex. 4. A simple solution is obtained by

throwing (1) into the form,

21(m2 + trf + 82mn{vr + n") + iOiiihi- = 0.

This can now be readily factored.
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Ex. ll.—^oUe 23? -x"- 2.r + 1 = 0.

Add x^ to both sides.

Then x^ + 1j? -x"- -2x -{-l == x\

or (.r* + .r- l)- = j-*.

Extracting square root, x"^ + x -\ = ±iX-,

.'. a: - 1 = 0, or 2.1-^ + a- - 1 = 0,

.-. x=l, or {2x-\)(x + l) = 0.

Therefore roots are 1 , -
,
- 1

.

Fx. 12.—Solve 2x*-ix+l= 0.

Multiplying by 2, 4x* - 8.r + 2 = 0,

or
^ 4x* + 8a;2 + 4-(8.r2 + 8ar + 2) = 0,

or (2.r2 + 2)2-(2'/2". ar+ '/'2)2 = 0.

Factoring,

(2x2 + 2-2V'"2.a--V'2')(2x2 + 2 + 2v'2".ar+ \/2") = 0.

:. 2x^ + 2-2V^.x- V^ = 0, (I)

or 2.r2^2 + 2v'2". .r+ V'2' = 0. (2)

-v/"2±'^2\/2^-2
From (1) we get

From (2) we get

2

_ V'2±'^ — 2v^2 -2

Ex. 13.—Solve x+Vx + l = 5.

Rearranging, V'x + 1 = 5 - a-.

Squaring, a- + 1 = 25 - 1 0.r + xl

From which a* = 3 or 8.

Upon trial we find that 3 satisfies the given equation, but that

8 belongs to the equation,

X - Vx +1 = 5.
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Ex. i^.—Solve x+ Vlx-\^ = \.

Solving as above we obtain the roots 4 and 5, and upon trial

we find both roots belong to the equation,

X- \/7x-19 = l.

Had we attempted the solution of this latter equation we

should have obtained exactly the same results.

Ex. i5.—Solve V2x + Z- Vbx + 1-1 = 0.

Using the result in (2), Art. 197, we have to find its value

when o, h and c are the terms of this equation. Arrange this

result in the following form

:

a\a? -W - 2c-) + {h- - c-y = 0.

Here taking «- = 49, i^ = 2j + 3, c- = 5x+l,

the expression reduces to

9^:2 _698j: + 2013 = 0, (1)

or (x-3)(9ar-671) = 0.

.'. x = 3 or 74f

.

Upon trial it is found that apparently the original equation is

not satisfied by either root, and that the root 3 belongs to the

equation,

V2x + 3+ A/57n-7 = 0, (2)

and the root 74^ to the equation.

V2x + 3- a/5j: + 1+7 = 0. (3)

The difficulty may be explained in two ways

:

(a) It has already been explained in Part I. that the sign of

the square root of a quantity may be either positive or negative.

If we take positive signs of the roots of the surds in the original

equation, the value 3 will not satisfy the equation ; but if we

take the neyative sign of the roots in V bx + 1, and the positive
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sign in •/ 2.c + 3, tlie equation will be satisfied by a; = 3. A
similar explanation applies to the root 74,f

.

(6) The difficulty may also be explained by pointing out that

equation (1) is the product of four factors, of Avhich (2) and (3)

are two, and consequently any value which satisfies either (2) or

(3) must satisfy (1).

A similar explanation applies to Exs. 13 and 14.

If we are restricted to the positive root in each case, the given

equation has no solution.

Ex. 16.—An integral equation of the third degree can always

be expressed in the form

a^ + ax^ + hv + c = 0.

Let x = y — - .

-^ 3

Substituting, and arranging in powers of y, we get

A /2a2 ahy„ /, a\ /2a-' ah\ .

Now, if this equation can be solved we shall have the roots of

the original equation ; for x = y — -, and therefore when x is
o

known y is known. If, therefore, we can solve a cubic equation

in which the term containing .r- is wanting, we can solve any

cubic equation.

Ex. 17.—Solve the equation, .r^ — g'.r — r = 0.

Let x = y + -^.

^^+27? + ^"^'

or . a^ —qx — if + -—— = r.

2<r
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Then y«_,y +^ = 0,

from which

and

2^\4 27

qx = V +~
3y

\2=^\/4 27/ +\2+\I 27/

after rationalizing the denominator and simplifying the second

term.

It should be observed that the same result is obtained by-

taking either the upper or the lower signs with the radical. But
every quantity has three cube roots, and we must determine

which are admissible. For brevity, denote the first term by 2^

and the second by q, and the cube root of unity by w; the roots

will then be

2^ + q, ^^w + g-w", |)w^ + 5'o},

as may easily be verified by trial.

Ex. i<§.—Solve ar"- V^"6..r=l.

Let
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EXERCISE XVII.

Solve the following:

a(.v - h){x — c) b(x — c)(x - a)

~{a - b){a -c)'^ (b- c){b-^ ^ '^'

{a-xf + {x -by J
' {a-x){x-b) 2"

X 7.5 1

• x" - 2x - 15 x" + 2x - 35 x"" + 10a: + 21

'

A I
I

I = 12j;2_7„, 1

21a;2-13a;+2 28a:2-15a;+2

T +—x^—Qx + b .r--14.r + 45 x"^ — \Qx + %

a;2-7a;+10 .r2-13.r + 4:0

8

(rt_^)2_(a_ar)(.r-i) + (.c-6f 19

1 1 1

(.r + af-P {x + by - a^ x"" - (« + 6)' .x- - (a - bf

9. (.c - 7)(.r - 3)(.r + 5)(.r + 1) = 1680.

10. 1647; + l)(.r + 2)(.c + 3) = 9.

11. Vx''-a--b-+ Vx'^-P-c'- V x'-c"- a?==x.

,„ Vx + l+Vx+l Vx-v2-»/x+\ „,
12. — —

-

+— = 3a;(a;-l).

Vx + 2- Vx+l Vx + l-h Vx+l

,„ Vx"+\-¥ Vx'-l Vx^+l- Vx^-\ ,
,--—

-

13. —^= H =rzzzr= =4 Va;'^- 1.

-/a;2 + 1 _ >/a;2 _ j \/a;2 + 1 + \/a;2 _ 1

-, X a b
14. +—==-.

« + •» A/a + a; ^
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15. "^3+ v'x + ^i~ Vx = ^7 + 2V.V.

Ill / 7/t/ 771 / -

1 6. V{a +xf-V{a- xf = V a" - x\

17. \^{l + xf - \^'{r^) - 2 v'(l - xf = 0.

18. A/3.f- - 2a; + 9 + 1/3^2 _ ^x -4 = 13.

19. V^x'-lx-ZO- V2x' -Tx-b = x-b.

20. Vx^+^x-l^- Vx' + x+\= V2 + VX

21. V'a:^ + ore + 6^ + '/.-r- + 6.r + a- = rt + 5.

22. (j; + 2 V^f - (.c - 2 V^^)^ = 2(.r2 - i.r)^

.

23. V«- - X' + X 'Ja- - 1 =aV 1 - ^-,

^ 1 /2.- - 2a; - 3\ 1 /a;2-2a;-15\ 2 /a;^- 2.c- 35\ 92
" 5 U'-2a;-8J

"*"

9 U'-2a;-24J ~
13
U' - 2a; - 48/ ^585"

25. a;3 + pj;2+^.P+l=0. 26. 10'^-i'(2-^' = 1000.

27. ;r* - Lr? + Ga;^ - 4a; - 15 = 0. 28. a-* + 5a-^ + S-r^ + 5.*; + 1 = 0.

29. 32^+9 = 10x3*. 30. 22'+8 + 1 = 32 x 2^

31. 2^-^+3 - 57 = 65(2- - 1). 32. x" + ?a;2 + 1 = 3a;3 ^ 3^^^

33. {a + a;)^ + 4(a- xf = ^{a? - x"f . 34. x" - 2.r^ + .r = 380.

35. 27a-3 + 21a; + 8 = 0. 36. a'^(a-'+l) = {a^ + a-)n.

'^^-
{a-x)* + {x-hy- 97^' ''•

(rt_a;y-(a;-i)* (rt-i)c
38. {^-) t4= ,

^
,,

^
.. . 39. .r^-6a-^ + 5.r+12 = 0.

(a - a;)* - (^ - ") (« - ^)(* — b)

(x + 1)^ a c'
iO. —, r-=7- 41. a:< + aar'+ia;2 + ca; + - = 0.

x" + 1 6 rt^

,„ a;-- 5 a;2- 11 a;'- 7 .r- - 9
42. 1 = 1 .

x'^-Q x^-12 a;2-8 a;--10
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43. x + a + 3v^abx = b.

44, 1
, \ = a' . ^ 45. a;

'^"' - --—r:,{x^' + x'^) = 0."• ^(ni-n)2 _ ^-imn 2 a^ + 6"

46. rt2/,V' - 4:{abfx^"''' = (rt - i)-. x"\

47. (.^2 _ i)i + (.^4 _ 1)^ =. or". 48. .r* - 6:^:2 ^ 5^2 + 8.c - 4 = 0.

49. a;* = 4(a;-l)(l-a'-:c-). 50. 1 + 4j;- 8j;2+ 2a:* = 0.

5 1

.

(5x2+ ,,+ 1 0)2+ (:c2 + 7.1. + 1 )2 = (3.r2 - X + 5)2+ (4a;2 + 5z+ Sf.

52. (12x-l)(6x-l)(4a;-l)(3a:-l) =—

.

? 1 4 1

53. 8/ + 81 = 18.r^ + 450:"^. 54. x" + 3x = a' - -~^.

(I

55. (1 + .r») + (1 + xf = 2(1 +X + x-y.

56. x'-2sr'-Zx'^-12x + 3Q = 0,

57. a;* - 8a^ + 10a;2 + 24a; + 5 = 0.

58. (x + b + c){x + C + a){x + a + b) = {x + a)(x + 2b){x + 3c).

40 20 8 12 ^ .
KO

1 h 1 = 0.

a;2 + 2a;-48 x'+^x + S 0:^+ 10a;^a:2 + 5.r - 50

(x - b){x - c)a' (x - c){x - a)P (x - a)(x - by ^^

(a-b){a-c) (b-c){b-a)
"^

{c - a){c - b)

61. (x^-2x^-2x + 3){.i^-ix'^ + ix-S)

= (x^ + 2.1-2 _ 2x _ Z)(3^ + 4.r + 4.C + 3).

62. X* + 2a.r' + ^^ ^ = by putting it in the form
46" L

63. a:*-8a;3-108 = 0. 64. a:*- lO-r^ -3456 = 0.

65. a:3_i8a;-35 = 0. 66. a;3 + 72.j; _ 1720 = 0.

67. a^-15a;2 -33a; + 847 = 0. 68. 2a;3 + 25a;2 + 56a;- 147 = 0,

69. 8a:2_3(5_p^27 = 0.



CHAPTER XIII.

SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS OF THE
SECOND AND HIGHER DEGREES.

TWO OR MORE UNKNOWNS.

199. In Part I., Chapter XIX., illustrations were given of

simultaneous quadratic equations of two unknowns. The follow-

ing are examples of simultaneous equations of a more difficult

character. The student will observe that no general rule can be

given for the solution of such equations. A careful study of the

following examples will enable him to solve all the more impor-

tant and useful problems that may arise.

200. Before proceeding to give examples of problems of the

second and higher degrees we will give some explanation of a

method, not introduced in Part I., of solving simultaneous equa-

tions of t\\e first degree. This method is called that of Inde-

terminate Multipliers, and is best explained by an illustration:

Ex.—Solve ax + bij + cz = d, ( 1

)

aiX + bii/ + CiZ = dj, (2)

a^ + b^ + c]z = do, (3)

]Multiplying (1) and (2) by / and m, and adding (3), and arrang-

ing the result, viz.:

x(la + ma^ + a^) + y{lh + mb^ + b.^ -\- z{lc -\- mc^ + Cn) = Id + ?;«/, + do.

13
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Now let I and m have such values that the coefficients of y

and z may both be zero.

Id + md, + d~
Then x = - ^ ?,

to + mai + a2

where Ih + 7n&i + ftj =

and Ic + mci + Cj = 0.

^ m 1

Substituting these values of I and m in

M + mc^i + c?2

we obtain ar =

la + y^iftj + aj

d(hjC2 - b^Ci) + di(b^c - bc^) + (/2(6ci - b^c)

a{biC2 - b^Ci) + ay{b.f — bc.^ + a^ipc-^ - b^c)'

Having thus found the value of x, the values of y and z can

be written down by symmetry.

It is evident that this method may be employed when more

than three unknown quantities are given, all that is necessary

being a corresponding increase in the number of indeterminate

multipliers. The student may, as an exercise on this method,

take any ordinary selection of problems in simultaneous equa-

tions, and find the solutions required.

201. We proceed now with the consideration of the subject,

matter proper of this chapter.

202. When both equations are homogeneous and of the same

number of dimensions, the method of elimination may be em-

ployed.

^a;.—Solve y^ _ 3^^2 ^ 5^2^ ^ j 5^ (1

)

xy''-2xhj + 23? = b, (2)

Multiplying (2) by 3 and subtracting from (1) we get

y^ - Gxy^ -H 1 \xhj - 6«^ = 0.
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Factoring, (y - x){y - 2x){y - 3.r) = 0.

Therefore y = x, 2x or 3ar.

Substituting tliese values successively in (1) we get

a^ = 5, - or 1.

Then x= \^~5
, ^- or 1,

and y= V^ 5, v^ 20 or 3.

Each pair of roots may be multiplied by an imaginary cube

root of unity, giving six other solutions.

203. It is sometimes convenient to find the values oi x + y and

xi/ before finding the value of each letter separately.

^x.—Solve .r2 +/ + ar + y=18, (1)

Q(x + y) = 5xy. (2)

Equation (1) may be written

{x + yy + {x + i/)-2xy=l8.

Substituting for xy from (2),

(^:c + yy-l(x + y)-18 = 0, (3)
5

1{
from which x + y = 5 or ——

;

(4)

1 08
then from (2), xy = Q or --^^- (5)

Squaring (4) and subtracting four times (5),

x-y = ±l or ±- Vn. (6)

3
Combining (4) and (6), x = 3, 2 or -( - 3± v/21),

y = 2. 3 or h-^^V^).
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When the values oix-\-y and xy have been obtained, the values

of the separate letters may be neatly written from the quadratic

whose second term is the sum of x and y with tJie sign clianged,

and lohose product is the last term, a different letter being used

as variable. Thus from the preceding example we have

18 1 OS
r^— 5r + 6 = and r + ~-r—ir^ = 0,

5 25

3
from which r=2 or 3, or »*= ^( - 3± v 21).

The two values of r derived from either equation will give two

solutions, one value being given to x, and the other to y.

204. When one solution of a pair of simultaneous equations

has been found, other solutions may frequently be written at

once from the following considerations

:

1. If the variables are symmetrically involved, their values

may be interchanged. (See Art. 203.)

2. If each term is of an even number of dimensions, the signs

of both values may be changed.

3. If each exponent is even, the sign of each value may be

separately changed.

4. If the literal part of each equation changes signs when the

variables are interchanged, and if each term is of an odd number

of dimensions, the values may be interchanged, providing both

the signs are also changed.

205.—Another artifice sometimes used is the finding of the

values oi X + y and x — y before finding the values of x and y.

^ic.—Solve {x + y){3f + if)r^lQ, (1)

{x + yY^U{x-y). (2)

Assume x + y = m and x — y = n,

m+n , m-n
:. « = -y- and y =—^.
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Then ar' + y^ = {x + y)(.v' - xy + y-)

= m{(x-yy + xy}

( 2 ,
"*^ - '^\

^
I

*

Equations (1) and (2) now become

m2(3n2 + m2) = 304, (3)

and m'=64n. (4)

3^2 + m2 19
Dividing (3) by (4), -^ =

4^.

or 4ri(3w^ + m-) = 1 9m. (5)

But from (4), n =

••
16i64^

+ "^j=^^'"'

3m^ m^ _ ^

16-;r64^-^l6 =
^^'

Let -,=2!.

Then (6) becomes 3;:- + 1 6;s = 1 9,

or 3;:- + 16^ -19 =

= (3^+19)(^-l) = 0.

Solutions can now be readily obtained

z=\ or --.
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206. The following are further illustrations of methods:

^a;. i.—Solve ar^ = 3\.r'' - 4f, (1)

2/' = 3V-4.r^. (2)

Dividing (1) by (2). ^^I^I"^. (3)

Let - =m.
2/

or 31??i'- 4m^ = 3l77i-- 4, (5)

or 3 1 (m^ - vi") = 4{m^-\), (6)

or Slra\7n-l) = A{m-l){m* + m^ + ni- + m + l). (7)

It is evident the equation (7) is satisfied by w=l, or - = 1,

or x = y. If X = y, then x = y = 27.

The equation left after ?>i - 1 is struck out is

3 b/i- = 4(??i* + 7«^ + m^ + 7« + 1 ),

or 31 = 4(?/i- + 7/i + l + — +—^),
\ tn m-J

or 31 = 4/7« +—J 4-4(?». + — ) +4,

or 35 = 4fw + — I +4(771 + — ).

Let m^— = z.m

Then 35 = 452 + 4«,

from which we obtain

25;+l = ±6, or 2^ = 5 or -7.
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1 . . X
If 7n H— is now substituted for s, and then - for m. we obtainm y

X in terms of y, and find the values of r and y to be

?(3±V33) and | (3^^/33).

Other values are, x=\5, 30,1

2/ = 30, 15./

Ex. ^.—Solve {x + yf +{x- y)^ = a*, (1)

{x'' + ff+{x^-ff=a^, (2)

Cubing (1), x + y + x-y + 3(.r--y-)^a^ =a,

or 2x + Z{x'-'ifya^=a,

or 3(ar-y-)*a* =a- 2ar,

3a*

Cubing (2) and treating the equation in a similar fashion to (1),

{x'-yy= —

.

(4)

3a

Dividing (4) by (3), {x^ + f)^ = '^-^ • 1

.

(5)

a*

Substituting these values in (2) we get

a - 2a: a? - 1x^ 2- +- = a«. (6)

3a* a^{a - 2x)

(6) can now be readily solved as an ordinary quadratic. The
values of x and y are

:
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Ex. 3.—Solve x- = ax + b7j, ( 1

)

7/ = bx + ay. (2)

Subtracting (2) from (1),

x'--f = (a-I>)(x-y). (3)

The equation is satisfied by putting x - y = or x = y. If

x = y, then

aP=ax + bx, and x = or a + b;

.'. 2/ = or a + b.

Dividing (3) by (x — y) we get

x + y = a-b or y = a-b-x.

Substituting this value of ?/ in (1) or (2) we find

1

2
^ = 9 {(« - ^^)± ^'(« - *)(« + 3i)}

and therefore 2/ = o {(« - ^)T '^(« - ^)(« + 3*)}

.

^x.
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Substituting in (3), xy{128 - xy) = 1 695,

or xSf - 1 28.ry + 1695 = 0, (4)

or (.ry-15)(.r?/^113) = 0;

/. xi/=15 or 113.

Combining these results with x + i/= 8 we readily find the

values of .r and y. One set of values is

x = S, 5,

2/ = 5, 3.

EXERCISE XVIII.

Solve the following equations

:

1. a^ + y^ = 65, 2. .r* + y* = 2417,

x + y = 5. x + y = 9.

3. a:5_y6=i6564, 4. .-r< +y = 641,

ar-7/ = 4, x-y = 3.

5. 3:^ +^ = 35, 6. a;*-y* = 65,

x^ + i/ = lS. ar-2/=l.

7. a;* + .ry +y = 133, 8. x"^ + xy + 7j2=dl,

x'^ + xy + y^=l9. x+Vxy + y =13.

9. x^ + xy + y = 37, i 10. .1-^ + 47/* = a*,

2/- + .T2/ + a:= 19. x"^ + 2xy + 2y- = I/.

'11. (.r + ?/)(.r3^y".)^1216, 12. .r' + y3 = „3^

X' + xy + y- = 49. x"y + xy- = //,

1 o (-^ + y)'
_L

{-^ -y)-
1 .

«^ ^" ^naVi'
1^. 5 1 r5— = m, 14.

U'
'

• (.r+y)-' {x-yf {x'-yY
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15. x» = y', * 16. x^y^a?^

17. ^" = 2/^. '18. .r^+y^ = 5,
x=2i

19. x(x'^ + y-) = Qy, 2Q x y^ x + y
y(x'^ — y'^) = x.

' y X 9? + y-^

a;^ y"^ x — y
2/2 V? y^

21. x + xf=^\S, ' 22. x' + xS^xf^^OS,

xy + X7j^=\2. y^ + y V'a;-y = 1053.

24. X \-y = xy = x^ -y^.

'25. (a;- + 2/2)(r' + 2/^) = 455, 2G. .r^+y* = 641,

ar + y = 5. a;^y/ + .rj/^ = 290.

27. x-yr^a,

29. a;2 + 2/ = 7,

2/- + a;=ll.

31. 2:^ + 2/^=178/3.

x^ + y-rrz \Oxy.
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^ 15^ ^ -" a + x h + y a + h + c

x + y = c.

a(y + c) b{x + c) oc i a a \ 1 •?

35. -^ + -^^ '- = a + b, 36. arV - 4 = ix^y - - tf.
x + c y + c

' ^ ^ i^

bx-ay = c{a-b). x^ -3 = x^y^(x^ - y^).

S7. a^ + y^ + xy{x + 7/) = 13, 38. Vox + VTy = a + b,

(a:2 + 2/2)(.ry) = 468. x + y=2(a + b).

39. Vx +y+Vx-y = 'i, 40. x* = mx + ny,

x^ — y^= 9. y* = my + nx.

U. (x^ + y'f-=^, 42. {x' + f)(x + y)^15xy,

I 2 2\^ 1^

(a:* + 2/^)(x2 + 2r) = 85xV

43 1? 1^-^
44. 2/^+1 l:rV= 480,

SJy^Sx- 2 •

45. V{3^ + a?){y' + U')+V {x' + b-){y' + «-) = (a + b)\

x + y = a + b.

207. The following are examples of simultaneous equations of

three unknowns

:

Ex.1.—Solve x + y + z = i, (1)

x'' +f + z'=U, (2)

xy + yz-zx = 5. (3)
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Square (1) and subtract (2) from it, and divide by 2,

xy + yz + Z.V = 1. (4j

Combining (3) and (4),

7/(.T + ^) = 3, zx=-2. (5)

From (1), x + z = 4:-y.

Substituting in (5), y(i — y) = 3,

or y- - 4y + 3 = 0,

from which 2/ = 3 or 1.

If y = 3,x + z=l, and from (5), s^=— 2.

Therefore rr=2 or - 1 and s= - 1 or 2.

Similarly, when y=l, x= h(3±'v/17), c= -(3q=\/l7).

From the above we see that y has two values, whilst x and z

have each four values, and it is necessary that these values should

be correctly grouped to give a true solution. The correct arrange-

ment is

:

x= 2, -1, l(3±Vl7);

y= 3, 3, 1;

z=-\, 2, ^(3rFA/T7).

w Bx. 2.—Solve xy + yz + zx = a^ — x^ — lr -y^ = c" — z^.

Rearranging and factoring we get

{x + y){x + z) = a\

{y + z)(y + x) = P,

(z + x)(z + y) = c^.
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Multiplying the three equations together and taking the square

root we get

{x + y){>j + z){z + x) = ±abc.

Dividing this result by each of the original equations in succes-

sion we get

be CO, ab
x + y = ±~, y + z = ±--, z + x = ±—.

a b c

Adding these equations and dividing by 2 we get

a-b'^+b-c-+ c-ci^x+y+z=±

Thence by subtraction, x = ±:

2abc

b-c^+c^a^-a'P

2abG

from which the values of y and z may be written from symmetry.

^a;. ,?.—Solve x + y + z=10, (1)

xy + yz + zx = 31, (2)

xyz = 30. (3)

Equation (2) may be written

xy + z{x + y) = 31. (4)

30
From (1 ) and (3), x + y=lO-z, xy =—

.

(5)

Substituting these values in (1),

— + ^10-;^) = 31.
z

Rearranging, s^ - 10^- + 31s - 30 = 0. (6)

Factoring, (z -2)(z- 3){z - 5) = 0,

from which z = 2, 3 or 5.

The values of x and y Jire then easily found.

X
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The following solution is worthy of attention

:

Consider the following equations in r

:

{r - x){r - y){r - ^) = 0,

or r^ - (.r + y+ z)r^ + {xy + yz + zx)r - xyz = 0,

Its three roots are evidently x, y and ;:;. If, then, for

x + y+ z, xy+ yz+ zx and xyz

we substitute their values from the original equations, we shall

obtain a cubic equation in r whose roots are the values of x, y

and z. The equation will be

r3-10r- + 31r-30 = 0,

which is identical with (6) previously obtained. The tliree values

of r, viz., 2, 3 and 5, may be assigned to x, y and z in six different

ways as follows

:

x = 2, 2, 3, 3, 5, 5;

y=3, 5, 2, 5, 2, 3;

The methods of this solution ai-e of great impoi-tance in the

application of Algebra to Geometry.

Ex. 4-—Solve (x - y){y - z) = a-,
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Substituting from (6) in (1),

from which

then from (6), y =

and z =

X'

u~P — b^c" - c'U'

2bW(r-P

(?a? — a-b"^ — b'c~

2bW7^'

2b^ + c'a^ - a'^b'' - Pc-

2bWc'-b'

Ex. S.—Solve x~{y -z) = a^, (1)

f{z-:r) = b\ (2)

z\x~y) = c\ (3)

Adding the equations and factoring,

-{x-y){y-z){z-x) = a? + b^ + c^. (4)

Multiplying the three equations and dividing hy (4),

Then xyz = R. (5)

Dividing (1), (2) and (3) by x, y and z, and adding,

a? b^ c" ^- + - + - = 0,
X y z

or a^yz + bhx + (?xy = 0. (6)

Eliminating x from (5) and (6),

ays- + R{b^z + (?y) = 0. (7)

Eliminating x from (1) and (5),

K-{^j-z) = aY^\ (8)
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From (7) and (8),

R{y-z) + ly'z+ chj^O,

IR - h\
from which ^^

l^ff+^s)^' ^^

Substituting from (9) in (8),

fR-W

from which ^=_^?1^(.^).

Then ^- -^V + «^)(-^+ «^)

and. ,/- ^(^!±^!)(^±^

The values of r^ and if are written from that of z^ by symmetry.

208. In the application of Algebra to Geometry symmetrical

expressions with three letters frequently occur. They usually

arise from the sides or the angles of a triangle, or from the three

dimensions of space. A knowledge of the more usual forms and

facility in making transformations is desirable. The solution of

the following equations will furnish exercise in such work. The

following identities will sometimes be found useful:

x'^ + y- + z' = {x + y-\- z)- - 2(xy + 2/Z + zx).

3^-\-if + :^ = {x + y + zf-?,{x^y + z){xy+yz + zx) + ?>xyz.

x\y + z) + y-{z + x) + z-(x + y) = (x + y + z){xy + yz + zx) - 2>xyz
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EXERCISE XIX.

Solve the equations:

1. x + y + z = Q, % a; + y + 2; = 8,

a;2 + y2 + s2 = 26, .c- + i/" + 32=90,

xy-yz-\-zx=\Z. yz + zx- xy= 43.

3. x + y-z=l, 4. 2x + 3y-z=6,
x' + f'-z-=-15, 4x2-9/ + a2=16,

xy=\^. xz= - 2.

^6. a; + ?/ + « = 0, 6. ^ + 2/ + ;s = 2,

xy-vyz^zx= -1, xy + yz + zx= -23,

xyz = 6. xyz = - 60.

-7. a; + y + 2; = 5, 8. a; + 2/ + «=-l,

.TyS=60. ^ + y3 + ;^=. _97.

9. .r'(// + s) + y\z + a-) + 2;2(.c + y/) = 22,

x-^y-\-z = i,

xyz = — 6.

10. a; + // + ~ = 9, 11. .r- + .ry + .r^=18,

;i-y + y« + ».c=26, ?/- + yz + y-« = - 30,

(y + ^)(3 + ^)(x + y) = 210. z^^zxA^zy=i^.

xy + x + y = 7, 13. y-yz + z=l-a,

yz + y + z= -^, z-zx + x=l- b,

zx + z + x= -17. x-xy +y=\- c.

(•'•-y)(y +»)=«'» ^''- (•'^+y--)(-'^-y+^)=«'

{y + z){z-x) = h\ {y + z-x){y-z + x) = b-'

(z-x){x + y) = c-. {z + x-y)(z-x + y) = c^

x'i-yz = a-, 17. a,-- + 2ys;= o^

y''--zx= Ir, y' + 22;j = <?-,

;s2_.ry = c-. s-i-2a-y = 6^

'(

11
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CHAPTER XIY.

ELIMINATION.

209. From tiro or more equations it is frequently necessary to

form an equation in wliich oyie or more of the quantities pre-

viously involved will not appear. The process of finding such an

equation is called Elimination, and the unknown quantity or

quantities which disappear are said to be Eliminated.

210. In order that elimination may be effected there nmst be

at least one independent equation more than the quantities to be

eliminated. The resulting equation is often called an Equation
of Condition.

Thus from ax + by = c (1

)

and Ui-r + h^ = Cj (2)

we can obtain the values of x and y, and these values, substi-

tuted in

a^ +% = C2 (3)

will give an c<iuation without .r and y, but expressed in terms of

the other letters of the equations. This new e<iuation expresses

the condition that x and y I'l'T-y satisfy the three equations, (I),

(2) and (3).

211. It often happens that the student does not at once per-

ceive tlie number of quantities to be eliminated in the problems

given him. Thus, in the following problem

:
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Eliminate .r, y and z from

ax + hy + cz = Q, (1)

«!« +% + Ci~ = 0, (2)

a.^x + h.,y + c.^ = 0, (3)

the beginner usually assumes that thei-e are three independent

quantities to be eliminated; and as there are only three equations

given, he naturally concludes that elimination is impossible. In

such problems, however, there are only tvio independent quanti-

ties. For, divide (1), (2) and (3) separately by z, then we obtain,

- + i.^+c=0, (4)

^1 •
'- +h' - + ci = 0, (5)

«2 • --^^'l- ~ + C2 = 0. (6)

I
Thus we see that in (4), (5) and (G) there are only two inde-

pendent quantities, namely, - and -, and elimination is possible.

If, however, (1), (2) and (3) had, on the right-hand side of the

. sign of equality, quantities such as d, d^, d^, elimination would be

I
impossible, as there would now be three independent quantities

to be eliminated, and only three equations. {X.^-yyi^-^-i.u'j-OX^

212. No general rule or rules can be given for Elimination.

In simple cases the values of the quantities to be eliminated can

be obtained from the same number of equations, and then these

values can be substituted in the remaining equation or equations.

This process, however, is not always easy or desirable, and various

artifices are employed to get rid of the undesired quantities. The

following examples may give some assistance

:
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Ex. 1.—Eliminate x from the equations,

a.x + b = c (1)

and a^x + ftj = q, (2)

From (1),

^~^

and from (2),

c

"a «i '

which is one form of the desired result.

Ex. 2.—U ax + by = (1)

and a-^x + b^y = 0, (2)

eliminate x and y.

From (1),

and from (2)
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Ex. Jf.—Given

From (1),

from (2),

and from (3),

HIGHER ALGEBRA.

.r + 2/ + « = a, (l)"!

xy-Vyz-Vzx = h, (2) V eliminate y and z.

xyz = c, (3) J

y + z= a-x,

h — yz

c

Combining these results we obtain

x^ — a.r- + hx — c = 0.

Note.—The student's attention is directed to another and more elegant
solution of this problem in the chapter on Simultaneous Equations,

Ex. 5.—Having given x = hy -\-cz + du,

y = ax + cz + du,

z = ax + by + du,

u = ax + by-\- cz,

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

show that
a h c d

^T+^'^T+'b'^TVc'^T+d'

X, y, z, u being supposed all unequal.

Adding ax to both sides of (1), by to both sides of (2), cz to

(3), and du to (4), we obtain

x{l + a) = ax + by + cz + du = y{\ + 6) = z{\ + c) = u{\ + d).

Let ax + by + cz + du = k.

k k k k
Then a- =——

, y = ~-— s = :j-—-, and n = -—

—

l+« l+« 1+c \ +d

Substituting the values of x, y, z, lo in

x(l +a) = ax + by + cz + du,

we obtain

Dividing by k,

ak bk ck dk

l+a 1+b l+c l+d'abed
l+a 1+6 l+c l+d
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Ex. 6.—Find the relation between a, h, c, having given

y z z X , X 1/
^ + -=a, - + -=b, - + ^=c.
z y X z y X

\z yl\x zj\y x]

that is, ~, + ~ + -^ + —, + -^ + —^ + 'l = abc.
y^ X' z^ x^ z^ y

But „'+j'+„==('^+!y+(^+i^y+(?:+?)'
\z y] \x z) \y x)

ar y^ x" z^ y^ z~
=

-l + -, + -, + -^ +^ +- + 6
y' X- z^ XT z^ y

= ahc + 4.

/. a^ + 6^ + c^ - 4 = aic,

or a^ + 6^ + c- - ahc = 4.

Ex. 7.—Eliminate x from the equations,

aa:^ + ia; + c = 0, (1)

a^T" + l\x + Ci = 0, (2)

As in Art. .39, Exs. 1 and 2, we have

0^ X \

, bci - b,c . ca, — c,a
.*. ar = —: r and x =

/

^:>^t<. '

ab-i — Uib abi — a^b'

I ^^h - c^f-\^ bci — b^c(cn^ - qa \ ^ bci — b^c

abi — ttib/ abi — a^b'

or (abi - a-fifibci — b.^c) = (caj - c^fl)
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Ex. 8.—Eliminate x, y, z from

{x-y + z){y-z + x) = ayz, (1)

{y-z + x){z-x + y) = hzx, (2)

{z-x + y){x-y + z) = cxy. (3)

Multiplying together (1), (2) and (3), .

{
(x - 2/ + z){y — z + x){z — x + y)Y = ahcx-yH^,

xyz

{x - y + z){y - z + x){z - X + y) ^ ^—
xyz

x^y + a^z + y\ + y'^x + z^x + z^y — a? -^ - :^ - 2xyz ,—-—
'— = V abc,

xyz

4:xyz-x{x^-(y-zy-}-y{y''-(z-xy-}-z{z-'-(x-yy-} ^ ^—
xyz

4:Xyz - axyz — bxyz - cxyz /—-—
'— = V abc,

xyz

4: — a — b — c= Vabc.

.'. (4 — a — i — c)" = abc.

EXERCISE XX.

1. Eliminate ar and y from .r + 2/ = 2;, x^ + y'= a\ a^ + y^=b^.

2. Eliminate x and y from x + y = a, xy = z\ x^ ^y'' = V.

3. Eliminate a*, y and z from the equations,

a?{y + z) = a\ y^{x + z) = b\ z%x + y) = c", xyz = abc.

4. Eliminate m, n, p, q from the equations,

x —p y + q pm qn m^ n^ p^ 9'
i n

m n a' IP a- b- a- b-

5. Eliminate x and y from the equations,

ax + by = x + y + xy = aT^ + y^-l=0.
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6. Given y"^ — x^ = ay — bx, ixy = ax + by and x"^ + y' — 1, elimi-

nate X and 2/, and show that (a + &)3 + (« - J)^ = 2.

7. Eliminate x and y from the equations,
V

2 2 i S Si

8. Find the condition that

ai.r +% = Ci, a2X +% = C2 and a^x + b^ = Cz

may he satisfied by the same values of x and y.

9. Eliminate x, y and « from the equations,

(J)
+ c)ar + (c + «)?/ + (a + i)s = 0, {b - c)x + {c- a)y + {a-b)z =

and ;r-^ + 2/"^ + s"^ = 0.

10. Eliminate .r, y, z from

rt.r + Jy + cs = &ar + cy + az = c.r + ay + bz=\ when x- + y" + z'= p^. n

1 1

.

Eliminate x, y, % from

hx + cy + az = ex + ay + bz = ax + by + cz = ah + he + ca

and x-\-y + z = a-\-h + c.

12. If «.r + Ci2/ -r ii~ = 0, Ci^r +% + rtjc; = 0, fti.r + «!?/ + cs = 0,

show that aa^ + ii^- + cc^ = aJc + 2a-J)-^Ci

and (rt/> — Ci)(ca — b{^)x' = (ic — a^)((ih — Ci")?/^ = (/^o — af)(^ac — h^)z".

13. Eliminate w, .r, ?/, s from the equations,

?/ + 2 + ?/. = a:r, z + u-^x = by, u + x + y = ez, x + y + z = du.

14. Eliminate a and i from the equations,

-2 +
f,
= l, - + f=l, -+7=1-

a' b^ a b a b

1 5. Eliminate a: or y from the equations,

a-' + Zx^y + 3^2/- + 2 //' == 0, r^ + xy + y" = 0.
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•^16. Eliminate x or y from

{x-y){x'^-y-) = ^ and (.r + 2/)(j-^ + y') = 65.

17. Eliminate x or y from

r- + y^-\-{%y'^-\-\){x + \) = and x"- -y"" - xy -\ =0.

18. Eliminate x and y from

ax + hy^c"', xy = c^-ah and -;; + V^=o- i

19. Eliminate a; and V from , I o V
ax' + hxy + cy^ = and <'i./- + />].ry + qj^^ = 0. n ->_

if 20. Eliminate x and 3/ from -^

.r' + .ry + y^ = a^, a;* + .r-y^ + y* = f^^ and .^•** + .r*y* + y* = c*.
"--^^

21. Eliminate ar and y from

-„ + f-,= l, 7-^-^ = and ---f = -.

22. Eliminate x and y from

a-by = mPx, — + — =1 and hx + my=p.

1 23. Eliminate x and 3/ from

?/-(i.r — ay) = .r^(aa: — hy) = .r-y^ and a-- + 3/^ = c^. —

24. Eliminate ;i' and y from

ah ^ ac ^ .ex hy
X -\ = Ml, y-\ — In and b-^=p.

X y y X

25. Eliminate x and y from

ax + by = c(x- + y"Y and a-^^x + ij^/ = Ci(-^^ + 2/') •

26. If y' - m(2x + m) = cr, .r- - m{2y + 7?i) = b' and a + x = b + y,

show that 7n = or 7/1 = a + 5.
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27. Find the equation between x, y and z, independent of o

and 6, from the equations, a? >rax = y, P + bx = z and u^ + P=1.

28. From ax + by — z = (m^a^ + tv-I? + <ry = n-by'"^ — vi^ax'^ find

an equation which does not contain a and b.

l-z 2z
29. Given the equations, a^= and y = 5, show that if

z be eliminated the following equation will hold between x and y:

{y + {f+l)i}i + {y-{f+l)^}^=X--'-X.

30. Eliminate y and z from the equations,

y + z = a, x^ + y- — 2mxy = P and x^ + z"^ + 2)nxz = c',

11 xi ^ (a + b + c)(b + c-a){c + a-b)(a + b-c) ,
and show that ^^ .—^rrP tt.

= ^'^

ia\l - m')

x 2y 4s
31. Eliminate a from the equations, „ = —^—•„

=
„ , and^

a- + *2 a?+ y- «- + s-

prove that x{if - z^) + 2y{z'^ - .r-) + i:z{x^ - y-) = 0.

32. If ax- + by- = bz(y — x) and bx- + ay^ = ay{x — z), find the

relation between x, y and z.

33. Eliminate x^ y, and 2; from

ar + 2/ + » = a, .r- + 3/- + 3^ = ^^ and .t:^ + 3/^ + s^ — ^xyz = c?. .

34. Eliminate x, y and z from

.T + y + 2; = a, a:- + y- + s^ = i^, a;^ + y'^ + s' = c"* and xyz = J^. ^

'^ 35. Eliminate x, y and z from

. X a b y c z
ar + y + 2; = and -+-=- + 7 =- +-.

a X y z c

36. Eliminate .r, y and s; from

arys = a^ (a; + y)(y + z){z + j-) = c^, - + ^ + - = a and '- + :i + - = i.

y z X z X y

37. Eliminate x, y and 2; from

x^ = y^ + z'^-2ayz, y"^ = x"^ + z^ - 2bzx and z^ = x" -\-
y"^ - 2cxy.
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38. Eliminate x, y and z from

^{y + «) = «', y\^ + a;) = h\ z-{.t + y) = <?, (x + y){y + z){z + x) = ahc.

39. Eliminate x, y and z from

(.r + yY = ^cxy, (.r + zy = 4Z>2'2; and (y + 2)^ = 4a2/2.

40. Eliminate .r, y and 2 from

x^ — yz = a, y- - zx — b, z^ - xy = c, ax + hy + cz = d.

il. Eliminate .r, 2/ and z from

909 O 9 9^.i ^. gjZ ^i y^ ^i
, X 11 Z- + 7^ + ^=1, -T—To + TTTT^. + -:^^i = 1 and -^j- = -f- = -—

.

a- b^ c^ a- + K' b-+ k- c' + k wx^ b^y^ c ZyXV z
42. If —'— = a, = b and — = c, find the relation be-

y + z z + x X -^y

tween a, b and c.

43. Find the relation between a, b and c, having given

ic (t ij b '^ c
"- + - = 7 + - = - + -, xyz = aic, .r- + v^ + ^- + 1(ab + bc + ca) = 0.
a X b y c z

44. Eliminate a and b from the equations,

= ^ ^/ , a^-b^ = (x-yY and a^ +b^ ^z^.

45. Eliminate x and y from x + y = a, x^ + y^ = b^ and a^ + y'^c^.

46. Eliminate .r from the equations,

47. Eliminate x, y and 2 from the equations,

xyz X y z . (x y\ (y z\ [ z x\

y z X z X y \y z ) \z xj\x y)

48. Eliminate x and y from

4(.r^ + 2/') = aa- + ii/, 2(.r- - y") = ff.r - by and a-y = c^.



CHAPTER XV.

THEORY OF QUADRATICS,

213. In Part I., Chapter XXL, the simpler portion of the

Theory of Quadratics has been treated. It remains now to give

that part of the Theory which is of a more difficult nature.

214. In algebraical researches it is frequently necessary to

determine for what values of the variable a particular quadratic

expression becomes positive or negative. A few numerical illus-

trations will render the principal proposition more easily intelli-

gible.

Take for example the expression, a" - 13.r + 36, and for x substi-

tute various numbers, and collect the result. Thus when

x= 1, 2, 3, 4. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11....

a;2-13x-j-36 = 24, 14, 6, 0, - 4, - 6, - 6, - 4, 0, 6, 14....

It will be observed that when .r is 4 or 9 the expression vanishes,

because these are the roots of the equation,

.r2- 13a.- + 36 = 0;

that when x is between those roots the expression is negative, and

that for all other values it is positive. If we change the sign of

every term in the expression, the vanishing points are unchanged;

but the expression is now positive when x is between 4 and 9,

and negative for all other values.

Next consider the expression, 2.c^ — 8j; -H 25. It will bo found

that this expression is always positive for real values of .r. When
.r=2 the expression becomes 17; but for all other real values of
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X it is greater. The reason for this jietuliarity is seen at once by

writing the expression in this form

:

^{x-2f+^].

When I = 2, (x - 2)^ is zero ; but for all other real values of x it

is a positive quantity. Note that in this case the roots of

2^2 -8ar + 25 =
are imaginary.

We will now proceed to state and prove the general proposi-

tion relating to this subject.

215. The quadratic expression^ aa^ + lix + c, is always of the

same sign as afor all real values of x, except when the roots of tJie

quadratic equation, axr + bx + c = 0, are real and unequal, a7id

X lies between them.

Let ax' + bx + c = a(x —7n)[x — n).

Then the roots of ax' + bx + c = are 7?i and n. (Art. 294, Pt. I.)

1. Let in — 01. Then ax'^ + bx + c = a(x - n)-. But {x — n)' is

positive w.hen x and n are real ; .'. a{^x — n)' is positive if a is

positive, and negative if a is negative.

2. Let w>w. Then if x>m and >n, (x — m)(x - n) is posi-

tive, since both factors are positive. Also, if x < m and < n,

(x — m){x-n) is positive, since both factors are negative. But

if x>7n and <n, or x<m and >n, then {x — m){x-n) is nega-

tive, since one factor is positive and the other negative. When
{x — m){x — n) is positive, o(.r — 7?i)(.r - ?i), as shown before, is of

the same sign as a ; but when {x — m){x — n) is negative, then

a{x — m){x — n) must have a different sign from a.

3. Let the roots of ax- + bx + c = be imaginary.

Solving aa^ + bx + c =

^ ,
b Vb^-4ac

we nnd x= — -—± .

2a 2a

If b'< iuc, the roots must be imaginary.
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Now, ax'' + i.r + c = « ( .-r^ + - .r + -
)\aai

= a\x--\- -x\---—^^ —-J
\ a ia' a iay

b\- Aac- i-1

But l^ + ^l IS positive; and ——^— is positive, since 6»-<4ac

and 4a^ is positive. .*. ax"^ + bx + c equals the product of a and

a positive quantity ; .•. ax"^ + hx ->rc must be of the same sign as a

when the roots of ax" + hx + c are imaginary.

Ex. 1.—The expression, 2.c^ + 8.c + 9, is always positive for all

real values of x.

Since 8^< 4 X 2 X 9, the roots of 2.r + 8j: + 9 = are imaginary;

.'. the value of 2.c^ + 8.c + 9 for all real values of x is of the came

sign as 2, and is therefore positive.

Ex. 2.—The expression, 4.r^+ 15:i;+ 12, is always positive ex-

cept for values of x lying between the roots of 4.1- + 15.i- + 12 = 0.

For 15->4 X 4 X 12; .*. the roots of 4.c- + 15.r+ 12 are real and

unequal, and, therefore, 43;^^ + 1 5a; + 1 2 is negative when x lies

between these roots.

216. It is sometimes possible to find maximum and minimum
values of a fraction for real values of the unknown quantity.

Let it be required to find the maximum and minimum values of

a;2 _ 3.r _ 3

2a;2 + 2a;+r

a;2_3a;_3
Assume ^—5—--—- = k.

2x^ + 2a; + 1

Multiplying out, and arranging as a quadratic,

.r-(l - 2k) - .r(3 + 2k) - (3 + k) = 0. (1)
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Since x is real, (3 + 2^-)- + 4(1- 2/t)(3 + /fc) ^ 0,

or 21-8^-4^=^0,

or 4yl" + 8^--21^0,

or (2yt + 7)(2>t-3)^0.

Now, in order to be negative or < 0, 2^- must be < 3, and
3 3

.*. A< - , so that the maximum value of ^- is -. Also, if 2^<3,
. .

^ 1
2k +7 must be positive; /. 2k>-7, and .*. k>- -. The mini-

7 3
mum value of k is therefore — - , and the maximum value, - . If

k= - - or -, the expression, (2k + 7){2k — 3) = 0, which is the

condition that the roots of (1) should be real and equal.

217. To Jind the condition that ax- + 2hxy \-bi/ + 2gx+2fy + c

may resolve into two rational factors, the cojistant qiiantities,

a, h, b, ff,/, c, being rational.

The expression, air + 2hxy + by- + 2gx + 2fy + c, will resolve

into two rational factors if the equation,

ax- + 2hxy + by- + 2gx + 2fy + c = 0, (1

)

when arranged as a quadratic in x or y, has rational roots,

Arrange (1) as follows:

ax- + x(2hy + 2g) + q^y- + 2fy + c) = 0.

When the equation is solved the quantity under the radical

sign will be

(2hy + 2gY - ia{by'- + 2fy + c). (2)

In order that the roots may be rational (2) u\ust be a perfect

square.
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Now, (2) = 4 {f{h? - ab) + y{2gh - 2a/) + {,/ - ac)\,

the condition of which being a perfect square is

or i{gh-afy = i{h^-ah){/^-ac\

or {gh — a/Y = Qi^' — 0'b){g' - etc).

218. To find the condition that ax"^ + bx + c = may have roots

equal numerically, but of different signs.

Since aaP + bx + c = 0,

b c
then x^+ -x+ - =0.

a a

The sum of the roots of this equation is — .

a

But since the roots are equal numerically, and of different

signs, the sum of roots = 0.

.*. = or 6 = is the condition required.
a

EXERCISE XXI.

1. Resolve 2y^ + 2x'^ — 5xi/ — iay — ax — Qa^ into two simple

factors.

2. If y^ + axi/ + bx' + c>/ + dx + e can be resolved into two

rational factors of the first degree, find the relation between the

coefficients.

3. If ax"^ + by- + 2rt,y + 2biX + 2ciXi/ + c be the product of two

rational lineal factors, show that

abc + 2a^biCi — aa^ — bh^ — cc^ = 0.

9 4 1

4. If X be real, can never lie between 5 and -

.

x-1 x-i)

15
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1 , .r- + 5.r 4- 4
5. If X be real, prove that — can have no real value

g a;- + Dx

between —- and 1.

25

- -. , , ,
71- - n +

1

1

b. It n be real, prove —, —- must he between 3 and -.
7r + «, + 1 d

7. The greatest value which —^ ;;- admits of for any real

, .
. ^2 + 1

•"+"'

value of X is .

It

X' — 4.r + 4
8. Show that for real values of x, cannot lie be-

X -\
tween and - 4.

.r- — 3.r - 3
9. Within what limits is the value of —-;— an integer or

2.c-+ 2.r+l ®

a rational fraction '?

10. Show that (j; — a){b — x) can never exceed -?(« — i)'.
•i

11. Show that the least value of — is (a^ + b^)-, and
X

.
, ,. (^ + «)(-^ - ^) • (^< + ^^y

the greatest value of ^ -^ is -^ -^-.

,.°,
,

x^ \ub

12. Show that the roots of (3a-;r)-i + (36-.r)-i + (3c-.r)-i =
are real if a, h, c are real.

13. Show that by giving an appropriate real value to x,

4.r- + 36.r + 9

12x2 + 8.rTl

can be made to assume any real value.

14. The expression f^ ;(, admits of all possible values,
{x - c){x - Of)

"^

provided that one, and only one, of the quantities a or b lies be-

tween c and (I, and otherwise will have two limits between which

it cannot lie,
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cix^ + Ibx + c
15. The expression, —^-5——

, will be capable of all values

for real values of j; provided that (aci - a^cf<i{o^b - abj)(biG - bc^).

16. If « be >6, and c be positive, prove that the greatest value

which the expression, (x - a)(x — b)(x — a — c)(.r — b + c), can have

for values of x between a and b is

(a - by-(a - b + 2cy
16"

17. Find the limits between which a must lie in order that

ax"^ - 7x + 5

5.c^ -7x +a

may be capable of all values, x being any real quantity.

'PX" 4- OX — 4r

18. Show that -— will be capable of all values when
p + dx — ix-

X is real, provided that p has any value between 1 and 7.

19. If the roots of «a;' + 26a: + c = be possible and different,

then the X'oots of (« + c)(r/a:-+ 26.c + c) = 2(ac — i^)(j;2+ 1) will be

impossible, and vice versd.

20. Show that \z ^7— J- will be capable of all values when
(o.z: - a)(cx — a)

X is real, if (c^ — dr) and {a' — b') have the same sign.

21. For what values of m will the expression,

y- + 2xy + 2.C + my - 3,

be capable of resolution into two rational factors ?

22. Find the values of m which will make

2.C- + mxy + 2y~ - 5y - 2

equivalent to the product of two linear factors.

23. Show that in{x- — y-) — xy{l. - n) always admits of two real

linear factors.
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24. Find the condition that

Lit + mxy + ny- and l^x- + m^xy + n^y'''

may have a common linear factor.

25. If the expression, 3.r H- lAxy + 2y^ + lax - 4y + 1 =:0^ can

be resolved into linear factors, prove that A must be one of the

roots of the equation, A' + \aA + 2rt^ + 6 = 0.

26. Find the condition that the expressions,

ax^ + Ihxy + hy"- and «i.r^ + 2Aia:y + ijy-,

may be respectively divisible by factors of the form y — mx and

my + .r.

• 27. Show that in the equation,

x"" - ?,xy + 2y~ - 2.c - 3y - 35 = 0,

for every real value of x there is a real value of y, and for every

real value of y there is a real value of x.

28. If X and y are two real quantities connected by the equa-

tion, 9.c^ + Ixy + y"^ — 92a: — 20y + 244 = 0, then will x lie between

3 and 6, and y between 1 and 10.

29. If (aar + bx + c)y + a^x- + b^x + c^ = 0, find the condition that

X may be a rational function of y.

30. The expression, —^—r^
1 will be capable of all values^

cx- + bx + a

whatever if b->{a + cf. There will be two values between wliich

it cannot lie if P<(a + cf and > 4ac, and two values between

which it must lie if i-<4ac,

31. Find the greatest numerical value, without regard to sign,

which the expression, (.c — 8)(.r - 14)(x - 16)(.c - 22), can have for

values of X between 8 and 22,
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SOME RELATIONS BETWEEN ROOTS AND THEIR

COEFFICIENTS.

219. Theorem.—If the coefficients of an equation are rational,

then surd roots must he in pairs; i.e., ifa+ V b is one root, then

a— V b must be another root.

Ex.—Let « + V b hQ a, root of a? +p.T~ + qx + r = 0.

Then, substituting a+ V b for x we obtain

{a+ Vbf+j)((i+ V b)- + q{a+ Vb) + r = Q,

or [a^ + 3rt6 +pa'+pb + qa + r} + {Srr + b + 2pa + qj V b = 0.

But when the sum of a rational quantity and a surd is equal

to zero, the rational quantity must be equal to zero; also the

surd equal to zero.

.'. a^ + 3abi-pa'+pb + qa + r = 0, (1)

and (3«2 + b + 2pa + q)\/J=0, (2)

Subtracting (2) from (1),

«3 - 3a2 '/!+ Sab - b Vb+pia^ - 2a VJ+ h) + q{a - VT) + r = 0,

or {a- V bf + p(a - V bf + q{fi - V^ 6) + r = 0.

From this it is evident that (a - V b) is. s. root of

x^ +j)x^ + qx + r = 0.

The following is the

General Proof.—Let the equation,

x''+2)x'*-^ + qx"-- +

have one root, a+ V b, and let the coefficients, p, q, r . , . . be

rational.
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If a + V b is substituted for x the equation will take the form of

P+Q \/J=0,

where P stands for the rational terms and Q "^ h the irrational.

Since P+QVJ^O,

:. P = and Qs^J=0.

:. P-QV~b = Q.

But if a — V 6 be substituted for x in the equation the result

obtained will be P-QVb; and as P- Q \^1j = 0, a- V b must

be a root of the equation. See Art. 186 for a shorter proof.

220.—Theorem.—If the coefficients of an equation are real,

then ij'a + hV — 1 is a root, a — b \ — 1 is also a root ; or, in brief,

if the coefficients of an equation are real, imaginary roots occur in

pairs.

The proof of this proposition can be obtained by the same line

of reasoning as in the preceding theorem.

Ex.—Let a + bV ~\ be a root of x^ +px + q = 0.

Then {a + b V~y- + j}{a + b V^) + q = 0,

or (a- - b-+pa + q) + {2ub +J9i) V - 1 = 0,

or a- - b" +pa + q =

and {2ab +pb) V^ = 0.

Subtracting, a" - lab V^ - 1 - b-+p(a -bV - l) + q = 0,

i.e., (a ~bV -l)-+p(a-bV -l) + q = 0.

From this condition it is evident that a — bV - \ is a root of

a^ +px + q = 0.
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EXERCISE XXII.

Solve the equations:

1. 3.r* - \0x^ + ix' - X —6 = when one root is .

2. 6j;* - ISr' - 35a:- - x +3 = when one root is 2 - VS.

3. x*+ ix^ + 5x- + 2a; - 2 = when one root is - 1 + V^ - 1

.

' 4, a^ — .r* + 8.r- — Qj* — 1 5 = 0, one root being \/ 3 and another

1 _ 2 V~^.

5. Form the equation of the lowest dimensions with rational

coefficients, one of whose roots is:

(1) V^+V~^; (2) - V'^+ VJ;

(3) _ ^/2 - \/-l; (4) ^5 + 2 \/ 6.

6. Form the equation whose roots are ±4v^3, 5±2\/-l,

7. Form the equation of the eighth degree with rational co-

efficients, one of whose roots is V2+\^3 + V-l.

8. If rt±j3v/^ betherootsof .r^ + ^j- + r = 0, then|32 = 3«2 + ^.

9. If x^ + px- + qx + r = be satisfied by or = 3 4- V^ 8, it will be

satisfied by x= - r.

"10. If - + V A be a root of a^ +px- + qx + r = 0, then a-+pa + q

is a factor of r, Ji not being a perfect square, and ;), y, r rational.

11. If rt + iA/ - 1 be a root of x^ + qx + r = 0, then a is a root

of S-r* + 2qx - r = and Za^ -}?= -q; but \i a + bV -\ be a root

of a:* - px^ — r = 0, then a is a root of 8.r''^ - 8p.c'^ + 2p^x + r = 0.

12. If r' + 5'x + r=0 have a root ^(«+ "V^^), show that a is a

root of the equation, a^ -^qx -r = 0.



CHAPTER XVI.

INDETERMINATE COEFFICIENTS.

221. The student of Algebra is frequently called upon to de-

termine the relations between the roots of an equation and its

coefficients; also the conditions that must be satisfied by the co-

efficients of an algebraic expression when it vanishes for certain

definite values of the unknown quantity involved.

Ex.—What condition must be satisfied by the coefiicients of

ax^ + hx + G if this expression vanishes for more than two given

values of x ax^ +hx + c being a positive integral function of z ?

Let ax- -{-bx + c vanish when x = m, n, r. Then

a(x-+-x+-\ = a{x-7n)(x-n)(x -p); Part I., Art. 275

therefore

alx^+-x+-\= aar' — ax-{m + n -I- 7:*) -1- ax{mn + np +pm) - amnp,

a quantity of the third degree, which is impossible unless

ast? = or « = 0.

If « = 0, then ax' + bx + c = bx + c.

' In the same way it can be shown that b = 0, and .*. c = 0.

The conditions, then, for ax" +bx + c vanishing for more than

two values of x are a = 0, i = 0, c = 0.

222. We proceed now to give the proof of the general proposi-

tion of which the preceding example is an illustration

:
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Proposition.—If any positive integral /unction of x of the

w"' degree vanish for more than n different values of x, then each

of the coefficients must vanish.

Let A^x^ 4- -4„_i.r"~^ + . . . ylo 1)6 a positiv^e integral function of x.

This function can be denoted by the symbol y(.r).

Let «!, Oo • • • • <^n 1^6 values of x which makey(.c) vanish.

Then fix) = An(x - a^(^x - a»){x - a^) . . . . (x - a„).

If possible let y(.r) vanish for x = a„_^_l.

Then /(a„+i) = = ^„(a„+i - ai)(a„+i - a.) (a„+i - o„).

Now, since a„_,.i — a^, a^^^ - CTj • • • • '^w-i-i
— ^n ^i"© each not zero,

since a„_^i is different from a-^, a^. . . . «„, .'. A„ must = 0.

Therefore y(.r) reduces to An_iX"~^ + . . . . Aq. In the same

manner -4„_,, A„_2. • • • Aq can be shown to be zero.

The above is the usual proof; but it is well for the student to

recognize that the truth of the proposition depends upon the fact

that a positive integral function of x cannot have more linear

factors than is indicated by the highest power of x. If it has,

then the coefficients of the function must be separately zero.

^ 223. Corollary.—7/'A + Bx + Cr + ... .Fx'' = A, + B,x + C,x^

+ . . . . N^x^ for more than n values of x, then A=A.^, B = B^,

For, transposing, (A - A^) + (B - Bi)x + (iV^ - iVJx" = 0, and

the equation is satisfied by more than ?i different values of x.

Therefore the coefficients separately vanish; i.e.,

A-A, = 0, B-B, = .... 2^-J^i^O,

A=A„ B = B„ C=C,.... N=N;.

Ex. 1.—Let a^ — p-v^ + qx-r = (x - 2)(.r - ?i){x - 4) for more than

two values of x.

Then, since {x - 2){x - 3)(.c - 4) = .r' - dx- + 26x - 24,

wc find, by equating coefficients, that ^> = 9, j = 26, r = 24,
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Ex. 2.—Let r/ar*+^jj^ + 5'.r- + r.c + s = 4x* + 3a;-+ 5.r-2 for more

than four values of x.

Then « = 4, p = Q, q=Z, r = 5, s=-2.

This principle is called that of Indeterminate Coefficients,

by which is meant " coefficients that have to be determined." As
the principle has a very extensive application we append a few

more solved examples.

Ex. 3.—Show that the following is an identity:

a?{x — h)(x- c) h- (x — c)(x — a) c- (.r — a){x — })) ^

(a-b)(a-c) "^
{b-c){b-a) "^

(c - «)(c - 6)
^^ '

From inspection we see that the equality holds when for x we
substitute a, h or c. But the expression is of the second degree

in x; and since it is satisfied by more than two diflferent values

of X, the coefficients of corresponding powers of x on opposite

sides of the equation must be equal. Therefore the equation is

an identity.

Ex. Jf.—Find values for a and h which render the fraction,

2.r2 + (rt - h)x + 2rt- -W
3jr2 + (a _ 7).r + 3 («-^+ \Lah + W)

'

the same for all values of x.

2.7r + (a-b)x + 2a--3b^
^*

3.c2 + (a-7)x + 3 (a^ + 2ab +3b^)
~

where k is the same for all values of x.

Clearing of fractions, and arranging as a quadratic in x, we obtain

x''{2 - 3k) + X {a -b- k{a - 7) } + 2a'' - 3^^ _ 3k (a- + 2ab + 3b-) = 0.

Now, since the left-hand expression vanishes for all values of x,

the coefficients separately vanish.
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Therefore (1) 2-3^ = 0, (2) a- b - k{a -7) = 0,

(3) 2(r - Zb"- - 3A;(«2 + 2ab + W) = 0.

2
From these equations we find that ^=^5 a^-Gor -14,

b = ^ or 0.

Ex. 5.—Resolve 2.c^- 21j-y- llry-- a: + 34y — 3 into rational

factors of the first degree.

Assume 'Ix^ — 2\xy -\\y--x-\- My - 3 = (2x + my + n){x + ry + s).

Multiplying out, and equating coefficients of like terms, we have

-21 = 2r + m, (1)

-ll=mr, (2)

-l=w + 2, (3)

34 = »ir + ms, (4)

- 3 = ns, (5)

Solving these equations we find m=\, n= -3, r= -11, and

s = l.

.". factors are (2x + y - 3)(j: - lly + 1).

This is a tedious process of obtaining the factors of this ex-

pression, but it is here introduced to illustrate a method some-

times useful.

Ex. 6.—If a, b, c, d are the roots of x^ - px^ + qx^ — rx + s = 0,

find the relations between the roots and the coefficients.

If <i, b, c, d are values of x that make x'^ - px^ + qx- - rx + s

vanish, then x - «, x - b, x-c and x - d are factors of this ex-

pression, and therefore

X* —pj^ + qx' -rx + s = (x - a)(x - b)(x - c){x - d)

for all values of x.
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Multiplying out, and equating coefficients, we obtain

a + b + c + d=p, (1)

ab + bc + cd + da + bd + ca = q, (2)

abc + bed + cda + adb = r, (3)

abcd = s. (4)

(1), (2), (3) and (4) are the relations required. From this ex-

ample it is easily seen what general relations exist between the

roots and coefficients of positive integral equations.

7. ^ T^ ^ ABC
Ex. 7.—If — = +—, + , (1)

(x — a)(x — b)\x - c) X - a x — b x — c

find the values of ^, ^ and C, and prove thatabc
0.

(^a-b){a-c) {b-a){b-c) {c-a){c-b)

Clearing (1) of fractions we obtain

x' = A{x- b){x -c)+ B{x - a){x -c) + C{x - a){x - b). (2)

Since (2) is an identity the equality holds for all values of x.

Therefore when .r = «, or = A(a-b)(a—c), or A =- — -. (3)
[a — b)[a — c)

Also when x = b, b"" = B{b-a){b-c), or B= ^—
(4)

Similarly when x = c, c- = C(c-a)(c-b), or C = - ——

—

y- . (5)

ABC
Again, in (1) let :i- = 0; then —^" y H— = 0-

But from (3), (4) and (5), by dividing (3) by a, (4) by b and (5)

by c, we find that

A B C a b c ^—I 1— =
1 1 =

a b G (ci-b^(b-c) {b - a) (b - c) (c - a) (c - b)
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224. The principle of Indeterminate Coefficients is often em-

ployed in finding the sum of a series.

Ex. 1.—Sum the series, P + 2^ + 3^ + 4^ + n-.

Assume

1- + 2- + 3- + 4" + .. .?^^ = -4o + 4lW + ^2^^.^ + J.ri^ +^X + . . . (1)

Then, since the sum of the squares of the first n natural numbers

is a function of n,

p + 22 + 32 + 42 + ...n2 + (,,+ i)2

=^ + ^i(w+l) + ^(w+l)2 + ^3(w+l)2 + ^,(n+l)^ + ... (2)

Subtracting (1) from (2),

(ri + 1)2=^1 + ^2(2w+l) + ^3(3n2 + 3?z + l) + ^^(4ri^ + 6^2 + 4^+1) + ...

or 7i^+27i+l =^i + ^2(2?i+ l) + ^3(3rr + 3n+l) + . . . (3)

It is not necessary to write down any coefficients beyond A^,

because J j, Ar„ A^. . . are the coefficients of n', ?«,*... in (3), which

do not exist on the left-hand side of this identity, and .". must

be =0.

Equating coefficients of the same powers of w,

1 =^1-1- ylj-f --is (term without w), (1)

2 = 2^2 + 3^3 (coefficient of n\ (2)

1 = 3^3 (coefficient of rr). (3)

Solving (1), (2) and (3) we obtain

:. P + 2-4-3"-f-4--|-rr... = ylu+ w-f- ^n--ir^'tv^.
\y Ji o
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Since this is true for all values of n, let n = 0.

:. \-^ + T- + T- + i"- + ...iv=-+-^ + -

n + 3w" + 2n^^
6 "

_w(l+3n + 2n-)
~

6

n{l+n){l + 2n)

EXERCISE XXIII.

1. If «i, ««, «3 be the roots of .r* + p.f- + y.r + r — 0, express, in

terms of ^j, q and r,

(1) - + - + -, (2) a^^ + a,^ + a.^, (3) - + - + - + - + - + -.
«! «2 ^3

"

^2 ''^S ^3 ''^l ^1 *2

2. If a, b, c, d be the roots of x*—x^+ x+ \ — 0, find the values of

(1) rt-6 + a"c + «-(/ + i-c + (2) a^+b^ + (^ + d^.

3. If (', ft, c are the roots of .c^ +jL>.r- + <^.r + r = 0, form the equa-

tions whose roots are (1) a-, Ir, c"; (2) aft, ftc, cu.

4. Show that .r' — Sx- + 8.r — 4 = has two equal roots, and find

all the roots.

5. If «, ft, c be the roots of i^-lir + 3.r-4 = 0, find the values of

(1) ^ + 7 + ^, (2) .r + ft^ + c^ (3) -. + ^, + 1
<t ft c a- ft- c"

6. Find the relation existing between /), q and ?• when the

equation, 3? -^-px- -\-qx -\-r = ^, has two equal roots.

' 7. If two of the roots of .r^ + g-j' + r — are equal, prove that

27r- + 4^3_0.
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^ 8. If a, 6, c are the roots of .r? +p.v^ + qx + r = 0, form the equa-

tions whose roots are (1) b + c, c + a, a + b; (2) 6V, cV, crb".

9. The roots of .7^ + qx + r = are denoted by a, b, c; form the

equation whose roots are ba + ac, cb + ba, ac + cb.

/^ 10. Determine the relation between q and r necessary in order

that the equation, 3^ + qx->rr = 0, may be put in the form

x^ = (x- + ax + by,

and hence solve the equation, 8.r' — 36.r + 27 = 0.

/^ 11. Investigate the relation which exists between m and ?i

when msr^ — (2m- + 3n)x' + (in^ + 6mn)x — 3m"n is a perfect cube.

12. Determine the relations which exist among a, b, c, d, e, j), q

when ax* + bx^ + cx^ + dx + e is divisible by x- +2)x + q.

^ 13. Investigate the condition for the expression,

4.r* - 4px^ + 4g'x" + 2;?(?n + 1 )x + (m + 1 f,

being a perfect square.

^ 14. Investigate the condition for the expression,

Ax^ + IBxy + Gif + IDx + 2% + F,

being divisible by a factor of the form ax + bj/ + c.

1 5. Express ^(x* + j^ + x- + x + I) as the difference between two

squares.

10. Investigate the relation between tlie coefficients that the

equation, ax^+ bx"+ cx+ (f= 0, may be put under one of the forms,

(1) x* = (x^+2)x + qy,

(2) q"^ = (x"^ +px + qf.

Solve in tliis way 2.r^ - .r- - 2.c + 1 = 0.

17. If two of the roots of ax^+3bx' + 3cx + d — are equal,

prove 4(rtc - b'')(bd - c') = (ad — be)".
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18. Show that x^ + jjjt^ + q.r- + 7:v + s can be resolved into two

rational quadratic factors if s be a perfect square, negative, and

equal to
2

2)^ - 'iq

1 9. If ax^ + bx' + ca* + c? be a complete cube, show that ac^ = dh^

and h^ = 3ac.

20. If ax^ + bjfi + cx~ + dx + e be a complete fourth power, prove

bd=l6ae, bc — ^ad and cd = Gbe

21. I( jxt^ + 3qx^ + 3rx + s vanish when a; = a or 6 or c, express

in terms of p, q, r, s,

(1) a + b + c, (2) a^ + b^ + c', (3) a^ + b'' + c^ - 3abc.

22. Prom
x^ A B C D

+ 7 + +
(^x - a){x - b){x - c)(x - d) x — a x -b x-c x -d^

a2 b^

P^o^e
/.. .X/., .X/.,_.A +(^a-b){a-c){a-d) {b - a){b - c){b - d)

+ T^ TT^^T^ T = 0.
(^c-a){c-b){c-d) (d-a){d-b){d-c)

23. Determine the value of

+
(a-b){a-c){a-d) (b - a)(b - c)(b - d)

c d
+ •

(c-a){c-b)(c-d) {d-a)(d-b){d-c)

24. Determine the value of

;

—

— + anal + anal + anal.
(a — b){a — c) {a — d)

25. If -i, = fly + "i-^ + C"-^"' + '^h^ + ...., prove a^ = 1, «i = 2,
(l-.r)-

a, = 3 . . . . and a„ = 71 + 1,
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26. If • = flo + (1.1^ + «,.r^. . . . ,
prove Og = Oj = a = 1.

I - X

27. Determine a, h, c, d, e so that the ?t"^ term in the expan-

. a + bx + ex' + da? + ex*
, , ,

3n or ; may be rvx"^ \
{l-xf

28. Expand, in ascending powers of .r,

1 \+x 1 - .r

2-3^' 2 + 3.c' l-x + x"'

29. li{l^xf=\+A^x + jUv-... and (1 +.r)-" = l +^i.f+ ^,.7;-. . .,

prove .^3 + ^2^ + -^1^2 + -^3 = 0.

30. What values of x and y make the fraction,

2z' + {x-a)z + 1h{x-2c)

322+(y_6)s + 3a(y-3c)'

independent of z ?

31. Sum the series, 1.2 + 2.3 + 3.4 + 7i{n + 1).

32. tSum the series, 1' + 2' + 3'' + . . . . rv'.

33. Sum the series, 1 + 3 + 5 + . . . . ("In — 1).

Ifi



CHAPTEE XVII.

PERMUTATIONS, COMBINATIONS
AND DISTRIBUTIONS.

225. The word Permutation is used to designate a number

of things arranged in a definite order.

Thus abc^ acb, bca, bac, cba, cab are the permutations of the

letters a, b, c taken all together. Sometimes we speak of the

permutations of a number of things, of which only a part are

taken at a time. Thus ab, ba, ac, ca, be, cb are the permutations

of the letters a, b, c, two being taken at a time.

226. The word Combination is used to designate a number

of things taken as a whole, without regard to the order of their

arrangement.

Thus abc, bed, ccla, dab are the combinations of four letters,

a, b, c, d, three being taken at a time. The groups, abc, acb, etc.,

are diflferent permutations, but the same combination.

227. The word Distribution is used to signify a mode of

division of a number of things into parcels, or groups. In this

connection we shall use the word Parcel to refer only to the

things taken together, and the Avoi'd Group when we wish to

distinguish both things and order of arrangement.

228. When we speak of n things without further description

of them, we shall assume that they are all different, i.e., each is

capable of being distinguished by the eye from every other. If
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two or more are alike, the exact number of such like things will

be specified; and in this case each individual thing will be counted

in stating the total numbei'. But when we speak of 74 things,

each of which may be repeated any number of times, we mean

71 different kinds, with an unlimited number of each kind.

229. If one action can be performed in m different ivays, and

if after it has been done in amj one toay, another action can be [^Z

peiformed in n different ivays, then the tiuo actions jointly can be

performed in mn different ways.

Let the first action be the selection of one of the capital letters,

A, B,C . .
.

, and the second the selection of one of the small letters,

(I, h, c . . . , and let there be m of the first set and n of the second

set. The letter A may first be chosen, and then any one of the

n letters, a, h, c . . . , making n choices in which xi is taken first.

Similarly there may be n choices in which B is taken first, and

so on. Thus we have in all n choices repeated m times, i.e., the

two selections together may be made in mn different ways.

Cor.—This principle may easily be extended to three or more

sets of operations. Thus if the first action can 1x3 performed in

m ways, the second in n ways, and the third in ;:> ways, the whole

can be performed in mnp ways, and so on to any extent.

230. Tlie preceding Art. contains the fundamental principle

of the reasoning employed in this chapter. In applying it to any

particular problem care must be taken to see that all the results

are different and that all the different cases are included.

Ex. 1.—In how many ways can two persons be seated in a

room containing 10 vacant seats'?

One person can select any one of the 10 diiferent .seats, and

then the other can take any one of tlu', romaiuing 9, making in

all 10 X 9 = 90 different ways.
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Ex. 2.—In how many ways can the letters a, a, a, a, a, b, c be

arranged in a line ?

Place all the as in a line with spaces between theui. This

can be done in only 1 way. Place the b at one end or in one of

the four spaces. This can l)e done in 6 ways. The c can now

be placed at either end or in one of the five spaces, making 7

ways. The total number of different arrangements is therefore

1 X 6 X 7 = 42.

PERMUTATIONS.

j 231.

—

To Jind the member of j)ermutations of n things, r being

taken at a time.

Each of the n things may be followed in succession by each of

the remaining n-\ things, giving n{n- 1) permutations of two

things each. Each of these n{n— 1) permutations may be fol-

lowed by each of the remaining n-2 things, giving n(«-l)(n-2)

permutations of three things each. Proceeding in the same way,

and noting that the number of factors in each result is the same

as the number of things taken together, we see that the number

of permutations, r at a time, is

n{n - \){n — 2) ... . to r factors,

or n{n - !)(« - 2) ... . {n- r +\), the result required.

Cor.—The number of permutations of u things taken all at a

time is

w(7i-1)(h-2)....3.2.1.

It is usual to denote this product by the symbol \n, called "fac-

torial 7i." In modern American works it is usually denoted by ii\

The number of permutations of n things, r at a time, may con-

veniently be denoted by ,^P^.
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\J 232. To find the numher of lyernxutations of n things, r at a

time, when each thing may he repeated any tbumher of times.

Each of the n things may be followed in succession by one of

its own kind and by one of each of the remaining kinds, giving

71? permutations of two things each. Again, each of these n" per-

mutations may be followed by any one of the n things, giving w^

permutations of three things each. Proceeding in this way, and

noting that the exponent of n is always the same as the number

of things taken, we see that n"" is the number of permutations

required.

Ex.—Seven travellers arrive at a town in which there are 10

hotels; in how many ways may they be accommodated with lodg-

ings, provided all, or any number of them, may go to one hotell

Each traveller may choose any one of the 10 hotels. Each

choice of the first may be taken in connection with each choice

of the second, making 10" arrangements for the first two. Each

of these may be taken with each of the ten choices of the third,

making 10^ arrangements for the first three, etc. The 7 travellers

may therefore be entertained at the 10 hotels in 10^ or ten million

different ways.

233. To find the numher of permutations of n things, all at a

time, of which p are alike of one kind, q alike of another kind,

r alike of anotlier kind, and the rest all different.

Let N denote the required number. Suppose all the possible

pernmtations written out; then, if we place distinguishing marks

upon each of the p like things, and perniutate them in all possible •

ways, from each of the original numbers we can form I p permu-

tations without disturbing any of the other t1iini:js, giving in all

N y. 1 /; permutations. Similarly, by placing distinguishing marks

upon each of the q like things we can form I q permutations from

each of those preceding. In like maniu r, liy distinguishing the
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'/• like things, we can form 1
/' permutations from eac-h of tlie lat-

ter. But the things are now all ditFerent, and consequently

admit of 1 n permutations.

Therefore iVx i^^x l^'X \ r = ]n,

I

n

It Ll \L

This process may evidently be continued to any extent.

234. To find the nnmher of ways iri which n tilings can he

arranged in a circle.

Since only relative position is considered we shall get all pos-

sible ari'angements by placing one thing in position and permu-

tating the other n-\ things as in a straight line, giving in all

|w— 1 permutations.

These permutations may be arranged in pairs, the order of the

things when proceeding from right to left in the one being the

same as in proceeding from left to right in the other. If these

be considered alike, the preceding result must be divided by 2,

giving - \n-\ as the I'esult required.

It may appear to the student, at first thought, that the result

should be the same as if the things were arranged in a straight

line, viz., I n. If so, place each of the following permutations of

four letters, ahcd, hcdu, cdab, dahc, around a circle, when it will

be found that though they are different permutations in a line,

they form the same arrangement in a circle. Similarly all the

jjcrmutations of n letters may be arranged in groups of n permu-

tations each, which give the same arrangement in a circle. The

whole number of circular arrangements is therefore \n-=rn or

ln-1.
~
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EXERCISE XXIV.

1. How many different numbers, each consisting of three fig-

ures, can be formed with the nine digits 1

2. In how many ways can a consonant and a vowel be chosen

from the word ]} e rm tot alio n'^,

3. A basket contains 20 oranges and 1 5 pears. In how many
ways can one of each be chosen 1 In how many ways can two

persons each choose one 1

4. How many dictionaries nmst be published to translate any

one of 5 languages into any one of the other 4 % How many new

ones will be required to include 3 more languages %

5. How many of the permutations of the 5 vowels, taken all

together, begin with ae ? In how many will ae occur together '{

6. If all the numbers which can be formed with the 9 digits,

taken all together, be written out, how many of them will begin

with 312 and end with 89 1

7. In how many ways can 10 persons be seated (1) upon 10,

(2) upon 11, (3) upon 12 chairs placed in a low 1

8. How many different signals can be made with 5 flags of

different colors, 3 flags being used in each signal and all placed

in a horizontal line ? How many by placing any number of tliem

in a horizontal line '!

9. How many different signals can be maae with 20 flags of

5 different colors, 4 of each color, any number less than 5 being

used, but always placed in a straight line, either vertical or hori-

zontal %

10. The number of permutations of m, things, three at a time,

is « of the number of periimtatious of in -H 1 things, throe at a

time; find m.
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11. The number of 2)ermutations of m things, three at a time,

is \\ of the number of permutations of Am things, two at a time;

find VI.

1 2. How many permutations can be made from the letters of

the word fa cetiously, taken all together, (1) by permutating

the vowels only; (2) by keeping all the vowels together; (3) by

keeping all the vowels in the given order *?

13. How many permutations can be made from the letters of

the following words, the letters of each word being taken all to-

gether, Mississippi, pr oportion, indivisibility^

14. From a party of 12 ladies and 10 gentlemen one lady and

one gentleman are to be chosen; in how many ways may this be

done so that no one of three specified ladies may be chosen with

either of two specified gentlemen %

15. Five ladies and 5 gentlemen drive out in 5 separate car-

riages, one lady and one gentleman in each; in how many ways

may the party be arranged, including the order of the carriages 1

16. In how many ways may 5 speakers be called upon, (1) pro-

viding B may not speak before A
; (2) if A must be the third

speaker and B may not speak before him 1

17. By how many different ways may a student go from his

home to school who lives 4 blocks to the north and 3 to the east

from the school-house 1

18. In how many different ways can 5 apples and 5 oranges

be distributed among 10 boys, giving each boy one, supposing

the apples to be alike, but the oranges to be different ?

19. In how many ways can the letters of uh\quijfiu s be

arranged so that q may always be followed, (1) by ?/-; (2) py only

one u; (3) by just two li^sl

20. On a shelf are 20 books, of which 8 form a set; in how

many ways can they be arranged, (1) keeping the set in oi'der
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and unbroken; (2) keeping them in order, but allowing other

books between; (3) keeping the set together, but not in order?

21. In how many ways can 5 books be arranged on a shelf if

any book may be placed either end up and either side to the

front 1

22. How many signals can be formed with 20 flags of different

colors, not more than 4 flags being used to form a signal, and be-

ing placed in a line vertically, horizontally or diagonally 1

. 23. Tom, Dick and Harry scramble for an apple, an orange

and a pear; in how many different ways may they pick them

up 1 In how many ways if the three things were all alike, or if

two were alike 1

' 24. In how many ways can 10 persons form a ring so that a

certain couple may always be beside each other 1

^ 25. In how many different ways may 8 persons be seated at a

I'ound table, the seats being distinguished 1 In how many ways

may 8 children form a ring ? In how many ways may 8 different

beads be made into a bracelet 1

26. In how many ways can 7 persons sit at a round table so

that the host may have the guest of highest rank on his right,

and the next in rank on his left 1

27. In how many ways can a company of 12 sit at a round

table so that the host and hostess may sit opposite, each other?

28. In how many ways can a party of 10 form a ring so that

a specified couple shall }iever be beside each other ?

29. On a shelf are placed o Latin, 3 Greek, 4 French and 6

English books. In how many ways may they he arranged, (1)

keeping those of eacli kind together; (2) keeping each set in order

from loft to right or from right to left, but allowing other books

to bn jilacod botwooii ?

30. In how many ways can the letters of the word x ;! "- ;/ <J y
be arranged, (1) witli the three ys together; (2) with each y
separate; (3) just two y's together?
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31. Tu how many different ways can the letters in the word

indivisibility he arranged, (1) with all the i's together;

(2) with just five i's together?

32. In how many ways can m ladies and )ii gentlemen form a

ring so that no two ladies shall be together 1

33. Twenty male and 6 female candidates apply to a school

board who have to fill 10 different situations, 4 of which must be

held by men and 3 others by women; in how many different

ways may the appointments be made 1

COMBINATIONS.

235. To find tJie number of combinations of n things, r being

taken at a time.

Let N denote the required number. Now from each combina-

tion
I

r permutations may Ije made, making in all ^x 1 r permu-

tations; but this will evidently be the total number of permuta-

tions of n things, r at a time.

Therefore iVx \r = n{n-l){n-.T)....{n-r + \),

„ n(n - \)i7i - 2) (n-r+\)
or . N=~^- '-^ ' > ',

the number of combinations required.

If we multiply both numerator and denominator of this frac-

tion by {n - r){n - r - 1) .... 3 . 2 . 1, i.e., by \n- r, we may write

the result in the neat form,

In
i\^= ^-=

.

I r \n - r

The symbol „C,. is frequently used to denote the number of

combinations of n things, r at a time.
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236. The number of combinations of n things, r at a time, is

equal to the number of combinations of n things, ti - r at a time.

This is at once evident from the fact that when r things have

been selected to form a combination, 9i - ;• things are left to form

a corresponding combination. The proof also follows easily from

the formula^ thus

:

_n{n-l)..n-(n-r) + l _n(n-l)..r+l [f_ [^±

]n — r 1 »i - ?•
1

?'
I ri - r

I
r

which is the result obtained for „C^.

237. To find the total number of combinations which can be

madefrom n things, any number being taken at a time.

In proceeding to form a combination each thing in succession

may be disposed of in two ways, i.e., it may Ije either taken or

left; and since either mode of dealing with any one thing may
be followed by either mode of dealing with each of the others in

succession, the total number of ways is

2 X 2 X 2 .... to ?i factors.

But this includes the case in which all are rejected. The total

number of combinations is therefore 2" — 1.

From this article we get an indirect proof of the following

equation

:

ifil + rfi2 + vPz + • • " nC'n = 2" - 1

,

which may easily ))e vei'ified for any particular value of n.

238. To find the number of combinations which can be formed
from a collection of things of which jJ are alike of one kind, q alike

of a second kind, r alike of a third kind, and so on, any number
being taken at a time.

The p things tnay be disposed of in ;j+ 1 ways, since we may
take Q,\,2,?> . . . .p oi them. Similarly the q things may be dis-
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posed of in q + 1 ways, and so on. Tlie total number of ways of

disposing of all tlio things is therefore

{p + l)(q + l){r+\)....

But this includes the case in which all the things are rejected.

Therefore the total number of combinations is

J\)^ (p+l){q+lKr+\)....-l.

\r
j^'^y/ 239. To find the number of combinations of n things, r at a

time, when each thing may be repeated any number of times.

Denote the n things by the natural numbers, 1, 2, 3 . . . . n.

Take any combination of r of these numbers (with repetitions),

arrange them in numerical order, and to the numbers of this

series add the numbers 0, 1, 2, 3 .... r - 1 respectively. The re-

sulting numbers must be found in the series, 1, 2, 3 .... w + r - 1.

Conversely, from this latter series select any combination of r

numbers, arrange them in ascending order of magnitude, and

from them subtract 0, 1, 2, 3 .... ^- - 1 respectively. The result-

ing numbers must form a combination (with repetitions) of r

numbers no one of which is greater than n.

Hence for every combination of r out of n things with repeti-

tions there is a corresponding combination of r out oi n + r —\

things without repetitions, and conversely. The number of the

latter combination is

{n + r-\){n + r-2)....n \

n-\-r-l
-— or

\
r

I

^ h
1'

which is therefore the number required.

If we denote the different things by the letters a, />, c, etc., and

the number of each found in any one combination by an expo-

nent, then if all the combinations be written out we shall have

all the terms of r dimensions tliat can be formed from the n

letters. Hence this proposition is often quoted as that of finding

how many homogeneous products of r dimensions can be formed

from n symbols.
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240. The proposition of the preceding Art. may also be proved

ill tlie following manner, which will be an instructive exercise

for the student:

Suppose all the combinations written out. Denote their num-

ber by

In each combination there are r letters, therefore each letter

must be repeated

T

n

times in the whole number of combinations.

Again, if any one letter, a for example, be removed a single

time from every combination in which it is found, the resulting

combinations will be those which can be formed from the n let-

ters, r — 1 at a time; and the number of times in which a will be

repeated in them is

^r-l>n

and the a has been removed once from each combination ; there-

fore the total number of times in whicli a enters into the original

combinations is

r- 1

Cr-l + W-I)n

and this must equal the number formerly found.

Equating the two expressions we get

r T — \

n n

M + r-1
n

Therefore Cr = C^- , •
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II. Suppose r greater than p.

Take the j^ like things and r - jj of the unlike things. This can

be done in

\n-p

\r-p \n-r

ways, and continue the series as before.

Ex.—Find the number of combinations which may be formed

from the letters aaaabcdef, (1) taking three at a time, (2) taking

five at a time.

1. Form one combination from the rCs alone, viz., ana. Next

take two a's and one other letter, giving 5 combinations. Next

take one a and two other letters, giving -—- or 10 combinations.

5.4.3
Lastly, without an a we can form

_^
or 10 combinations. The

total number is therefore 1+5 + 10 + 10 = 2 6 combinations.

2. Forming the combinations of h, c, o?, e,f\n succession, 1, 2,

3, 4 and 5 at a time, and with each combination placing the

proper number of a's, we get all possible combinations, 5 letters

at a time. The numbers are 5 + 10+10 + 5 + 1 =31, the number

of combinations required.

242. Problems occasionally present themselves in which it is

required to find the number of combinations (or permutations) of

11 things, r at a time, when there are several sets of like things

to be chosen from. No general formuhe can be given for such

cases, but the following example will indicate the method to be

pursued in any particular problem

:

Ex.—Find the total number of combinations wliicli (.mil Ije

formed from the letters in the word y> roportio u taken 6 at a

time.
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This problem must be divided into six parts, as follows:

(1) With all the letters different we obtain 1 comb'n.

(2) With one double letter we get 3x5 = 15 comb'ns.

(3) With two double letters we get 3x6 = 18 comb'ns.

(4) With three double letters we get 1 comb'n.

(5) With three o's and the rest different we get ... 10 comb'ns.

(6) With thi'ee o's and one double letter we get 2x4 = 8 comb'ns

The sum of these numbers is 53, the number of combinations

required.

The number of permutations, 6 at a time, may easily l)e found

from the preceding; for the first combination will produce I 6

[6
permutations; each combination in (2) will furnish ——

^ permuta.

Li
tions, since there are two letters alike in each, and so on. The

total number is 11,130.

243. The theorem given in the next Art. usually presents a

considerable difficulty to beginners; we therefore give a numerical

illustration to prepare the way for a general proof.

Consider the number of combinations of 10 things taken 1, 2,

3, 4, etc., at a time. Wo have

10 ^ 10.9 ^ 10.9.8 „ 10.9.8.7
^1 — ~r> C., = -r—-, €3= , C,

1' - 1.2' ' 1.2.3' ' 1.2.3.4'

10.9.8.7.6 ^ 10.9.8.7.6.5
^'~ 1.2.3.4.5"' ^'~ 1.2.3.4.5.6'

""'

Now, observe that each combination is formed from the pre-

vious one by placing one more factor in both numerator and de-

nominator; and therefore each result is greater than the preced-

ing so long as the factor in the numerator is greater than the

corresponding one in the denominator. In this example C5 is the
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greatest, being greater than any one of the preceding; and of

those which follow,

5 4
^6= gC's, 6*7= -Cg, etc.,

which shows that from C^ each number is less than the preceding.

In like manner Avrite out the number of combinations in suc-

cession of 9 things, when it will be observed that the numbers

increase up to C4; that C4 and C5 are equal; and that these are

greater than any others.

From these two examples it may be perceived that when n is

even, the greatest number of combinations can be formed by

taking - at a time; but when n is odd, two results, viz., those

formed by taking and —— at a time, are equal, and that

these are greater than any other.

244. To find the value of r for tvhich the number of combina-

tions of n things, r at a time, is greatest.

With the usual notation we have

^ ^ n-r + \
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(2) if n be odd, ,fir = n^r-i wnen ?' = —^ , and in these two

cases the number of combinations is greater than in any other,

„ . n-\ 11+

\

I.e., ,fi. \? greatest when /• = either —-— or ——

.

245. To express the number of conihinatioiis of n tilings, r at a

time, in terms of the number of combinations for smcdhr values

of n and r.

Tlie total number of combinations is evidently made up of

those which can be formed without including a particular thing,

together with those each of which does include it. The number

of the former is n-i^r> *^^ number of the latter is n-i^r-u ^^^

any specified thing will appear as many times as different com-

binations of ?• - 1 things can be formed from the remaining n- 1

things to place with it. Each of these combinations can be sepa-

rated into two pai-ts in the same way, and so on to any extent.

The process may be expressed in symbols as follows

:

EXERCISE XXV.

1. How many different parties of 4 can be chosen from 10

persons 1 In how many of these would a particular person be

found 1

2. How many different parties of 6 can be chosen from 20

persons 1 In how many of these would two particular persons

be found 1 In how many would the first be present and the

second absent 1

3. In Arithmetical Progression there are five quantities con-

cerned, and when any three are given the other two can Ije found.

How many different formulae can be given on the subject 1
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i. From 20 ladies and 15 gentlemen how many different par-

ties of 5 ladies and 5 gentlemen can be formed ? If the parties

be considered different when different ladies and gentlemen are

partners, how many parties can be formed 1

5. From a company of 9 men and their wives a party of 4 men
and 1 women are to be cliosen. In how many ways can this be

done so that a man and his wife shall not be in the same party 1

6. In a basket are 5 apples at two for a cent, and 3 pears at a

cent each. A boy having 2 cents in his pocket wants some fruit.

How many choices can he make 1

7. From 10 different books in how many ways may a choice of

one or more books be made 1 If all possible choices be made in

succession, how many times will any one book be chosen 1

8. How many different sums of money can be made up by

taking one or more of the following sums: 10 dollars, 1 dollar,

50 cents, 25 cents, 10 cents, 5 cents, 1 cent? What is the total

value of all the sums thus formed 1 How many sums could be

formed by using a 20-cent piece in addition ?

9. In a basket are 10 oranges, 8 pears and 7 apples. How
many different choices of a quantity of fruit can be made, the

specimens of each kind of fruit being alike ?

10. Apply Art. 2.38 to find the number of divisors of the num-

bers 510, 720.

11. Find the number of combinations of the letters of the

word i 11 d

i

visibility, 1 letters being taken at a time. Find

also the number of permutations 4 at a time, and the number of

permutations all at a time, in which two i's do not come together.

12. Find the number of combinations, (1) 5 at a time, (2) 6 at

a time, of the letters of the words ever esteemed j'r i e n d.

Find also the number of permutations in each case.

1.3. In a Vjasket are 25 oranges worth 3 cents each. How
much money should a boy spend so as to have the greatest num-

ber of choices?
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14. From 15 ladies and 8 gentlemen a committee of 7 is to be

chosen. How many of each should be taken to permit of the

greatest number of choices ]

15. There are 17 consonants and 5 vowels. How many from

each must be taken to form the greatest number of combinations

containing a fixed number of both vowels and consonants 1 and

how many such combinations can be formed ?

16. In the preceding example how many combinations can be

formed, each containing a fixed number of letters 1 What is the

total number of combinations which can be formed, and how

many of these will contain at least one vowel and two consonants 1

17. Of 2n things n are alike and the rest are different. How
many different combinations of n things each can be formed 1

18. The number of combinations of n things, 5 together, is

3| times the number, 3 together. Find n.

19. The number of combinations of 2n things, 3 together, is

1| times the number of permutations of n things, 3 together.

Find n.

20. The number of combinations of ii things, r at a time, is

the same as the number 2r at a time, and 2| times the number

of combinations, r - 1 at a time. Find n and r.

21. In how many ways may m boys and ?i girls form a ring so

that no two girls shall be beside each other 1 {m>n.)

22. Three aldermen are to be elected from 5 candidates. In

how many ways can 4 electors cast their votes, each elector hav-

ing the privilege of voting for 1, 2 or 3 candidates^

23. The number of Avays of selecting x things out of 2x+ 2 is

to the number of ways of selecting x things out of 2x - 2 as 99

to 7. Find r.

24. From n things, p of which are alike of one kind and q

alike of another kind, how many choices of one or more things

may be made 1
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25. How many different throws may be made with 2 dice?

with 3 dice 1 with n dice 1

26. In how many ways can a boy select a dozen marbles in a

shop where there are 5 kinds for sale 1

27. If (a + h + c + ciy be expanded, how many terms will there

be in the result 1

28. Out of 21 consonants and 5 vowels how many words, each

containing 5 consonants and 3 vowels, can be formed ?

29. Find the total number of permutations that can be formed

from m things of one kind and ^i things of another kind, taking

r of the former and s of the latter to form each permutation.

30. Find the number of signals which can be made with 4

lights of different colors when displayed any number at a time,

arranged perpendicularly, horizontally or diagonally.

31. How many apples must be put in a basket with 9 oranges

and 14 pears so that a person wishing to purchase some fruit

may have 2,999 choices'?

32. If ?i straight lines of indefinite length be drawn upon a

plane, no two being parallel and no three passing through the

same point, (1) how many intersections will there hel (2) how

many triangles?

33. If n points in a plane be joined in all possible ways by in-

definite straight lines, no two of which are coincident or parallel

and no three passing through any point except the original n

points, (1) how many lines will there be? (2) how many triangles

having their angular points on the original points ? (3) how many

triangles in all ? (4) how many intersections, exclusive of the in-

tersections at the n points ?

34. There are n points in a plane, p of which are in a straiglit

line. (1) How many straight lines can be formed by joining the

points? (2) liow many triangles will have their angular points on

the original points ?

35. 'If there be ii straight linos in a plane, no three of which
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meet at a point, find the number of groups of n of their points of

intersection in each of which no three points lie in one of the

straight lines.

\ 36. In a plane are m straight lines which all pass through a

given point, n others which pass through another point, and p
others which pass through a third point. Supposing no other

three to intersect in one point, and that no two are parallel, find

the number of triangles formed by the intersection of the straight

lines.

**
37. In an ordinary checker-board how many squares can be

formed by grouping together any number of the original squares "?

How many could be made if there were n squares on each side

of the original board ?

<• 38. If a cubic foot were divided into cubic inches, how many

cubes could be formed by grouping together any number of the

cubic inches without disarranging any of the small cubes 1 How
many could be formed if the edge of the original block were n

inches %

DISTRIBUTIONS.

246. In the problems which we have discussed in the previous

sections of this chapter we found two chief elements for considera-

tion, viz , the order of arrangement of things in a group and the

particular things to be taken to form a group, in both cases the

number of things in a group being given. But there are a num-

ber of other elements which, when taken into consideration, very

much change the character of a problem, some of which are treated

in the remainder of the chapter.

The general problem is the separation of a number of things

into a series of classes. A very great variety exists in the par-

ticular problems which may be proposed, some of which are of

considerable difficulty. The principal elements on which the dis-

tribution depends are five in number, as follows:

1. The things to be distributed may be alike or different.

/
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2. The classes when formed may be distinguished from each

other by some consideration independent of the elements they

contain, or they may not be so distinguished.

3. The oi'der of the things in a class may or may not be con-

sidered, i.e., they iiiay form a group or a parcel.

4. Blank groups or parcels may or may not be allowed.

5. Some of the things may or may not remain undistributed.

^ 247. To find the number of ivays in lohich n tilings can he

divided into two parcels containing r and n - r things respectively.

This is essentially the same as finding the number of combina-

tions of n things,^?* at a time; for whenever a combination of r

things is formed, another combination of n — r things is left, and

the original number is divided into two parcels. The result is

therefore

[^

I

r \n — r'

If r = n — r, and if there is no way of distinguishing the par-

cels except by the elements they contain, this result must be

divided by 2.

JEx.—Four different books may be equally divided between

2 boys in G different ways; but they can bo wrapped in parcels

of 2 each in only 3 different ways.

248. To find the number of toays in which n tilings may he

divided into three parcels containing r, s and n-r - s things re-

</)ectively.

From the n things r things may be selected in

I

r In-

r
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different ways; and when any one selection has been made the

remaining n — r things may be divided in

\n — r

LlL!

ways. The two operations may therefore be performed in

\n \n-r \n

\r\n-r \ s \n — r — s Irish

different ways. This process may evidently be continued to any

extent.

If r = s = n-r-s, and if there is no method of distinguishing

the parcels except by the elements they contain, this result must

be divided by I 3; and if two of the three parcels contain an

equal number of things, the I'esult must be divided by 2, as in

the former Art.

Ex.—Six persons may be placed in 3 different carriages, 2 in

each carriage, in 90 different ways; but 6 different letters can be

divided into 3 sets of 2 each in only 15 different ways.

249. To find the number of ways in v)hich n different things

may he divided into r distinguished jiciTcels (blanks allowed).

The first thing may be placed in any one of the r different

parcels; and when this has been done the second may also be

placed in any one of the r parcels, giving r^ ways of disposing of

two things. Each of these ways may be followed by r ways of

placing the third thing, making r^ ways of disposing of three

things. Proceeding in this way we see that 7i things can be

divided into distinguished parcels in r" ways.

Ex.—This proposition gives the number of ways in which n

different prizes may be awarded to r students.
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250. To find the number of ways in which n different things

can be arranged in r different groups (blanks allowed).

The first thing may be placed in any one of r different groups;

tlie second may be placed on either side of the first one, or in

any one of the i-emaining r— 1 groups, making 7"+l different

positions. Similarly the third inay be placed in any one of r 4- 2

different positions, and so on. Therefore all together there are

r{r+ l)(r + 2). . . . (r + w- 1)

different arrangements.

Ex.—If a lady has 3 different rings, each of which may be

worn on any finger of either hand, she can place them on her

fingers iri 8 . 9 . 10 = 720 different ways.

251. To find the number ofi loai/s in lohich n like things may
be divided into r distinguished parcels (blanks allowed).

Denote the parcels by A, B, C, etc., and the number of things

placed in each by a, b, c, etc.; then we shall get such results as

A"B^C''. . . . for the different ways of division. Now, the only

restriction is that a + b + c+ ....=«, since all the things must

be distributed. This is evidently the same as forming all the

homogeneous products of n dimensions from tlie r symbols. A, B,

C, etc. The result is therefore

\r + n-l
^

Art. 239
I

«.
I

r - 1

Ex.—If 71 marbles be thrown on the ground to be scrambled

foi- Ijy r boys, this proposition gives the number of ways in which

they may be picked up.

252. To find the number ofi ways in which n different things

can be arranged in r different groups (no blanks).

Arrange the ?i things in a line; we have then to insert r—l

1/

/-
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points of division among the n -I spaces between the « things.

This can be done in

ln-1

I

?• — 1 \n -r

ways. The things can be arranged in a line in fn difierent v,'ays;

therefore the required number is

\n \n—l

I r — 1 \n — r

Ex.—The number of ways in which n cars can be attached to r

ditierent engines, one car at least being attached to eacli engine, is

]

n i 7i — 1

r — 1 \n — r'\Zzli

253. To find the number of ways in lohich n like things can be

1 divided into r distinguished parcels (no blanks).

Place the »i things in a row. Since all are alike this can be

done in only one way. Insert r - 1 points of division among the

. n- 1 intervals, and place the things between the successive points

in the parcels in order. The result is evidently the number of

combinations of w - 1 things, ?• - 1 at a time; that is,

]n~l

Ex.—This proposition gives the number of ways in which n

marbles, all alike, may be distributed among r boys so that each

boy gets at least one.

The preceding propositions do not, by any means, exhaust the

number of problems which may be proposed in this part of the

subject; but they contain a sufficient variety for the ordinary

student. Those who desire to pursue the subject further, and to

investigate the more intricate problems, are referred to the very
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excellent work entitled, " Choice and Chance," by William Allan

Whitworth, which has been consulted to some extent in the prepa-

ration of this chapter.

EXERCISE XXVI.

1

.

In liow many ways can 6 different V)Ooks be equally divided

between 2 boysl In how many ways can they be divided into

2 equal parcels 1

2. In how many ways can 12 persons be divided into 3 equal

companies ? In how many ways can they be placed in 3 diffei'ent

carriages, 4 in each carriage f

3. In how many ways may the 26 letters of the alphabet be

divided into 5 pai'ts, 4 of the parts containing 6 letters each ?

4. In how many ways can a selection of (?i - 1)/' things be

made fro!u ?i - 1 sets, containing 2r, Sr . . . nr things respectively,

taking r things from each set ?

5. How many signals can be made with 7 differently colored

flags on 5 masts, all the flags being used, but not necessarily all

the masts 1

G. In how many ways can 20 different cars be attached to 4

different engines, any number being attached to an engine 1

7. In how many ways may 10 apples, all alike, be divided be-

tween 5 boys, any number being given to a boy?

8. At a matriculation examination 100 students compete for

5 scholarships. In how many ways may they be awarded, (1)

if the award is made for general proflciency 1 (2) if each scholar-

ship is awarded for one department only 1

9. How many signals can be made with 7 different flags on 5

masts, if all the flags must be used and every mast must liave a

flag?

10. In how many ways can the letters of the alphabet be made

into 6 words, each letter being used once, and only once?
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11. In how many ways can an examiner assign 100 marks to

10 questions, some value being given to each question 1

12. Twenty shots are to be tilled. In how many ways may the

work be distributed among 4 guns, (1) without leaving any gun

unemployed
; (2) without any restriction 1

13. If 71 marbles, all alike, are thrown on the ground to be

scrambled for by r boys, in how many ways may they be picked

up, (1) if all the marbles are found; (2) if some of them are lost?

14. In a ladies' school are 15 pupils, who walk out in 5 rows

with 3 in each row. In how many different ways can they be

arranged so that no two shall be twice in the same row 1

15. There are 3?i + 1 things, of which ?i are alike and the rest

all different. In how many ways may n things be selected from

them 1

16. In how many ways can 3 numbers in arithmetical pro-

gression be selected from an arithmetical series of n terms ?

17. How many different selections of 2n things may be made

from a collection of n like things of one kind, n like things of a

second kind, and 2n like things of a third kind?

18. A, B and C have respectively the letters oi pr op or tion,

square root and logarithms. In how many ways may
they exchange so that each will still have 10 letters, but only

one of the persons will have two or more letters alike ?

19. A square is divided into 16 equal squares by vertical and

horizontal lines. In how many different ways may 4 of these be

painted white, 4 black, 4 red and 4 blue, without repeating a

color in the same vertical or the same horizontal line ?

20. Show that

VI m(m-{-\\ m(m + \)(in + T)
1 +y + -——-^ + —^—f^Ts

"^ to 71 + 1 terms

, n n(n + \) n(n + \)(n + 2) ^ _ ^
= 1 + Y + i-~;r +^—r^^S "^ *° '" + ^ terms.

I
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^ 21. A debating society has to select 1 out of 5 suly'ects pro-

posed. If 30.members vote, each for 1 subject, in how many

ways can the votes fall 1

22. If pq + r tilings are to be divided as equally as possible

among ^:> persons, in how many ways can it be donel {r<p.)

23. In how many ways can jy positive and n negative signs be

placed in a row so that two negative signs shall not come to-

gether? {p = or > n.)

24. In how many ways may the letters of permutations,
combinations, distribution, be divided among 3 per-

sons, giving 6 double letters to one person, and 12 letters, no

two being alike, to another 1

25. In how many ways may 2n like things of each of 3 different

kinds be divided between 2 persons so that each person may have

3« things 1

26. In how many ways may the letters oi II i(jher Aly eb r

a

be divided among 3 persons, any number of letters being given

to one person ?

27. The game of bagatelle is played with 8 balls all alike and

1 different. The object is to get as many as possible of the balls

into 9 different holes, each of which is capable of receiving but 1

ball. How many different arrangements of the balls are possible 1

28. If bagatelle is played with n balls alike and one different,

and there are n + \ holes, each capable of receiving one ball, the

whole number of ways in which the balls can be disposed of is

(?t-f3)2»-l.



CHAPTEK XYIII.

MATHEMATICAL INDUCTION.

254. Suppose we were required to find the sum of the series

1 + 3 + 5 + ....

to n terms. This might be done by the following line of reason-

ing:

1. By observation and trial we find that

1 + 3 = 2^ 1+3 + 5 = 3-, 1+3 + 5 + 7 = 41

Here it is seen that the sum of two terms = 2", the sum of three

terms = 3", and the sum oi Jour terms = 4'-. These facts would

indicate or suggest that the sum of w terms = tv.

2. To prove that this is so let us assume that

1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + (2/1-1) = ^-,

and then proceed to examine what will follow from this assu7np-

tion. Adding (2n+ 1) to both sides we obtain

1+3 + 5 + 7 + .... (2n - 1) + (2^1 + 1) = «- + 2?i + 1

;

that is, the sum of (w+ 1) terms = (m+ 1)-.

3. It is now proved that if the law holds for the sum of r

terms, it holds for the sum of {n+X) terms. By trial it was

found that it does hold iov four terms, therefore it must hold for

five terms; and holding iov five terms it must hold for six terms,

and so on. Hence we conclude that the sum of the first n odd

natural numbers always equals n\
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255. This method of proof, or line of reasoning, is called

Mathematical Induction, from its resemblance to that mode

of reasoning called " Induction " employed in the discovery of

new truths. It differs from Induction, as applied to the discovery

of new physical truths, in that it leaves no room for doubt, and

that the conclusion we reach is no wider than the premises. To

a certain class of problems, many of them connected with series,

Mathematical Induction is the only line of investigation and

proof available, and its conclusions are as rigidly true as those

reached by any other method of investigation. Nevertheless

there is generally a feeling of dissatisfaction in the mind of the

student when first called upon to reach general results this way.

The various steps taken are fairly illustrated in the example we

•have just used. There is:

(1) The 2}robable discovery of the laiv relating to the quantities

under considei-ation.

(2) For the purpose of further investigation the assumption

that the law holds good for a general value, «, of one or more of

the quantities involved.

(3) The proof that if this law holds good for the value u, it

must hold^good for the next value, (n+ 1).

(X) By trial it is seen to hold good for a particular numerical

value, and therefore by (3) it must hold good for the numerical

value greater by one. Following out this line of reasoning we
see that the result, or law, is generally true.

In many problems the law is given, and its proof alone re-

quired; but in its general application the law has to be discov-

ered as well as proved to be true.

256. The following are further illustrations of the application

of Mathematical Induction

:

Ex. 1.—Prove that when n is positive and integral, .f" - «" is

divisible by (x - «).

I X - (/- X - a
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Therefore ^" - a" is divisible by (j^ - «) if .r"~^-«""^ is divisible

by (.r - u).

By trial we find that when n = S, .r" - «" is divisible by (c - a)

;

.'. X* — a* is also divisible by (x — a), and /. x^ - a^, .r" — ti'' ....

.r" _ (/" is always divisible by (x — a) when n is positive and in-

tegral.

Ex. 2.—If «i, f/o, f's . . . . n„ be in H. P
,
prove

«1«2 + fVs + • • • '<n-x"n = ('* " l)"l«,f

Since ffj, o^, ('3 . . . . ^',j are in H. P.,

Ill 1
. , p— , — , —....- are m A. P.,

o, «o Oi a„

and therefore
1 1 _ 1 1

«i aj Oj as'

or «, =
,

'
«i + f's

or fll«2 + f'2*^'3 "= 2«i«3.

Hence we see that the law holds good when n = 3.

Assume that it holds good for n — \ terms; that is,

a^(U + a/tg + rtn_i«„ = (n - l)«i«„.

To each side add o,i«,j_(_i,

.-. «ia2 + «2"3+ ««-/',. + "n'^n+l = (" " l)(«l«,t) + «nO«+r

11/11
But = n{

«K+1 «1 \«n+l ««

or =

Simplifying the result we obtain

{11 - !)«!«„ + r^„«„^i = nf/iO„+i.

.'. «i"2 + "2«3 + «n"u+l = «f'l<'n+l-
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Therefore if the law holds good for n-1 terms, it also holds

good for n terms. But Ave have proved that it holds good for

iivo terms, or when n = 3; therefore it holds good for three terms,

and therefore for any number of terms.

Note.—There is a more direct and simple proof of this problem ; but it is

here given as a good illustration of the application of the method of Induction.

EXERCISE XXVII.

Prove by Induction:

V 1. 1-+ J- + ^- + 4- + . . . . w- = — —

.

6

n(n+ \)Y
2. 13 + 22 + 3^+4H....ri3 =

3. 1.2 + 2.3 + 3A + i.o + ....n(n+l) =
n(n+l)(n-\-2)

4. ;c" + 2/" is divisible by .r + y when ii is an odd integer, and

that x" — y"- is divisible by z + y when ii is an eye?* integer.

5. A scries, a^, h^, a.,, h., . . . , is found according to the follow-

ing law: «„ is an arithmetic mean l)etween (ii and />„.i, and !)„ is

an harmonic mean between ^^ and ''„_!. 8ho\v that ('nhn^u^b^.

6. If </„, /'„ be the coefficients of x" in the expansions of

2-x , 1

1 - 4.r + X-
and

1 — ix + x'-

respectively, tlien aJ - 3/;,/' = 1.

- 7. 2 + 6 + 14 + 30 + .. .. to ?4 terms -2"+-- (2;i + 4).

8. (x + ci){x + b)(x + c) . . . . to Ji factors

= x" + x"-\a + f> + c + d+ )

+ x"~\ah + hc-\-cn + . . . .)

+ x'^~\abc + hcd + cdd + ....) + .... ahcd

18
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Apply Induction to Examples 9-1 1

:

.111
9. Find the sum of n terms of the series, - + ^^ + 93 +

10. Find the sum of 2- + 4- + 6- + ... to 71 terms.

11. Find the sum of —— + ^r-^ + ^—

r

to w terms

"^
19 If

« + (« + U) ^' + (<^ + 2y) ^- + (« + 3//) .r\ . .
.
to PC _

^^ ^^^
a + (a - y).T + (a - 2y).c- + (« - 3?/).r . . . . to oc

if X receive values in H. P., show that the corresponding values

of y will be in A. P.

13. aS'i, So, S3.... are the sums to n terms of ji geometric

series, whose first terms are each unity, and common ratios

1, 2, 3 ... . Show that

S, + S^+2S3+3S, + .

.

. . (7^- 1),^„= 1" + 2" + 3" + . . . . n\

^ ^ a + bx h+cv c + d.v 1 -j. i ^ ?„
14. = = 7- = ...., and 11, also, a' = 6^ = tr = . . .

.

,

a-bx b -ex c — dx

then will a, b, c .... he in G. P., and x, y, z . . . . in H. P.

15. A person devised his estate among n persons in the follow-

ing manner: A was to receive $P and - of the remainder; B,

1
'^1

$27' and - of the remainder; C, $3P and - of the remainder,
71 n

and so on. Find the value of the estate.

16. If the diftei'ence bet^-een the (n- 1)*^ and ?i*'' terms of an

H. P. be —

s

-,—

s

) ^"^fl t.he relation between a, b and c.

ayr + bw + c

17. If ;r= 1 + -
, show that the sum of the series,

n

1 + 2j: + 3.r + ,

to 11 terms = »i^
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18. Show that if - + -f + - = l and - + - + - = 0, then
a b c X y z

V? ip' z^ ,

19. Hx+-=y+-=z+-, then xhfz''- =1, or x = y = z.

y z X

20. Show that if

x'^ = y'^-\-z'^+1ayz, y"^ = z^ + x- + 2bzx and Z' = x~ + y"- + 2cxy, then

X- ^ y- ^ z^

\-a- \-U' 1-C-"

„, ^, ,
.,P + c^-a? c^ + cr-b- (t' + b'-c'

, ,

21. Show that ]f + —— + = 1, then
Zbc lea 'lab

+ anal. + anal. = 1

.

/ b' + c'-ay

\ Wc )

22. If aV + 6y + cV = 0,

aV + F-'t^ + cV =

and a'= b'= c,
X y z

prove that «*a^ + bUf + cV =

and aV + 6^ + cV = a^-c^ + //y' + c^;:\

23. If .r, y l,c unequal, and if ^-^ ^ i =: ^ '^ '
, then

X y
(2z -X — yY

will each fraction =
.

z

24. If ?4(a2 + i2+ c'+ ...) = (rt + i + c + . ..)^ t]ien« = /j = c = ....,

w being the number of the letters.

25. SIiow that (.r^ + xy + y'){a'- + ab + b-) can be expressed in

the form X- + XY+Y-.



CHAPTEK XIX.

BINOMIAL THEOREM.

POSITIVE INTEGRAL EXPONENT.

257. By trial it can easily be shown that

(x + a)(x + h){x + c) = .r' + .r-(« + h + c) + .r{ah + he + ca) + ahc,

also, (x + a){x + b){^x + c){x + d)

= .r* + j^{a + i + c + cZ) + x-{cih + he {- cd + da + ac + hd)

+ x(ahc + bed+ cda + duh) + ahed.

From these two cases it is apparent that the coefficient of the

highest power of .r is 1 ; the coefficient of the next highest power,

the combinations of the seeond terms of the factors taken one at

a time; the coefficient of the next highest power, the combina-

tions of the second terms of the factors taken tivo at a time, and

so on, the last term being the combinations of the terms taken

all together.

258. The truth of this law of expansion for any number of

factors may be pi'oved by Induction; but it can readily be shown

to be true by calling attention to the manner in which the

various terms of the product are obtained. For instance, when

(x + «)(.c + h)[x + c){x + d) are actually multiplied together, the

product is obtained according to the following laws

:

1. The whole product consists of a number of partial products,

obtained by multiplying together four letters, oiic being taken

from each of the four factors.
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2. The partial product .*•* is obtained by taking .r out of each

of the four factors.

3. The next term is obtained by taking .r out of any three of the

factors as many ways as possible, and 07ie of the letters a, b, c, d

out of the remaining factors.

4. The next term is obtained by taking .r out of any tivo of the

factors as many ways as possible, and two of the letters a, h, c, d

out of the remaining two factors.

5. The next term is obtained by taking x out of any one of the

factors as many ways as possible, and three of the letters a, b, c, d

out of the remaining three factors.

6. The last term—the one independent of a*—is obtained by

taking all the letters a, h, c, d.

Now it is evident that this is only another way of stating that

the coefficient of .r^ is the combinations of a, b, c, d taken one at

a time; the coefficient of x-, the combinations of o, 6, c, d taken

two at a time, and so on.

It is also evident that the same reasoning applies, no matter

what the number of factors is, so long as each factor begins with

the same letter (.r). Consequently we reach the general result

that

(.r + a;){x + r/,)(.r + ^3) . . . {x + «„)

= x" + x"-i(fli + rt2 + •••«„)

4- .r"--(«ir/2 + (l^fh + «3«1 + • • • ^n-l^'n) + • • • "i"i •••««,

the coefficients being formed according to the law of combina-

tions; that is, the coefficient of .r"~^ is the combinations, taken

mie at a time, of ^i, a„y «3....f'„; the coefficients of a-""-, the

combinations of the same letters taken two at a time, and so on.

If, now, we assume a-^ = «._, = «3 = .... o„ = «, we have

(.r + '0"

,, ,
Jnln-\) A An(n-\)(n-1) ^

, n(n-\)
., , n(n-\){n-2)

. , „
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This is the Binomial Theorem ; that is, thejaw^ the ex-

pansion of an expression of two terms when the index is a posi-

tive integer. In a subsequent chapter it will be shown that the

same law of expansion holds for any index.

259. Proof of the Binomial Theorem.—The previous result

may be reached with much less work as follows

:

[x + ay is the product of n factors, each equal to {x + a). This

product consists of terms, each of n dimensions, obtained by

multiplying together n letters, one being taken from each factor.

For instance, the term .i-"~'o^ is obtained by taking x out of

{n - 3) factors, and a out of the remaining three. Therefore the

coefficient of x^~'^a^, that is, the number of terms containing

I
x^'^a^, will be the number of ways (n - 3) things can be taken

out of n things, or the number of ways three things can be taken

out of n things; that is,

the coefficient of .r"~^a^ =
n{n-\){n-1) [^

I

3 In- 3
I

3
*

Similarly it may be shown that

the coefficient of a-"~''a'' = -

Now, by giving r all values possible in this case, that is, 0, 1,

2, 2) . . . .n, we obtain the coefficients of all the terms. Therefore

(r + a)" = .r" + C^x^'-hi + C.a''--a"+ C„«"

where Cj, Co, C«....Cn represent the number of combinations

of n things taken 1, 2, 3 . . . . ?i together.

Cor, 1.—Write —a for a; then

{x - af = X" - C,x"-hi + C^'^-^r- _....+(_ l)»o«.

Cor. 2.—Since the coefficients of the expansion are

1) Ci, C.2, C3. . . . C„,

the number of terras in the expansion of (x + a)" is (n + 1).
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Cor. 3.—Let .r= 1 and n = .r; then

the expansion of (1 + .r)" = 1 + C^x + C,.r- + C^^-^ + CiX*^ + C^x".

Cor. Jf.—In the preceding let x=\; then

(i + i)"=2»=i + Ci+a+C3+....c„,

or ^»-^= (7^ + C'2+C3 + ....C„. \
Thus by the Binomial Theorem we reach the conclusion already

)

obtained in the chapter on Combinations, that the number of )

combinations of n things taken 1, 2, 3 .... n together = 2" - 1. j

Cor. 5.—In (1 4- x)" = 1 + C^x + C^r + C^a-" put .r = - 1

;

then (l-l)« = 0=l-Ci + (7„-C3 + ....(-l)"C,„

or Ci + C73 + C5+.... = l+a + C, + C6 + ....

That is, the sum of the combinations taken 1, 3, 5 . . . . together

= the sum of the combinations taken 2, 4, 6 . . . . together, plus

unity.

260. Any binomial can be expanded by using the form (1 +ar)".

For, suppose we have to expand (.i- + ?/)", this can be expressed in

the form,

Let - = a ; then (.c + yf = a:"(l + «)".

"We can now expand (l+a)" and multiply each term of the

expansion by ar".

261. Since the coefficients of (« + a-)" are, after the first term,

the combinations of n things taken 1, 2, 3 . . . . ?i together,

I

71
I

71

the coefficient of x is —-—=—r«"~^; of x^, ~ ~n-i.

1 71
I

71

of a^, — 5«"~^-
• • • ; Ji-nd of .r''.

LI h^~^ L^ L!^
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Therefore the term involving .r'' in (a + r)" is

[n

\ r \n-r

This is called the General Term, or the (r + 1
)"' term of the

series.

Cor.—The general terra of (1 + x)" is

262. The coefficients of {x + «)" equidistant from the beffinninff

and end of the expansion are equal.

For the coefficient of x'^~'^if is the number of combinations of

n things, r together, and therefore equal to

\r \n-r'

it is also the (r + 1)**' coefficient from the beginning of the expan-

sion. The coefficient of .r'"(t"~'" is the number of combinations of

n things, (rj. - r) together, and tlierefore equal to

\n-r \r
'

But it is the (r + 1)"^ coefficient from the end of the series; there-

fore, since

\n \n

\r\n—r \n-r \r^

the {r + iy^ coefficient from the beginning = the (r+ 1)"' coefficient

from the end.

The important point to notice in this almost self-evident propo-

sition is that, since the combinations of n tilings, r together, =

combinations (n - r) together, it follows that the coefficients must

be equal when they are respectively the combinations of n things.
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r together, and n things, (n - r) together. This occurs when the

terms are the (r+1)*'' and the {n — r + Xy^ from the beginning,

or the (r + 1)**^ from the beginning and the (?•+ 1)"^ from the end

—

the (r+ l)"" from the end being the same term as the (?i- ?•+ ly*"

from the beginning, the whole number of terms being (n+\).

Ex. i.—Find the product of (.r + 1 )(x + 2)(.r + 3)(.r + 4).

The first term is x*;

the coefficient of r' = (1 + 2 + 3 + 4)

;

the coefficient of .r- = (1 . 2 + 1 . 3 + 1 . 4 + 2 . 3 + 2 . 4 + 3 . 4)

;

the coefficient of .r = (1 . 2 . 3 + 2 . 3 . 4 + 3 . 4 . 1 + 4 . 1 . 2)

;

and the last term =1.2.3.4.

.-. product =.r* + 10.r + 35.r- + 50.r + 24.

Ex. 2.—Write down the coefficient of .r- in

(.r- !)(.,• + 2)(.r + .5)(.r- 6).

The coefficient

= {(-l)(2) + (-l)(5)+(_l)(_6)+(2)( + 5) + (2)(-G) + (5)(-G)}

=
I
_ 2 - .5 + G + 10 - 12 - 30} = - 33.

Ex. 3.—Expand (.r + yf.

|6 IG 16 |G
(.r + yf = x« + -r—yfy + T^TJ^'f + TT7T-^y + 4

I
2LiLi llLi YlVl Lll

[^

= a-" + G.r'^ + 1 ^.r*?/- + 20.r''// + 1 o.r/ + G.r/' + y^'.

This expansion might have been written as follows:

„ G . 6.5 , , 6.5.4 „ - 6.5.4.3

6.5.4.3.2 , ,

+r:2T3T.7,--^^'+y'-

.r-y
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6.5.4 '

N.B.—The student will observe that after the middle term, ' '
. x^y^,

is passed, the coefficients are the same as in the first half of the series, only in

reverse order. In such examples, therefore, the coefficients of the last half of

the series can at once be written down by observing the coefficients of the first

half. This is, of course, only an application of the general law that the coeffi-

cients equidistant from beginning and end are equal.

Ex. Jf.—Find the coefficient of x'^ in the expansion of (3 + 2.r)*.

The coefficient of .r'" in the expansion of (« + .r)" is

|r|w-r 1.2.3...r

In this example o. = 3 and x = 1x; .'. the coefficient of x* is

[4 [4- •" 1.2.3.4'' "" •

N.B.—Instead of deducing the result from the general expression, (a -ha;)",

it is advisable for the student beginning the subject to obtain the term required

by actual expansion.

/ IV
Ex. 5.—Find the coefficient of .r" in the expansion of I r + -

| .

/ 1 \ 10

We have now to expand ( 1 + —, I and then multiply each

term of the expression by .r^°. To obtain x^ we must find the

term in I 1 -i- — ) , which has x^ for a denominator (since x^^ -^ a;*

= x^\. Expanding ( 1 +-^ ) we find the third term has .t* in the
\ ^1

, .10x9
denominator, and its coefficient is ——— = 45, which is the co-

efficient required.

/ 1 \ 10

Another way of arranging I rr -f -
|

is as follows

:

1 l+rc- / l\i» (l+x-r
X X (-1)'
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In this case, to find x^ we must find the term in the numerator

which contains x^^; and this is found to be the third term from

the end, which has the same coefiicient as the third term from

the beginning, and, as before, is found to be 45.

Ex. 6.—Find by the Binomial Theorem the value of

(a + Va^ - 1)« + (a - Va' - 1)«

Let ''.^a? -\=x.

:. (a + Va- - If + (a - Var-lf = (a + xf + (a - xf.

(rt + xf = a« + Wx + 15aV + 20aV + 1 5aV + Gaar^ + ar«,

and (a - xf = a« - ^a^x + 1 Sa^x^ - 20a3.r' + 1 ba-x^ - 6aj^ + x\

Adding, (a + xf + {a- xf

= 2(a'' + 15a*.c2 + 15a2x*-:r«)

= 2{a« + 15a*(a2-l) + 15a2(a2-l)2 + (a2-l)3}

= 2{a«+15a«-15a*+15a«-30rt* + 15a2 + a«-3a^ + 3a2-l}

= 2{32a«-48a*+18a2-l}.

It will be observed in this example that owing to the second

terms of each binomial difiering in sign alone, the even terms of

the expansions disappear when they are added, and the odd terms

are taken twice. If the difference of expansions had been re-

quired, the odd terras would have disappeared, and the even terms

would be each taken twice. It is, therefore, not necessary to

write out the expansions in full—the result can be written down
at once by inspection.

EXERCISE XXVIII.

Write out the following expansions

:

1. {x^a){.r + h){x-c). 2. (x-5)(.r-|-4)(.r-3)(j--6).

3. (T-6)(.r + 18){x-9)(x-3).
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4. (.r + '/)'. 5. (2a + 3hy>.

6. {•2<i-i/y. 7. {i-2xy.

10. Find the third term of (x - 3i/y.

11. Find the fourth term of (2a- - 5)«.

12. Find the twentieth t«rm of (a + hy^.

13. Find the thirty-fifth term of (4r - a)^.

14. Find the middle term of (1 +a-)i°.

15. Find the middle term of {x - 2y)^%

16. Find the middle term of (1 - xf".

17. Find the genei-al term of (.r — 3?/)".

1 8. Find the general term of (.r" + y^)".

\ 19. Find the general term of (.r- — ifY^.

20. Show that the coefficient of .r" in the expansion of (1 + xY"
is double tlie coefficient of .r" in the expansion of (1 + j')-""^

21. Find the middle term of (1 +.?)-", and prove it

1.3.5....(2n-l)
^„_^_„

22. Find the coefficient of x'' in the expansion of l:e-\— I •

23. Find the middle term of I a; 1 •

24. The coefficients of the fifth, sixth and seventh terms of the

expansion of (1 +.r)'-'' are in A. P. Find ?i.

25. For wliat values of n are the coefficients of the second,

third and fourth terms of the expansion of (1 +.r)" in A. P.'?
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26. Simplify {x + Vif-\Y + {x- Vy' ~ \f.

27. Simplify ( Vm-^ 1 + \^m--\f - ( Vm-+\ - Vvr- If.

28. If a be the sum of the odd terms, and h the sum of the

even terms, of (1 +.r)", show that (1 -.c-)" = a- — V^.

29. Simplify (5 a/¥+ 7)" x (5 V2- 7)".

/2 1 \°
30. Find the term independent of x in

( „ .t' - 7- )
•

\3 •i.xV

31. Find the term independent of x in ix—-\

/ o 1\"
32. Find the coefficient of x'' in the expansion of (.t- + -T;) •

/ ix-"
33. Find the coefficient of .c'" in the expansion of

I
-^"^ + ^. I

•

34. Find the value of

, „ 3n(/i-l) 4n(«-l)(H-2) , .
,

,

l + 2rt+ \
' + -^ --^ '- + .... {n+\)\

when 71 is a positive integer.

263. To find the yreatest coefficient in, the expansion 0/ [I + a;)"

wlien n is a positive integer.

This is the same prol)lem as that of finding the value of r for

which the number of combinations of n things, taken r together,

will be the greatest. In Art. 244 it was proved that when n is

even the value of r is , , and when n is odd the value of r is ——

-

n+

1

"* ""

or ——- . Therefore the greatest coefficient when n is even is

the coefficient ot the
( .,

+ 1 I
term, and when n is odd, (ho

(n-\ A"" (n+\ \"'
, . ^ ,

//i+U'"
I

—-—I- 1 1 or ( - ^ - + 1
j

term ; that is, of tlie I ——
j

or

rw+3>

("IT
term.
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264. To find the numerically greatest term in the expansion

of (a + x)\

The r'*" term of (a + xf is

n(n-l)(n-2)....(n-r + 2)^^.,

lr-1

and the (r + 1)'^'' term is

n{n-\){n-1)....{n-r + \)^^_^ ^r.

n-r -'rl X
that is, the (r + 1 Y" term = r*" term x . -

.

Therefore the (r+ l)"'term >, =, <, r^*" term

n- r + I X
according as .->,=,<,!:

r a

n-r + 1 a
or as > , = , < , -

;

r X

n + I a
or as 1 > , = , < ,

-
;

r X

n + 1 1 ^
or as > , = , < , > + -',

r X

n + \

or as —— > , = , < ,
»*•

1+"
X

ti + 1
If is an integer, the (r + l Y^ term = the r^^ term when

* n+l

X

and these will be the greatest terms of the expansion; for any

greater value of r will make

n - r + I X ,

r a
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w + 1
If -^— is not an integer, but has for its integral part m, then

1 + -

n-r + I X

r a

cannot be > 1 for any value of r > m ; that is, the (r + 1
)"' term,

cannot be > r*** term for any value of r > m. Therefore the

(r+l)"" term > r* until r = m; .'. the greatest term is the

(m + 1 y^ term.

N.B.—The student should observe that this proof applies solely to the

numerically greatest term, and therefore applies to {a-x)'^.

Ex. 1.—Find the greatest term in the expansion of (l+.r)"

when

ar= - and n= 6.
o

The (r+ 1)'" term is >, =, <, r"" term,

J, n-r + 1
according as . x > , = , < , 1

;

r

n + \

-y.\

X

>, =, <, r.

2
But w = 6 and ^= ^•

o

.'. according as >, =, <,r;

14
eras —>,=,<, r.

The greatest value r can have in order that — may bo > r is 2
;

therefore the third term is the greatest, and its value is

6x5 /2\2 _ 46x5 /2\-^ ,^ 4 ,.,
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Ex. 2.—Find the greatest term in the expansion of (af .r)"

when

"—g, •i'=|, >i = 8.

, , . , ,. . n + \

In this the condition > , = , < , r,

X

becomes >, =, <, r,

27
or _>,=,<, r.

Therefore the greatest value of r is 3, and the fourth term is

the greatest, and its value is,

8x7x6/l\Vl\' _ 1 1
•

XGyG)=-.1 X 2x3V3/ Vi/ -^3 64

265. The following examples are suggestive, and worthy of

attention

:

Ex. 1.—Find the sum of the series,

that is, find the sum of the squares of tlie coefficients of (1 +.«)".

(1 + ,y = 1 + n.c + '-^^.r + .-
(1

)

also, (.c + 1)" = .<•» + ?w"-i + " "~
^'"' + .... 1. (2)

If, now, (1) and (2) be multiplied together, and the coefficients

of x"' be collected, their sum will be the given series.
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But (1) X (2) = (1 + ^)" X (j- + If = (1 + J-)"".

Therefore the given series must be equal to the coefficient of x"-

in (1 +.r)'"; i.e., equal to

|2n

\n\n

n{yi-\)y-
Hence 1 ^

(
|^)- + |^--:.^-^| H-. . . .

1= =—

^

Ex. 2.—li Co, Ci, Co C„ denote the coefficients of (1 +a;)",

find the sum of

2 3 n+l

^ C, Co a 1
^ n(76-l)

Now, (7o + ^' +y + ....=>S'=l+— +-^—^ + ....

Multiply both sides by (w+ 1);

.^ ,^(. + l)=.(«+l) + (!^llllV^!i±il|^,>i^y + ..^

Add 1 to both sides;

(M+l)(rO

L

.-. ,S'=2"+i-l-f(«+l).

•. ^(n+l) + l = l+(,.+ l) +^^ + ....l=(l + l)"+i = 2''+i.

EXERCISE XXIX.

Find the greatest term in the expansion of:

1. {a + bf\ when a = 2, /. = 3.

2. (2a; - yY", when o: = 4, y = 5.

3. [ X + -
I

, when a; = 6, y = 8.

^ /2a: 3a\« . ^ _
4. ( -^ +1' ) ' ^^"^" a3= 9, «= lb.
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Find the value of the greatest term in the following:

5. (1+x)", when x= -, n = i.

6. (2 -3a;)", when x = -, n = 6.

7. (rt - 6)^ when a = 2, 6 = 3, r = 4.

1\»
8. I a; + -

I
, when cc= 2, n

9. In the expansion of (1 -^-xf^ the coefficients of the (2r + l)**"

and (r+ 2)*'^ terms are equal. Find r.

10. The second, third and fourth terms of (a + a-)" are 240, 720

and 1080 respectively. Find the values of x and n.

11. Find the relation between r and n in order that the co-

efficients of the fifth and (2r + S)'*" terms of (1 + .r)" may be equal.

12. If the coefficient of the Sr''' term from the beginning of

(1 + xf" equals the coefficient of the (/• + 2)'^'' term from the end,

\^ find the relation between r and ti.

If «o. «n «2 «n denote the coefficients of (1 +3;)", prove:

13. «! + 2a2 + 3a3 + . . . . wa„ = n .
2"-^

14. «o-2«l+3«.+••••(-l)"^^^=;^^•

~. 15. «,- 2 + 3- •.•.(-!) :;i-l+2^3+----w'

16. ffo-2«i + 3«2-----(-l)"(^^ + lK==0-

a, 2a, 3a, wa„ n(n ^r\)
17.- + -' +— + ....—- = -^-^ ^•

ttiOj a„(n,+ l)"

18. («o + «l)(«l + ttz) • • • • («n-l + «n) =

19. a, - 2^2 + 3a3 -....( - l)"-i7i«„-0.

20. «o + 2«, + 3«2 +....(« + 1)^'„ = ('^ + 2)2"

\n_
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21. a, + 2^3 + 3a^ + ....(n- l)a„ = 1 + (n - 2)2"-^

[2n

22. Qott^ + a^a^+i + o^_^a„ =-

\n-r \n + r

[2n

23. ao«l + «1«2 + • • • • «n-l«n = i^^f7^_-| •

!^ \n

24. «„'' - «i^ + «2' - 03- + = ( - 1)^ -T=- when 94 is even, and

= "when n is odd. (li)



CHAPTEK XX.

BINOMIAL THEOREM.

ANY EXPONENT.

266. In the preceding chapter we found the form that the

expansion of (a + .r) assumes when n is a positive integer. This

was easily obtained, since (a + .r)" was taken as the product of n

equal factors, and therefore its coefficients came under the law

of combinations.

We have now to prove that the_/br/;;, of the expansion of {ii + .r)"

is the same when n is not a positive integer as when n is a posi-

tive integer.

267 By actual division we find that

1

{\-\-x)-
or (l+.r)-2=:.l-2x + 3.r-4.r=' + ....

/_2) (_2)(-2-l)
= 1 +^.c + ^^

^j2 ^•''

Hence we see that in this particular case the formula holds good.

Similarly, by actually extracting the square root of 1 + x it can

be shown that

(l+;r)^ = l + -:r+ .r +
^

x^+....

268. We now proceed to prove that the law holds good for all

values of 71, fractional and negative. At the outset it will be
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necessary to call the attention of the student particularly to the

following statement, the truth of which he must be convinced

before he can understand the proof of the Binomial Theorem for;

any exponent.

269. If two algebraic expressions are multiplied together, the

FORM of the product is independent of the value of the letters

involved.

Thus (« + h){a — h) = a- — V, no matter what values may be

given to a and h. So, too, if

(rto + a^x + ffj.'c- + . . . , «„a;")(6o + h^x + hj^ + i".r")

= ylo + ^1 ].r + AJ^ + ^2n^'^.

the form of the product is independent of the values of «o, h^,

«!, h^. . . . Of course, the vahie of the product will change, but

its algebraic expression will remain the same. The application

of this to the proof of the Binomial will be seen in the following

Art.

270. To prove the Binomial Theorem when the exponent is a I J
positive fraction.

Let the series,

1 4- m..r -i ^

LI

be denoted byy(m); then the series,

m(m- 1) ,
1 +m.r+ ^ V +

, (1)

,
n{n - 1) ^

l + n.r + -^2—^.r^ + ...., (2)

will be denoted hy f{yi).

By the reasoning of the preceding Art. the form of the product

of (1) and (2) will be the same, whatever values be given to m
and n. But the stM'ies (1) is the expansion of (1 + .r)'" when tn
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is a positive integer, and (2) is the expansion of (1 +a-)" when n

is a positive integer. Therefore the product of (1) and (2), when

m and n are positive integers, is

/-, \™4-n 1 / X
(m + n){m + n - I)

(1 + 0-)'"+" or 1 + (m + n)x + ^ '-\— -x^ + (3)

/ Hence (3) is the form of the product of /(m) and /(«) for all

/ values of m and n. Also, since /(?«) denotes (1), /(m + n) denotes

\ (3), and therefore

1
/(»^) x/(^) =/(»* + ^)

;

' also, Am)^An)xf(p)=^/im + n)x/{p)

=/{m + n+p).

\ Similarly it can be shown that

/{m) y.f{n) xy(/>) .... to n factors =f{in + tc + p . . . . to n terms).

Now, let ,

\

m = n=p = ....^,

where h and k are positive integers.

•'•/(l) ""/(l)-
• • • '" ^ factors=/('^ + ^ .... to X- terms),

M^'
\ 1

'^

r/, X ,-, -.h f since h is a posi-l

But, in accordance with the notation employed,

h h fhh h/h \

r(h\ _ k'^ k\k~ }

LI

h/h
k-"
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T ^
Let T = w; then

(1 + xY = l+nx+ ^ '
x^ + ;

that is, the Binomial Theorem holds good when n is a positive

fraction, I y I

.

j
271. To prove the BinoTuiaZ Theorem for a negative index.

\
Since y(m) x/(n) =/(7n + n) for all values of 7/i and n, let

jw = —m (m being taken positive).

/Then /(m) x/( - m) =/(m - m) =/(0).

Buty(0) = 1, as it is obtained by puttingm= in the series,

^ m(m -1) ,\+mx+ \ '
x^ +

Li.

.-. /(m)x/(-7n) = l,

or f{-m) = -r-— = - — = (\+x)-"'.
f{m) {l+x)"" ^ '

iBut (l+.r)-'» = l+-— x + 5^ ^^ .V +
' Li L_

, . , ( - »'^) ( — wi ) ( — m — 1 ) „
since/( - m) stands for 1 + \. x + ^^ i-^- -x^ + . . .

.

Thus it is seen that the Binomial Theorem holds good for the

\aegative index, -in.

272. The proof contained in the two preceding Arts, presents

one ditliculty, which needs some explanation. It has been stated

thaty(/«) y.f{n) —/{til + n). Now, what meaning must be attached

to such a statement when the series whichy(m) andy(n) represent

are divergent? Such series are the expansions of (1 -J*)"* and

(1 — a*)"^ when x~ \. (See next Art.) When r<l, (1 -ar)"' is
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arithmetically = 1 + 2.c + 3.r + 4.r + oc, and (1 - x)-^ is arltlv

nietically =l+x + x- + x^ + oc; and :. (1 - x)'- x (1 - x)'^ or

(1 - x)-^ is arithmetically = 1 + 3.r + 6x-

+

oc, which is the

product of (1 + 2x + 3.r + 4.r + cc)(l +x + x- + oc). But

when 3*^
1, (1 -x)~^ and (1 -.r)"^ ai-e not respectively arithmetic-

ally -= 1 + 2x + 3x- + i3^ + oc and I +x + x- + x^ + oc, and

we cannot assert that (1 + 2j-+ 3,c^ + . . . oc) x (1 -l-.r+ .r- + a;'+ . . .oc)

= 1 + 3.y + 6.r^ + . . . . oc . We can, however, assert that the first r

terms of the product of (1 + 2x+ 3x- + . . .oc) and (1 +.r + .r--l-. . .oc)

are the same as the first r terms of (l + Sx + 6x^ + . . . . oc), and,

generally, that the first r terms of the/(w) xf{n) are tlie same

as the first r terms oi/{m + n).

273. It has been stated in the preceding Art. that the expres-

sions, \ + 2x + 3x^ + oc and l+x + x- + j^ + oc , are, when

x< 1, the arithmetical equivalents of (1 -x)'- and (1 -•r)~^ This

can be shown by summing tlie series according to methods already

employed in the chapters on Progressions. If, however, x~l,

1 + 2.r + 3x- + oc and 1 + a* + .r^ + . . . . oc are not the arith-

metical equivalents of (1 - x)'- and (1 -xy^. This can be easily

proved as follows

:

For, if possible, let (1 -.r)"- = 1 -f 2.r -f 3x- + ix^ + ...c<. Then

if these expressions are identities they must be equal when x = 2,

in which case

(l-a:)- = (l-2)-^=:(-l)-^ = ^-^,= l,

and 1 -^ 2a; + 3j-- + . . . . oc = 1 4- 2 . 2 -I- 3 . 2- + 4 . 2^ -f . . . . oc = oc.

That is, 1 = oc , which is absurd.

The real value of (1 — x)'- when a-~ 1 is — -, which, when
' > (1 - a-)-

actually divided out, gives

l+2.r-f3.r + 4.r^ + ....^i^''.
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If x<l, by taking r great enough the expression,

can be made as small as we like, since x'' tends to vanish when

x<l and 7" is very great. If, however, ;r~l, r'' increases as r

increases, and each term of the quotient becomes greater than

the preceding.

274. In the expansion of (1 +.r)" it was found that the (r+lf^

term was obtained from the r"* term by multiplying the r^^ term
n-r+l . . n-r+1

by . X. JNow, it n is a positive integer, x or
r r

. X becomes zero when r-\ —7i or r = n + \. Therefore
r

the number of terms when n is a positive integer cannot exceed

n- (r - 1)
(n+1). But when n is negative or fractional, can

never become zero, since (r - 1) is a positive integer and n is not

a positive integer. Therefore when n is negative or fractional,

the series does not terminate, and the number of terms is infinite.

Ex. ^.—Expand (l+.r)^.

3 3/3 .\ 3/3

Li "IT"' ':(1+;c)*.1+.:1t- +-—To
^'+^^-^

TiT
^^

, 3 /I\ 3.1 /1\' , 3.1.1 /1\»

.5 3,1,= 14

—

X -i— x^ ar + . .

.

^ 2 8 16
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Ex. ^.—Expand {\+x)^.

X 1.2 , 1.2.5 , 1.2.5.8
^— 14. r- J 3-> —. r* J-

^3U_ 32^2 3^|_3 3*|_4

Ux. 5.—Expand (1 - x)-\

(-2) (_2)(-2-l)(l-x)-=l+i—^(-.r) + 5^ L ^(_^.)2

(_2)(-2-l)(-2-2)
+ ^ ^^^ Tg^^ ^(-:r)3 + ..,.

= l+2j: + 3r' + 4x3 + ....

Similarly it can be shown that

(1 -x)~^= l+X + x'^ + 3^ +

and (l-T)-2 = l + 3.r + 6x-'+10x3 + ....

En ^.—Expand (1 - .r)"".

(i-.)-»=i^i^(-.) |(-)(-;-^\ -.)3

Li^ ' Li

(-n){-n-l){-n-2)
{-xy+.

n(n+l) „ 7i{7i+l)(n + 2) „

1+71T+ \ ^
'
x- + -^— :^ -V + . .

This expansion, as to form, does not depend upon the value of

n, whether integral or fractional, so long as n is positive; there-

fore when the index is negative, and the sign between the two

terms of the binomial is negative—the terms themselves being
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positive—the expansion has every term positive. The recognition

of this fact will save much time in expanding binomial expres-

sions. It is also worthy of notice that the factors of the numer-

ators increase by unity continuously, instead of diminishing.

Ex. 5.—Expand (9 + 2a-)*.

.•.(9.2.)4=9i(l4-)*.3(l4-y

„/, 2 /2x\ 2V2 ) /ix\'
\

The expressions in the brackets can be simplified, and the re-

sults multiplied by 3.

Ex. 6.—Find the general term in the expansion of (1 +xy.

The general term in the expansion of (1 -fx)" is

njn- l)(?t 2)(n-3)....(7t -r+\)

2
In this case w = -

; therefore the general term is

IG-')(i--)--(i-0 .
X'^

j

K-3)(-^)-"-{-^} .

[L

2.1.4....(3r-5), ,, ,

3'-[r ^ '
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Ex. 7.—Find the general term in the expansion of (1 — x)~\

The general term in the expansion of (1 +t)" is

n{n-\){7i-2) (n-r + 1)
•- X

;

and to find the general term in the expansion of (1 — .r)~" we

must substitute {-x) for x and ( — n) for n. Therefore the

general term

-7i{-n-l)(-n-2) (-n-r+l)

n(n+ l){n + 2) (n + r-1)

'{-xY

{-m-xf

i{n+\) {n+ r- 1) ^

N.B.—Ex. 4 is an illustration of this general case.

Ex. 8.—Find the simplest form of the general term of {\-x}~**

when n is a positive integer.

The general term is

_ \ .1 .?,.... {n -\)n{n + \) ... .{n + r -\) ^

1 . 2.3....(w-l)|^r
^'^

\n + r - 1

\n - \\r

Tf w= 4, the general term of (1 —x)~'^ is

\L±1. ^ (r + l)(r+2)(r + 3)

[3
L
r_' 6
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EXERCISE XXX.

1.

3.

5.

7.

9.

11.

12.

U.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

Expand (l+x)^.

Expand (1 + 2.r)^

Expand (2 - 5x)^.

Expand (1 - x)-^.

Expand (3 - 2x)~^

Expand ^ (a^ — x^Y

Expand

2. Expand (l-.r)i

4. Expand (a + br)^.

6. Expand (l+.r)-^

8. Expand (2 - .r)-^

10. Expand (1 +xy.

13. Expand .

V a" — nxVl + 3.r

Find the sixth term of (1 + 2j-)~^.

Find the eighth term of (1 - 2/)^.

Find the fifth term of (1 + 3.r')"^\

Find the seventh term of (a — x)^

.

Find the tenth term of (3 - 2i)^.

Find the (r + 1)"> term of (1 - x)~^.

Find the (r+ 1)'" term of (l+x)^"^.

Find the (r + 1)"' term of (1 - 2>/)-\

Find the (r + 1)"' term of (?/i - 3n)-K

Find th<^ (r + 1)"> term of {x + 2i/)'K

Find the twelfth term of (21" - 2'./-)'-\

Find the sixth term of (
3"* + 6V) '-'".

Find thf! eighth term of (4 + 3.r)5.

Find tlie third and sixth terms of (1 -
,,

.r) .
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28. Find in its simplest form the (r + l)'** term of (1 - x)'^.

/I 1\-*
29. Expand / -J •

30. Find the coefficient of a;" in (1 - ixyK

275. To Jind (when possible) the numerically greatest term in

the expansion of (a + .r)".

The (r + 1 f^ term of (a + .r)" is obtained from the r"" term by

Tt -— 7* "I" 1 OC

multiplying it by , no matter what value may be

given to n.

I. Let n be a positive integer.

This case has been discussed already in Art. 264.

II. Let n be positive and fractional.

Then, since {r+\Y^ term = r*'' x )-, the (r+1)*''

> \ r J a

term = r**" term

<
(n-r+\\ x>

according as I
—

) . - = 1,
\ r J a ^

(n + \ , \
> «

or as I 1 = -

,

\ r ) .X

n + 1-^, a
=1 + -,

r ^ X

n + 1>
or as —— = r.

l + "<
3?
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Since 71 is a fraction, I 1 1 can never be made = ; and

by taking r great enough (that is, by taking a sufficient number

terms), | 1 j
can be made as near (—1) as we please,

and therefore ( 11- can be made as near as we please.
\ r j a a

In this case whether there will be a greatest term or not depends

upon the value of - . If - 1 after a sufficient number of terms
a a =

have been taken, each term will be equal to or greater than the

cc

preceding, and there will be no greatest tei'm; but if -<1,

there will be a greatest term, and it will be found from the con-

n +

n + \ . . n + 1 .

the (r + 1 ) term when r = , if r is an integer. If —^— is
a a

1+ - • 1 + -
X X

not an integer, the greatest term will be the {m+ 1)"', where m
. n + \

equals the integral part of li—^ .

X

III. Let n be negative.

If n is negative let it = - m (where m is positive).

n — r + 1 \ X / — m — r + \\ X /m + r — V

n + \
dition that —— >r. As m Art. 264, the greatest term will be

Tlien
(n - r + 1 \ X / -in - r + \\x hn + r - 1 \

r J a \ r )a \ r )

As what is required is the nuniericalli/ greatest terni of tlie

expansion, the negative sign may be neglected, and the multiplier

will 1,0 ( )
- . Then th(; (r+ 1)'" term = ?•'" term

\ r Ja ^
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accordin" as I )
- = 1,

\ r Ja^

(m -\ , \ X- >
,

or as ( + 1 - = 1.

V r I a ^

As ill. the preceding case, if m is fractional, | h 1 1 may

be made as near unity as we please, and /. ( h 1 1 - as near

- as we please. If - 1, there will 1)6 no greatest term: hut if

- < 1, the greatest term will be found from tlie condition that

(m - 1 \x

VI— \ a
> - - 1,

r X

in — \

or -^-^ > r.

X

The rest of the proof is the same as in I. and II. when
r

is positive.

If, however, is negative, a new case arises, for then

I
+ 1

I

is always < 1, and | ^ M ~ ^^ always < 1 if

x~~ a. Therefore the successive terms of the expansion will each

be less than the preceding, and therefore the first term will be

the greatest. \i x>a the greatest term will be found as in I.

and II:
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Ex. 1. — Find the greatest term in the expansion of (a + x)"

when »* = -jr S'lid 4.r = 3«.

Here the (r+ 1)*'' term is > the r"* as long as

19
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7 > 5
3. (1+J-)'" when x=-. 4. (I - x)~^'^ when ^=g-

51 2
5. (1 + x)

^' when X = - . 6. (2j- + 5^)^^ when .t = 8, y = 3.

7. (Sx^ + Sy^)-" when x = 9, ?/ = 2, n=15.

Find the first negative term in the expansion of:

4 2r 2 21

10. If f/j, Qo, 03, 04 be any four consecutive terxas of an ex-

panded binomial, prove that

fl, (7, 2ao
+

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS OF THE BINOMIAL

THEOREM.

""

1. Find the sum of the coefficients of the first (r + 1) terms of

Let Uq, a^, aj, 03 .... a^ ... . be the coefficients of (1 — 2-)".

Then (1 -a:)" = ao + ffi.r-|-f'2^" + «3r' + 0^ + J (1)

also, {\-x)-^=\+x + x-' + j^ + ....x' + .... (2)

By inspection it is seen that the coefficient of .r'" in the product

of (1) and (2) = Oq + Oj + 02 + • • • • ^'r- But the coefficient of .C'in

the product of (1) and (2) = coefficient of a:'' in (1 - j-)"(1 - .r)"^ or

(1 — a;)"~S and the coefficient of x"" in

(l.,).-.J»-l)("-2);---("-'-)(_l),

• „„+..+..+. ...c,,-.
<''-'^<''-'>---

<^''>(-ir.
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Ex.—Find the sum of the first (?•+ 1) coefficients of (1 - x)~^.

Let (1 - x)'^ = 6^0 + *^'i-^ + ^•1-'^^ + . . . . Or^^ +....,

also, (1 - j:)~^= 1 +a; + :r- + . . .

.

.*. «o + % + «2 + • • • • fr = coefficient of .c'' in (1 - •i')"^(l - x)~^ or

^_,_ 4.5.6....(r + 3) _ 1.2.3.4.5.6....(r + 3)

^ -^ ~ [r
~

1.2.3 ... T

^ (r + l)(r + 2)(r + 3)

6

. 2. Find to five places of decimals the value of V 98.

v/9-8=v'l00^.^100(l-Ij) = 10^l4-10(l-l)S

..:o(,4)^,o{,-Q).l

2\2~V ny-' 2i2~Vi2 ~7 /j^y 1

[2 • \boj '
,3 Voo;

"^••••j

(l-^ 1 1 ...1
\ 100 8x2500 16 X (50)3 J

+

= ion-

\ 100 20000 2000000 J

10-1- '
1

10 2000 200000

To obtain the values of the several fractions as decimals we
proceed as follows :
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^^l
200000 10000V2000/

000005.

Similar artifices can be applied to find the values correct to

a given number of decimal places of such expressions as i/l26,

1^2400, etc.

^ ... . (1 +.r^)^
3. Show that the coefiicient of a:^" in the expansion of 7-

—

~-„

is 2n.
^ ''

= (1 + 3.r2 + 3.r* + :c«) { 1 + 1x^ + 3.r« + 4.r3 + . . . . (r + l){xy + ....}.

The coefiicient required consists of all the terms in the product

of these two expressions containing .r'"; and since every term of

the expansion of (\ — 3?)'"^ contains powers of .r^, and only one

term of (\ + x"Y, viz., .r^, contains a power of x^, therefore the

coefl5cient required — (coefficient of a?"- + coefficient of a?"-'^) in

(1 -3?)~-. The coefficient of .r^" in (1 - .r^)"^ = ?i+ 1, and coeffi-

cient of a.-^""® or a:'""-'^ = «.- 1. Therefore coefficient of .c^" in pro-

duct of (1 + xy{\ - a;3)-2 = n + \-\-n-l = '2n.

4. The following are illustrations of approximations

:

Ex. 1.—If X be so small that its square and higher powers may

be neglected, find the value of

(l-7a;)*(l-|-2.r)-l

Expanding and neglecting powers of x higher than .r-,

1 a 7 49 3 21
(l-7.r)^l+2.r)-S = (l-i.r--a:^ + ....)(l--;r4--g-.r^-....)

, 23 49 , ,23
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Ex. 2.—If p -qhe small compared with 2^ or q, prove

„ l/> _ {n + \)p + {
n - \)q

_

\1 q~ (71- l)p + (n+l)q

Assume T 1 - = 1 + ?", where x is very small,

^ [1

For the first approximation neglect terms containing powers

higher than x.

Then ^=l+nx; /. x=^^.
q nq

Again, for a second approximation retain term containing x^-

Then - = 1 + n.r + -^;,—- .1- = 1 + nx( 1 + —-

—

x)
o 2i 2t

. /, n-\ p-q\
\ 2 ivq )

Simplifying, x

nq

2{p-q)

:. l+x =

nq + np-p + q

(n + l)p + {n-l)q „ jp

(>i- l)p + {7i+l}q

V
5. Show that the integral part of (5 + 2 V^ G )" is odd if n be a

positive integer.

Since (5 + 2 \/"6 ) x (5 - 2 VG) = 25 - 24 = 1,

(5-2^/6) must be less than 1 , (5 + 2 \/ 6 ) lieing greater than 1

.

/. (5 - 2 V G )" = a proper fraction =/^.

Let (5 +

2

/G )" = /+/, when / stands for the integral part

and /'the fractional part of the expansion.
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If (5 + 2v/6)" and (5-2\/6)" are expanded, the odd terms

will be identical in the two series, while the even terms will differ

only in sign.

^ /- ,^ ^ /— , ftwice the sum of odd!
•••<^ + ^'"')" + («-2^«)"={te™sof(5 + 2v'6)"}

= an even integer;

/. /+/+yi = an even number = iV;

.*, f+fx =N - I=&n integer.

Butyand_/i are each < 1,

:.f+f,= \=N-I;
:. 1=N — 1 =an odd integer, since N is even.

6. The Binomial Theorem is sometimes used to expand an ex-

pression of more than tv^o terms.

Ex. 1.—Expand (1 + x + .x-)*.

{\+x + xy={\+x{\+:r)Y

= 1 + 4.r(l + x) + 6.r(l + x)- + ix^{l + xf + x\l + x)*

= l+Ax + ix' + 6.r-( 1 + 2.r + x^) + ir'{ 1 + 3^ + 3i." + o^)

+ .^^(l + 4.r + 6.r- + 4.r' + x*)

= 1 + 4.r + 1 0.r- + 1 6.r3 + 1 9x^ + 1 Qx^ + 1 0.c« + 4.c^ + x^.

Ex. ^.—Expand (1 + 2.r + 3.r + Li^ + . . . .oc)^.

(1 + 2.r + 3.c2 + . . . .oc)-^= {(1 -.r)-2}3 = (l -.r)-«

= l + 6.r + 21.r- + 56.«r3 + ....

7. The following example is well worth noting:

(1 -fa;)"
Ex.—Find the sum of the first n + r coefficients of ) fr,.

'^
' (l+.r)«(l-.r)-^

(l-.r)^'

= {l +nx + '-^—^x'' + . . . .)(l + 2x + 3x'' + . . .
.)

,n-\-r= «„ -f n^x + a„x' + (7„_j.,,.r" -|-
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(«(, + UyX + ^2?" + )(1 - ^)~^
•• (l-;r) =

= (tfo + a^x + a^x- + )(1 +x + x^ + ).

If from the product of

(rto + a^x + ar,x^ + )(1 + a- + ar + )

the coefficient of ;r"+^"^ is selected, it will be found to be

«0 + «1 + «2 + + «»+r-lJ

or the sum required. Therefore the sum required must be equal

to the coefficients of a;"+'""' in

|i±|-3; that is, in {2 - (1 - x)}%l - x)-\

Now, {2 - (1 - a-)}"(l - x)-2 = 2"(1 - x)-^ - 71 .
2''-i(l - x)-"-

n{n-\) „ ,,, , ,
nln-\)(n-2)^ ,

Li LI

terms containing powers of (1 -x), with positive indices, of which

the highest is (1 - x)"^~\

We must therefore select the coefficient of a-""^*""^ from the

terms containing (1 — .r) with a negative index, that is, from

2''(1 - x)-', - n . 2"-'(l - x)-'-,
^^^~ ^^

2''--(l - x}-\

The coefficients of a:"+''"^ in (1 —x)~^, (1 - x)~- and (1 - x)'^ are

respectively

(n + r){7i + r+\)'-—
, n + r and 1.

Therefore the whole coefficient

= 2"-Xn + r){7i + r + 1) - 2"-hi(7i + r) + 2"-3«(n _ 1).

8, Series are often summed by observing that they are com-

posed of one or more binomial expansions.
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Ex. 1.—Find the sum to infinity of

9n/l « \-x n{n^\)l\-x\^ r^(.t + l)(n + 2) / I - q-V

By inspection it is seen that

^ l+x ^ ^
'

2 2.5 2.5.8
Ex. 2.—Sum to infinity, 1 + g + g~pi + g ^^ ^g

+

Arrange the series as follows:

2 2 5 2 5 8

, 3 /1\ 3 3 /1\= 3 3
' 3 /1\'

By inspection this is seen to be the expansion of

l\-§ iW-i
{^-T-~W -'--'''

9. The sum of a series is frequently found by observing that

it is the coefficient of some power of x (or other quantity) in a

series formed by multiplying together, or otherwise combining,

two or more series.

Ex.—Show that if n be a positive integer not less than 4,

4.5 n{n—\) 4.5.6 w(ri-l)(i4.5 n(«,-l) 4.5.6 n{n-\){yi-'2\
1 - 4n + — -—~

ri:,
^ — + = 0.
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(1 +.)-* = l-4x + i|..r^-il^..•=' + .... (1)

and

1\" ^ 1 n(n-l) 1 n(n-l)(n-2) 1

It is evident that

4.5 n(n-l)

I \y
^

1 n{n-Y) 1 w(w-l)(n-2) 1 ...

V «/ X
I

2 if- 3 ar'

1 - 4w +
9

I
9

= the coefficient of a" in product of (1) and (2) = the coefficient

of a'» in

0+.r>-'(i +
,)

1\" (!+.?•)"'
' or -^^ —

X"

But every term of — contains .r (with a negative index);

.'. the series = 0.

276. To find the number of homogeneous products of r dimen-

sions that can he obtainedfirom n letters.

Let a, b, c, d . . . . he the n letters. Take n scries,

1 + ax + a-x'^ + a'.r' + .... ex:

,

1 + bx + b-x- + iV + ex:

,

I + c.r + c-x^ + <?X^ + .... ex:

,

in which ax, bx, ex ... . arc each < 1.

It is evident that if these n series be multiplied together, the

coefficient of x will be the products of one dimension obtained

from (I, b, c, d . . . . , the coefficient of .r will ]je the products of two

dimensions, and, generally, the coefficients of ;i'' will bo the pro-

ducts of r dimensions from the given letters and tlit-ir powers.
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The problem, then, is to find tlie number of terms forming the

coefficient of x"" in the product of

(l+aj- + a-x- + ....){\+bx + b-x- + . . . .)(1 + ex + c-x" + ... .)(. ...)....

Now, \ +ax + a-jr + a^x^ + . . . . oc = (1 - ax)~^ when ax < 1 •;

1 + l>x + Ir.r + l?.i^ + . . . . oc = (1 - hxy^ when hx <\;

1 + ex + c'jr + cV + . . , . oc = (1 - cx)~^ when ex <\;

:. (\+ax + a-x^ )(1 + hx + l?x^ + )(1 - ex + c-.r- )

- (1 - ax)-\\ - 5.r)-^(l - ex)-i. . .

.

The number of terms forming the coefficient of x'", therefore,

will be the number of terms in the coefficient of x"" in

{\-ax)-\\-hxY\\-exYK...

But the number of terms in the coefficient will not be altered by

giving rt, h, c, d. . . . the particular value 1, in which case each

term will be 1, and the coefficient will be the number of terms.

li a = b = c — d . . . . = 1,

(1 - ax)-'(l - bx)-\\ - bx)-^ . . . . = (1 - x)-",

and the coefficient of .*'' in

/I X „ n(n + l){n + 2)....{n + r-l)
(1 - x)~" = —^^ — —^—

^

In + r-l

In— 1
I

r
'

Therefore the sum of the homogeneous products of r dimen-

sions of a, b, c, d . . . .

\n + r -1
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277. To find the number of terms in the expansion of any multi-

nomial v^heii the index is a positive integer.

Let ((/j + «2 + «3 + . . . . «m)" ^^ the multinomial to be expanded.

Every term of the expansion will be of n dimensions, and there-

fore the number of terms in the expansion will be the number of

terms of n dimensions formed from m letters and their powers,

which by the preceding Art.

\m, + n- 1

n Im — l[n

278. From the result of Art. 277 we can readily find the num-

ber of combinations of « things, r at a time, when repetitions are

allowed.

Let the 7i things be the n letters, a, b, c, d . . . .; then the num-

ber of combinations of n things, r at a time, when repetitions are

allowed, will be the number of homogeneous products of r dimen-

sions formed from the n letters, a, Ij, c, d . . .
.

, and their powers,

and therefore will be

1 »i + r-1

r \n — 1

This result was proved in the chapter on Combinations, Art.

239.

279. Very frequently the method of Art. 27G is found useful

in the solution of difficult problems in Permutations and Combi-

nations.

Ex.—In liow many ways can 20 be thrown with -i dice, each

of whicli has six faces marked 1, 2, .3, 4, 5, 6 respectively?

Let the n faces be marked as follows: a, «-, a^ . . . . «"; then the

coefficient of .v-^ in (1 -i- ax + crx'- + «V -f- . . . . «V)* will be the dif-

ferent ways 20 can be thrown with the four dice; and tlie number

of ways will be found by putting a = \, for then each term of the
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coefficient will become 1. If « = 1, we have to find the coefficient

of .r" in (1 + .r + .r + .r" + ''')\ or tlie coefficient of .<-" in

ij-—) or in {I - ry{l - '.r)-K

Now, (1 -xy{l-.r)-^

LI

Selecting from the product of these two expansions the terms

containing .t^° we obtain

21.22.23 4(14.15.16) 6(7.8.9)_ .

EXERCISE XXXII.

l-2,r
1. Find the coefficient of .r^" in the expansion of

{I ->)'

3j-- - 2
2. Find the coefficient of .r'"^ in the expansion of „-.

X + .r

2 + .t; + .r-

3. Find the coefficient of .r'" in the expansion of —r, --^-

(l-.if

4. Show tliat the coefficient of .r"+'''^ in the expansion of

(1 +.r)"
SlJLlL is 2"-\7i + 2r).
(1 - .r)-

5. Show that the coefficient of .»•"+'""
^ in the expansion of

Vi_f:iL is (_l)"(r-2«)2'-^
(1 - 2xy- ^ / \ /

6. Find to four places of decimals the value of:

(1) V999; (2) V'1002; (3) V2400; (4) i?'3129.

"*• 7. If X be very small, show that

(l-3.r)~^+ (l-4.f)~^ , 3a;

(1 - 3.r)-* + (1 - 4.r)-i
i^T-
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8. If X be very small, find the value of

(1) _JLtM!_; (2) ^43-.(3-|)-!

« ^. ,x , , , , ,
[N N \ N+n

/ 9. If iV and n be nearly equal, then . /— = -^ h - • —r^^j
^ ^ ' \J 71 N+n 4 N

N 1 N+n
very nearly. If -:r= and - • have their first p decimal

•' ^ N+n in ^

places the same, show that the approximation may be relied on

to 2p decimal places.

10. If c = a - b, and it be very small compared with a and h,

then a-b\a? - crx- + U^.i-)~^ = a-2c + 3c.r-, nearly.

11. If (6 v'"6 +14)-"+^ = .Y, and /be its fractional part, then y
Nf= 20-"+i.

12. Show that the integral part of (8 + 3 v/ 7 )" is odd if n be a .^

positive integer.

13. If (3 v/
3" + 5)-''+^ = /+/, where / is an integer and/a proper ^

f"action, then will/(/+/) = 2-'-+^

14. If n be a positive integer, the integer next greater than ^

(3 + a/ 5")" is divisible by 2'\

^15. Find the coefficient of .r' in (1 - 2.r - 2.r)^.

16. Find the coefficient of .c'" in (4(r + G</.r + 9.r)-^

17. Show that the coefficient of j-'"' in - ^ ' ,,.. is 2m + 1.

(V-Vx-rx'Y

. 18. Find the coefficient of .f in the expansion of

(1 .2 + 2.3.r + 3.4.r + .... c<.y-.

f 19. Show that the coefficient of .('" in the expansion of

,. . r(r- + 11)
(1 + .r + 2.r + 3.t^ + . . .

.

)- is -^-
^

'
.

20. Show that the coefficient of .c" in the expansion of
1

1 + .r + .c^

is 1, or - 1, according as n is of the form 3m, 3m- 1 or 'im + 1.
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" rti -r-k /TT - '^ . O.D.I

• oo -D
|2"

^ 1 1 1.3 1 1.3.5 1

22- P'-o-
nJs =1 -

2
• 2 +271- --ore- 23 + ----

_„ ^ ^,
. 3.5 3.5.7 3.5.7.9

23. Sumthesenes,— +—- +
3 g^^^ 4-

.. ^ 1 1.3 1.3.5
24. Prove - +-— +-—— + ... .oc = 1,

4 4.G 4.6.8

o^ T> ,3 3.5 3.5.7
' 25. Prove l+.-+_- + g-^-^ + ....oc = 2.

nn -n 1 11 1113 11.13.15
^.26. Prove l+-+^^ + ^^-^^-^ + ....c. = 12.

27. Prove l+^^^'i(-'^i±^ + M!!i±2)(2!i±i) +
3 3.6 3.6.9

= ^ ^^ + 3+-Tr6~
+

3.6.9 +----^-

28. Prove 7"{l+-+4--^^
7.14.21

^ •"•^

Ann ,

^^
,

»(^^+l)
,

n(n+l)(n + 2)
^

= ^ ^^+2"*'^7r+ 2.4.6
"^••••^-

rt w(w + 1 ) / a \-l+n.~^+ \ +...
a—

\
2 \a - 0/

h n{n+\)( by ^ ^ b"

b-a [2

30. Show that if .c> - -,

X x_ 1/ X y 1.3/ X y 1.3.5/ X y
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31. Show that

tlif} -4" 1 I

(1 + t)2" = (1 + xY + n{\ + ar)"-J
. x +—^-^x=(l + r)"-^

+ -^^
p5

-^(1 + xf-^ +
Li

32. Show that if a < b,

6 cc"

3-p-*-

33. Show that

71+ X {n + 2x){n-\) {n+'ix){n-\){n -2)

~\Vx'^ \n\+xf [3(l+.r)^
+....-

.

34. Show that if the numerical value of y be less than one-

third of that of .r,

_i+„(i^)+!i(!^_-_l)(^yj....
Vc-y/

I 2^ V-y)

35. Prove (ri^ _ 2)^

_«^ 111111
2 {ri^-lf 8 (?i--l)* 16 (»i--l)«

36. Prove that if u be an even integer,111 12"
+ -^r-, 7i + ^^, ?+•

[1 [n-l [3 [n-S [5 [n-5 [^^-H^ \^

„^ ^ 1.3.5....(2r-l) 1.3.5....(2r-3) 3
37. Prove H^ '-+ ^ '

r Ir-l 1

1.3.5....(2r-5) 3.5

Li
-H

^-^- ,;:;;^"^^ ^+--=2-(i+r).
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1.3.5....(2,--1)
38. If ;,, = _^_-^v_-_, prove

1

Ihn+l +]hP-2n +]h2hn.l + Pnl^n+l = ^ '

1.3.5....(2r-l)
39- If ;>r

=
2M~r

' P^'°^^

^{2hn- Plp-2n-l+ P22hn-2 + • • • ( " 1)"" Vn-l/^.+l} = ^^n + ( " 1
)" ~

'i',^

40. If (/„, r/j, a,. . . . rr„ are the coefficients in the expansion of

(1 +.)•)" when n is a positive integer, prove

\n-l
(1) ,,„-«, + ,^-«3 + ... .(_!)',,,. = (_])'• ^

r w - r - 1

(2) (/o
- 2«i + 3«., - Aa, + ....(- 1 )"(« + l>/„ = ;

n

(3) a^- - (/f + ,/..2 _ f,^2 + _ _ ( _ iy.,,^^2 _ Q Qj. ^
_ i^2„^^

., -D , „ 3.4 n(n-l) 3.4.5 n(«-l)(7i-2)
41. Prove 1 + 3. +—. A_^^.__.A__| )^_

= 2"-3(7-62 + 7n + 8).

.- ^- 1.3.5....(2r-l) 5.7.9....(2r+3)
*^- ^^^^-^

2.4.6... .2r
""''^ ^-^

2. 4. 6. ...2. '

^'^"^^

;^r + Pr-l^l + ;^r-2'72 + • • • • <7. = ^ (^^ + 1 )(r + 2).

43. Prove

^ + 6T+l6Jt—y-j +i6Jl [3
[+•••"

44. If a,, be the coefficient of .r*" in (1 +.r)", prove that-if k be

less than n,

^n In-

1

|n-2
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45. If j-„ = .r(.r + 1 )(,c + 2) (x + n-1), show that

n{n - 1

)

(^ + y)n = ^n + «•'•«- 1^1 + ry- •*'„-2y2 + Vn-

(This is Vandermonde's Theorem.)

46. Prove that if (1 + .r)" = c^ + CyV + c.,x~ + c„.r", then

n{ 1 + j-)»-i = Ci + 2c.^ + 3c3.i-- + tic^x^-K

47. Prove, using the notation of the preceding example, that

\2n-\
cf + 2c2- + 3^3- + . . . . nc

"^

^n-
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53. In a shooting competition ;i man can score 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 or

points for each shot. Find tlie number of difterent ways in which

he can score 30 in 7 shots.

54. A man goes in for an examination in which there are four

papers with a maximum of 7n marks for each paper. Show that

the number of ways of getting half marks on the whole is

O

55. There are two regular polyhedrons marked in the manner

of dice, and the numbers of their faces are m, in + n respectively.

How many different throws can possibly be made by throwing

them together 1

56. If, in the preceding question, the number of polyhedrons

be four, and the numbers on their faces 3, 6, 8, 12 respectively,

show that the number of different throws that can be made by

throwing all together is 552.

57. Iis = a'^ + fr, p = 2ab, P = {a + hy\ show that

73—1 O— 1*>— 2
~s''+p's'-^+]>'.'—^s'-'-+i,'.'-^ .'-g-s»-» + ....

68. !£/(«, », =i-J^) +!^r_i)(i) ...... „,„„
m \m+p/ 2 \m + spj

that f{n, m) = ( — )f{n - 1, m +p).

59. If 3" + s + l — 0, show that the sum of those terms of the

expansion of (1 +^)", in which the index of x is a multiple of 3,

60. If 0^ = coefficient of or'' in (1 +x)", show that

{a^ + ai)(Oi + a2)(«2 + Ws) + . . . . (a„_i + a„) = ^——-^ ff„. a, . a.'0> "^\i "^2-



CHAPTEK XXL

INTEREST, DISCOUNT AND ANNUITIES.

1. Interest is money paid for the use of money. The sum
for which interest is paid is called the Principal ;

the interest

on one dollar for one year is called the Rate ; and the sum of

the principal and interest for any given time is the Amount.

2. Interest is of two kinds, simple and compound.

Simple Interest is interest reckoned upon the original sum
only. But each payment of interest as it becomes due is usually

added to the principal, and interest for the succeeding period,

charged upon the whole. This is known as Compound
Interest. The latter is the only correct method of reckoning

interest which should evidently be paid upon the whole debt

without regard to the manner in which the debt has been in-

curred.

3. To find the interest and the amount of a given sum in a

given time at simple interest.

Let F be the given sum in dollars, r the interest on one dollar

for one year, n the time in years, / the interest, and A the

amount.

The interest of P for one year is Pr, and therefore for ?i years

it is Pnr ; that is

I=Pnr, (1)

And A = P-\rI,

= P{\+nr). (2)

From (1) and (2) it is evident that if any three of the (juanti-
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ties, /*, /, n, r, A (excepting the three P, I, A) be given the

other two may be found.

4. To Jind the present value and discount of a given sum due

in a given time, allowing simple interest.

Let A be the given sum, r the given rate, n the number of

years, P its present value, and D the discount required.

Then A=P{\+nr)

Therefore P=-^ ^^^

i +nr
And B==A-P,

1 +nr
Anr

\+nr (4)

In actual business, and for short periods of time, it is cus-

tomary to deduct interest on the whole sum instead of the true

discount which, as shown by (4), is the interest on the present

worth. This is known as Bank Discount, which is therefore

greater than true discount by the interest on the true discount.

5. To find the amount and the interest of a given sum in a

given time at compound interest.

Let P denote the principal, r the rate, n the time in years,

/ the interest, and A the amount.

The amount at the end of a year is found by multiplying

the principal at the beginning by 1 + r, and the amount at the

end of each year is the principal at the beginning of the next

year, therefore the series.

P(l+r), P{\+r)\ P{\+rf P(l+r)"

gives the amount at the end of 1, 2, 3 ... .7i years respectively.

(5)

(6)

Therefore
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6. Tofind the jiresent value and the discount on a given sum
due in a given time, allounng compound interest.

Let A denote the given sum, P its present value, r the rate,

n the time in years, D the discount.

Then from (5) ^ = P (1 +r)«

;

(7)

Therefore P=—— (8)

And D = A-P,

^Il--r^„l (9)
1 + rY) ^ '

7. In the examples which precede the time has been assumed

to be an exact number of years. When a fraction of a year

occurs in actual business it is customary to allow the same frac-

tion of the annual rate of interest, but this is not theoretically

correct, and frequently leads to contradictory results as the

following simple example will show :

Ex.—A note for $500 is drawn January 1st, due in one year

with 6 per cent, interest; find its cash value on July 1st of the

same year.

Two modes of solution present themselves, which appear

equally reasonable. We may add 6 months' interest making

$515, or find the present worth of $530, the sum due at the end

of the year, 6 months before it is due, giving $514.56. The

discrepancy arises from our having twice assumed that 6 per

cent, for a year is the same as 3 per cent, for 6 months, which

assumption is untrue.

8. In actual business interest is sometimes payable more

frequently than once a year, and then there is a difference

between the nomituil rate per annum and the true annual rate.

Thus, 6 per cent, per annum payable half-yearly gives really

(1.03)^= 1.0609, or 6igjyper cent, annually. If the interest is

payable q times per annum, and if r is the nominal annual rate,
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then the interest on one dollar for one interval is -, and since

there are qn intervals in n years the amount of $P in n years

will be P (l + -
)

In this case the interest is said to be capitalized q times a year.

9. In solving problems in compound interest logarithms are

frequently useful to avoid tedious multiplications and are some-

times essential, as in the following example :

Ex.—In how many years will $126 amount to $672 at 4J per

cent, compound interest; give log 2 = 30103, log 3 = .47712.

Let n be the number of years

;

Therefore

Then 126 (1.04i)» = 672, (Art. 5)

672_16
26 "T'

or n (log 25 - log 24) = log 16 - log 3,

4 log 2 - lojr 3

/25y_67

V24/ ~T2

from which
2-5 log 2 - log 3'

= 41 nearly.

EXERCISE XXXIII.

1. At simple interest tiie interest on a sum of money is $135

and the discount $120 ; find the sum of money and the rate per

cent, for tlie given time.

2. The compound interest on a given sum for 5 years at 5 per

cent, exceeds the simple interest for the same time by $19.71
;

find the sum.

3. Show that the true discount of any sum is half the har-

monic mean between the sum and its simple interest for the

given time.

P
4. If the simple interest be - of the principal, the true dis-

q

count will be of the given sum.
p + q
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5. The bank discount on a bill due in one year at 8 per cent,

is $540 ; find the true discount.

6. If the interest on $A for a year be equal to the discount

on $B for the same time, find the iMte of interest.

7. Divide $1,000 between three persons aged 18, 19, and 20

years respectively, so that on their coming of age (21 years),

their shares may be proportional to 4, 5, and 6, reckoning com-

pound interest at 5 per cent.

8. In how many years will a given sum of money treble itself

(1) at simple interest, (2) at compound interest, 3|^ per cent.;

having given log 3 = .477 12, log 1035 = 3.01494.

9. What sum of money at 6 per cent, compound interest will

amount to $1,000 in twelve years; given log 106 = 2.025306,

log 49697 = 4.69632^1

10. In what time will $100 become $1,050 at 5 per cent,

compound interest; given log 2 = .301030, log 3 = .477121, log 7

= .845098?

11. A merchant's profits during each year are — , and his ex-
in

penses — of his capital at the beginning of the year. In how
n

many years will his capital be doubled ?

'^ 12. A person invests his money in a business which pays 4

per cent, per annum. Each year he spends a sum equal to

twice the original income. In how many years will he be

ruined; given log 2 = .3010300, log 13 = 1.1139434.

13. Find the interest on 07ie cent for 2,000 years at 5 per

cent. (1) at simple interest (2) at compound interest; Given log

105 = 2.0211893, log 23912 = 4.3786159.
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annuities.

10. An Annuity is a fixed sum of money payable at the

end of equal intervals of time, usually one year each.

11. An annuity is said to be forbomc when it is left unpaid

for any number of years.

12. A Deferred Annuity, or Reversion, is an annuity

which does not begin until the end of a certain number of years.

When the annuity is deferred n years, it is said to begin after

n years, but the payments being made at the end of each period,

the first payment will be made at the end of w+ 1 years.

13. An annuity which is to continue for ever is called a

Perpetuity.

14. A Freehold Estate consists of land, or other property,

which yields a perpetual annuity usually called the Rent.
The annual income derived from freehold estates, irredeemable

stocks, etc., is frequently called a Year's Purchase.

15. Freehold estates are sometimes leased for a term of years

for a certain sum in cash at the beginning of the period.

Suppose an estate so leased, and that p years before the term

expires the lessee wishes to oVjtain a new lease good for j) + n

years, the sum which he must pay for this extension of time is

called the Fine for renewing n years of the lease.

16. Tofind the amotcnt of an annuity left unpaid for a given

number of years allowing (1) simple interest, (2) compound

interest.

Let P be the annual payment, r the interest on one dollar for

one year, A the amount, and n the number of years.

Since the payments are made at the end of each year, the

first payment will be at interest n-\ years, the second n-1
years, and so on. Thus, we have,
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At simple interest from (2),

A=P{\+{n-l)r}+P{l+{n-2)r}+ ....P{l+r) + F
= «P+ (1 + 2 + 3+ ....n-l)Pr

^nP+^-^Pr. (10)

At compound interest from (5),

A = P{1+ r)"-i + P{\+ r)"-- + . . . . P(l + r) + P
= P{l+(l+r) + (l+r)2+....(l+r)»-'}

= ^{0+^)"-!} (11)

The reader should observe that the coefficients n-1, n — 2,

etc., in the value of A at simple interest become exponents in

the value at compound interest.

17. Tofind the -present value of an annuity to continue a given

number of years, allowing (1) simple interest, (2) compound

interest.

With the notation of the preceding article, the values of the

annuity at the end of the given time are,

1 P
nP + -n{n- I)Pr and — |(l+r)"-l}

Therefore its values at the beginning of the given time will be

found by dividing these expression by \+nr and (1 +r)'' re-

spectively (Arts. 4 and 6).

Thus,

nP + -'n{n-\)Pr

— and —
I +nr r {^-l^}

are the required values by simple and compound interest re-

spectively.

Cor. The value of a perpetuity may be found from the above
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by making n infinitely great. The expression for the value at

simple interest may be written , and when n —

-+r
n

oc the numerator becomes infinitely groat, but the denominator

remains finite, thus making the value of the present worth in-

finitely great. This is another indication of the impractical

results of simple interest when long periods of time are involved.

In the expression for the value at compound interest, 7- —

becomes indefinitely small when n becomes indefinitely great,

P . . .

and the present worth reduces to — , Avhich is evidently correct,
7

for this amount of cash will give a yearly interest of P for all

time to come.

18. To find the present value of a deferred annuity to commence

at the end ofp years, and to continue n years, allowing compound

interest.

The value at the beginning of the period of n years is

-ll---^]- (Art. 17)

Therefore the value of this sum p years preceding this date is

—-^-- [ I _ -r^—\ (Art. 6)
r(l+r)"[ (l + r)"J

^ '

This formula also gives the fine t^ be paid for renewing n

years of a lease, p years before the first lease expires.

Cor. The present value of a deferred perpetuity to commence

afters years is-^.
Ex.—A mortgage for $5000 with interest at 6 per cent, per

annum is drawn January 1st, 1890, payaV)le in 8 years; find its
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cash value on March 1st, 1890, allowing the purchaser 10 per

cent, per annum, payable half-yearly.

The annual payment of interest is $300. The values of these

payments at the end of the period of time with 10 per cent.

interest, payable half-yearly, are 300 (1.05)", 300 {].05y-

300. Thus the total amount will be

.5000 -f 300 {(1.05)" -f- (1.05)1^+ ....1}

= 5000 + 300 k^-^^^^1
\(1.05)-- \j

= 8462.06

We must now find the cash value of this sum payable in 7|

years, allowing 10 per cent, interest, payable half-yearly. Thus,

|^P = $3940.I3 (Arte)

is the cash value required.

19. The preceding propositions are sufficient to solve the

practical problems arising from loans, stocks, debentures, and

all transactions involving periodical payments for a fixed num-

ber of years. Such are called Annuities Certain, but

another and most extensive department of the subject relates to

Life Annuities, which are payable during the life of a

specified person or the survivor of a number of persons. For

further information the student may consult the article " An-

nuities," in the " Encyclopa'dia Britannica," and " System and

Tables of Life Insurance," by Levi W. Meech, Norwich, Conn.

EXERCISE XXXIV.

1. What yearly payment for three years will repay a loan of

$1,000, money being worth G per cent.?

, 2. Find the amount of an annuity of $100 in 20 years, allow-

ing compound interest at 4^ per cent.
;
given

log 1.045 = .0191163, log 24.117 = 1.3823260.
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3. A freehold estate which rents for $216 per annum is sold

for $4800 ; find the rate of interest.

4. How many years' purchase should be given for a freehold

estate, money being worth 3| per cent. ?

5. Find the cash value of an annuity of $250 to continue for

20 years, money being worth 5 per cent.
;
given

(1.05)20=2.653297.

; 6. If a perpetual annuity is worth 25 years' purchase, find

the amount of an annuity of $625 at the end of 5 yeai-s.

7. What annuity, to continue 20 years, can be purchased for

$10,000, allowing compound interest at 5 per centi

8. For what sum might an annuity of $400 a year, for 10

years, to commence in 5 years, be purchased, allowing compound

interest at 6 per cent. 1

9. A person who enjoyed a perpetuity of $1000 per annum
provided in his will that, after his decease it should descend to

his son for 1 years, to his daughter for the following 20 years,

and to a benevolent society for ever after. What was the cash

value of each bequest at the time of his decease, allowing com-

pound interest at 6 per cent. 1 Given

(1.06)=" = 3.20713547.

10. If 25 years' purchase must be paid for an annuity to

continue n years, and 30 years' purchase for an annuity to con-

tinue 2n years, find the rate per cent.

11. A man has a capital of $20000, for wliich he receives

interest at 5 per cent. ; if he spends $1800 every year, show that

he will be ruined before the end of the seventeenth year ; having

given log 2 = .3010300, log 3 = .4771213, log 7 = .8450980.

12. A young man enters upon a situation at a salary of $100

per quarter, which is increased $10 every payment. His ex-

penses are $75 for the first quarter, and increase 5 per cent,

each succeeding quarter. He invests his savings at 6 per cent.
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per annum. "What will he be worth in 10 years'? Proceeding

in the same way would he ever be ruined ]

13. A merchant invests $12,000 which yields 25 per cent,

profit annually. At the end of the first year he withdraws

$1000 for expenses, and each succeeding year 33J per cent,

more than the preceding year. How many years before he

will become bankrupt 1

14. The annual rent of an estate is £500; if it is let on a

lease of 20 years, calculate the fine to be paid to renew the

lease when seven years have elapsed, allowing compound interest

at 6 per cent. ] having given

log 106 = 2.0253059, log 4.688385 = .6710233, log 3.118042 =
.4938820.

15. Find the present worth of a perpetual annuity of $10 at

the end of the first year, $20 at the end of the second, and so

on increasing $10 each year ; compound interest at 5 per cent.

per annum.

• 16. An annuity is payable for a terra of 2n years; show that

its present worth for the first n years is (1 +?•)" times its present

worth for the second n years. If t' e present worth for the

whole time is m times the present worth for the last n years,

find n.

17. A loan is repaid by an annual payment for n years of —
of the given sum ; show that (1 + r)" (1 - mr) = 1.

18. If there be n annuities of 1, 2, 3 .... n pounds respectively

left unpaid for n years, find the sum of their amounts at simple

interest.

19. If P be the present value of an annuity to continue for 7t

years, and P+Q its value for 2n years, find the yearly value of

the annuity.

20. Find the present worth of A, 2A, 3A . . . .nA dollars due

in 1, 2, 3. . . .n years respectively, allowing compound interest,
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21. A freehold estate is to be held in succession by each of n

charitable institutions for such times as will divide its value

y equally amongst them. For how many years does each hold it?

22. Jf a, b, c years' purcliase must be paid for an annuity to

continue n, 2?i, 3n years respectively ; show that

z. Z.2 1
Ih-a-c

w - ao + 0^ = ac and r
h~ - ac

23. Show how each formula for simple interest may be de-

rived from the corresponding formula for compound interest.
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EXERCISE XXXV.

1

.

Divide l+.r + x' + x^ + x^ + ./ + .r' + .*•*' + .c" + .r'-^ by 1 - ur^ + x\

2. Show that (.c^ + xi/ + y-){<r + ah + h-)

= (cix — hyY + {(tx — hy){cty + Z».c + by) + (ciy + /Ar + %)".

3. If s = a + i -f c, show that {as + bc){hs + ca){cs + «7*) is a com-

plete square.

4. Find the G. C. M. of nx''+^- {n + l).c" + 1 "and a," - 7ix + n - 1.

5. Find the condition that the equations,

ax + hy=l,

cx- + dy- = 1,

may liavc but one solution, and find the solution.

6. If ex" — ax + b divides </.r' - bx- + c, then it will also divide

b.t^ — ex + a, and conversely.

7. Factor (a + b)(a^ + //)- + Gub{a + by\a^ + b^) + ^a-b\a + bf.

8. Solve the equations,

{b + c)x + (c + a)y + (rt + ^)- = 0,

(b - c)x + (c - a)y + {a - b)z = 0,

X If z~ H :—- + = viab + lie + en).
c a (I, b b c

a b b c c a

9. Simplify the following, in which o> denotes a cube root of

unity:

. 1 (0
'-

(1) + _. __ +
•'" + .'/ + ~ •' + "*y + "'"^ •'" + ^'!/ + "*"
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(2) —j--+
, , .:

,

... +X + 1/ + z X + 0)1/ + isrz X + ia^y + inz

(3) (.r + >/ + s)='+ (j; + toy + ors)' + (j; + u?y + ws)' - Z{j? -^ if ^r^ - Sxijz)
;

/.N
1 1 1 3

(.r+ ?/ + ;:)^ (.r+ wy+ w'-c;)^ {.r + (n^i/ + wzf x^ + if + z^ + '3xi/z'

10. A number consisting of three digits is doubled by reversing

the digits. Find the digits in the scale of ?•, and hence show that

there is no such number in the connnon scale. Find the scales

in which it is possible, and show that the number formed by the

first and last digits is also doubled by reversing its digits.

11. A parallelogram is inscribed in a triangle having two of

its sides coinciding with sides of the triangle. Show, algebraic-

ally, that the parallelogram will have the greatest area when its

sides are each half the corresponding sides of the triangle.

1 2. The sides of a triangle are the roots of .>•' - ax- + bx - c = 0.

Show that its area is - v^«(4«(!>-(r-8c).

13. If

/W = «(^V~) +K~ir~)'
then/(.r)+/(.r + l)=/(x + 2).

14. If 2.r = (18 + 5v'T3)" + (18-5A/T3)"

and 2y v'lS = (18 + 5 v'Ts)'^ -(18-5 \^T3)%

show that X- - 1 Sf = ( - 1
)".

15. Ify;(x)=^(e^-c-0 and/,(.r) = ](e^ + 6-),

then /(x) ./,(y) ±/,(.r) ./(y) =/(.r ± y)

and /,{x) ./,(y) ±/(.r) ./(y) =/,{x ± y).

^^- ^^^(^)-^>^^'^^(^-^) =i^Vp
/(r +y)-JifhM_ and /(3.) - i^Ml!!^^)
•^^''^^^-l+/(x)./(y) ^"^^/W-

1 + 3|/(.)|-^
•
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17. Ii2s = a + b + c and 4:(s - b)(s - c) = be, then

b' + c'^ = a^ + bc, 4s{s-a) = 3bG and a^ + b^ + c* = 2a\b'^ + c-) - b^c"^.

18. If ax" + bi/"^ + cz"' be divisible hy j-x^i^ + y^) - (q"*/ +2^^^)^^

then bp"^" + cq"^" + ap^q" = 0.

19. Simplify

(a+p)(a+q) (b+p)(b + q) (c+p){c + q)

{a-b){a-c)(x + a) {b - c){b - a){x + b) {p - a){G - b){x + c)'

20. The areas of the cross sections of two water pipes are as

3 : 5, and the velocities of the water through the pipes are as 3 : 4.

At the end of an hour 1,221 gallons more have flowed through

the second than through the first. Find the number of gallons

which flow through each pipe per hour.

21 A man walking upon the railway track has partly crossed

a bridge whose length is I, when he perceives a train approaching

from behind at a distance d from the bridge. His position is

such that it is equally safe to advance or to retreat. Find the

fraction of the bridge he has crossed, and compare his rate with

the rate of the train, providing he has just time to escape the

train.

22. Sum 1 + (.r + !/) + {.ir + xy + y-) + (.r* + x"y + xy" + y^) +
to n terms.

23. Sum (x-y)+ (^-^) + (^-^ +. .. . to n terms.

24. Sum to 11 terms the series whose ?i"' terms are

2''.3"+S (.r" + «)(.r"-n), (.c"- j;-")(y/"-7/-"), 2"(3"-i + 3"-^ + . . .1).

25. Compare the length of the sides a, b, c of a right-angled

triangle, c being the hypotenuse, when the squares described upon

them are in harmonical progression.

26. If y be the harmonical mean between x and z, and x and

z be the arithmetical and geometrical means respectively between

a and b, express y in terms of a and b.
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27. Show that a series of numbers in A. P. may be found whose

sum to n terms is always an even square, but that no such series

can always be equal to an odd square.

28. Six men and their wives stand in a row. In how many
ways may they be arranged, providing each man must stand be-

side his wife 1 In how many ways, providing no man may stand

beside his wife ?

29. The driver of a four-horse coach can choose his horses from

a stable of 6 white and 8 black horses, but he nmst not pair 2

horses of different colors. In how many ways may he choose his

4 horses 1

30. Find the quotient when the sum of all the numbers which

can be formed with ?i significant digits is divided by I n — 1 times

the sum of the digits.

31. In a basket are 10 apples at 3 for a cent, and 5 pears at

2 for a cent; a boy has 5 cents in his pocket and wants some

fruit; how many choices has he 1

32. In how many ways may 6 persons each choose a right and

a left-hand glove from 6 pair without any person taking mates 1

33. If Pr denote the number of permutations of n things, r at

a time, then

34. Prove that 2'' = 1 -^ ^ ^^' + ^ ' ^
.

.^ +

.

Li

35. Prove that

/-_ 5 1 2^.3 1.3.5 2«.3= 1.3.5.7.9 2^ 3^

^
2 ^ ~

I^"
~^'

l"^
5^ [6

5^^

3 2,- 1 13 1.3.5
36. Prove that 11 - ^ \/ 2 -7 +

24 3
2^l1

2^ ^ 25j_5

1

37. In the'expansion of (1 - jr) " prove that the sum of the co-
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efficients of the first r terms bears to tlie coefficient of the r"' term

the ratio of 1 +w(r— 1) to 1.

38. Find the (r + l)'" terms of (1 - 4.r)~^ and .

39. Find the coefficient of a;^" in the expansion of -j

—

n i i
'

40. Sum to n terms,

1 + 2(2 + 3) + 3(4 + 5 + 6) + 4(7 + 8 + 9 + 10) + . . .

.

41. Show that the coefficient of .r" in (1 - .r)~" is equal to the

sum of all the preceding coefficients.

42. In the expansion of (
'-

I the coefficients of the (2r- 1)""

and the (2r)"^ terms are equal.

43. ^ipr= •

\:v:
—(-irand<?.:^ •

•;;;:—(-iy-\
1.3.5...2r-l ,, , 1.3.5...2r-3,

( — 1) and q^ =

then P0+P1+P2 + ' •• =9(5'o + (?i + )

and 2Mn + 2hQn-i+P-/ln--i + = 0-

1 1
44. If X be small, find the value of

45. Solve

1+ V'l-.j; 1+ v'l-.r

.r + a^ + P + c' a- + h- + c-

X + 2>ahc ab + bc + ca'

x + 2y y + 2z z + 2x
46. Solve -_^=:^l_- =__ = .r + 2/ + ^.

3z ox 3y

47. The numerator and the denominator of one fraction are

each greater by 2 than the corresponding terms of a second frac-

tion. The sum of the fractions is 2,^; but if the denominators

were interchanged their sum would be 3. Find the fractions.

48. The front wheel of a carriage makes 78 revolutions more

than the hind wheel in going 780 yards; but if the circumference
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of each wero increased 1 yard, the former would make only 50

revolutions more than the latter in going the same distance. Find

the circumference of each wheel.

49. Solve x + i/ + z=l,

xy + yz-zx = l,

x^ + y^ -z'^ + xy = 0.

60, Eliminate x, y, z from x = yz\ —|

),
\y z x)

(c a h\
- + I,
z X y)

(a h c\

\x y z)

51. Solve V^^= K^Vzi- + -_-),
\y 2- x)

V y = Vzxl - -\ I,
\z X y)

\x y zj

52. If -— = — where d is the diflference of the roots of
D^ N

x^ + mx + »i = and D the difference of the roots of x" + Mx+N=0,
m' n

53. The coefficient of x"" in (1 — ax)~-(\ — hx)~" is

54. Show that the equation, .r" + rx'"~^' + s = will liave equal

roots if ] - {2^ - n) \ = ^ — (n —j)) \ -

{71 J IP )

55. If the roots of .c-+^ac + 5' = are real, so also are the roots

of the equation, [mji + 2).c^ + 2{mq + bp)x + ISg- = 0.
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56. Solve a:* + l =2(1 +.r)*.

1

57. Frove (
-

) = -\ -—
-f^

—

- \ if p is nearly equal to q.

\q) q\{2n~\)p + q] ^ .THY
58. If r< 1 and positive, and m is a positive integer, show that

{2m + l)r"'(l - r) < 1 - i^^+K

59. Show that the sum of the products of the first n natural

numbers, three together, is

{n-2){n-\)n\n + \)-~
48

*

60. Find the condition that the equations,

Ix^ + viy^ + nz- = 0,

ax + by + cz = 0,

may have only one set of values for the ratios x -.y -.z, and show

that if this condition hold,

Ix my nz

a b c
'

61. Sum to n terms and to infinity,

1 1 1_ 1_
176 "^6. ll"^ll . 16"^16.2l"^""

62. The equations, .r' + y'' + s^ — Zxyz = a^,

yz + zx + xy = Ir,

x + y + z = c,

cannot be simultaneously true unless e' — a' = 3c/»-; and if this

holds, they are true for an infinite number of finite values of

x, y, z.

63. Show that

(1 +x + x-){l +r^ + x'^)...{\ +.r3""^ + j---'"~') = l +x + x- + ...x^"-^.

64. Prove that the coefficient of x"" in the expansion of

1 . (ri + l)(4n-+ll7i + 6)
is -^ — -.

{i-x){i+xy
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1 -2x' + x'+^ .

65. If X ]>e a positive integer, prove that —
-^— is a

positive integer.

6G. If mx-^-\-ny^ = a-, mx^ + ny^ ^a"^, and 7ur,.n. + ^it/i?/., = 0,

then x-r + x^^^— and Vi +ih' = —-
m ' n

67. If „Pr denote the number of permutations of n things taken

r together, and -(„P) denote „Pi + ^F^ + .. . . „P„, show that

IU,P) = (n+l){I(„P) + \].

68. The coefficient of x'' in the expansion of

(l+.r)(l+c.r)(l + c-.r)....,

the number of factors being unlimited and c less than unity, is

equal to
^j^,,_„

{l-c){l-c^){l-c^)....{l-c^y

69. There are p + q numbers, a, /3, 7 . . . . , of which p are even

and q odd. Show that the sum of the products, taken 3 and 3
a 3 y

together, of the quantities, (-1) , (-1) , ( — 1) ••••» etc.

= l{(q-Pr-HT-2r) + 2{q-p)}.

70. If -4 = rtp + a^x + a^x' + . . . . a„x"

and £ = ao + a^y + a.y- + a„?/",

n n

show that when «(, = «„, «i = «„_!, etc., A •.B = x^:y', where x and

y are the roots of .r- + joz + 1 = 0.

71. \i X, y, z he tliree positive quantities whose sum is unity,

then will {\ - x){\ - y){\ - z) > Sxijz.

-. 72. If ic + 2/ + s = a-2 + 2/" + s'=2, then will

x{l-xy = y{l-yy'=^z{\-zy.

73. The equation,

{x + Var - 6c)(2/ + \^y^ - ca){z + Vz^ - ab) = abc,

is equivalent to ax^ + hy' + c^ = ahc + Ixyz.
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74. Prove that the equations,

- + ^ + -=1,

X y z ^—+—+—=0

are equivalent to only two independent equations if

he + ca + ah = 0.

75. If a, j5 be the roots of x- + .r + 1 = 0, show that

_1 =J_/_^ ^1
\+x + x~ a-i^\\-ax l~§xj'

76. If a, h, c be the roots of the equation, x^ + qx + r = 0, form

the equation whose roots are

ao -\ , oc + and ca -\ .

a + +c c + a

77. There are n lines in a plane, no two of which are parallel

and no three pass through the same point. Their points of inter-

section are joined. Show that the number of fresh lines intro-

duced is

-{n)(n-l){7i-2)(n-5).

78. The number of ways in which ?• things may be distributed

among 11 +p persons so that certain 11 of those persons may have

one at least is

{n-^pY - n{7i +p -IY +
^^^~

\n +p-2Y -....

79. If the quantities x, y, z be all integral, and satisfy the

equations,

a(yV-hl)-t-y--f-g'' _ ajz^'x- + \) + z^ + x- _ a{xY + 1 ) + x- -H/
y~ ~-f jy

each member of the equations =«--!, and

xyz^xy + yz + xij) = x-]ry-\- z.^
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r.,% -r,.
a^-n(a-b) a — hx ... . , . . ,

80. If x= J- 77, 7-. zh will be equal to the sum of the
b + n{a-hy (1 - xy

first n terms of its expansion in ascending powers of x; a, h being

unequal quantities.

81. The number of combinations of 2n things, taken n to-

gether, when 71 of the things, and no more, are alike, is 2"; and

the number of combinations of 3w things, n together, when n of

the things, and no more, are alike, is

\2n
92n-l +

2{\nf

82. The number of ways in which p things may be distributed

among q persons, so that every one may have one at least, is

83. Prove that

w(l+.r) n{n-\) 1 + 2.g n{n-\){n-1) 1 + 3.r

\+nx^ [2_ {\+nxf [3 (l+^uf"*"
'

84. Factor

{a^ + h^ + c^)xyz + (i^c + c^« + a%)(^z + z^x + 3?y)

+ (he- + ccr + alr)(yz- + zx^ + X'lf) + (.1^ + 2/^ + ^)abc + Zahcxyz.

85. If x-^y-\-z-\-w = 0, then

v}x{w + x)- + yz{w - xf + wy{w + y)" + zx{w - yf

+ wziyo + zY + xyiyo - zf + ^xyzw = 0.

86. An A. P., a G. P., an H. P. have a and h for their first

two terms. Show that the {n + 2)"* terms will be in G. P. if

87. A candidate is examined in three papers, to each of which

m marks are assigned as a maximum. His total on the three
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papers is 2m. Show that there are -(w + l)(m+2) ways in

which this may occur.

88. If r be less than ii, find the value of

[n
\

n- 1 r(r-l)
|

^-^
+

|rjri-r Ir— Ijri-r |2 \r — 2 \n - r

89. By comparing the two expansions of (1 + x)^^ prove

_i:„ + K^--^)
. 2'--^ + r(r-l)(r-2)(r-3) ^..^ ^

\n - r In-r+l'" |2|w-r + 2

\2n

n \2n -rin

90. If (I, f), c, d be the roots of the equation,

a-* + Apj? + Qiqx- + \rx + t = 0,

x"' x" x"' x"
find the value of 1 -\ 1-

X — a X — b X - c X -

d

91. Form the series whose ?»"' term is {in — \){m + l)(27rt - 1),

and sum it to n terms.

92. If «r be the coefficient of x'' in tlie expansion of ( 1 + .?•)",

and Cj. be the coefficient of x"" in the expansion of ( 1 + j)-", show

that, when n is an even number,

93. Find the sum of the products of the first n natural num-

bers, taken two at a time, and show that it is the same as one-

half the sum to w - 1 terms of the series,

1. 22+ 2. 32 -f 3. 42 -I-....

94. Solve (1) .r'-(a-l).r2- ^rt-l- l\j- + l=0;

(2) Gx* - 3r).r'' 4- G2.r - 3r).r -j- G = 0.

22
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95. Show that

/7i\-n-\ jn{n-l)\hi-2 jn(n - \)(n - 2)yn - 3

_27i(2n- l)(2n -2)....(n)

96. If u + Ij + c = 0, prove that H + — , = 0.
uc — u CO — b- ab — c"

97. Having given, for all values of ?t, the relation,

find the sum, to n terms, of the series a^ + 03 + «3 + . ... a^.

98. If the roots of 3^ +px- + qx + r = be in A. P., prove

99. The equation, .r^ + 4j:^ + 3x- — 2.r - 6 = has one root of the

form - 1 + V -\. Find all the roots.

100. If a, b, c are real quantities, prove that no real values of

X and 2/ can satisfy the equation, ay — b.r = c V (^.r — a)'^ + (y — bf,

unless c- is less than a- + b-.

101. Write down all the numbers that can be composed of the

four digits, 3, 4, 5, 6, which are divisible by 11.

102. Six papers are to be set in an examination, two of them

in Mathematics. In how many different orders may the papers

be given, provided only that the two mathematical papers do not

come together 1

103. Find the sum of the series,

4 9 16 25
7~H + S—rr + T'l—57i + 57i

—

^ + *^o *^ terms,
1.5 5 . 14 14 . 30 30 . o5

the last factor in the denominator being the sum of the other

factor and the numerator.
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104, If n is greater than 1 in the series,

12 3 4

n n n n

show that the sum to infinity is ,, and the sum to m terms,
{n-\f

n(n^ — 1) — 171(71 - 1)

\n-iy

105. If
X — a y ~ h :~^^- + = 0,

X ~h 11 — c Z — (I

+± +——
c a

X — c y — « z — h
+ +

= 0,

= 0,

show that

106. Show that

x = y = z-

h c

ub + hc + ca

(b-c)(b + cY + anal. + anal.

{b-c)(b + cf + anal. + anal.
2(a + b + c).

lA^ 01 .V. . n \ ^ 2ri-l (2«-l)(3ri-2)
107. Show that ?i-"= -^

— -— -ir^ -^ '--..

108. If <i, b, c are the roots of ./•'' — p.v- + qx — r = 0,' express

lu-b"' + 2b'c- + 2c'a- -a'- b' - c-

2ab + Ibc + 2crt -a?- U^ - c"

in terms of ]>, q and r.

109. If x{x-\f + y{y-\Y + z{z-\y-yz{x+\f~zx{y^\y
- xy{z + 1 )^ + ixyz = 0, and x + y + z>\, prove that

{x + \){y+\){z+\) = x'' +f + z'+\.

110. If a-* +pj: + y be divisible by .r- + ax + b, then will

(«•' + p){<i^ - p) = 4aV/ and (/r + q){}r ~ q) = ;r/A
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111. lij'{x) be divided by x - a, and the integral quotient by

X — b, and the second quotient by a; — c, the remainder will be

_ {h-c)f{a)+{c-a)f{b)+{a-h)/{c)

{h - c){c - a){a - h)

(I _L QX
112. If be expanded in series ascending by powers of

(1 - r) and (1 +x), and A and B be the coefficients of (1 -a-)" and

(1 +.r)" respectively, then

113. On a railway there are 20 stations. Find the number of

tickets required in order that a person may travel from any one

station to any other.

114. Show that if <rl, a must be <h(\ + V~^).
1bV2a--P

115. Having given the equations,

x + y + z = 0, a-i + 2/i + Si = 0, a}==x'^ + x^, b'^ =f + y\ c'^z'^ + z^-,

prov'e that (('{yz - y^Zl) + b\zx - z^x^) + c\xy — x^y-^) = 0.

116. Show that if a + i + c = 0, then

'h - c c — a a — b\ I a hfh - c c — a a — b\ [ a h c \
+ —7— + -)(-, + + 7

\ a b c / \b — c c — a a — bj
= 9.

117. Prove that if

1

+ -, -. +1+1 + In \ +m + ml 1 + *i + mn

,
I ml 1

and —^ + - -+- = 1,
i + 1 + In v +m + ml i +n + mn

and none of the denominators be zero, then l = m = 7i.

118. There are n letters and n directed envelopes. In how
many ways could all the letters be put into the wrong envelopes ?
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10. x = a-b, y = b-c, z = c-(t. 11. x = b + 2c, i/ = c + 2a, z — a + 2b.

h-c
12. x = b + c-a, 13. x = b, 14. x
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27. 5.376 cwt. 28. $93.75.

29 224^ days, nearly. 30. 1 day 18 hrs. 28 min.

EXERCISE VI. (Page 63.)

1. 23, 33, 203. 2. U, - 7, 38 - 3ri.

3. (1) 3?i + l; (2) 11 -3n; (3) 11, 0; (4) 37, 5?i-33.

4. 34'^ 46'^ no term. 5. 7, 290. 6. 194.

7. {n+l)a + (7i-i)b, 2na + (2n-5)b, (3j9 + 4)^

8. (1) 5050; (2) -790; (3) -333; (4) n''; (5) 1325 a/ 3"; (6) - rt.

9. 25,16, m. 10.5,8,11,14,17. 11. j-, 2.r- l...x2-.r+ 1.

12. -{7)i' + mn + 7r). 13. 7,4. 14. 8, 8«-14. 15. 59.

16. n^. 17. 110. 18. (!!i±ll(!i±i). 19. c. 21. 7.

22. 6, 11, 16. 23. 3, 5, 7. 24.. 20. 25. nl

26. 8, 10, 12, 14. 27. ±1, ±3, ±5; 6^^, 5^^, 4^^.

''
To^ W fo' To-

'' '^ '' ' ^' ' ^°^^^-

34.,,(2-,),Mizl). 3,.
(;^-2)(2«-cZ)

n—l rf(4 -p)

(h-1) n(n+\) n(«^ + l) w(ri+ l)(7r + «' + 2)

2
^

2 ' ^2 ' 8

n2(n2 + l)
38

EXERCISE VII. (Page 72.)

1. 11 or 15. 2. 2, n(n-2). 3.
03-nK2n+l)

(2n+l)(wrt-«*'>)

a — b
5. 91, r--r+l, ri= + 7t + l. 6. 10h-8, 10.

76 1 2
7. 25 or - — . The sum of 76 terms of 0, 7, , „ .... is 950.

o 00
8. 2|. 9. 9 or - 11. The sum of 1 1 terms of 19, 17 . .,

is 99; the sum of 11 terms of 1, - 1, - 3 .... is - 99.
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n 10 — 7r
11. —- is a negative intecer. 13. 3:2, -4:5, —

.

d 6r-\

15. !^, (lUPl^. 16. \, \,l....
20. in-l)s.

21 !^!(!!±i)' 25
{n-q)P-{n-p)Q

4
'

p-q
30. \ : ah + be + ca : a + b -\- c. 35. 1,3,5,7....

39. ^i^-i-n + l. 40 H^^'-^+i)y f
nK-^-i)

y

EXERCISE VIII. (Page 80.)

1. 32. 2. 19683. 3. ^. 4. 2(3)""^

5. 22". 6. aV"-2. 7. --^-r-„. 8. (2n- l)a"-V"-2.
,2n-3"a

9. —^(v/S-l)". 10. ^
^„^, ^. 11. 1023,2»-1.

1023 2 15 ^Ml- (-«-^)"} a-{^ + (ax)^"-^}

1024' "2"' j(rT^r) ' x{\+ax)

Ifi
(2+ v/3)"+^/3- 2 :!(!1"_-1) io K«"!!z_*!:!!)

-i{'-(-m'H-(r}-
23. 3, 3(2)-^ 24. 5"\ 25. ^, 2, 12. 26. 1, 3, 9.

27. \{m^- v'm2-4w-}, -{7h- v/m2_4~2j 28. 12, 16.

4 2 3 19 19
29. ^, g.etc. 30. 2. 31. 1, -,etc., or— , -— , etq.
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32. 21, 5, etc., or - 71, 15, etc. 33. —
, ±— , ~, ±^.

216 216
34. 2,4,8, 12, 16, or— , - -g-, etc.

35. 5, 9, 13, or 23, 9, -5. 36. 5, 10, or -81, -323J.
37. 2»-='(2» + 2"-i-l), 2"-i(2"-l).

38. 2"+i - 3, 3 .
22»-2 - 2", (2« - 1)-.

n<n-l) n(n+l)
tt 1

39. 2 2 (2"-l), 2"- -1. 40. 2--1-1, -{2-"-22" }.

a2(l-r)(l-r-") 2ft a/ a 2a \/T

1+^ Va+A/6V'a+V'6

EXERCISE IX. (Page 87.)

1. 1. 2. 1. 3. 2". i.
l-

5. ^. 6. 2(2+ v/2).

^ 2v'2" ^ 5 + 3^/3" ^ 3(3 1/2"-
2) ^^ aA/^

< . —r^i . o. . 9. —
. 10. •

^2+1 2
^

14 Vab-l

11. 44-3V/2. 12.^+-;^. 13
^-^^

-^"-1 ^

2
--

.r_l (a;- 1)2' (Uxf'

14. 4-(. + 2)2— , 4. 15. 6-^+-^ 6. 16. ~ +9^^,, I
arjl-b^r") a{l~b«)r-+' ar

(\-r){\~br) {\-r){\-by {l-r){\-br)'

JL _!_

20. (aft) -^
. 21. (»m)^ "^y . 22. (^— ) .

30. /^ _ . 31. -i-. 32. 1^(10"- 1)-*\
V3-V/2 a/2 27^ ^ 3

33. « =!^^> r= '

34.

n + 2 ' n 4- r
flrr(r"-l) an ar"(r"''' - I) am
~{i^^^~7^V (r-l)(rP-l)~7"^^'

a- rt*ft ., /v/5 + r

«-6' 0/
40. —,, V. 41. (—^^—jA, A,

!(a2- by
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EXERCISE X. (Page 97.)

1.
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9. n(2n'-3«-l). 10. '±±}^r:±l\"A^t}}{^2n+l)p*S}.

„.!^1). 12. |. U. 1,1,1 or -i -I, -I.
6 3 8' ' 5 8' ' 3

54'

24

14. 6, ^. 15. 2»+l, 2''+i + 2, etc.
54

7i(/i-l)(w+l)(3H+2) «(7i+l)(2«2 + 2«-l)
1 O. TT^"^""

'
• iJV. '

—

21. -3J. 22. !^^i){6a + (47i-l)ci}.

^ 1
23. -{(-l)»+'(4ri3 + 67i2_l)_l}.

8

25. -7i{8n + d), ^{7 + (-l)"+'(8n2+18w + 7)}.

n(2n + l)(a~by
33. 9, 15, 25. 39.

Q{n+l)b

46. -(« + 4)(2n+l),-^(2™' + ,. + 3), - {„+ 1 +(-l).(n-l)).

47. 2(n'^n),
»(" + ' X" + '^)

. 2„,
"<" "^ ' ><" "^

''

;

o o

{(-ir+l}7i2 + 2«, !ii!^li-^{2n + 7 + (-l)"3}

49.
2 •

EXERCISE XIII. (Paor 118.)

1. 78117. 2. 1011102. 3. 12710442. 4. 4776362.

5. 2ee008jej. 6. 12121x^1^^3. 7. 103466023. 8. 1045.

9. 2i8. 10. 1783661. 11. 5647124.

12. 51215405. 13. 3400. 14. 1101111.

16. 2" + 2*+2''+l 2'" + 2" + 2^ + 2" + 2^ + 2* + 2 + 1.

17. 3^ + l-(35 + 3* + 32 + 3). 18. Nonary. 19. Undenary.

20. Septenary. 22. Octenary. 23. Octenaiy.

24. Sfl"^. 25. 140 s(j. ft.
J

s<j. in. -^G, 11 ft, 9 in.
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EXERCISE XIV. (Page 124.)

1. -33, -5343, -74, -eS. 2. -875, -83, -428571.

3. -05343, -113. 4. -9167406.... 5. 12<96-515228.

'mW '•'.^4'^fo•
8.20n0004.3.

9. 1209-«1836547296, 10<-<09349787026....

10. Six and twelve. 11. Two. 12. Nine.

15. Last digit 4 or 0; last digit and preceding digit even.

16. 36. 27. -3125.

31. The given multipliers must be replaced by 1, 10, 9, 12, 3, 4.

EXERCISE XV. (Page 110.)

1. 3-1622776601, -8660254037, 1-7724538509.

2. 1-2599210498, -5848035476, 1-2407009818.

3. -9510565,-2588190. 4. ^^18+ v'SO, 2v'3'-v'27, a^I-^J.

5. '/5'+ \/y-2, V2 + a/s" + v/
5" + V30.

6. 3 _ v/y + v^I - VJ. 7. 1 + v/ 2, 3 - a/ 5, SVS - Ve.

8.0. 9. 2 a/I- 3, 1 -a;+ v'l-.r. 10. x^ + 2x''-8.v^-Qx-l.

11.-3. 12.44. 13. J(a/2"+ a/3 + a/I).

15. 16. v'l 18. x''+l.
Vx"^ + if

19. .7-3 + Zx v'I+ 1. 20. x^ ^T- x{ ^2"+ 2) + v'l6 - -^4"+ 1.

21. - a/ 5, a/"6- a/ 3"+ a/ 2-1. 22. 71. 24. a/"3- \/1, s/Vl.
5

25. 2. 26. 2r. 27. 0. 28. -( a/ 6"- 2 a/ 2"+ a/S"- 1), ^ V^ 3.

30. .3«+ A/6--3a^ 33.5-23607.

35. ±2(v/3- a/ 2^) or ±2(v/6-2). 36. -—
, g^.
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EXERCISE XVI. (Page 164.)

1. 205, -I02i. 2. SVS. 3. - 46 - 9i, -4-4*.
1 Q

4. -44, 8i-2^a/5 + v/3). 5 , iV3 + \/2.
1 O

6. 3-2*, 2-iV3, 2 + iV~5. 7. V3-iV2, 2 + *V3".

8. 27i. 10. x*-6jr3+18i:--26.r + 21. 11. 2 - iVs"

.

12. -. 13. 5,m2 + n^l. 14. 2 + (\/"3- 4\/ 5)*.

15.-^'. 16. I-. 17. -(a + ^)(a2 + i=^).

y'

2

34

18. abc — ftc" - ca^ - ab'^ + i{a?b + h^c + c^a — abc).

21. ^(^ + 2-m), l(n + 2)(z-l).

22. 2abc - {a^ + // + c^ + ((, + ^,)(i + c)(c + a)}i. 24.

\/l+a;2

26. (l+(o2)2, (2 + w2)2. 27.-1,4. 28. 2 ±\/ 3,0.

30. or-w or iV 3, "^-^^ or -^-— , w2-2i-a) or i('/3-2).

34. ^ + 1. 35.
3 ]f'!,"\, .

a^ + b^ + cL- 2>abc

EXERCISE XVII. (Page 182.)

« + 2/> 2a + h „ . „,
1. x = a, b. 2. ar =—^, —^. 3. x = b, -

3J.

4. ar = 0,^, 5. 3- = ±2, ±2v/~. 6. a: = 3, 7, ^i V^TT.

5a + 3/> 56 + 3a „ rt- + ^»-, . ,

7. x =— ,
—-—

.

8. x = — (a simple equat n).

u. ^_ ± "I'lj^tf!:!. 12. ,. 3, - 1 . 13. X- ± Vi.
labc 6
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14. x= - {m- ± m Vm? + 4:a} wherem= -{ -a±Va^ + U}.
2

15. x = ^ . 16. x = a\ — V.

8 l(l± V5)'»+2'"J

7 ,„ 10
17. ^=g. 18. a: = 4, --.

5 „^ , 47 -44 a/ 6
19. r = 6, --. 20. x=\,

23
•

21. . = 0, "!^^,y^:^ - 22.. = 0, 2(l±v/2).
(3a + o)(rt + 6f))

23. a: = ±l, ±J^- 24. :r = l±v/T9.

25. a-=-l, -hp-lTV^(i«-3)(p+l)}.

2G. x =^^4—^. ' 27. a- = 3, -1, l±2v/-l.

-3±a/5
28. ar=-l, -1, —^

. 29. a: = 0, 2. 30. a-=-4, -4.

o 1 -l±v/-35
31. x = 3, -3. 32. 3- = 3, -, g -.

^ 63a ^, ^ ,
l±v/-75

33. ar = 0, -—

.

34. x = 5, -4, .

bo ^

1 l±v/-31
35. ar= - -, t;

. 36. x = ±l.
6 b

37. x = 3a- 2b, 3b - 2a. Other values are imaginary.

equation.

38. i{a-x){x-b)^{a-bf±V{n-by-8c{a-b). 39. 3- = 3, 4, - 1.

„/a + ib\ „/a-(jb\ /a + ib\ , ^ fA reciprocal

41. (x + —] +a(x +— )+b =— .

\ ax) \ ax; a

42. x = ±3. 43. x = {b^-a^f.
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44. x =
\a'+\

1

(m+n)'
ipq

4mn

46. a: = (a~^ + ^»~i)^^.

45. .= f^Y"

\±V~b

48. 3- = 2, -1, ^^b±V\l

47. a;2 = .

49. x= -\±Vd.

50.
7/i±v^6 + 2m , ,— _ _

^ = 2 wherem = ±v2. 51. ar = 2±V2, S^a/S.

55. :r = 0, -1, -1, ~-^^^.

56. :r = 2, 3, ll±^^^ 57. ;r= -1, .5, 2 ± v/ 5.

58. a:2(a _c) +a:(a2+ 6Hc2+ a6 - 36c) + {a + b){b + c){c + a) - 6aic = 0.

59. x =
5±^- 11 ±4 a/105

2

60. An identity. 61. x = 0, a;^ = ± •/ 3.

63. ar = 3(l ±a/3), 1± A/T5. (Apply formula of 62.)

64. x=12, -6, 2±2v'3Tl. 65. ar = 5, ~-A ^ " ^
' 9

66. ar=10, -5±7\/-3.

-iiiv/ssg
68. x= -7,

1. x = 4, 1;

y=l, 4.

67. ar=ll, 11, -7.

C9. .= 3,-3±3A/5
2 " "' 2' 4

EXERCISE XVIII. (Page 193.)

2. ^ = 2,7, l(9±V'1^n);

y = 7, 2, -(g^v^-Sll).
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1
3. x = l, -3, 2±\/-33; 4. x = b, -2, ^(S±V-103);

y = 3, -7, -2±a/^33.
j

y = 2, -5, --(3=F^/-103).

5. .T = 3, 2, ^(-7±V'^:23), ^(2±V'22);

y=2, 3, 1(-7T^^23), 1(2^^/22).

6. x = 3, -1(3tVT79); 7. a: = ±3, ±2;

1
2/ = ±2, ±3.

7/ = 2, --(7TV/-79).

8. ^ = 9, 1; 9. x = 5, -5;

y=l, 9. 2/ = 2, -3.

1
10. - = - ^j—- {a* + b^+ V6a*b* - a^ - 6«}. From this equation

and .r- + 2xy + 2y- = h-, x and y can be found.

_ „ „ rOther solutions can be found fr
x = D, 6, — 6, - b;

J ^

2/ = 3, 5, -5, - 3.
I

xy= -— and a:- 4-:ry 4-y^ = 49.

12. .^ + 2/= v'«3 + 3i3^ 13. x-\-y= Vn-U- in:

ofy =
^^

. 5
Va^+Sb^ x-y =— Vahn - n.

Va--b-

27 _ a?
14. a- + 2/ =— Vn - mP, 15. x = 0, ^ ;

16. a-:-—,

7 9 ^2

17. ar = 4, 0; 18. a- = 9, 4; 19. t = 0, 8^, 2(^)S
v = 2, 0. 2/ = 4, 9.

^^
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20. x = 0, |(l±v/2); 21. x=2, 16;

1 V=2, -.

22. a-= 8,"! r.r= -8
^-.' f The only other solution is < '

23. a-=3, ^; 24. z = 0, ^|^;

y=i. 1- ^ l±^/5"
2/ = 0, -^.

25. ar = 3, 2, i(5±lvT309);

1,_ 1

y = 2, 3, -(5T3V/-309).

06 a. = +o iOv'TT +'5 +5^/"- [Other solutions from
"'

" ,
' '' ' ,

' 429.r2 + 20.n/ + 29y2 =
2/ = ±5, ±5a/-1, ±2, ±2a/-1. | , 4 4 r,^

a^-y = o- J y= 3, -3.

29. r = 2 1
„' \ Other solutions obtained from a cubic equation.

y = 3.J

'
'} Equations not independent.

y = m, -m.)

31. x= V3 + V2, V3 - a/2:1
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36. ar = l, l±v/Tl; 37. a: = 3,-2;

2/ = 4, -2. y=-2, 3.

38. x = {Va±V~by, 39. ar= 5, 11;

ij = (V'a^\^Jy. y=±4, ±4v/y.

40. x = 0, '^171 + 71,
'

l7/i +
7^
(a=F V^"^ - 4)

;

y = 0, Vyn-rn, /|m+ -(a± V a- - 4),

, — (w + w)± Vi7i- - 27«n + 571^

where a =—

^

.

in

' Other solutions from — =
2/
= ±2, ±2V~^.\ y- 5

42. a = 2, 4; 43.ar = 2,8; 44. 3- = 2 v" 5, 2 v" I, 2; 45.a; = a,i;

2/ = 4, 2. 2/- 8, 2. 2/ = 2v'5", 4v'2', 6. y = ^«.

EXERCISE XIX. (Page 201.)
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9. a:= 3, 2,-1; 10. a:=2, 3, 4;

2/=-l, 3, 2; 2/=3, 4, 2;

«= 2, -1, 3. 2=4, 2, 3.

11. x= 3, -3; 12. x= 3, -5;

y= -5, 5; y= 1, -3;

13. .= 1±^^, 14.- =

\ca

2= -5, 3.

y=

2iVi'''-c2

|a6
!S = -

^bWU'-c'

15. x=±-^,—-^, 16. x=±-— _^
,

V a^ + U" + c^ - Za'b'c''

2a6 2=±

1 , ,——— ,_ „ .„, . 1

A/a«+Z;«+c«-3a2iV

17. a;=-{±v//>2+2«^±A/3(«2_/;2)|^ r^ VW - a'' ± V 2a? + h"-]

;

1 , / .„ ^ .. , ^, „ .„. , 1

18. a:=±4, ±^\/3'; 19. £c=-2, 2;

1 _ y= 4, -1;

y = ±3, ± -\/3; «= -1, 4.

«=±2, T ^ v/3.
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- aHR - c')^

^"^' ^' (See Art. 207, Ex. 5.)
;: = 6, -2. V ' /

22. a:= 5, 23. x = a,0,Q, ^ ^^ '

v= -2,

z~ 1.

24. ,, + (^ + c)'-(. + i)(. + «)

2A/3a6c-a3-63-c^

{c + af-{b + c){a + h)

{a + bf-{c + a) {h + c)

2VUbc-a?-b^-c?'

3abc-a^-b^-c^

y = 0, b, 0, etc.;

s = 0, 0, c, etc.

2/ = ±

25. X = —r- {(be -ca + ab)(bc + ca- ab)], etc.

iabc^

26. x{ac -ab- be) = y(ab + ac- be) = z{ab + bc + ea).

27. x=^-{2a-b-c), 28. x=n, 2f;

2/= 3(2/j-c-«),

s= -(2c- a- b).

o

I (''-'^y
^

2/
= 3, 3, 4;

r(63 + c«)((r' + a^)\i

2 = 4, 3, 3.

3^3 _ ^y

31. a:= 0, ^^; 32. a: =1, 9; 33. x^^G, 3J;

, ,1 2/
= 2, -6; 2/ = 5, 61;

_\+V^ 5^Zl1. ^ = 4. =5 = 3, 4i.
^~ 2 ' 2

1- V~^
2 = -
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EXERCISE XX. (Page 208.)

3. a^ + b^ + c^ + abc=^0. 4.
/'^ + ^\ = a/ 2".

^- -' +
A-2
=

7 AT- 7. (b + cf + {b-c)^=2a. .

a- b^ (a - by \ / \ /

8. 02(hiC2 - b^c^ + b2,{c^a^ — CoWi) + cJl^dibn - ajb^ = 0.

9. 7 -, + p; + ^—^ = 0. 10. ;?-(a + 6 + c)- = 3.
be— a- ac-b- ab-c

11. a? + b--\-c'-ab-bc-ca = 0. 13. -+ + •+ = 1.
a+l b+\ c+\ d+\

14. {x-h){y-k) = 0. 15. 2/ = or :r = 0.

16. if-9,^0 ov a^-'& = 0. 17. 2y- + l=0, y'-iy + 2> = 0.

lo (c'-a^F «' 1 {c'-abf b^ 1

19. (aci-aic)' = (6ic-6ci)(ai6-a^.i). 20. 4a*6» - 2aV-rt«6*-6" = 0.

21.- = . 22. ]r = b-la- + m'). 23. c' + a^ _ fi^^O.

24. im/ca + irrub +]ra? = 4:miiap + 4a^6c.

25. (rt^i - a^by = (^jC - bcj)' + (aci — aic)-.

27. By squaring the equations and adding we get

(a6 + ^6) + 2(a* + b')x + (a- + b-)x' = y' + z-.

(I +xY- v^-z^

4a; + 3 ^ '^

Also, l»y adding and subtracting the equations and multiply-

ing together,

(\^,xy-aW = -Lr-r>- (2)

From (1) and (2) n} and i" can be found, and their values

substituted in a^ + i- = 1

.

28. f! + ^Vi'=l. 32.
""- =!lyz^lzl\
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33. a^-3ab'^ + 2c^ = 0. 34. a^ - 3a/>2 + 2c' - 6rf^ = 0.

35. a + b + c = 0. 36. c' = o'(a + 6 + 2).

37. a- + 6- + c- + 2aic=l. 38. a^ + b'^ + c^ + abc^O.

39. {a + b + c-l)- = iahc. 10. «= + ^»H c^* - 3a6c = ti^

41. «w+;,w+cv=4^4+i^4+-"'''
li' + k- P + liT c-+k-'

42. rt6 + ^/c + ca + 2a6c=l. 43. (a- ^ b- \- c"f + 8{ab + be + caf ^ 0.

44. .c*+2/2^;^i 45. 5{a^-b'')(2a^ + P) = 9a{a^-c%

46. -( =1. 47. a6 = c + l.

\ UG J \ ac J

48. {a-\-bf -{a-bf={8cf.

EXERCISE XXI. (Page 217.)

1. (.c-2y/-2«)(2.r-y + 3a). 2. {ac - 2d)- = {a" - '^b){c' - ^e).

9. Between - and - -

.

17. Between 2 and — 1 2.

21. m=-2. 22. m = ±7.

24. {luy — liiij' = (hn^ — /i?rt)(?rt«i - »?i?i).

26. («»! - bb,)- + i{hci, + hjj){hb^ + h,a) = 0.

29. {aci — a^c)- = (ab^-a^b)(bci-b^c). .31. 576,

EXERCISE XXII. (Page 223.)

I. X- - ,3, -. ^. a:-.± V3, --, --.

3. x= -l± V ^, - 1 ± a/I. 4. .r = ± \/ 3, 1 ±2 v^^, - 1.

5. (1) .c* - 2.r + 25 = 0, (2) .r*- 8.c- + 36 = 0,

(3) x' -2x''+ 9 = 0, (4) x' - 1 0.r +1=0,
6. a-* -10.r-19x- + 480j-- 1392 = 0.

7. a:«-16.r« + 88.f* + 192x-+ 144 = 0,
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EXERCISE XXIII. (Page 230.)

1. (1) -^. (2) -f+?,pq-Zr, (3)^^^".

2.(1)3, (2) -2. d. {\) x'-{p'-2q).t'- + {q'-2pr)x-r' = Q,

4. 2, 2, 1. (2) r* - qx^ +^wx - r^ = 0.

5. ^, -2, -^. 6. {^lr + 2p^-^ijqf = i{2y'-Zqf.

8. (1) a.-^+2;w- + 3-(yr + (7)+;)g'-r = 0,

(2) x^ - .^2(^2 _ 2j9r) + x{2rr- - 2qr-) -r* = 0.

3 3+ 3 V'~S
9. x^ - 2^.r- + j^x + r^ = 0. 10. q^=-Sr-, «=-, ^ .

11. m^ = 3n. 12. ^-c - 7^a — pq(b - pa) = e,

qd -pe- q~{h - pa) = 0.

13. 4^ = 4(m + l)4-F. U. {B"--CA){D'-AF) = {BD-EAy.
15. (2a;2 + a;+2)--5.cl

16. (1) ihcd = Sad'' + <^, (2) 63 + 8a2(/ = 4a6c; a:=l, ^, -1.

21. (1) L^, (2) mzlPH, (3) Z^Zii^Zi^. ^

/) P' p^

23.0. 24.1. 27. «=1, 6 = 11, c = ll, (f=l, e = 0.

13 9
28. ^ +-a:+-a;2 + ... 30. x = (f + 2c.

y = 6 + 3c.

\
- r+ ^•"-^^ + ---

31.
^^"-^^)^"-^^>

.

1 - .c^ - x^ + x^ + x*"' - x" - x^ + . .

I

EXERCISE XXIV. (Page 2.39.)

32. (:i(:i±lH
. 33.,..

T-

1. 504. 2. 25. 3. 300, 1190. 4. 20, 36.

5. 6, 48. 6. 24. 7. 3628800, 39916800, 239500800.

8. 60, 325. 9. 1555. 10. 8. 11. 13.

12. 720, 518400, 55440. 13. 34650, 151200, 121080960.

14. 114. 15. 3000. 16. 60, 12. 17. 35.

120

18, 30240, 19. 90720, 70560, 17640. 20. 1 13, i=,
1 13

|
8.

I— I 8 '— I—

I
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21. 122880. 22. 494020. 23. 27,10,18. 24. 80640.

25. 40320, 5040, 2520. 26. 24. 27. 3628800.

28. 282240. 29. 298598400, 8233505280. 30. 24, 24, 72.

31.362880,2903040. 32. [m.[m-l. 33.81126230400.

EXERCISE XXV. (Page 250.)

1. 210, 84. 2. 38760, 3060, 8568. 3. 20.

4. 46558512, 5587021440. 5. 630. 6. 51.

7. 1023, 512. 8. 127, $762.24, 171. 9. 791.

10. 24, 30 (including unity and the given number).

11. 163, 3393, 3386880. 12. 576, 821; 46866, 314695.

13. 36 or 39 cents. 14. 5,2. 15. 8 or 9, 2 or 3, 243100.

122
16. ^— 222_i^ (2"-18)(2S-l). 17. 2». 18. 12.

19. 8. 20. 12, 4.
I
ni \'tn-\

21. '-— '-

:,

22. 390625. 23. 5. 24. (^^+ l)(9 + l)2»-«-^- 1.

kt + 5
25. 21,56,^^1==. 26. 1820. 27. 56.

I

m
I

n
28.8204716800. 29. — — \r + s.

— r
I

,

30. 244. 31. 19. 32. !^-^, ^^Z^)^,

n(n-l) w(n-l)(?i-2) n(n - l){n - 2)(n^ - I3n + 20)
j^. _, __

,
. ._ _,

7i(7i-^l)(7i-2)(n-3)

g
.

n(n-l) p(p-l) [^zl .

P L^?^

[2 [1
y^\n-p-Z

Y2 Yn-ji~'2

35.
\ i^^.

^piP::})^^
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vi(vi-l){7i + p) n(n-l)(p + m) p(p-l)(7,i + n)
36. — + ^ + ~ + mnp.

37. 204, -(-+^f-+^), 38. 6084, !^.tl)^

EXERCISE XXVI. (Page 259.)

1. 20, 10. 2. 5775. 34650. . 3. ^^Qy^^
\nr ;23

4. ^^. 5. 1663200. 6. ^^.
{[0" [3

1100
7. 1001. 8. -^, 10^«. 9. 75600.

95

i
26 1 25 199

\r + n- I \ti + r
13. -.^ . , \==. 14. 7. 15. T-'\

16.
.^ ( 9 ~ 1 1 or (

—-— 1 , according as ii, is even or odd.

17. (n + iy. 18. 30786. 19. 576.

\pq + r \p + 1

21. 46376. 22. -;

—

-—— . . 23
iq+in[q_y' \n \p-n + V

24. 690. 25. 3^i- + 3M+l. 26. 209952. 27. 2815.

EXERCISE XXVII. (Page 265.)

9
!_'* 10

2n(7. + l )(2u+l) n_
2"" 3

*

n+ V

15. r(n-l)U-^y + {n-])y 16. «= + 4ac = 6^
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EXERCISE XXVIII. (Page 275.)

1. j^ + j--(rt + l> — c) + .v{ub - be - ca) - ubc.

2. a;*-10.r' + 7.c- + 162.c-360. 3. .r*- 225.1- + lfi20.c- 2916.

L Ji? + 5a.c* + 1 Oa-x^ + 1OaV + 5a*.c + «".

5. 64a« + 576a56+ 2160a<62 + 4320a363+4860a26* + 2916a6s+7296«.

6. 1 6a* - 32«> + 2-if/y - ^aif + y\

7. 1 - 1 2.r + 60.r - 1 60.1-= + 240.r* - 1 92.i- + Ux\
240 192 64

8. .l-''+12.r* + 60.C-+160 + -^ +—r- + -r.
.1- X* 0-''

9. ^.8 + 4.4.1 + 6 + 4 + 4- 10. 252A-V- H- - 20000.rS.

125 140 '10

12. -^=-««6'l 13. —^-=-4''.rV*. 14. -^=^x^.
,19 |6^ 134

L6_ [5^.5^

12 il2 n

1 6 ; 6 bo !?•«--?•

18.
1

**

i

r 1 n -
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EXERCISE XXIX. (Page 281.)

1. IS^Herm. 2. 5'" and G**" terms. 3. 4'" term.

4
4. 5"' term. 5. -

.

6. 540.
O

7. 108864. 8. 512. 9. r = 14.

10. x = 3, 71 = 5, « = 2. 11. ?t = 2r + 8. 12. 2;- = ?i.

EXERCISE XXX. (Page 293.)

1 1
3 3,5,

.-> 1
2 1,4,

1. l +
j^-g^^+i^s-----.-

2. l--.--.-_.r-....

3. 1 +.V- ~^x-+ ^.c"-

,
1 1 _1, 1 _3,, , 1 _S „

4. «- + izii -fa-- -a ^b-x- + —;(i. -ir.c'

2 o lb

5. 2* - 2*a; - 2~*
, Zx" -.. . fi. 1 - 3.r + 6.c- - lO.c' + . . . .

7. 1 + 6.r + 2U- + 56.1^ + . . . . 8. 1 + A., +^^ + J^.,4 + . ..

b lb lo 32

1 4 20 320

10. l-3.r + 6j;*- 10./« + ....

^ 2 a^ I ,^/' 2. 1.4.... (3/-- o) .v^'

'
"" ~

3 « ~
9 a^

~
3^ f<37r-2

- • • •
•

^^ ^
3 27 , 135

3

13. l+^+-fl^!i±l) + ....
a a»+i 2a2«+i

(n + l)(2H+l)....{(r- 1)7^ + 1} t-'-

[r •^^i + ----

14. ~-l-x^ 15. I-gV'. 16. |V.

1 7. ;S«-^.^ 18.
-g-^-^-^-^-ii-ij]!)^

.
,0.

2«
I
6 3 ' 1 9

19. (- ir. Hi^^^l^i),, 20. ihM^ilizlr),
^ ^ 3'-

1
r 3n r
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21. (- l)^
3.4. 5. Or + 2)

^ _ o^r
. ^.^ (,.+ i)(^+ 2)2-y.

I I

3 j

, ,
1.3.5....(2r-l) -'-'•+"

23

25. 1L.1^.:^3^. X ^l 26. ^AliL^l^iLl^l
. 3:

.

.,.

lA 2-V
^7

15 3J.7.9J_1 0-+l)V + 2)(r+3)(r + 4)
^

32' "2^»]5
• ^ '

29. x^ + 4.c» + 10.r + 20.1- .... or .x\\ + \.,- + 10.f-' + ....).

30.
l-3-6-'-i>..^

EXERCISE XXXI. (Page 297.)

1. The 4"' or 5"^ terms. 2. The 23'^'i term.

3. The 39"' term. 4. The 12'" term.

5. The 5'" term. G. The 7"^ term.

7. The '^'^ term. 8. The 9'" term. 9. Tlie 8"^ term.

EXERCISE XXXII. (Page 308.)

1. -19. 2. (-1/"-'. 3. 2m- + 3m + 2.

6. (1) 9 99666...., (2) 10.00666....,

(3) 6-99927 + ...., (4) 5-00128.

5,'- 2/ x\ -245
8. (1, 1--., (2, ^(l+.^j). 15.—.

16. Coefficient of .r'' is 3"''. 2~^''~-. ^/.""'; coefficient of .r'''+^ is

_33r-ri_2-3'-3.a-3^-3, and of x"-^^ \i 0.

18. ^ '^ ^^30 • 2^- 3V3-2. 53. 462.

55. ?H/i+ -m(?;i+ 1).
2
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EXERCISE XXXIII. (Page 318.)

1.



MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

EXERCISE XXXV. (Page 327.)

1. 1 + a- + 3-2 + .r^ + .r'' + ./ + .r" + a-^ + .r^ + a:^ 4. x-h

8. a* = w(/>c — rt"), y = w(crt - //-), z = w(a/> — c").

S(y- — z.v) S(z- — xy)

x^ + y'^ + ^- ^xyz' x^ + y" + ^'' - 2>xyz'
'

Ti(,r-yz){if- zx)(^-xy)

(.?"" + y^ + z^ - Zxyzf
r-2 2r-l

10. —-— , r.- 1, —-—-; scales of 5, 8, 11, etc.
o o

19. ,
^•""/)^-^^"/^ 20. 999,2220. 21. -^, l:2d + l.

{x + a)(x + b){x + c) 2(1+

1

•

.r-2/l l-.r 1-2/ J'
"^

* (.r + 2/)ar'»-2-

''*• "5^^ "^^' ~^-"l 6 ' ~^^^^7^ '

.3 2

5(«")--"n-

25. a;4:c=l:v'2:V'T77f. 26.- -^" + '',)

.

23. 2«[6, Ll^-G.2^11+^.2-^10-^4l-2'[i + etc.

29. 505. 30. ^(10" -1). 31. 5455. 32. 190800.

-_ 1.3.5....2r-l,^ . 1.6.11 ....5r-4 a^'
38.

q:
i-r),

^^^,.--^ ..^,.

39. ^-{n+l){7i + 2){5n + G). 40. -i_l_^(G„3 + g^r + 11?^ + 4).

44. —

.

45. x = a-(b + c) + b-{c + a) + r{a + b).
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48. 10 ft., 15 ft.

:=-7, 1,

50. {(,+ Vcr--\)(b+ VU'- \){c+ a/c--1)=1 =

51. x = {a + b- c){a -b + c), 56. rr + - = - 4 ± V'"6.

y — (^b + c-a){b — c + a),

z = (c + a- b)(c -a + b).

604'.i%l' = 0. 01. III-'). I.
I m n 5 \ '^>7i+ 1/

76. rx^ - 7(1 + r).r2 - (1 + rf = 0.

84. {ax + by + cz)(bx + cy + fiz){cx + ay + J>z).

^^ [VlJ:! g^_
.r«(4.r + 12;..r^+129^ + 4r)

'

I

r
I

w - 2r* '

a;* + 4/;a;^ + ^q.v- + 4r.c + «

91. m"' term = 2m^ — m- — 2??i + 1

;

sum =2|-^^ j- 1^ ^ - (h)(« + 1) + n.

94. (1) .r = r/ andaa-= + ro--l=0; (2) aT=2, -, 3, -.

97. 'M^^f-dl. 99. _l+^/"rT, _i_ -/TT, _3, 1.

«! - 1

6
102. 480. 103. 1 - -j^

108. ^-_l±}Zqz^_ „3, 3.,o

(ri+l)(n + 2)(2n + 3)'

^ 113 .380

4*7 - ;r

L-\ 2 13 4 » J





APPENDIX.

The following are the ordinary proofs for Permutations, Com-

binations and Binomial Theorem

:

1. To find the number ofperTimUations of n thinys taken r at a

lime.

Denote the n things by the letters a, h, c, d . . . . , and the re-

quired number by the symbol (n)r'

"We can form these (n)^ permutations into n, classes—(1) those

in which a stands first, (2) those in which Ij stands first, and so

on; and (n)^ is the sum of the numbers of ail these classes.

Now, every permutation of the first class can be formed by

placing a before one of the permutations of tiie (n - 1) things,

b, c, d . . . . , taken r — 1 at a time ; and every one of these latter

permutations give a difierent permutation of the first class.

Hence the number in this class = («- l)r_i. Similarly it can be

shown that (h-1),._i is the number in each of tlie n classes;

.". the sum of the numbers in all these classes = n{n - \)r-\-

Hence («),. = w(n- l),._i

and (n-l),_i = (n-l)(?i-2),._2,

etc. = etc.,

{n-r + 2)o = (n - ;• + 2)(u -r+\\.

:. multiplying, {n\ = n{n - I ) {n-r + 2)(n -r^\\;

but (?i- r+ l)i = H - r-l- 1.

,•. {ri)r — >i(n - \) . . . . (n - r + I).
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2. To find the number of combinations of n things taken r at a

time.

Denote the n things by the letters a, b, c, d . . .
.

, and the re-

quired number by (n)^.

We can form all such combinations into n classes—(1) those

in which a stands first, (2) those in which b stands first, and so

on; and the sum of the numbers in all these classes is r(?^)y. For

every combination occurs r times, viz., once in each class in which

any one of its component things stands first.

For instance, when r = 4 the combination abed occurs in each

of the first four classes.

Now, every combination of the first class can be formed by

placing a before one of the combinations of the (n— 1 ) things,

b, c, d. . .. , taken r - 1 at a time ; and every one of these latter

combinations gives a different combination of the first class.

Hence the number of this class =(7«. — l)^_i. Similarly we can

show that ()i - l)r-i is the number in each of the n classes; ,". the

sum of the numbers in all these classes = n{n — l)r_i.

Hence 7-{n)r = n(n—l)j.^i;

.-. (n)^= -{n- l)^_i,

and (w-l),_i = ^7—^(?i-2)^_2,

etc. = etc.

,

7i-r + 2
(n - r + 2)., = ^ -{n - r + l)i.

, 1 • / N
nhi-1) (n-r + 2).

.-. multiplymg, («), = {n-r+iy,

but (n-r+l)i = n-r + l;

. ^ n(n-l)....(n-r + 2){n-r + l)
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3. To 'prove the Binomial Tlieorem wlieth tJte index is a positive

INTEGER.

We shall find, T)y actual multiplication, that

(.1- + u){x + i) = .r- + (a + h)x + ah,

(x + (()(x + b){x + c) = .r + (a + fj + c)x- + {'lb + <iG + hc)x + abc.

Assume this law of formation to hold for n-\ factors, so that

(.r + «i)(x + Wj) (.r + «„_i) = x"-i +2}ix"-- ^-jx.t"-^ + etc. +/>„_i

where 2h — «i + "'i + "s + etc.

,

2h = ^i"^i + '-'I'^s + f'2^3 + etc., etc. = etc.,

2>n-l = "if'o"^ • • • • f''""^

Then, multiplying hy another factor, .' + "„, wo have

{x + «i)(.r + «,) (.f + ('„)

= .c" +2h-^''~'^ +2J.,x"-- + etc. +p„_i.c

+ «,,.fc'«-i +^yi«„.i-"-- + etc. H-iA^./v" +7^n-/'„

= ;r" + g-j.?;""^ + <^.,.i" "
- + etc. + q^.iX + g"

where

Qi =Pi + "« = «i + "2 + "3 + etc. + «„,

!Z2 =i^2 +i^l";v = "l"2 + "l"a + "2^3 + ^^^- + "l«n + ^'2"n + ^tc, CtC. = CtC,

In =i^«-l«„ = «1«2«3 "h-i",»;

that is, if the law holds for the product of n - 1 factors, it holds

also for that of n factors. But we have seen above that it does

holds for tliree factors, therefore iovj'our, and therefore iov Jive,

and so on; that is, it holds generally, when w is a positive integer.

Now, it is easily seen that the terms in q^, q.,, q.^, etc., arc the

different combinations of the n letters, a^, a.,, a^, etc., t/,^, taken

one, tioo, three, etc., together; and, consequently, the number of

terms in q^ is Cj, in q., in C._., etc., where Cj, C, C„, represent
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the combinations 1, 2, 3 . . . . together. Let us put a for each of

«i, Oo, etc.; then the first side becomes (' + <')", and each of the

terms in q-^, q.., q^, etc., becomes a, a'-', a^, etc., respectively; and

therefore we have

(;r + a)" = .c" + da-r"-^ + Coff^.c''-^ + etc.

7h , ri,(n— 1) „= ^" + Y
"•'"" + -^n

—

^a-x"--- + etc.

And, of course, it Avill follow in like manner that

(a + .r)" = «" + t\.ra"-'^ + Cr^ru"-- + etc.

= a" + C\a"-^x + CV'" ""'" + etc.

y
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